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ABSTRACT 
This study aimed to explore investment in accounting information system (AIS) in the 

commercial banks in Libya. It focuses on the extent and nature of AIS investment in the 

Libyan commercial banks, resultant changes in business processes and the significance of 

training and up-skilling of the workforce in delivering systems benefits. 

Following an initial literature review, the research reviewed AIS investment in all Libyan 

commercial banks and established top line profiles of nine of the thirteen existing banks (the 

other four being close to merger with, or acquisition by, other banks). Three banks were 

selected for detailed case study analysis, representing a cross-section in terms of size, staff, 

age profile, and ownership of the banks. Three methods were adopted to collect data - 
individual questionnaires with key bank personnel, semi-structured interviews and review and 

analysis of pertinent bank documents. 

The study researched and analysed the recent investment in advanced IT in the case study 
banks, where AIS packaged software and communications infrastructure had been 

implemented. The banks that use developed global systems have more efficient and effective 

systems than the banks that use local systems, and in general there are no adequate policies or 

plans in place for training and up-skilling of staff using these new systems. The study also 
found that investment in AIS and associated technological infrastructure had impacted on all 

main business processes, bringing about significant process improvement in some cases. 
Contributions to knowledge include a qualitative assessment of AIS in Libyan banks, which 
has not been done before, and the identification of some of the benefits and problems that 

result from major systems deployment. The study has also shown that models formulated for 

application in the developed world can be adapted and applied to assess information systems 
in a developing world commercial environment. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Research 

1.1 Introduction 
The main purpose of this introductory chapter is to present an overview of the design and 

implementation of this study. This chapter has been divided into two main sections. 

Section 1.2 discusses the rationale and context of the study and also presents the research 

objectives. Section 1.3 presents an overview of Libya and the Libyan economy 

development including the history of banks in Libya and an overview of operating banks 

in Libya. 

1.2 Rationale and Context of the Study 
Over the past two decades, the banking industry has witnessed an enormous wave of 
development, which was the direct result of various factors, one of the most important 

being information technology (IT) development. Most banks consider IT as a route for 

service quality improvement, while others perceive it as a cost-effective expansion 

strategy (Kim and Davidson, 2004). Whatever the underlying strategy, there is a consensus 

regarding the importance of understanding the patterns of IT adopted by bank customers 
(Pikkarainen et al, 2004). It is very important here to note that there are many studies 

emphasising that financial institutions such as banks are distinguished from other 
businesses in the amounts of IT they use. Porter and Millar (1985), for instance, have 

found that banking is one of the most information-intensive sectors. Banks are tending to 

use IT. to improve the quality of their services, increase efficiency and customer 

satisfaction, and offer wider choices with lower costs to the customer. In other words, 
banks are using IT for competitive advantage. 
Lang and Colgate (2003) claim that the relationships between service providers and their 

customers have been noted to be of importance in -the banking industry. Moreover, 
information systems (IS) have played an important role in different life aspects. In the 
business world, IS investment has been applied to support a range of functional and 

process areas in operational, technical and strategic fields. Accounting information 

systems (AIS) provide valuable information to a range of external users and internal users 

of accounting data (Romney and Steinbart, 2003). The purpose of accounting information 

system is to produce financial statements such as the Statement of Comprehensive Income, 

the Statement of Financial Position and other reports used by managers, creditors, current 
2 



and potential investors and others. The data produced by AIS is considered an essential 

source of key information for the. organisation. It plays a major role in informing financial 

decisions either operational or regarding investment or funding. These decisions contribute 

to improving the organisation's position and give competitive advantage, reflected in the 

market value of the organisation, and therefore its sustainability in the marketplace. 

The banking sector is among the different economic sectors where the use of AIS has 

increased significantly in recent years, as it has contributed to banking operations, 

reducing cost and time and improving the quality of services delivered to the customers. 

The building or rebuilding of AIS is a costly process, which requires significant effort, 

time and money at every stage of their creation (planning, analysis, design, development, 

implementation and upgrades). Many studies have tried to show a direct impact of either 

accounting or IT on performance. However, several recent studies have shown that the fit 

between accounting and contextual factors, or between IT and contextual factors, have 

significant impact on performance (Ismail and King, 2005). Therefore, this investment 

should contribute to the organisation's subsequent long-term productivity and 

profitability. This can be done through good IS management and proper training and skills 

enhancement. It is also dependent on the knowledge of how to use these systems in an 

effective manner, to support the need of the decision makers and strategic planners. This 

will normally entail change and improvements in the basic business processes of the 

organisation. 

Almighrawi (2004) studied accounting systems in Libyan commercial banks. She found 

that most accounting systems used in Libyan commercial banks did not have the features 

nor the specifications of the modem accounting systems; she found also that most Libyan 

banks did not have skilled and efficient staff to operate modem accounting systems. She 

recommended the adoption of advanced technology in the banking industry to provide 
developed and modem services to customers. She recommended also that there should be 

a programme to qualify and train staff on new technology in the banking sector as well as 
in the area of communications. Recently there has been a general trend in Libyan banks 

toward investment in advanced IT, so this study will try to answer the questions postulated 
in section 1.3 below. 
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1.3 Research Questions 
This research will explore investment in accounting information system (AIS) and 
business performance in commercial banks in Libya. 

This will be done by addressing the following questions: 
1. What is the extent and nature of AIS investment in Libyan commercial banks? 

2. Has investment in AIS resulted in significant change in business processes? If so, 

what role has this played in improving business performance in Libyan 

commercial banks? 

3. How important is training and up-skilling of the workforce in making sure the 
benefits of investment are delivered? 

1.4 Research Aim and Objectives 
The aim of this study is to first discover the extent and nature of accounting information 

system investment in Libyan commercial banks. Second, it will research and analyse 

process change that accompanies significant investment in accounting information 

systems and third, the significance of people skills and related training programmes in 

delivering systems benefits will be assessed. The results of the study could be used as a 

source for IS strategy development and implementation in Libyan banks. Moreover, it will 

add to the existing limited literature about this subject in the developing and non-western 

environments. The presence of AIS in an organisation is accompanied by capital and 

operating expenditure which is part and parcel of this overall investment. It is desirable to 

have an appropriate balance between these investments and the expected returns. This will 

also be investigated as part of the research of the relationship between investment in 

accounting information systems and business Performance.,, In line with the above 
discussion, this research aims: 

" To explore investment in accounting information system (AIS) in the commercial 
banks in Libya. 

" To map and analyse the business processes linked to the deployment of AIS, and 
determine their significance in overall business improvement. 

" To identify the influence of training and upskilling of the workforce on the 

accomplishment of investment benefits in Libyan commercial banks. 

" To determine how business performance has been influenced by investment in AIS 
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This research project has focused on the investment in AIS in the commercial banks in 

Libya and this sector was selected as the site for the case for a number of following 

reasons: - 

" No previous study has been conducted in the impact of investment in accounting 

information systems on business performance in the Libyan commercial banks. 

" There is economical and socio-political importance of this sector for Libyan society. 

The banking sector in Libya has been used to encourage economic development. 

" The Libyan economy has been passing through a period of development and reform 

such as privatisation, establishment of new private banks and entry of foreign banks 

to the banking market. 

" Banking is one of the economy's most active and sophisticated sectors. 

" It is the most important developed and updated sector, which plays a significant role 

in the Libyan economy. 

1.5 Thesis structure 
This thesis consists of an introductory chapter and five further chapters; Figure 1-1 shows 

the thesis structure. The thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2: Theoretical contributions and review of relevant literature 

This chapter will complete the review of literature relevant to the research questions, 

including detailed reviews of information systems and information technology literature. 

Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

This chapter presents the research methodology used in this study. This will cover the 

philosophy of research methodology, research data collecting methods, and target 

community and sampling banks and groups. 

Chapter 4: An explorative study of extent and nature ofAIS investment in Libyan 

commercial banks 

The first phase of this study is to discover the extent and nature of accounting information 

systems currently adopted by Libyan commercial banks, and also to determine the number 

of banks that are appropriate for inclusion in the main data gathering phase. 

Chapter 5: Research Findings 
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This chapter presents a general descriptive analysis of the data collected and provides a 

descriptive analysis of the characteristics of respondents. Moreover, main business 

function and IS profiling at three cases are discussed. 

Chapter 6: C'uses Study Analvsis 

This chapter will summarise the overview and findings of the current study by 

representing the background of the current research, a summary of its objectives, and a 

discussion of the findings with respect to the developed theoretical framework. In 

addition, to help answer the first research question, process function maps were first used 

to depict the deployment of different AIS software to support bank activities. 

Chap/er 7: Conclusion and reco, nt nendution /or / rriher research 
This chapter aims to assess the purpose of this study and reinforce the contributions of this 

research, its limitations, and potential fur future 

Chapter 1: Introduction to the 
research 

Chapter 2: 't'heoretical contributions and review 
of relevant literature 

Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

Chapter 4: An explorative study 

Chapter 5: Findings 

Chapter 6: Cases study analysis 

--- 

Chapter 7: Conclusion and 
recommendation for further research 

Figure I-I Structure of the Thesis 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Contributions and Review of Relevant 
Literature 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter will complete the review of literature relevant to the research questions, 
including detailed reviews of information system and information technology literature. 

For instance, the concept of information systems and its importance, components of the 
information systems, the role of information systems in organisations and their impact on 
the organisation's processes and performance will be explored. Moreover, this chapter will 

examine the concept of accounting information system, and contribution and investment 

requirements for accounting information systems. Accounting systems in commercial 
banks will be examined in detail. In addition, the impact of the development of 
information technology on banking accounting systems and usage of electronic accounting 
information systems in commercial banks will be reviewed. Furthermore, previous studies 

which will support this study will be discussed. 
1, 

2.2 Definitions of Key Concepts 
" Information Technology (IT) 

In these days, managers are seeking the best ways to use information technology to 

support them for decision-making and problem-solving, especially in rapidly development 

environment in information technology area. Thus the information technology enables 

management to predict and respond quickly (Porter et al., 1985). The dynamic nature of 
the environment change creates many opportunities and threats. Hence, most companies 

attempt to know and scan the environment to reduce uncertainty and to facilitate effective 
decisions (Dallaire, 1992). ' As' mentioned before, IT has influenced what is known as 
information systems. Hence, it is worth distinguishing between the two terms, information 

system and information technology. Jimba (1999) has defined information technology as 
"the various technologies which are used in the creation, acquisition, storage, 
dissemination, retrieval, manipulation and transmission of information" (p. 80). The UK 

Department of Industry defined information technology as "the acquisition, processing, 

storage and dissemination of vocal, pictorial, textual and numeric information by a 

microelectronics-based combination of computing and telecommunication" (Fletcher, 
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1999, pp. 237-238). This definition echoes that offered by Turban, McLean and Wetherbe 

(1996), who state that: 

Information technology in its narrow definition, refers to the technological side of 

an information system. It includes hardware, databases, software networks, and 

other devices. As such, it can be viewed as a subsystem of an information system. 

Sometimes, the term IT is also used interchangeably with IS, or it may even be 

used as a broader concept that describes a collection of several information 

systems, users, and management for an entire organisation (p. 9). 

Bocij, Chaffey, Greasley and Hickie (2006) argue that "the stress in information 

technology is on the technology while information system not only refers to technology, 

but also to how it is applied and managed to contribute to the business" (p. 44). 

9 Information System (IS) 

Individuals are involved in the process of decision-making every day. Each time a person 

is faced with a problem or is dissatisfied with the current status quo, she/he has to make a 

decision, to solve or to improve. Either way, it seems logical to say that the more 

information one has, the better will be one's decision. Though this is easy to say, it is quite 

difficult in reality. Realising the need for information is not enough and additional 

considerations have to be addressed such as why exactly is the information needed?, what 

information is required?, when is it needed?, and how can it be acquired? 

Before defining an IS, the difference between data and information must be made. Data 

can be defined as raw facts, consisting of factual elements or comments that describe 

something, while information represents data that has been processed and provided more 

insights (Post and Anderson, 2000). Information has also been defined as the reduction of 

uncertainty (Arrow, as cited in Liebenau and Backhouse, 1990). In other words, data are 

symbols, means, marks, and individual elements that are rarely used for decision-making; 

whereas information is data with meanings that are utilised in decision-making (Schultheis 

and Sumner, 1998). The data source can be anything: a picture, a speech, a document, etc. 
However, to be useful, data must be organised, managed, and stored, and the resulting 
information must be meaningful and useful for managers and decision-makers. A system 

can be defined as "a group of elements that are integrated with the common purpose of 

achieving an objective"(Bocij et al, 2006, p. 37). Organizations need information produced 
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by the IS in four activities, which are; decision-making, problem solving, controlling 

operations and providing new products and services (Laudon and Laudon, 2006). These 

activities are: 

" Inputs: capturing or collecting raw data from within the organisation or from its 

external environment; 

" Processing: converting this raw input into a more meaningful form (outputs); 

" Outputs: transferring the processed information to the people or activities where it 

will be used. For example, finished products and human services; and 

" Feedback: ISs also require feedback. This is output that is returned to appropriate 

members of the organisation to help them evaluate or correct the input stage. 

Accordingly, IS has been defined in various ways. For instance, Bocij et al. (2006) defined 

IS as: 
"a group of interrelated components that work collectively to carry out input, 

processing, output, storage and control actions in order to convert data into 

information products that can be used to support forecasting, planning, control, co- 

ordination, decision-making and operational activities in an organisation" (p. 43). 

Laudon and Laudon, (2005) said that "An IS can be defined technically as set of 
interrelated components that collect (or retrieve), process, store, and distribute information 

to support decision- making and control in organisation" (p. 8). Beynon-Davies (2002) also 
defined an IS as follows: "an IS is a system of communication between people. An IS is 

involved in the gathering, processing, distribution and use of information" (p. 4). Other 

definitions of IS, include: "Any organised combination of people, hardware, software, 

communication, network, that transforms, and disseminates information in an 

organisation" (O'Brien, 2001, p. 7), "An IS is an organised set of components for 

collecting, transmitting, storing, and processing data in order to deliver information to 

action" (Zwass, 1998, p. 5) and "An IS is a collection of components that collect, store, 

analyse, and disseminate information for a specific purpose" (Turban et al, 1996, p. 7). 

" Accounting Information System (AIS) 

In general an accounting system can be defined as an organised set of documents, records, 

reports and procedures for the preparation and delivery of basic and financial data in a 
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timely manner with the required accuracy, for decision-making and to identify the extent 

to which the organisation's objectives have been achieved. Beynon-Davies (2002) has 

divided up accounting system into three major subsystems as following: Accounts 

receivable system is usually named a sales ledger. It records all financial amounts that 

owed by clients to the organisation; Accounts payable system is general named a purchase 
ledger. It stores financial amounts to suppliers by the organisation; and General ledger 

system records details all the financial transaction. Stock control system, accounts 

receivable system and accounts payable system accordingly deliver data to general ledger 

system. The accounting receivable system and the accounting payable system are 
fundamental to manage the cash flow. 

Bagranoff, Simkin and Norman (2010) said that "accounting is itself an IS that is, a 

communicative process that collects, stores, processes, and distributes information to those 

who need it" (p. 9). A system is composed of interrelated sub-systems; all of them aim to 

achieve a set of objectives. The accounting information system is one of the components 

of these systems. It is concerned with collection, classification, processing, analysis and 

presentation of financial information to stakeholders to make appropriate decisions in a 

timely manner. 

According to Bagranoff et at. (2010) an accounting information system can be defined as 

"an accounting information system is a collection of data and processing procedures that 

creates needed information for its users" (p. 5). Harrison and Horngren (1992) defined AIS 

as follows: 

"An accounting information system often called simply an IS, is the combination 

of personnel, records, and procedures that a business uses to meet its routine 

needs for financial data. Because each business has different information 

demands, each uses a different accounting information system is tailored to the 

specific needs" (P. 268). 

The definition of AIS that will be adopted for the purposes of this study is as follows; all 
information systems and associated technologies that support, enable or promote bank 

operations or functions. 
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AIS 

is 
IT 

Figure 2-1 The relationship between AIS, IS and IT 

(as defined in the majority of existing literature) 

One purpose of' n accounting information system is to produce the financial statements 

and other reports used by internal users such managers, and external users such as 

creditors and interested people. It also generates useful information to non-accountants 

such as individuals working in finance, marketing and human relations. This is illustrated 

in figure 2-2. 

Input Transaction Processing Output 

Bourg documents (sale, 
invoices, payroll time 

Journals 

card;, r1, ) 

Ledgers 

Files of source Trial balance 
documents Financial statements 

and other external 
reports 

Budgeting and other 
internal reports 

Figure 2-2 AIS transaction processing 

2.3 The Importance of Training and Skills 
'T'raining concerns increasing, improving, enhancing and modifying employees' skills, 

abilities, capabilities and knowledge. Thus, they will he able to conduct their current and 

future jobs effectively, thereby increasing individuals' and organisations' growth and 
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performance. The need for training has increased dramatically due to the rapidly 

expanding use of technology within industries and businesses and the continuous threats 

of knowledge and technology obsolescence. 

Training' is viewed by Anderson (1993) as a process which changes employees' behaviour 

at work through the application of learning principles. This normally focuses on 

knowledge or information, skills or activities and attitudes, or belief and value systems. in 

a review of training. Goldstein defined training (as cited in Dixon, 1994, p54) as: 

"The acquisition of skills, concepts or attitudes that result in improved performance in an 

on-the-job situation. " 

Training is therefore clearly associated with the theories or principles of learning and skill 

acquisition. 

Skill, like learning, is a 'hypothetical construct' (Patrick, 1992) and it can also be applied 

to a range of performance situations. Moreover, skilled performance has a number of 

attributes: 

" Skills are learned or trained; 

" Skills imply coordinated physical or cognitive activity to achieve a goal, and 

" Skills imply flexible or adaptive performance. 

The vital role that training plays in underpinning the successful implementation of IT 

strategy is underlined by Straussman (as cited in Dixon, 1994, ): 

"Training. training and training: these are the top three priorities to changing 

work in the automated office... all comparisons of the relative effectiveness 

between trained and untrained staff attempting to use computers show that office 

automation is primarily a social and secondarily a technological phenomenon. " 

(p. 34) 

This emphasises both the importance of adequate training and that the human and 

organisational implications need to be considered in any IS strategy. Empirical evidence 

also tends to support this view. 

The primary, traditional role of training has been to ensure that the workforce is provided 

with the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to perform a given function well. 't'hus, 

the main aims of any training programme are to achieve some kind of' change in 

employees' knowledge, skills, experiences, behaviour and attitudes; also to 
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" Develop employees' skills and abilities to improve their performance. 

9 Familiarize employees with new systems, procedures and methods of working. 

" Help employees and new starters to become familiar with the requirements of 

particular jobs in the organisation. 

" Help the organisation to improve customer service, satisfaction and total quality in 

the organisation. (Walton, 1999; Marchington and Wilkinson, 2000) 

2.4 Businesses and IT 
IT is important for any business or organisation. With technology, companies can give 

customers access to information about a wide range of products and services. New 

developments in information technology such as the Internet, telecommunication, 

Leverick, Littler, Wilson and Bruce (1997) point out that IT allows consumers to 

participate in product design and manufacturers to respond to customers' needs in a quick 

manner. There is no doubt that IT plays a key role in helping marketers keep their 

positions in the market. Porter and Millar (1985) have observed that the IT is influencing 

the competition in three important ways: 

" It changes industry structure and alters the rules of competition. The structure of an 
industry is embodied in five `competitive forces' that are, the power of buyers, the 

power of suppliers, the threat of new entrants, and the threat of the substitution of 

products or services, and rivalry among existing competitors. IT can change an, 
industry's structure by increasing the power of buyers, raising barriers to entry, and 
influencing the threat of substitution. 

" It creates 'competitive advantage' by giving companies new ways to outperform their 

rivals by lowering costs (IT can alter a company's cost in any part of the value chain), 

enhancing differentiation (IT makes it possible to customise products), and changing 
`competitive scope' (IT can alter the relationship between 'competitive scope' and 
'competitive advantage', the technology increases a company's ability to co-ordinate 
its activities regionally, nationally, and globally).. In this context, Ryssel, Ritter and 
Gemunden (2004) have pointed out that companies are part of a marketplace where 
different types of organisations come together and exchange information, services 

and products. Therefore in using information technology, a company can do business 

and interact with other organisations in spite of being geographically dispersed. 
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" It spawns whole new businesses, often from within a company's existing operations, 

by making new businesses technologically feasible, creating derived demand for new 

products and creating new businesses within old ones. 
Indeed, IT has many benefits not only for companies, but also for customers. Customers 

usually look for more convenient ways of dealing with their companies, while companies 
look for innovative and effective methods to reach their customers. In resorting to 

information technology, both may be able to make their dreams come true. 

2.5 IT in the Banking Sector 
Lloyd-Walker and Cheung (1998) pointed out that in the banking industry, IT can help the 

provision of superior customer services by providing a fast, accurate and reliable service. 
However, there are many studies emphasising that financial institutions such as banks are 
distinguished from other businesses in dealing with the quantity of IT (Porter and Millar, 

1985; Applegate, McFarlan, and McKenney, 1999; Kim and Davidson, 2004). These 
institutions must give more attention to IT in order to deal efficiently and effectively with 

enormous quantities of information. As already mentioned, banking and financial services 

are among the industries where IT has had the most significant impact. Kim and Davidson 

(2004) have stated that the banking industry environment has become IT -intensive. Porter 

and Millar (1985) emphasised that the banking industry has a high IT content in both 

product and process as do newspapers and airlines, compared with other industries such as 
oil refining and cement. This is explained in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 "Information intensity matrix 

Information content of the product 

Low High 
Information High Oil Refining Banking 
intensity of the Newspapers 
value chain Airlines 

Low Cement" 

AuuR e; rurtcr ä11U Millar k17o , p. 1JJ) 
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As seen in Figure 2: 1, the banking sector has a high content of information in the services 

that are offered to customers and a high intensity of information in its operations. 

Applegate et al. (1999) stressed that the financial institutions are among the industries 

where IT has the most significant impact. Applegate et al. (1999) explained that the 

strategic impact of IT as applied to banking is very high; as is the strategic impact of 

existing operating systems. 
Generally, IT is considered the backbone in the financial and banking industry. The 

banking industry has undergone dramatic change in the last decade. 

2.6 The Impact of Developments of IT on Banking and Usage of Electronic AIS in 
Commercial Banks 

Massive and rapid developments in IT have become the decisive factor in the success of 

institutions. Melinda and Stephen (2001) state "In the American economy, IT now 

accounts for 41% of total business expenditures on capital equipment, making it the 

largest line item in the U. S" (p. 5). Wallman adn Mowlana (1997) said that the significant 

rise in the potential of computers, where the energy storage has been increased and the 

invention of more speed and great potential of new generations. These generations help to 

process larger volumes of data and reduce the cost of operating at the same time. 

Furthermore, The use of new areas for preparation of computer programs, such as expert 
systems, smart research programs and electronic sensors that carry out scanning of a wide 

range of databases or the websites of the internet to search for specific information and 

dispose of it according to certain rules. In addition, the use of ATMs affects on the 

profitability of an organisation in terms of cost saving and better services. According to 

Holden and Bannany (2004) there are several studies that conclude that investment in 

ATMs leads to a reduction in banking transaction costs, and the number of staff and 

. 
branches., AISs which use computers, are advanced ISs compared to conventional systems 

that use paper documents to record and transfer and deliver data accounting information to 

beneficial parties by use electronic system. The electronic system of transferring money is 

widely used by the banks, in order to process a large number of financial transactions, 

such as withdrawing of funds, transferring and receiving deposits. 
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The lack of efficiency during the processing of paper documents, and the delay of 

receiving information for decision-making, encouraged the banks and industrial 

organisations to develop the electronic AIS as an alternative to traditional AISs. 

The American institute of certified public accountants (AICPA) defined the system of 

electronic transfer of money and information as: a network based on usage of computers 

for design and implementation of operations of payment systems through use of electronic 
impulses in computers, instead of using paper-based means. Turner, Turner and Voysey 

(1994) also stated that the electronic systems of transferring money and accounting 

information result in more efficiency, less mistakes, better control, a reduction of 

managerial costs to the minimum and the achievement of efficiency in accounting and 

rapid modernisation of accounting records. 

Moreover, Wigand (1997) defined the system of electronic transfer of money and 
information as: the full implementation of technology of information and communications, 
from start to finish in business and financial processes to achieve an organisation's 

objectives. These processes include the processes between the organisation and other 

organisations, and between the organisation and its customers. 

The definitions of the above-mentioned clarify how the electronic networks change the 

operations of banks and organisations, in order to reduce transaction costs, provide 
information for decision-making and achieve better returns from the system. The 

importance of these systems stems from their role in achieving cost efficiency cost in the 

commercial bank business. Hence, the AIS must provide the necessary information to 

assist senior management in supervision and control. It also assists in the assessment of 

accomplishment in the banking business and its risk. 

Information provided by the AIS in banks is subject to, management requirements, the 

requirements of the central bank and those of external parties such as investors and 
taxation authority.... etc. According to Bascom (as cited in Almighrawi, 2004) the 
following general guidelines set by central banks, are required to be applied by 

commercial banks when using the AIS. 

" The work of the AIS in commercial banks is based on the recording and follow-up 

of all operations which are relative to assets, actual obligations or expected and 
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profits, expenditure paid or payable that resulted from the operation or liabilities 

of commercial banks. 

" The AIS provides details of each operation or obligation of the bank, and shows 

the related parties of these operations and obligations. 

" The AIS provides immediate access to accounting and financial information, 

which is required by the management to control a bank's assets and activities and 

to update and prepare data and information continuously for decision-making in a 

- timely manner. 

" Maintaining the limits of the authority delegation that is authorised by the senior 

management, and appropriate to the type, nature and volume of the bank's activity 
in all its divisions. 

" Maintaining the details of methods of financial analysis and rules of acceptance 

and - rejection of some of the processes that are identified by the senior 

management. 

" The banks assume the responsibility for finding procedures to ensure the 

availability of financial and accounting information, which cover all aspects of the 

bank's activity and financial situation and risks. Moreover, this information should 
be provided to the different levels of management on a regular basis and 

periodically, and procedures are determined to meet the requirements of the 

bank's policy, ' including the delegation of authority and requirements of the 

central bank. 

" Commercial banks should have procedures to ensure that the human component is 

qualified to conduct the accounting business, where the operation of any system 
depends properly on the experience and the integration of the human component. 

The effectiveness of the accounting system depends on ' its ability to deal with the 

information, namely receiving, discharging, analysing and storing information in order to 

be able to maintain and develop itself. In addition, the intemet plays a major role in 

electronic commerce. Gradually, it has become a rapid and reliable mechanism for the 

completion of business transactions. It also facilitates negotiations, sales, purchases, 

marketing, research, feasibility studies, and exchange of securities and to permits the 

transition and flow of money. Moreover, the internet plays a major role in the banking 
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sector, where it provides all the functions of the basic electronic banking systems, in an 

efficient manner and at a lower cost. 
As a result of the synergy between the technology of computers and communication 

technology IT has wide capabilities that can be used in different areas of accounting. This 

situation requires the need for strategic changes in the regulations and practices of 

accounting as well as in the functions of accountants. The use of electronic data 

processing systems (EDP) lead to a significant change in the accountant function, where it 

has reduced the time and routine work that the accountant had spent in the manual 

recording of economic transactions. Furthermore, the time of the accountant can be used 

in the analysis of information and managerial decision-making. 

Moreover, the prevalence of IT has contributed to the development of the function of 

managerial accounting, particularly the responsibilities for setting the estimated budget, 

the preparation of comparisons between actual and estimated or standard elements, and the 

preparing of appropriate reports and recommendations, which affect various 

administrative decisions. 

The capabilities that are provided by the development of IT in the area of accounting can 
be summarised as follows: 

" The possibility of inputting and processing huge volumes of data, thus saving time 

and effort to record the accounting entries. By recording an entry of financial 

transactions once on the computer, the financial process is made more efficient. 

" The ensuring of complete accuracy during the making of accounting operations 

with high speed, and minimising of errors that occur with the use of manual 

records. 

" The possibility of presentation and analysis of data in non-traditional form and 
tables. 

9 The speed of access for achieving and displaying of accounting information with 
limited cost. 

" The possibility of immediate modernisation of the published accounting 
information in a timely manner. 

" Increasing the quantity and quality of published information. 
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9 The possibility of deployment (spread) of the accounting information widely by 

using the internet. 

2.7 Investment in ISs 
ISs rely on a set of interrelated elements and parts, which interact with each other to 

achieve a common objective or objectives, as follows: - People who are users of the 

system, such as accountants, engineers, clients and managers, as well as people who 

operate and prepare the system such as analysts and designers of the system, equipment 

which includes computers and related devices used in the operation and entry of data and 

output information, data is the raw material, which is processed by the system in order to 

provide management needed information, networks, which are the infrastructure for a 

communication between computers and responsible programs for managing the 

communication between devices, database, which is the container that contains stored 
basic data, which should be available to carry out operation processes. 
The IS involves cost and this can be divided into cost that can be measured and cost that is 

difficult to measure. The costs that can be measured are, for example, equipment, 
hardware, software, people, operating and training, while the costs that are difficult to 

measure include, lack of loyalty, lack of satisfaction and non operational efficiency. The 

cost of the IS that can be measured can be divided into: 
Capital costs: cost of purchasing new equipment and programs, cost of user training, cost 
of site preparation and cost of conversion to new systems. Accordingly, the cost of 

equipment and devices depend on the required energy and volume of transactions that will 
be done by the system. The preparation and installation costs are usually estimated as a 

rate of purchase value of the basic equipment. The cost of implementing the system 

usually includes the costs that will result from the adoption of the new system. In addition, 

costs of training of employees on new equipment and the developing and preparing of the 

programs are measurable rewards, together with the remuneration costs paid to experts to 

supervise the new system. Moreover, the operation cost of the system is in accordance 

with the desired characteristics of the new system, such as accuracy, flexibility and the 

timely delivery of requested information. 

The main purpose of investment in IS is to improve performance quality, resource usage, 

and customer services, as well as reducing costs and developing the capability of 
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employees (Melinda and Stephen, 2001). However, they said that different definitions of 

IT investment also leas to conflicting results when some researchers studied the 

relationship between IT investment and firm performance. According to Bagranoff, 

Simkin and Strand (2005) IT refers to the hardware and software used in computerised 

ISs. Consequently, requirements of investment in IS as follows: - 

Firstly: Obtaining of Hardware 

In recent years, the development of IT has become tangible and has a substantial effect on 

the lifespan of central units for data processing. There are several available alternatives to 

get new equipment. Instead of purchasing the equipment, the organisation could hire it for 

short-time or long-time with the right of purchase after the expiration of the lease. It is 

difficult to choose between these alternatives due to several economic considerations, 

particularly tax consequences that will result from the decision. In some cases, the need 

for additional hardware and software is clear and realistic for economic reasons. On the 

other hand, in some cases there might be uncertainty, as to whether it was necessary to 

obtain additional devices or the same objectives can be achieved by improving or 
developing existing devices. 

Secondly: Software selection and procurement 
Often, a good application program has a significant impact on choice between different 

types of computers. The organisation may prefer to obtain less efficient computers for 

availability of application programs that are appropriate to the requirements of the AIS. 

An organisation differentiates between available application programs, according to 

whether it is using electronic IS for the first time or developing of current programs. The 

responsibility for obtaining, developing and maintaining electronic AISs is among the 

main functions of a computer centre in many organisations. Initially, organisations often 

use simple ISs to meet their basic needs for data processing, then modify and develop 

these programs from time to time. 

Thirdly: Evaluation and Selection of Software 

Deciding to obtain ready-made accounting software is a choice among a large number of 

suppliers of programs. Multiple types of program and a difference quality have resulted in 

adifficult choice between a large numbers of alternatives. Of course, cost is still an 

essential element in the choice, but at the same time costs depend on a large number of 
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factors that affect the implementation and operation of these programs and IS. Among 

these factors are a degree of reliance on programs, consistency with used hardware and 

software, methods of prevention and protection (information security), degree of - 
flexibility and its competence for adjustment and development, staff training to use and 

maintain programme. 
Fourthly: Deployment of Human Resources 

The efficiency and effectiveness of the operation of a system depend on human resources, 

and those who use system's output in management of the organisation. The human 

element is, therefore, the main focus of the IS, the success or failure of which depends on 
the economic activity of the organisation. Human resources are necessary to fill functions 

in each accounting department and centres of ISs which include specialists in data entry, 
budgets analysts, financial observers, costs accountants, systems analysts and managers of 
ISs centres. Experience and technical skills are the most important specifications that must 
be provided in new staff. The expert in data entry and operator of the devices are expected 

have experience in specifications and characteristics of the devices that are used by the 

organisation. The job description that is prepared by the organisation often determines the 

required years of experience for the incumbent of each position. Moreover, knowledge of 

certain programming languages, types of software system and the databases which are 

used by the organisation are required. Some organisations use certain types of general 

tests of mental capacity, including, tests of technical knowledge in the field of electronics. 

These tests are for assessing the professional and intellectual qualifications of the 

applicant to, fill these positions. The obtaining of new hardware or software includes the 

need to provide new human resources or additional working hours. This will result in an 
increase in the employment cost in general. 

2.8 Manual and Computer-Based Systems 
Recent technological developments have made it cost-effective for many small businesses 

to satisfy their decision-making, transaction' processing and reporting needs using 

computers (Hicks, 1990). Accordingly, ISs can be distinguished for two basic categories 

of data processing system (Cushing and, Romney, 1987): (1) Manual data processing 

systems, in'which the major share of the data processing load is carried by people; and. (2) 
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Automated data processing (ADP) systems, in which the major share of the data 

processing load is carried by machines. 
The lowest level of sophistication in data processing systems is a completely manual 

system. Historically, the earliest form of automated data processing system was the 

punched card system. A vastly more sophisticated level than the punched card system is 

electronic data processing (EDP), or computer systems. Early AISs were primarily 

transaction-based systems, which were developed principally to handle day-to-day 

operations and to provide recordkeeping functions. The development of cost-effective 

systems, personal computers and communication technology has had a tremendous impact 

on accounting systems and its expanded role in supporting top-level decision making 

activities and satisfying information needs within organisations (Hicks, 1990). "With 

advances in computer hardware technology and software design, accounting systems have 

evolved from systems that primarily process transaction data to systems that process 
information and impart knowledge" (Moscove et al, as cited in Taweel, 2001, pp. 22-23). 

Naturally, computer-based ISs perform functions quickly and accurately, and probably 

each processing step can be performed at much lower cost by computers than by humans. 

Kling (as cited in Taweel, 2001) considers the economic role of computer-based systems 
in terms of cost savings, efficiency and productivity. Moreover "computer-based systems 

are central to developing a dynamic economy that is competitive internationally" (9.23). 
Thus "the computerised ISs are essential if modem businesses are to compete nationally 
and internationally and IT and related skills are 'the new wealth of nations" (Elliott and 
Starkings, as cited in Taweel, 2001, p. 23). However, the scale of automation required by 

an IS increases in direct proportion to the volume of data processing that the system must 

accomplish (Cushing and Romney, 1987). Cushing and Romney (1987) compared data 

processing systems conceptually in terms of the relationship between processing costs and 
the volume of data items processed. They pointed out that in a manual system; most data 

processing costs are variable relative to volume. Therefore, as processing volume 
increases, total processing costs increase proportionately and cost per item processed stays 
relatively constant. On the other hand, fixed costs of facilities represent a significant 
portion of the cost of a large-scale computer system. 
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Therefore, as processing volume increases, total-processing costs in an automated system 
do not increase in the same proportion, and cost per item processed actually declines. 

Finally, a system of small computers will incur a combination of fixed and variable costs 

somewhat in between a manual system and a large-scale computer system. Thus "manual 

systems are suited to low-volume operations, small computer systems to moderate-volume 

operations, and large-scale computer systems to high volume operations" (Cushing and 
Romney, 1987, p. 16). In a growing organisation the increasing volume of data processing 

work represents one of the major pressures toward converting from a manual to an 

automated system. Moreover, technology costs have dropped, "the economics of IT have 

changed.... , 
We are expecting to see IT cost-performance ratios continue to change in the 

range of 20 to 30% a year" (Martin, 1995). 

One of. the earliest applications of computerised processing was transaction, or data 

processing. So the lowest required level within the AIS is transaction processing, which is 

performed by computers and has replaced human-bookkeeping. However, the transactions 

remain pretty much thesame (Kling, as cited in Taweel, L, 2001, p. 24). Transaction 

processing involves, processing data in volume, and usually requires computers to do 

simple, repetitive tasks. These -tasks are required for basic accounting systems, but 

transaction processing systems do not lend themselves to preparing the summary reports, 

custom-design reports, and data the analyses required for upper-level management 
decisions (Cushing et al., 1987). The artificial intelligence approaches that appear in AIS 

include neural networks, expert systems and decision support systems that designed to 

satisfy various users of accounting information (Moscove, Simkin and Bagranoff 2002). 

2.9 The Impact of IT and IS on Organisations 
There are several studies related to the impact of information technology on performance. 
Few of them study the impact of specific technology or review the current level of IT use. 
An example of these studies, Back 'and Bell (1995), studied how material management is 

affected by electronic data management; and El-Mashaleh, William and Kang (2005) said 
that Fischer and his colleagues in their study in 2003 includes a number of case studies 
about the impact of 4D Computer Aided Design (CAD) on organisation performance. 
Sriram, Stump and Banerjee (1997) and Sriram and Stump (2004) examined investment in 

-IT in the purchasing function. Rivard (2000) evaluated the level of IT use in design and 
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construction firms, and found that most organisations often use computers heavily for 

managerial tasks. Moreover, El-Mashaleh et al (2005) said that Kumar in 2003 reports 

wide usage of basic tools for accounting, spreadsheets and word-processing. However, he 

found the use of more advanced tools limited, but he also discloses increasing use of other 
tools for instance project web-sites especially in larger organisations. 
However, there are a number of studies which discuss the subject of information systems 

and their impact on organisations, and also the extent of their contribution to achieving the 

objectives pursued by the organisations. Wynn (2009) assessed the development and 
implementation of information systems strategy in eight SMEs. Using Earl's model of 
information system strategy development, he found that all eight firms have succeeded in 

their information system investment. Regardless of the type of information system 

strategy that was applied, all projects accelerated organisational and operational changes. 
These changes include significant changes in working practices and attitudes, where the 

staff who undergo training play a key role in keeping data up-to-date and customer- 

relevant. 

In other study (Wynn, Turner, Abas and Shen, 2009) the use of knowledge transfer to 

support information systems implementation in three SMEs was investigated. This study 

suggested a method for information system strategy development and implementation, so 
that it may be more effective in terms of timescale, cost control and benefits delivery. The 

study also suggested that a framework for mapping systems is required in order for any 
important business improvements or changes in procedures to take place. 

There are a few studies that have tried to measure the relationship between investment in 

IT and performance. For example, Weill (1992) tried to measure this relationship in thirty 

three small and medium sized firms in the manufacturing sector, generating a model to 

prove the relationship between different management objectives for IT investment and 
organisation performance. The management objectives related to firm performance, as 
specified in this study are transactional information technology, strategic information 

technology and informational information technology. He focused on measuring the effect 
of information technology on performance and ruled out other influences as far as possible 

- for instance the economic environment and the structure of industry. The questionnaire 
was the primary method used to collect data and was supplemented by interviews and 
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visits. He concluded that the relationship between investment in information technology 

and performance is complex and circular in nature. However, there was a significant link 

between previous investment and current performance, and between previous performance 

and current investment. Moreover, the management objectives had different effects on 

performance, where transactional information technology had a positive effect, strategic 
information technology had a negative effect and informational information technology 
had a neutral effect. 
In addition, El-Mashaleh et al (2005) investigated the relationship between organisation 

performance and usage of IT. Firm performance was measured from a number of, 

viewpoints; "schedule performance, cost performance, safety performance, customer 

satisfaction, profit, and resource utilisation" (p. 7). They used a survey questionnaire to 

collect data. After using statistical regression between information technology and 

performance, they found a positive relationship between performance and information 

technology use. 

Bharadwaj, Bharadwaj and Konsynski (1999) investigated the impacts of IT on firm 

performance. Finance measures such as return on equity (ROE) and return on assets 
(ROA) were avoided -in this study, which adopted a market-based measure of 

performance. Hence to measure organisation performance in the future, Tobin's q ratio 
(Bharadwaj et al 1999) was used as a dependent variable. They found that investment in 

IT generates intangible benefits for organisations. Holden and El-Bannany (2004) also 

examined the affect of investment in IT system on the profitability of ten British banks. 

This investment was measured by the number of ATMs in the UK. They used the 

percentage return on assets after tax (ROA) as a measure of individual bank profitability. 
They concluded that ATMs have a positive effect on bank profitability by for example, 
reducing labour and transactions costs. A study by Melinda and Stephen (2001) explored 
the impact of IT investment on firm performance in the American railroad industry. The 
framework of the study divided IT investment into four management objectives. These 

objectives are strategic, tactical, transactional and threshold IT investment. The study 
collected the annual investment cost and then measured the hours of development effort 
per objective then combined investment across the four objectives. "The findings of the 

study indicated that IT investment has made a significant contribution to productivity ' 
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improvements in the railroad industry. Kim, Xiang and Lee (2009) tried to investigate this 

impact in the Chinese electronics industry. They adopted a research model for their 

investigation as follows; IT investment as an independent variable, and the firm 

performance (dependent variable) was divided into five variables, return on assets (ROA), 

return on equity (ROE) and profit margin related to cost efficiency, and sales growth and 

earnings per share growth related to organisational growth. They also compared the size of 

this impact in the United States. The data was collected from annual reports of 2005. The 

study resulted to a positive significant relationship between investment in IT and firm 

performance. A study by Tam (1998) also investigated the impact of IT investment on 
firm performance. Three business measures were used in this study, namely return on 

assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE) and return on sales (ROS). The study developed a 

regression model to estimate the impact of IT investment on these ratios. The study 
findings confirm the validity of examined relationships between IT and firm performance 

reported in previous studies. 
Kaplan (1998) attempted to find an appropriate framework to assess investment in IT, 

depending on several key factors. He also stated that other intangible benefits should be 

considered, such as saving time and effort. Malian and Selto (2001) dealt with the relation 
between the Balanced Scorecard and the success factors of an organisation, the study 

resulted that the cost of investment in IT is reflected positively on the company, and is 

considered one of the most important success factors. Elsabbagh (2003) examined the 
impact of IT on competitive advantage in the banking sector in Jordan. The study 

concluded that the information systems contribute to achieving the purposes. So this will 
be reflected in the ability of the company to compete, and to earn in the long term. 

Katanati (2002) studied the impact of the use of accounting information on management 

performance in Jordanian industrial companies. The study concluded there is a positive 

relation between elements of the system, including the cost of hardware and software and 
the quality of information system produced by the system. 

Trewin (1988) suggested that future research should include investigations of how the 

changes in the accounting-related use of computers and computer technology affect 
organisations. In addition, he concluded that ISs interact with humans and their 

organisations. Humans are continually modifying their behaviour in reaction to external 
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stimuli. Organisations also change and evolve. As organisation change, the ways in which 

they interact with ISs already in place may also change. Additionally, technical 

advancements in ISs will continue. It will remain important for those who make design 

and implementation decisions to understand how old systems are adapted to changing 

environments, how those adaptations affect the organisation, and how new systems affect 

the organisation and its features. Therefore, he states that field-based studies are central to 

understanding these changes and their effects. ISs and organisations influence one another. 
Laudon and Laudon (2005) said that: 

"ISs must be aligned with the organisation to provide information that important 

groups within the organisation need. At the same time, the organisation must be 

aware of and be open ' to the influences of ISs in order to benefit from new 

technology. (p. 7)" 

Beynon-Davies (2002) argued that the impact of the IS can be considered on a number of 
levels: individual, on groups and on the organisation as a whole. The effects may be 

positive or negative. In addition, the adoption of an IS in an organisation has a possibility 

to cause both intended and unintended effects. Furthermore, ISs normally have a positive 

contribution to organisation performance or alternatively a negative contribution. 

  Positive Impact 

Organisations usually invest in ISs to be more efficient and to be more effective. Wynn 

(2009) in studying eight private sector SMEs, found that "the majority of companies 

attribute some of their growth to their new ISs platforms" (p. 85). However, efficiency or 

effectiveness cannot be delivered by IT by itself. IT can lead to changes in ISs and human 

activity systems. Accordingly, these changes lead to changes in the efficiency and/or 

effectiveness of organisations. 
In a human activity system efficiency gains can be achieved by optimal exploitation of 

available resources. Therefore, through comparing inputs (capital and labour) with outputs 
(production) efficiency gains can be measured. There is another idea based around 

transaction costs, which are those ' costs incurred by the - organisation costs, such as to 

locate and communicate with suppliers. Moreover, IT can help organisations reduce the 

costs associated with such activity. Laudon and Laudon (2005) believed that, through 

reducing costs of obtaining and analysing information, IT allows organisations to reduce 
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agency costs, because the supervision of a greater number of employees becomes easier 

for management. As a result of reducing the number of employees, IT allows organisation 

to increase revenues. Effectiveness gains include delivering better services and preferable 

product to the client. Moreover IT can reduce the hierarchical succession of decision 

making in firms. Laudon and Laudon (2005) said that "IT could bring information directly 

from operating units to senior managers, thereby eliminating middle managers and their 

clerical support workers (pp. 85-86)". Commercial organisations are concerned with 

efficiency and effectiveness being strategies to make more money and increase 

profitability. Efficiency and effectiveness gains reflect on increasing in number of 

customers and acquiring better competitive position of the organisation. 

  Negative Impact 

There are some basic paradoxes involved with the introduction of IS into organisations. 
One of the most significant is the productivity paradox. Brynjolfson (1993) considers four 

main explanations for the productivity paradox: 

" Mismeasurement of input and output. A proper indicator of IT impact has yet to be 
formulated and analysed. Traditional measures, such as the number of service 
transactions multiplied by their unit value, tend to ignore non-traditional sources of 
value, such as increased quality and speed of customer service. 

" Lags due to learning and adjustment. The long-term lag between cost and benefit 

may be due to the extensive learning required on the part of the individual, groups 

and the organisation to fully exploit information technology. 

" Mismanagement of information technology. It proposes that organisations have 

systematically mismanaged and have not planned systematically for the 
introduction of information technology. This explains the lack of piecemeal benefit 
from the introduction of IS or information technology. 

In addition, Beynon-Davies (2002) state that an IS can have a negative or positive impact 

on the following dimensions of work: 

" The level of skills required, which can be increased or decreased by IS. 

" The variety of skills required of the employee can be increased or decreased by use 
of an IS. 
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" The utilisation of an IS leads to reduce the volume of the task relative to the 

overall purpose of the organisation. 

" ISs can be designed to increase the autonomy of workers in terms of their 

responsibility for planning and controlling their own work. 

" Social interaction. An IS can be designed to increase or decrease levels of social 
interaction between wörkers. 

Furthermore, ISs could have positive and negative impact on both employees and 

customers. Alter (2002) states that "positive impacts involve empowering people to do 

their work well by making work more enjoyable and by helping people grow 

professionally. Negative impacts involve eliminating jobs, de-skilling jobs, making jobs 

less satisfying, creating greater job stress, or reducing personal privacy" (p. 299). 

The IT systems play a major role in organisations, enabling the organisation to provide 

services and products of a high quality, low cost and in a timely manner, through the 

analysis of organisations' operations and redesigning operational processes. Melinda & 

Guynes (2001) stated that "IT investments as strategic objective, enable organisations to 

offer new and extended services to customers, and may be measured by analysing changes 

in the revenue steam of the organisation" (p. 2). 

In addition, the ISs provided for workers facilitate more rapid communication. For 

instance, ISs provide data and information about types of customers that can benefit them 

by setting plans based on this information. ISs provide management with details to enable 

it to make accurate decisions, and allow it to deal with customers and suppliers twenty- 

four hours a day. Many organisations rely on ISs in decision-making to improve customer 

service and develop planning processes and control. In addition, these systems introduce 

new services such as Electronic = Commerce. The role of ISs can be indicated in the 
following points: - 
The participation in the implementation of the plan, where the ISs can participate in work 

which was carried out by staff manually according to particular steps and procedures. 
Link between planning, implementation and follow-up systems- During the follow-up the 
IS pursues the necessary information for follow-up, where the follow-up system feeds the 
implementation system to'correct its course. It also feeds the planning system the same ' 
information so that future plans can be more objective. 
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Coordination between works of various sub-systems. The IS plays a key role in the 

coordination between the sub-systems of the organisation, where data is collected and 

processed in order to produce and present information when needed. 
Systems integration; ISs work on the integration of systems. For example, the integration 

between procurement and production systems, where in the presence of ISs, the 

procurement system will meet the production system needs as a kind of integration 

between the systems. 

Managers must understand the nature of competitive position of the organisation and how 

it competes. This position and competition situation significantly influences the degree to 

which an IS is strategically important to an organisation, the way investment in IS 

technologies should be considered and the way planning should be executed. 
A function of the IS and its preparation and utilisation is an important one in any 

organisation. The importance of ISs lies in their ability to achieve many benefits to the 

organisation such as flexibility and speed of achievement, a reduction costs and in the 

possibility of providing useful information in a timely manner, IS is also used at 

operational level and various activities of the organisation. An IS points out the flow of 
information in an organisation and between organisations. Peppard (1993) said that IT is 

"the enabling mechanism which facilitates the processing and flow of this information, as 

well as the technologies used in the physical processing to produce a product or provide a 
service" (p. 5). Moreover, modern ISs are dependent on IT for their effective function. 

According to Beynon-Davies (2002) the four major elements of contemporary IT are 
Hardware, Software, Data and Communications technology. Laudon and Laudon (2005) 

classified ISs according to a functional perspective as following; "Sales and marketing 

systems, Manufacturing and production systems, Finance and accounting systems and 
Human resources systems" (p. 43). It can be explained in Table 2-2. There are five 

functional categories; in each of these main functions are sub functions. For each of sub 
functions there is a major application system. Moreover, Alter (2002) classified IS 

categories related to specific functional areas of business as follows; "Product design 

systems, Supply chain systems, Manufacturing systems, Sales and Marketing systems and 
Finance systems"(p. 181). Furthermore, effective ISs are aligned with the human activity 
systems they support. The more successful ISs are those that correspond to or are aligned 
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with human activity systems. If the IS is not aligned with the human activity system then 

failure is a likely consequence. Peppard (1993) argued that to align the IS/ I strategy with 

the business strategy, management must be able to bridge the gap between management 

and the IT professionals. Moreover, aligning IS / IT with existing business strategy 

requires the development of both an IS strategy and an IT strategy. The key is that 

business strategy drives ISs / IT strategy. Ismail et al.. (2005) investigated whether the 

AIS alignment is linked to enterprise performance in Malaysian SMEs. They found that 

the enterprises achieved better performance with high AIS alignment than enterprises with 

low AIS alignment. 

Table 2-2 Types of ISs (Laudon and Laudon, 2005, p. 46) 

Sales/Marketing 
systems 

Manufacturing/Pro 
duction systems 

Finance/Account 
ing systems 

Human 
resource 
systems 

Customer service Scheduling General ledger Personnel 
Sales management Purchasing Billing records 

Major Promotion tracking Shipping/receiving Cost accounting Benefits 
function of Price changes operations Compensation 

system Dealer Labour relations 
communications Training 

Sales order IS Machine control General ledger Employee 
Major Sales commission systems payroll records 

application system Purchase order Accounts Benefit systems 
systems Sales support systems receivable/ Employee skills 

system Quality control payable inventory 
systems Funds 

management 
systems 

The IS can provide a number of contributions or benefits. For example, work is regulated 

automatically, errors are reduced and quality and innovative services are provided to the 

customers. Wynn (2009) found that "the level of benefit that can be attained from 

significant new IS investment can provide a rapid payback and a sound technology 

platform to support future corporate growth" (p. 89). Some of these benefits can be 

measured and some of' them are difficult to measure. The benefits that can be measured 

are a reduction in costs incurred by the organisation. However, the contributions that are 

difficult to measure have a positive impact on the reputation of the organisation, therefore 

improving profitability and achieving competitive advantage. 
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The basic objectives of the measurement of the contribution or the benefits of ISs are as 

follows: Identify the feasibility of establishing the IS based on usage of modern devices, 

through a comparison of estimated net benefits to users of information with cost of the 

establishment of the new system; Identify the feasibility of access to certain information or 

not. If the information which is produced by accounting has no economic value, there is 

no justification to produce it. In all cases, it may be the main objective of the IS to 

maximise profitability, but there are other objectives that are expected to be provided by 

the IS, such as the provision of better services or reduction costs. In addition, some 

organisations do better than most others because they have special resources, or use their 

resources more efficiently. These resources have a significant reflect on growth of revenue 

and productivity. Laudon and Laudon (2005) said that: - 
"Use ISs to produce products and services at a lower price than competitors while 

enhancing quality and level of service. Use ISs also to enable new products and 

services, or greatly change the customer convenience in using existing products 

and services" (p. II). 

In addition, using ISs enable organisations to improve their services better than 

competitors. This target can be accomplished by preparing and analysing data of sales and 

marketing. Use IS also assists organisations to develop and enhance the relationship with 

customers and suppliers. 

2.10 IS Implementation and Process Change 
There are many definitions of the term business process. (Davenport 1993) defined 

business process as: "A specific ordering of work activities across time and space, with a 
beginning, an end and clearly identified inputs and outputs: a structure for action" p5. 
Gladwin and Tumay, as cited in Eatock, 2003) describe a business process as "group of 
logically related tasks that use resources of the organisation to provide defined results in 

support of the organisation's objectives" p12. Even though IT is acknowledged as one of 
the main enablers of business process change, when it comes to capturing the impact that a 

new information system will have on current or proposed business processes existing 

modeling techniques appear to be unable to capture the full extent of the impact. This can 
lead to the expected benefits not being achieved leading in turn to the disappointments that 
have been reported. (Eatock, 2003) 
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CPIT model of e-business adoption 

Taylor & Murphy (2004) suggest the CPIT model allows better interpretation of 

e-business adoption by SME's 

There are two clearly defined elements: 

9 The Connect, Publish, Interact and Transform (CPIT) axis which classifies how 

e-business technologies can be used. 

" The business processes or activities that the e-business technologies can be applied 

to. 

The CPIT model does not view the introduction of e-business technologies into different 

business processes as isolated events (see Foley & Ram 2002). "Instead it demonstrates 

the integration between activities, using a series of expanding arrows, to reflect how 

activities interact and overlap" (DTI 2001) 

Taylor and Murphy (2004) assert that as e-business adoption increases, e-business 

activities in different areas of the organisation begin to overlap, and synergies begin to 

appear which have the potential to create major changes within the organisation. 
The model implies that the e-business adoption technologies can be applied to some or 

even all of the areas of business activity: Logistics and delivery, Finance, Purchasing and 

procurement (supply-chain), Operations, processing and assembly, Marketing and sales, 

After sales service. (figure 2.3) 

" Connect: implementing and using basic Internet technologies "such as e-mail'for 

messaging .:. or the Internet for information gathering" (DTI 2001). 

" Publish: "publishing information using online technologies" (DTI 2001). 

Publishing is a one way process and involves no interaction between the 

organisation ' and the viewer (e. g. a static website used solely for marketing 

purposes). 

" Interact: A two way process, ' "whereby a business allows its customers, suppliers 

or employees to interact with them online" (DTI 2001). (e. g. a website that allows 

customers to submit an order online, or a procurement system that allows suppliers 

to interact with the organisation). 
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" Transform: "A business has used online technologies to fully transform its 

business processes". This could potentially mean "the redesigning of business 

processes around online technologies or the complete reinvention of the business 

model" (DTI 2001) 

Zuboff s Models 

When assessing the impact of AIS investment on business processes, a number of models 

can be considered. As early as the mid 1980's, Zuboff (1984) had discussed the likely 

future impacts of computers on work practices, identifying the three sequential stages of 

automate - infomate - transfomate as computing impacted industry operations. Building 

on this basic classification, the UK Government's CPIT (connect-publish-interact- 

transform) model (Figure 2-3) adapted and extended it to the internet age in an attempt to 
determine the level of e-business adoption at individual process level (Department of 
Trade and Industry, 2001). This model has been used successfully in a number of 

company studies in the UK to assess the level of e-business across an organisation (Taylor 

and Murphy, 2004); Lau, Wynn and Maryszczak, (2010) used this model to chart the 

impact of new collaboration and workflow software in an SME and found that "overall, 

the deployment of new systems points to significant change in all main process areas as 

new systems capabilities have been adopted" p74. They found that the new system played 

a significant role in business development, keeping track of sales enquiries, and projects 

management has been made efficient through the new system. 
However, the distinction between e-business and systems deployment in general is now 

very blurred; as Chaffey (2007) has suggested e-business might well now be considered as 
`all electronically mediated information exchanges', and thus some modification to the 
CPIT model might be appropriate. Indeed, the original concepts of automate - infomate - 
transfomate are still of value in assessing the impact of IS at process level. 
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Figure 2-3 The C'onnect-Publish-Interact-Transform (UPI T) Model 

Source: DTI International Benchmarking Study (2001) 
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Nolan's model ofthe evolution of the IT/IS function in organisations can be used to gauge 

the general level of HAS investment in a business or organisation. This model (Figure 2- 

4), dating from 1979, is still relevant today, particularly in businesses that have only 

embarked on significant IS/IT investment in recent years. (Lau, Wynn and Maryszczak, 

2010) have used the model for the evolution of the HAS function in Optimum 

('onsultancy Services as a case study, where the project has been the catalyst for the 

advance from a stage of `contagion', where end-users were developing their own systems 
in spreadsheets and databases in two separate companies to a 'controlled' and `integrated' 

environment with all users accessing one main system. They found that Optimum can now 
focus on improved management information as it moves to the `data administration' stage 
in Nolan's model. 
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The model depicts six evolutionary stages in the development of the IT/IS function, 

starting with end-user Initiation of computer use, through Contagion to Control, when an 

IS/IT department is established, to Systems Integration, Data Administration and 

Maturity. It is considered a valid and relevant model for supporting the assessment of AIS 

status in the Libyan banks. 

Each evolutionary stage in the development of the IT/IS function means: - 

0 Initiation: The introduction of systems or technology by end-users (often, 

originally, the finance department). 

" Contagion: The spread of computing applications into other areas. in a totally 

uncontrolled manner. Some applications will fail, and the management of I'I'/IS is 

chaotic and largely unregulated. 

0 Control: Senior management become concerned at the level of' expenditure and 
lack of control. Responsibility for management is moved to a tormal HAS /IS 

department, and support responsibilities are centralised. Applications concentrate 

on saving money rather than making money. 

" Integration: Typically, this is where new significant expenditure is made in new 

systems in an attempt to gain the benefits of technology integration. I"I /IS staff 

may be reorganised into functional areas to support different parts of the business, 

and only at this stage is there a real dialogue between I"I/IS specialists and systems 
end-users. 

" Data administration: Developments are driven more by the organisation's need 
for information; data management and maintenance becomes a key issue in the 

overall management of the I"I/IS function 

" Maturity: Planning and organisation of the Il /IS function is fully integrated into 

the business strategy planning and day-to-day management of' the organisation. 
Major applications are 'owned' by end-user management, who also have 

responsibility for data maintenance, process change and systems upgrade 
decisions. 
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Figure 2-4 Nolan's model of the evolution of the IT/IS function 
Source: Nolan (1979) 

2.11 ISs in Banking Sector 
The presence of an IS in each bank is essential, where the IS helps banks to obtain 

historical, current and future information which is pertinent to internal and external banks' 

activities in a timely and accurate manner, so that management at all levels can make 
decisions that achieve the objectives of the bank. ISs in banking sector are designed to 

support management in banking planning operations and make the best prospective plans 

to achieve the goals of the bank. This case is needed to provide a data and information 

base to help management to make its daily decisions at various levels. Moreover, these 

systems increase the accuracy and speed of performance of banking operations to provide 
better services to customers. They also provide greater precision in internal control of 
daily operations and help achieve immediate control of the results of these operations. 

The importance of an integrated IS is due to the following: - (Almighrawi, 2004) 

" The continued increase in quality and volume of the daily banking operations in 

banks, which increases the importance of the integrated IS to identify the most 
important customers. in terms of the size of the daily operations and its increase 

and the rate of this increase. In addition, the importance of control processes for 

this volume of accounts and the daily operations which are carried out and the 

control of the treasury and accounts prior to the ending of daily business. All this 

needs to be done at the required speed and in an accurate and timely manner. 
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" The emancipation of the banks in their dealings and their emancipation from some 

restrictions and guidelines that were imposed by central banks and other regulatory 

agencies leading to an increase in competition between theses banks. Therefore, 

there arose the necessity of dealing through strong ISs that can provide necessary 

information to the bank in a timely manner. 

" The need to consider the bank as one unit, and to deal with the client as one 

business package for all of his/her dealings with the bank (credit current accounts, 

debit current accounts, loans, deposits and transaction of Visa or MasterCard). 

" The fact that banking retail operations vary according to the size of the various 

commissions which are received by the bank from the customer. In addition, the 

proceeds result from customer transactions, customer balances in the bank and the 

volume of his/her daily operations, and also the extent of the customer's 

contribution to develop activities and profits of the bank. 

" Given the large volume of daily transactions and huge number of customers, this 

data can only be obtained using an integrated and accurate IS. 

" Assistance to study innovation and adoption of new banking activities according to 

processes that take place and wishes of the customers. Moreover, prioritisation of 

existing activities and new banking activities those are proposed and necessary 
feasibility studies. 

9 It is easy to identify customer requirements and daily changes that occur and the 

necessary procedures to maintain current customers and attract new customers to 

the bank. 

" It is possible to accomplish comprehensive marketing studies on current clients 

and prospective clients in respect of new banking activities, such as mobile 
banking services and periodic payment of customers' invoices (telephone bills, 

electricity bills, etc). 

2.12 Concept of AISs 
Generally, the ISs are based on two components, named, people and technical 

information. These work jointly in order to provide-necessary information to the 

organisation that enables it to carry out its business and achieve its objectives. Romney 

and Steinbart (2009) defined the AIS as follows: "a system that collects, records, stores, 
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and processes data to produce information for decision makers" (p. 29). This definition 

illustrated in figure 2-5. They also said that AISs consist of six components: people, 

procedures and instructions, data, software, IT infrastructure and internal control and 

security measures. These components enable the AIS to accomplish following important 

business functions (Romney and Steinbart, 2009) as follows: 

Collect and stores data about organisational activities, resources and personnel; 

Transform data into information that is useful för making decisions so 

management can plan, execute and control activities and evaluate activities, 

resources and personnel; and provide adequate controls to safeguard the 

organisation's assets including its data, to insure that the assets and data are 

available when needed and the data are accurate and reliable" (p. 29). 

These functions are discussed in detail in following sections. 

Collecting Processing Delivering Making 
Producing 

Storing 

Data AIS 
Information 

I Jser 
Decision 

Figure 2-5 AIS data to produce information for decision maker 

  Data Collection and Storage 

The general supposition is that good decision-making is reliant on good data. ßeynon- 

Davies (2002) suggested that some possible features of good data are: - it has a suitable 
level of accuracy, it completely covers the domain. and it is also current, accessible, 
summarised to an appropriate level of aggregation and relevant to the decision to be made. 
There can be hundreds or even thousands of transactions in each day that a business 

operates. These transactions are with customers and vendors, and can also be internally 

within the company. Every transaction generates data that must be processed to fill 

customer orders and purchase inventory and supplies. At the beginning to be a distinction 

between data and information, Turner et al., (2009) defined data and information as 
follows: Data are the set of facts collected from transactions, whereas Information is the 
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interpretation of data that have been processed" (p. 526). The most important principle in 

any system is that information must be put into and stored in the computer before it can be 

used and reported. The information which is input to the computer is stored in files. A the 

on a computer is conceptually similar to a file in filing cabinet. File design is one of the 

most important aspects, and therefore one of the first stages, of system design. The data 

collected in any transaction must be stored for many reasons. Turner et al., (2009) 

summarised the main reasons to store transactions data as follows: 

I. To complete transactions from beginning to end. For example, a sale, this involve 

taking the order, pulling items from the warehouse, shipping items, billing the 

customer, collecting the cash, and creating the customer account for payment. 

2. To follow up with customer or vendors and to expedite future transactions. For 

instance, if the company stores name, address, and details about customer, it need 

not re-enter that data when the customer places future orders. 

3. To create accounting reports and financial statements, it would be possible for the 

system to provide information about revenues, expenses, assets, and liabilities for 

any accounting period. 

4. To provide feedback to management so they can effectively and efficiently 

manage. 

  Data Processing 

In transaction processing systems, transactions are processed either in batches or one at a 

time. Batch processing occurs when similar transactions are grouped into a batch and that 

batch is processed as a group. An example of hatch processing is processing, payroll 

checks. The resulting pay checks are processed and printed in a group, or hatch. Accounts 

payable and accounts receivable transactions are often processed in batches. For instance, 

payments to vendors are often processed in hatches. Real-time processing occurs when 

transactions are processed as soon as they are entered. When determining whether batch or 

real-time processing is appropriate, Turner et at., (2009) said that system professionals 

must consider response time, efficiency, complexity, control, and storage media. Batch 

systems have slow response time because the transactions are not processed until the 

whole group is ready to be processed. Batch processing is more efficient than real-tine 

processing for a large number of similar transactions. Real-time systems have fast 
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response times because the transactions are processed as entered. Real-time system is 

more complex because of the interactive nature of processing. However, Batch system is 

much simpler than real-time system. Moreover, control is easier to maintain in batch 

systems. Because in real-time systems there are no groups of transactions for which totals 

can be derived. Finally, batch system can use either sequential or random access storage, 

comparatively with real-time systems; data must be stored on random access. 

2.13 Types of AIS 
There are many different types of AISs used in business organisations. The type of system 
depends on the size of the organisation, the nature of its process, the extent of 

computerisation, and the philosophy of management. Turner et al., (2009) have divided 

the systems in place into three categories, as follows: 

 ' ' Manual Systems 

Currently, most large and medium-size organisation use computerised AIS rather than 
manual record-keeping systems. In addition, it may still have parts of their processes that 
involve manual records:. On' other hand, there are many small organisations that use 
manual systems, in whole or in part, to maintain accounting records. Because small 

organisations often use manual record keeping systems to examine manual processes in 

' AIS. An entirely manual system would require source documents and paper-based ledgers 

and journals. AsAISs became computerised, the manual processes of record keeping and 

posting' were transferred to automated systems, which maintain the same structure of 

subsidiary ledgers and general ledger accounts but automated ledgers are computer files 

rather than paper records. "-_ 

'. ' When IT is part of the AIS, that it is important to 'understand that the hardware and 
software are not entire AIS. The hardware and software_ as well as the human process, 

records, and process information are an integral part. The established process of entering 
the order is part of the AIS because it is part of business process that captures accounting 

.. 
`. data. 

Legacy Systems',, ' 

... Traditional accounting software systems are often called legacy systems. It is an existing 
system in operation within an organisation. A legacy system uses older technology, in 

which the organisation has a considerable investment and that might be entrenched in the 
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organisation. Usually, legacy systems are based on old or inadequate technology. In 

addition, legacy systems may have served companies very well over many periods. Turner 

et al., (2009) said that, in 2002, an estimate by systems professionals indicated that at least 

80% of organisations had legacy systems that they were attempting to maintain. Often, 

organisations are faced with the decision whether to replace or update legacy systems. 

When the benefits outweigh the cost, organisations typically decide to replace legacy 

systems. 

  Modern, Integrated Systems 

Nowadays, AIS environment, many accounting software systems are available for 

purchase that integrates many or all of the business process. Organisations also frequently 

purchase software rather than develop it internally. Usually, to meet specific needs of the 

organisation, the IT staff modifies purchased systems. According to Turner et al., (2009) 

there are many advantages to purchasing accounting software rather than developing 

software in-house as follows: 

" Purchased software has a lower cost, because the development cost can be spread 

across the many organisations that purchase the software, rather than being 

absorbed completely by company that developed the software. 

" Purchased software has shorter implementation time, because it is no longer 

necessary for the organisations to design and program their own accounting 

systems. 

" This software system has fewer bugs, because they are not sold until they are fully 

developed, tested, and proven reliable. 

2.14 Users of AISs 
The modem business organisation served by the AIS is a very complex institution. The 

activities of prominent organisations are of interest to many users - customers, suppliers, 

employees, lenders, stockholders, and the various governments under whose jurisdiction 

they operate (Cushing et al., 1987). 
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Figure 2-6 The relationship of the AIS to the business organisation and to the environment . 
Source; Cushing et al., 1987 

The main role of AIS stems from its two major components: financial accounting and 

management accounting. Financial accounting provides required information to users 

outside an organisation. External' accounting information users such as, current and 

prospective investors, ' creditors and governmental bodies. - Preparing financial statements 

such as the balance sheet, the income statement and the cash flow statement produces this 
information. The six major external interest groups that receive information from the 
business organisations, as portrayed in Figure 2-6, are customers, suppliers, stockholders, 

employees, lenders, and government. The information, each group receives, includes both 

information for decision-making and routine data concerning" the execution of 
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transactions. For the most part the information supplied to external users is either 

"mandatory" or "essential" (Cushing et al., 1987). 

Cushing et al., (1987) argued that the area of internal information presents a much greater 

challenge to those who design AISs than the external reporting area. They suggest that: 

"In meeting mandatory and essential information requirements, the primary 

consideration is to minimise costs while meeting minimum standards of 

reliability and usefulness. When the reporting of information is discretionary, the 

primary consideration is that the benefit obtained from each report exceeded the 

cost of supplying it. Much of the challenge in designing an IS is due to the fact 

that it is often very difficult to measure the benefit derived from reporting a given 

set of information"(p. 10). 

2.15 Computerised AISs 

Every aspect of accounting has been fundamentally changed by IT such as financial 

reporting, managerial accounting, tax and auditing. Because bookkeeping is mostly carried 

out by computer, management accounting concentrates on the design of systems, the 

development of budgets and the recommendation of future managerial actions in a variety 

of operational areas (Moscove et at., 2002). Computers also affect auditors due to 

increasing reliance on generalised audit software and other computer-assisted auditing 

techniques. Furthermore, traditional accounting firms, whose revenues used to be largely 

earned by audit and tax work, are now doing other activities. These include helping 

clients' design and implement computerised AIS, assessing the risk associated with 

computerised systems, and designing controls for such systems. As a result, AIS have 

become critical in the successful business of today in both of its components (financial 

accounting and managerial accounting) because AIS are involved in providing individuals 

and groups both within and outside the organisation with relevant information for decision 

making. With AIS there is a dramatic shift to the value of information that is produced and 

the importance of information to an organisation; an understanding of accounting as an IS 

has become vital. While the effects of computerisation are obvious on accounting systems, 

AIS is concerned with more than just computers. 

However, computer technology is important to AISs and to accountants for many reasons 
(Moscove et al. 2002): (1) Computer technology must be compatible, and support the 
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other components of AIS; (2) It is no longer possible for auditors to treat a computer as 
black box, and audit around it. Rather, they now commonly audit through the computer. 
Auditors must evaluate computerised systems and must understand automation and 

automated controls, and also be knowledgeable about their strengths and weaknesses; and 

(3) Computer technology is inevitably going to affect the way in which future accountants 

will work. 

2.16 AIS in Commercial Banks 
The AIS is one of the most important and the largest ISs in a banking organisation. This 

importance stems from the nature of the financial operations of this sector, and the 

presence of the risk element in these operations (Almighrawi, 2004). Moreover, the 

availability of components of speed and accuracy are required in the preparation of 

information. In addition, the importance of the AIS in the banking sector is due to its role 

as an intermediary between savers and investors, also to its strong relationship with other 

economic activities. Thus, the financial services which are offered by the banking sector 
depend on the confidence that clients have in the responsibility of commercial banks. This 

confidence has resulted in an increase in the importance of the role of the accounting 

system to provide trustworthy information to savers and investors. This information 

should be able to reflect the main indicators used, to judge the soundness of the financial 

situation of the banks, which are the profitability and liquidity, ability to pay its liabilities, 

and the risks that are incurred by the provision of financial services. 

Usually, commercial banking activity is controlled and supervised by the state, to protect 
the funds of depositors, in particular, and the national economy in general. The laws of 
control and supervision of the banking sector authorise the authorities of the central banks 

to perform tasks that relate to supervision and control of commercial banks. These tasks 
include the right of the central bank to create a set of general rules regarding establishment 
and organisation of banking supervision management. Furthermore, they also include the 

method that is to be followed in the evaluation of the assets of the banks, the ratio that 

should be taken into account when granting loans, the rate of interest, and the information 

that should be disseminated to the public and how. 
As a result, the financial statements of the commercial banks have a special significance 
for several reasons, including the following: The nature of banking business as a kind of 
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important financial intermediary for the public; The necessity to meet the information 

required by the central bank for the purpose of the supervision of banks; and The 

pluralism of the financial statements and its appendices require explanations, comments 

and observations of its elements (Shehata, 1995). 

For the commercial bank to be able-to meet its above-mentioned obligations, the factors of 

speed and accuracy should be available during the preparation and processing of data and 

information. These factors are among the basic elements that the accounting system at the 

commercial bank should be based on. To achieve this, the system should be characterised 

by the following (Osman, 1994): - 

" The ability to provide the management of the bank and the supervisory authorities 

of the banks the necessary information in a timely manner to formulate various 

policies. This information must include a number of details, in particular the 

following: - 

- Analysis of bank assets, according to the ability of the bank to convert its assets to 

cash quickly and easily. 

- Analysis of deposit accounts, according to depository sources (individuals, firms, 

government agencies). Accounts should also make clear the nature of the bank's 

other obligations (liabilities). 

- Analysis of various accounts of reserves to determine the purpose of the retention 

of these reserves. 

- Analysis of revenues, according to its resources. 

- Analysis of expenses, according to various departments of the bank and dividing 

them according to their nature. 

This information helps to prepare the statement of income and expenses for each 
department. 

" The availability of an elaborate system for internal control that depends on the 

method of the operation system. In general, the general ledger must enclose a 

required number of general accounts to which achieve maximum control. 

" The ability to provide the information requested by the various supervisory 

authorities, without the need to make an extra effort to provide this information. 
I 
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" The ability to provide the necessary information to prepare tax declarations, not 

only the declaration of business, but also including other types of taxes that are 

collected by the bank on behalf of the state treasury department. 

2.17 The Development of Accounting Systems in Commercial Banks 
Accounting has the ability to keep pace with development and changes in the surrounding 

environment. Accounting is a science as any science, which has capabilities that enable it, 

to develop in response to the changes of economic, political and other variables 

(Almighrawi, 2004). Moreover, the development of accounting in its two aspects scientific 

and practical based on competences and fundamentals make it an effective system for 

measurement and disclosure. In other words, an effective system of information has the 

confidence of various categories in society. In addition, an accounting system is relied on 
to make decisions more effectively. 
The rapid and successive changes in the international community in the last few years that 
have come to be called globalisation have had substantial and significant repercussions on 

the structure of, local and international business. Organisations have changed their 

structures and strategies in response to the changes in the surrounding environment. 
Accountants have confronted difficult challenges, which are imposed by the 

characteristics of the globalisation. Therefore, it is necessary for accountants to develop 

their functions to adapt to the new situations, and also to meet the information needs of 
different categories by faster method and by non-traditional means. 
Furthermore, the, using dramatic developments in information technology, the direct 

impact of globalisation, such as the internationalisation of capital markets and the General 

Agreement on Trade and Services (GATS), and the increase in competition between banks 

and financial institutions has important impacts on the accounting function in general, and 
the role of accounting systems in commercial banks in particular (Almighrawi, 2004), that 

will be addressed in following section. 

2.18 Electronic Commerce and its Benefits 
There are several definitions of e-commerce. However, Turner and et at., (2009) said that 

most would agree that e-commerce is a transaction between a business and customer, in 

which the transaction information is exchanged electronically. Under such a broad 

definition, there are many forms of exchange that could be called e-commerce" (p. 569). 
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The use of credit card at a department store, ATM transactions with a bank, transactions of 

electronic data interchange (EDI) between vendor and buyer, and web-based transactions 

all fit into this definition of e-commerce. In addition, there are many benefits of e- 

commerce to the business and the customer. Bothe parties benefit from the increased 

access to the market, the speed and convenience of e-commerce, and the ability to share 
information. 

However, there are several negative effects of the internet on business organisation, which 

were summarised by Laudon and Laudon (2006) as follows: 

1 Enables new substitutes to emerge with new approaches to meeting needs and 

performing functions. 

2 Availability of global price and product information shifts bargaining power to 

customers. 
3 Procurement over the intemet tends to raise bargaining power over suppliers; 

suppliers can benefit from reduced barriers to entry and from the elimination of 
distributors and other intermediaries standing between them and their users. 

4 The internet reduces barriers to entry, such as the need for a sales force, access to 

channels, and physical assets; it provides a technology for driving business 

processes that makes other things easier to do. 

5 Widens the geographic market, increasing the number of competitors, and reducing 
differences among competitors; makes it more difficult to sustain operational 
advantages; puts pressure to compete on price. 

2.19 Specifications of the Integrated Accounting System 
Almighrawi (2004) claims that the accounting system of commercial banks is an 
integrated system, if it includes the following points: - 

" The system covers and connects all sub-systems of financial accounting of all 
activities and services, which are provided by the bank. 

" The system connects the financial accounts with cost accounts and the estimated 
budget. 

" The system has complete flexibility to add new banking services. 

" The system is able to carry out adjusting entries and closing entries as well as 
preparing of financial statements. 
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" The system is able to prepare daily trial balances for each branch and for the whole 

bank. 

" The system provides various reports according to revenue centres, cost centres, 

responsibility centres as needed (required). 

" The system works as one integrated unit, and each sub-system can work alone. 

" The system enables users to add new accounts to the accounts directory, and 

enables users to modify, delete, and reclassify it as needed. 

" The system allows dealing with more than one currency. 

" The system rules the control on entered data, and prints compulsory reports about 

the entered entries and its adjustments. 

" The system allows adding another sub-system as needed. 

"" The system contains effective self-censorship that prevents access to accounts for 

non-specialists, and ensures the correctness of the transaction. 

" The system allows using the local area network (LAN). 

" The system allows preparing accounting and statistical reports at any time. 

" The system contains a list of guiding instructions, which appear on the screen and 

guide the operator of the computer. 
". The system is compatible with different kinds of computers and printers. 

" The system can accommodate the Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs). 

" The system allows for positive interaction with the society for worldwide interbank 

financial telecommunication system (SWIFT). 

" The system allows for positive interaction with customers through the internet. 

" The system allows for dealing with the automated clearing house (ACH). 

" The system allows for dealing with the modern credit cards. 

" The system allows basically using the local language and the English language as a 

second language. 

2.20 Libya and Libyan Economic Development 
This section presents a brief description of a general background on Libya, Libyan economic 

characteristics, Libyan banking sector, Libyan foreign trade, Libyan economic reforms and 
finally, Libyan privatisation programmes. 
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Libya's official name is the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, and its capital is 

Tripoli. Libya is located in North Africa; it is between Egypt and Tunisia bordering the 

Mediterranean Sea. It covers about 1; 759,500 square kilometres (678,400 square miles). Libya 

is slightly larger than Alaska. The coastline of Libya is about 1,770 kilometres long. However, 

the vast majority of the land of Libya is desert. Also Libya has borders in the south with Chad, 

Niger and Sudan, in the west with Tunisia and Algeria, and in the east with Egypt. 

The climate in Libya is Mediterranean along the coast with a dry extreme desert interior. 

According to the latest official census in 2006, the population was approximately 6 million in 

2006 and the population average growth rate is 2.02%. The majority of the population lives in 

or around the coastal cities, particularly in Tripoli and Benghazi. Life expectancy for the total 

population is 76, for males 74 and for females 79. Arabs and Berbers represent 97% of the 

overall population and others 3%. In addition, 97% of the population is Sunni Muslim and 

other religions represent 3%. Libyan people speak Arabic; English and Italian are widely 

understood in cities. 82% of the total population is literate, 92% of males, 72% of females. 

Historically, the Berbers originally settled Libya, but Arabs invaded the territory in AD 642, 

bringing Islam to the region. Arabs ruled the territory now called Libya until the 1500's when 
it was invaded and controlled by many foreign occupiers - the Ottoman Empire occupation 
(1551-1911) and European (Italian/ French/ British) occupations (1911-1951). Italy occupied 
the country following the First World War. Italy generated a new administrative system, 
where the country was divided into three main regions. These regions were known as, 
Cyrenaica in the East, Tripoli in the West and Fezzan in the South. During the Second World 
War, the best route for gaining independence as perceived by many locals (Libyans) was to 
fight with the British army. After the defeat of Italy, there came the period of British and 
French administration (1943-195 1), (Division, 2005). 

On the 24th of December 1951, the United Kingdom of Libya was proclaimed as an 
independent state made up of the Fezzan, Tripolitania, and Cyrenaica provinces under the rule 
of King Idris I. The provinces had considerable autonomy until 1963 when their autonomy was 
abolished and the provinces placed under the control of the central government. 

On 1St September 1969, military officers led by Col. Moamar al Gaddafi overthrew the King 

and took control of the country. A new government was formed and the state called the Libyan 
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Arab Republic was established. In 1977 the official name of the country changed to "The Great 

Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya" (Saleh, 2001). 

2.20.1 Libyan Economic Characteristics 

Economic and political considerations are the primary influence and the major determinants of 
the investment climate. A country's level of development, the state of the balance of payments, 
inflation rates and currency. stability are very important factors in the investment climate. 
Infrastructure facilities, international transportation and communication networks are vital 
influences on the investment climate as well. 
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), in its Human Development Report, 

classified Libya as a highly-developed country, ranked 56th out of 177 countries in the human 

'development report (UNDP, 2007/2008), compared with Human Development Report (2006), 

which classified Libya as a medium-developed country, ranked 64st out of 177 (UNDP, 2008 

and 2006). 

Table 2-3 illustrates key Libyan Economic Indicators in the years between 2005 and 2008. 

During 2008 the economic activities recorded a modest improvement, though the achieved 

growth rate, which was 6.1%, compared with 5.9%, 9.9% and 5.6% in 2005,2006 and 2007 

respectively. In 2008 the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at Constant Prices (2003) was LYD 

51.7 billion, compared to LYD 48.7 billion in 2007. This increase is due to the growth of non- 

oil economic sectors by 7.2%, whereas the oil sector and related activities grew by 5.2%. In 

the non-oil economic sector there was particular growth in the construction and housing sector, 

which grew by 21%. This is due to a recent architectural renaissance and the housing loans 

granted by the Saving and Real-Estate Investment Bank. The, sector of electricity, . gas and 

= water also experienced growth, as did the sector of banks and insurance and the sector of 
transport and communication, which grew by 10%, 5% and 9% respectively. Regarding the 

extent of the contribution of economic activities to the gross domestic product (GDP), table2-4 

shows that the activities of oil and natural gas and related activities contributed 52.5% and 
non-oil activities contributed 47.5% of the total real product. 
Due to the increase in the rates of economic growth in 2008, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

per capita increased from LYD 8970 in 2007 to LYD 9332 in 2008 (see Table 2-5). 
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Table 2-3 Libya Real Gross Domestic Products by Sector (M. LYD*) 

Economic Activities 2005 2006 2007 2008 Growth 
Rate % 

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing 1502.1 1649.8 1715.8 1749.7 2.0 
Oil, & Natural Gas 22922.7 23912.5 24321.7 25586.4 5.2 
Mining, Quarrying & 
Manufacturing Industry 

1404.5 1468.3 1493.5 1571.1 5.2 

Construction & Housing 2290.7 2462.5 3078.2 3724.6 21.0 
Trade, Restaurant & Hotels 2460.1 2657.7 2960.8 3199.8 8.1 
Transport& Communication 2475.8 2786.6 3130.1 3411.8 9.0 
Banks & Insurance 676.7 748.6 843.5 885.6 5.0 
Electricity, Gas and Water 924.2 1001.7 1140.7 1254.7 10.0 
Other Services 8904.8 9444.3 10025 10304.2 2.8 
Total GDP 43561.6 46132.0 48709.3 51687.9 6.1 
Oil sector and related activities 24327.2 25380.8 25815.2 27157.5 5.2 
Non-Oil economic sectors 19234.4 20751.2 22894.1 24530.4 7.2 

source: t: entrai tsanK ox inya ttne annual report, Luuzs). f1n zuu7 1 LYD =$0.82 =£0.41 

Table 2-4 Libya Gross Domestic Products (GDP) by Sector (%) 

Economic Activities 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Oil, & Natural Gas and 

related activities 
55.8 55.0 53.0 52.5 

Non-Oil economic sectors 44.2 45.0 47.0 47.5 
Total GDP 100 100 100 100 

Source: Central Bank of Libya (the annual report, 2008) 

Table 2-5 Real GDP per capita 
Years Total GDP 

M. LYD * 
Population (In 

Thousands) 
Per capita income 

(LYD)* 
2005 43561.6 5300 8219 
2006 46132.0 5324 8665 
2007 48709.3 5430 8970 
2008 51687.9 5539 9332 

source: Leniral ISanx 01 Lioya ktne annual report, LUUS). 

*In 2008 LYD 1= $ 0.80 =£0.55 

2.20.2 Libyan Banking Sector 
This historical subject can be divided into two periods of time. Each period is 
distinguished by a manifestation of the evolution of banking activity in the country and 
each possesses characteristics particular to the period. 

" The banks during the period from 1952 to 1969 

In the period after the Second World War and after the independence of Libya in 1951, 
foreign banks such as Barclays Bank and Bank of Rome continued, to provide their 
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services during the British and French military administrations. Moreover, during the 

period from 1952 to 1969, the following banks were established (Abdolmalik, 2005). 

- British Bank for the Middle East in 1952. 

- Limited Arab Bank in 1952. 

- Bank of Egypt in1953. 

- National Bank of Libya in 1953. 

The National Bank of Libya was established on 26 April 1955, and began its business by 

opening its main centre in Tripoli in 1956, and in 1957 opened a branch in Benghazi and 

another in Sebha. In addition, - it began carrying out its business by organising and issuing 

banknotes and coins, and engaged in commercial business departments, as any 

commercial bank. In 1958 the banking legislation No 4 was issued. Accordingly the 

Central Bank of Libya superseded the Libyan National Bank. It was awarded many 

powers; the most important of them is supervision over banks, making credit policy and 

supervising its implementation, maintenance of cash reserves and setting the interest rates 

and currency prices. In addition, the legislation encouraged the establishment of some 
Libyan Banks. 

" The banks during the period after 1969 

The banking sector in Libya before 01/09/69 consisted of the following banks: 

A. Commercial Banks 

'I. Sahara Bank 

2. Commercial bank 

3. Al-Nahda Alarabia Bank 

4. Bank of North Africa 

5. African Banking Corporation 

6. Barclays Bank 

7. Bank of Rome S 

8. Al-Arabi Bank 

9. Bank of Napoli 

B. Specialised Banks 

1. Libyan national agricultural bank 

2. Libyan real 'estate industrial bank S 
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One of the primary targets of the revolution was the Labialisation of the Libyan banking 

sector. Thus, on 13/11/1969 a decision was made to libyanise all foreign banks operating 

in the country. According to the resolution the branches of four foreign banks were 

transferred to 51% state-owned Libyan Banks and changed their names as follows: 

- Gumhouria Bank instead of Barclays Bank 

- Umma Bank instead of Bank of Rome 

- Al-Orouba Bank instead of Al-Arabi Bank 

- Al-Esteqlal Bank instead of Bank of Napoli 

In 1970, law No. 153 was issued to nationalise foreign shares in commercial banks and 

reorganise them. This law resulted in 100% Libyan ownership of shares (as opposed to the 

51% mentioned above). The previous commercial banks were merged in five major banks 

as follows: 

1. National Commercial Bank. 

2. Wahda Bank. 

3. Gumhouria Bank. 

4. Umma Bank. 

5. Sahara Bank. 

The issuance and implementation of these laws and resolutions resulted in the emergence 

of a national banking system composed of five commercial banks, under supervision and 

control of the central bank of Libya, which had become a central bank possessing tools of 

monetary policy and implementing them as appropriate, in the interests of national 

economy. 

The law No. 1 of 1993 concerning banking, currency and credit was issued by the central 

bank of Libya. This law permitted the establishment of commercial banks, such as, 

Commerce & Development Bank in 1996, Mediterranean Bank in 1997 and Alejmaa 

Alarabi Bank in 2003. It also allowed foreign banks to open branches in Libya. Moreover, 

to implement the strategy adopted by the central bank of Libya to restructure, develop and 

modernise the Libyan banking sector, the board of director's of the Libyan central bank 

issued decisions No. 4 of 2007 and No. 8 of 2008. As a result, Umma Bank and 
Gumhouria Bank were merged in one bank under the name Gumhouria Bank. This 

merger appeared as a unified Libyan bank with total assets of more than 25 billion Libyan 
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Dinars, and 146 branches and agencies and 5800 employees. Thus, it will be the second 
largest Libyan bank after the External Libyan Bank. It will also be among the top ten 

banks in North Africa according to the size of total assets. 

2.20.2.1 Operating Banks in Libya 

1) Central Bank of Libya (CBL) 

As previously said, the central bank of Libya was established on 26/04/1955. The bank 

opened its main centre in Tripoli in 1956, and then opened a branch in Benghazi in 1957 

and another branch in Sebha. The bank began banking business as s government bank and 
its function was limited to organizing issuance of cash and currency. Owing to the absence 

of Libyan commercial banks at that time, the law allowed the bank to practice normal 

commercial banking business. The functions of the central bank have developed since the 

issuance of law No. 30 of 1955 to establish the bank until the issuance of law Nol. Of 

2005, that dictated in the fifth article the following tasks: - 

- Issuance of Libyan monetary currency and to maintain its stability. 

- Management of state's reserves of gold and foreign exchange. 

- Organization of monetary policy and supervising operations of currency conversion in 

Libya and abroad. 

- Organization of credit and banking policy and supervision of its implementation in 

public policy of the state. 

Cash management in the national economy. 

- Organization of foreign exchange market and supervision. 

- Provide advice to the state in matters of economic policy. 
These tasks obviously impacted on evaluation of the central bank of Libya, as can be seen 
in table 2-6, where total assets of the bank rose from about 58.4 billion Libyan dinars at 
the end of 2005 to about 83.7 billion Libyan. Dinars at the end of 2006 to about 106.4 

billion Libyan dinars at the end of 2007 to about 126.4 billion Libyan dinars at the end of 
2008; and at the end of 31/12/2009 it was about 136.281 billion Libyan dinars. Also the 

capital of the CBL is 500 million Libyan dinars. 



Table 2-6 Assets of Central Bank of Libya (Billion LYD) 

The years Total Assets Increase 
amount 

Increase 
percent 

31/12/2005 58.417 - - 
31/12/2006 83.682 25.265 43.2% 
31/12/2007 106.405 22.723 27.2% 
31/12/2008 126.395 19.990 18.8% 
31/12/2009 136.281 9.886 7.82% 

Source: CDL, annual reports ZUU6, ZUU7,2UUif and no: //Cbl pov. ly/pdt/UUM1833YMUHY yX8u4 pdt 

Operational structure of the bank includes the following departments: - 

" Issue Department. 

" Reserve Dept. 

" Banking Operation Dept. 

" Accounting and Investment Dept. 

" Research and Statistics Dept. 

" Monetary and Banking Supervision Dept. 

" Administrative and Personal affairs. 

" Auditing Dept. 

" Legal Bureau Dept. 

" Computer Centre. 

" Institute of Banking and Financial Studies. 

" Banking Training Centre. 

  Banking Developments 

Recently the central bank of Libya made efforts to raise the ability of commercial banks 

and their contribution in economic activity, which adopted a strategy based on three 
dimensions (CBL, Annul report, 2007) :- 

1. Development and modernisation of banking and financial sector, through development 

and implementation of many strategies to develop an environment of financial services. 
2. Restructuring of commercial banks, through development and implementation of a 
comprehensive transformation program to and improve current performance of state 
commercial banks. 

3. Gradual opening up to foreign enterprises, where 19% of shares of Sahara Bank were - 
sold to French BNP Paribas bank. 
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In order to implement this strategy, the board of directors of the CBL issued a series of 
decisions related to the banking sector, the most important of these decisions being the 

following: - 

- Liberalization of debit interest rates. 

- Sale of shares owned by the CBL in capital of Sahara Bank and Wahda Bank. 

- Authorization to merge Umma Bank in Gumhouria Bank. 

- Permission for foreign banks to open representative offices in Libya. 

- Establishment of Libyan Banks Union and issuance of its basic regulation. 

  Exchange Rate Policy - 
The national economy during the past two decades faced many problems and economic 

and financial difficulties, which were a reflection of conditions and changes to the 
international monetary and economic environment. This necessitated adopting a new set 

of policies and economic procedures. One of these policies was the exchange rate policy. 

The following is a brief review of evolution of the exchange rate policy followed by the 

CBL from its inception until the present time. 

LYD was issued as a national currency for the first time under the name of pound at the 

beginning of 1952. Its value was equal to pound sterling, and each of them was equivalent 

to 2.8 US Dollars. In November 1971 the United States reduced the value of the dollar, 

which led to a rise in the value of the LYD against the dollar to 1 LYD = 3.04 USD 

instead of 1 LYD = 2.8 USD. In February 1973, the USD was devaluated for the second 
time by 10%, 1 resulting 'a rise of the LYD against the USD by 11% to I LYD = 3.3776 

'USD instead of I LYD = 3.04 USD. In the same year (1973), the LYD was pegged to the 
USD at a fixed exchange rate of 1 USD = 0.2968 LYD. Asa result, the value of the LYD 

against other currencies changed depending on the change in the value of the USD against 
those currencies. 
The LYD maintained this value at this level until the end of 1986, which helped stability 
of the value of the LYD against the USD and other foreign currencies. In March 1986, the 
link of the LYD and USD was disengaged and linked to the Special Drawing Rights Unit 

(SDRs) with an exchange rate equivalent to 2.8 SDR per 1 LYD. This unit was expanded 

several times. During the period from 1999 to 2001 there was a gradual reduction in the 

value of the LYD against the USD from 3.54 dollars per dinar at the end of 1990 to 1.55 
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dollars per dinar at the end of 2001. In the 2002, the LYD's exchange rate stood at 0.608 

SDR, or the equivalent of 1 dinar = 1.3 dollars, i. e., a 50% reduction of its value at the 

2001. In June 2003 the LYD's exchange rate was reduced by 15 % to 0.5175 SDR. The 

following table (2-7) shows the evolution of exchange rates of some currencies versus the 

LYD during the period 2002 - 2009. 

Table 2-7 Exchange rate of Libyan Dinar against major international currencies 

Currenc 

nd of 

Sterling US 
Dollar 

Euro Swiss 
Frank 

2002 0.51478 0.82395 0.79059 1.20272 
2003 0.43144 0.76621 0.61316 0.95623 
2004 0.41703 0.80158 0.58905 0.91003 
2005 0.42954 0.73963 0.62696 0.97209 
2006 0.39682 0.77821 0.59139 0.94926 
2007 0.40846 0.81684 0.55598 0.92214 
2008 0.55117 0.79897 0.56673 0.84331 
2009 0.50865 0.80632 0.56233 0.83759 

Source: CBL, annual reports 2006,2007,2008, economic bulletin 31/12/2009 
and httn: //www. cbl. zov. ly/xrates. Dho 

  Banking Training 

The CBL and commercial banks make efforts to create banking cadres to be able to keep 

pace with developments in the field of banking work. In addition, to use a modern 

technology that contributes to increase productivity and raise efficiency of the banking 

sector and provide better services by less costs and efforts as well. 
Therefore, the Institute of Banking and Financial Studies organised 96 training programs 
in 2007 and 194 programs in 2008, which included specialised courses, seminars, 

meetings in the field of banking work and assistance programs in the English Language 

and computers. In total, 4115 and 5180 trainees in 2007 and 2008 respectively of 

employees in the banking sector have attended these programs. Moreover, the institute has 

a plan which is being implemented to ensure that cadres are qualified and trained in 

various aspects of a modern banking business. It is also implementing standards of 
international banking work, modern techniques and studying of the English language 

(CBL, Annul report, 2007and 2008). 
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  National Payment System 

The payment systems have witnessed important developments in recent years. They have 

become heavily dependent on more sophisticated applications, a matter that allowed foj 

the development of electronic smart means that contribute to diversification, acceleration 

and accuracy of various financial and banking services. In the context of the CBL, there is 

a trend toward increasing the benefits of the large developments of information 

technologies and improving the banking activity environment. The CBL and commerciat 

banks jointly started implementing an ambitious program for technological developments! 

in the area of information technology in the National Payment System. This program wash 

preceded by approving a plan, set by a committee of experts in banking activities. This 

plan's objective is to formulate a strategy that ensures efficiency, effectiveness and safety 

for the developments of a national payment system to contribute to the development of 
financial and other economic sectors. 
To execute this program, ' contracts with international companies were concluded to 

undertake the following projects: - 

" Real-Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) 

This system electronically, irrevocably, settles the accounts of banks and public 

institutions with the CBL at every working day-end. This settlement will be required of all 

practicing banks and financial institutions. 

" Automated Clearing House (ACH)' 

Relates to the settlement of all transactions resulting for bank transactions with their 

clients, before going to Real-Time Gross Settlement for final settlement. 

" Automated Checks Processing (ACP) 

This system relates to electronic inter-banks clearing of checks according to a scanning 

technique, paper files and net-transaction posting to the clearing' Automated Clearing 

House System in order to easily an safely settle the values of inter-bank checks. 

" Automated Teller Machines (ATM)/Points of Sales (POS) 

This system provides 'a fundamental environment for the national, automated teller 

distributor that provides access to all customers' accounts with practicing banks and 

executes cash drawing transactions through automated teller machines by national and 
international networks. It also enables businessmen, their clients and companies that 
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provide these services to accomplish the payments for transaction charges electronically 

using points of sales, in addition to the execution of all generally accepted financial 

international electronic transactions. 

" Core Banking System 

This system aims to develop technologies and techniques for banking activities of national 

banks in a way that qualifies them to benefit mostly from the huge technologies provided 

by the project of National Payment System, and to strengthen the competitiveness with 

international banks. This system is being implemented over two stages, one for the CBL 

and the other for commercial banks participating in the project, using a technique that 

provides the applications while ensuring the acceptance of new participants in the system 

as necessary. These systems will be interlinked and linked with commercial banks with 

various communication means such as optic fibres, centimetre waves, satellites, wireless 

net, digital circuits and other communication means. The systems will be provided with 

coding and protection software in order to ensure safe and protected structure for data 

transmission between banks, the currently-under-construction data centres and all 

electronic financial services channels. 

Banks are being prepared so that they may work with National Payments System. The 

project includes a training program aimed to train and up skill about 60% of employees in 

the CBL and commercial banks aimed at qualifying national professionals capable of 

managing and implementing all parts of the project. Three data centres will be established 

according to the state of the art. These centres will ensure online functioning of national 

banks all the time and in all circumstances. The appropriate networking of the main data 

centre, auxiliary and emergency centres will allow for their automatic alteration when 

necessary to avoid any interruption whatsoever the reasons. It will also ensure the flow of 

services on any weekdays. To make the system more effective, the Article no (5) of the 

Law no (1) of the year 2005, regarding banks, states that one of the capacities of the CBL 

is to supervise the National Payment System, including the interbank clearing transactions 

of banks subject to the provisions of this law, and established the regulations governing it. 

http: //www. ebi. gov. ly/en/home/index. php? cid=70 
Regarding the cost of the National Payment System project (MPS), it was LYD 

67,393,084 on 30/06/2008 (1 LYD = £0.43 in 30/06/2008). Table 2-8 shows the total cost 
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of the project until 30/06/2008 divided between CBL and Libyan commercial banks 

according to the agreement between banks. 

Table 2-8 Total of National Payment System cost on 30106/2008 

Statement Payments CBL Gumhouria 
Bank 

Wahda 
Bank 

Sahara 
Bank 

National 
Commercial 

Natios 
Banks 

Bank Co 
Supply and 
installation of 39,867,236 17,940,256 7,973,447 3,986,723 3,986,723 3,986,723 1,993 
RTGS, ACP, ATM, 
POS, CMS 
Overseeing the i 
development of the 5,278,307 2,375,238 1,055,661 527,830 527,830 527,830 263,91', 
NPS 

Consulting and 2,691,097 1,210,994 538,219 269,109 269,109 269,109 134,551, 
legal services J 
Supply, installation 
and support of ' 
banking systems 

6,657,765 3,328,882 1,479,503 739,751 
_ 

739,751 369,87"` 

The provision of 2,324,589 1,046,065 464,917 232,458 232,458 232,458 116,2x 
databases 

Supervision on the 
central banks' 1,666,060 749,727 333,212 166,606 166,606 166,606 83,303 
systems CBS 
Advertisements and 
consultations 322,846 143,958 65,008 32,502 32,502 32,502 16,361 
expenses 

Rewards and 4,806,291 2,162,831 961,258 480,629 480,629 480,629 240,31 
allowances 

Computers 1123,853 505,734 224,770 112,385 112,385 112,385 56,192 

Training 183,202 82,441 " 36,640 18,320 18,320 18,320 9,160 

Various expenses 2,471,833 1,112,324 494,366 247,183 247 183 247,183 123,59' 

Total 67,393,084 30 658,454 13,627,007 6,813,503 6,073 752 6,813,503 3,406,1 

2) Commercial Banks 
The activity of Libyan commercial banks is under control of the state, to protect funds of 
depositors in particular and protection of national economy in general. The CBL has a 

right to supervise and control on the commercial banks, for example, regarding the 

establishment and organization of management control the banks, the manner which is to 
be observed to evaluate assets of banks and the rules and ratios to be taken into account 

when granting loans, credit facilities and interest rates. The following commercial banks 

are operating in Libya in 31/12/2008: - 
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1. Gumhouria Bank 

The Gumhouria Bank is 100% in state ownership. It was established in 1969 as wholly 

owned by the Central Bank of Libya. It is located in Tripoli and has about 108 branches 

and 38 agencies around the country. It has become the largest bank in Libya after it 

merged with Umma Bank in 2007, where its capital is 200 million Libyan Dinars and its 

total assets more than 20.5 billion Libyan Dinars. 

2. Sahara Bank 

The Sahara Bank is 81% privet ownership and 19% BNP Paribas Bank ownership. It was 

established in 1964. It is located in Tripoli and has about 46 branches and 7 agencies 

around the country. Its capital is 126 million Libyan Dinars and its total assets were more 

than 11.7 billion Libyan Dinars. 

After the completion of the Central Bank of Libya to sell its shares in the Sahara Bank, it 

was 82.7% of Sahara Bank capital. Therefore, the Sahara Bank was the first public sector 

institution that was fully privatized. (http: //www. saharabank. com. ly/ar/Page. asp? ID=84). 

3. National Commercial Bank 

The National Commercial Bank is in 100% state ownership. It was established in 1970. It 

is located in Albayda. Its capital is 100 million Libyan Dinars and its total assets were 

nearly 7.5 billion Libyan. 

4. Wahda Bank 

The Wahda Bank is 54.1% state ownership, 26.9% privet sector and 19% the Arabic Bank 

ownership. It was established in 1970. It is located in Benghazi and has about 68 branches 

and 6 agencies around the country. Its capital is 108million Libyan Dinars, and its total 

assets were more than 5.5 billion Libyan Dinars. In addition, the Wahda Bank is 54.1% 

state ownership and 45.1 % private sector. 

5. Commerce and Development Bank 

The Commerce and Development Bank was established in 1996. It is located in Benghazi 

and has 9 branches and 19 agencies around the country. Its capital is 50 million Libyan 
Dinars, and its total assets were more than 1.8 billion Libyan Dinars. 
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6. Alejmaa Alarabi Bank 

The Alejmaa Alarabi bank is privet sector. It was established in 2003. It is located in 
Benghazi and has 3 branches and 4 agencies around the country. Its capital is 30 million 
Libyan Dinars, and its total assets were 328.4 million Libyan Dinars. 

7. Aman Bank for Commerce and Investment 

The Aman Bank for Commerce and Investment is privet sector. It was established in 2003. 
It is located in Tripoli and has II branches and agencies around the country. Its capital 10 
is million Libyan Dinars, and its total assets were nearly 500 million Libyan Dinars. 

8. National Banking Corporation 

At the beginning of 1996, regional banks were established (Alahli Banks). The nature of 
its work was no different from any commercial banks operating in Libya, apart from its 

geographical location, and thus these banks were small in terms of their capital and their 

, contribution to economic activity. 
Until the end of 2005 the number of these banks was 48 banks, covering different regions 
of the country and under control and supervision of the central bank of Libya. Due to 
restructuring of these banks, in 2006 decisions were issued to merge these banks with each 
other or in National Banking Corporation, which has become a commercial bank. The 
National Banking Corporation is state ownership. It is located in Tripoli and has 29 

branches and 2 agencies around the country. Its capital is nearly 55 million Libya Dinars 

and its total assets were more than 1.1 billion Libyan Dinars. 
9. Mediterranean Bank 

The Mediterranean Bank is in the private sector. It was established in 1997. It is located in 
Benghazi and has 5 branches. Its capital is 15 million Libyan Dinars, and its total assets 

were more than 100 million Libyan Dinars. 

10. Alwafa Bank 

The Alwafa Bank is privet sector. It was established in 2004. It is located in Tripoli and 
has 3 branches and I agency. Its capital is 5 million Libyan Dinars on 31/12/2005 and its 

total assets were nearly, 180 million Libyan Dinars. 

11. Alsaraya Trading and Development Bank 

The Alsaraya Trading and Development Bank is privet sector. It was establishment in 

1997. It is located in Tripoli. Its total assets were 91.6 million Libyan Dinars. 
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12. Arab Commercial Bank 

The Arab Commercial Bank is privet sector. It was established in 2005. It is located in 

Tripoli, and its total assets were nearly 88 million Libyan Dinars. 

13. United Bank for Trade and Investment 

The United Bank for Trade and Investment is privet sector. It was established in 2007. It is 

located in Tripoli and has 4 branches and 6 agencies. Its capital is 22.65 million Libyan 

Dinars and its total assets were more than 160 million Libyan Dinars. 

14. Alwaha Bank 

The Alwaha Bank is branch of foreign Libyan bank. It was established in 2006. It is 

located in Tripoli, and its total assets were more than 600 million Libyan Dinars. 

Table 2-9 Total assets by million LYD, Libyan Commercial Banks in 31/12/2008 

The Bank Total Assets Ratio % Initial 
study 

Case 
Study 

Gumhouria Bank 20600.1 40.9 
Sahara Bank 11713.5 23.3 

National Commercial Bank 7463.0 14.8 
Wahda Bank 5512.9 11.0 

Commerce & Development 
Bank 

1848.2 3.7 

National Banking Corporation 1130.3 2.2 
Alwaha Bank 609.0 1.2 

Aman Bank for Commerce & 
Investment 

484.6 1.0 

Alejmaa Alarabi Bank 328.4 0.7 
Alwafa Bank 179.8 0.4 

United Bank for Trade and 
Investment 

163.8 0.3 

Mediterranean Bank 102.7 0.2 
Alsaraya Trading and 
Development Bank 

91.6 0.2 

Arab Commercial Bank 87.9 0.2 
Total 50315.8 100 

uvua w. ý. va.. au.. a... w....... aw. a. u. cuw V1 wIwucl clnI Uwlwa UL Ulc UL JU UL LVUO. 

2.20.3 Libyan Foreign Trade 
The available data from the Libyan Central Bank indicates a growth in the volume of Libyan 
Foreign Trade (imports and exports) in 2007. Table 1-10 shows that in 2007, the rate of the 
volume of Libyan Foreign Trade grew by 11.7%, reaching LYD 49.5 billion, compared with 
LYD 44.3 and 39.1 billion in 2006 and 2005 respectively. This rise is due to the increase in 

exports by LYD 4.7 billion in 2007, reaching LYD 41.0 billion. Moreover, the increase in 
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crude oil prices in world markets and the increase in the quantity of exports has had a 

significant impact on increasing Libyan foreign trade. 

Furthermore, the data of Libyan foreign trade refers to a continuing growth in total exports (oil 

and non-oil) in 2006 and 2007. However, oil exports represented 30.3,34.9 and 39.6 billion' 

LYD in 2005,2006 and 2007 respectively. This represented increases of 97.3%, 96% and 

96.6% of total exports in 2005,2006 and 2007 respectively. This has had a significant effect 

on the increase in growth, and was a result of a noticeable rise in world oil prices. 
These figures reveal a heavy dependence on crude oil for exports to generate receipts and 

Government revenue - about 96.6% of exports in 2007, compared with the export of non-oil, 

which was 3.4% of. the total of export (see Table 2-10). This situation makes the Libyan, ': 

economy more vulnerable to fluctuations in world oil markets, which are reflected in the 

overall social and economic variables in Libya. 

The imports 'of machinery and transport equipment rose to a peak in 2007, accounting for 

nearly half of total imports (45.6%), response to general economic policy targets aimed at 
increasing growth. 

Table 2-10 Trade Libyan Balance (in M. LYD*) 

2005 2006 2007 

Exports & Re-exports 31,148 36,336 40.972 

Oil Sector 30,300 34,900 39.579 

Oil Sector (%) 97.3 96 96.6 - 
Imports 7,954 7,935 8.501 

Foreign trade volume 39,102 44,271 49.473 

Trade Balance 23,194 28,401 32.471 
Source: Central Bank of Libya (the annual report, 2008. *In 2008 LYD 1= $. 80 =£ . 55 

2.20.4 Libyan Economic Reforms 
According to Ellabbar (2007) "the Libyan government introduced a series of reforms in order 

to restructure the 
, 
economic sectors to allow expanding the base of ownership and allow the 

direct participation of the private sector in economic activities"'(p. 12). 

From the beginning of the 1990's, the State issued a number of statutes, which regulated 

economic operations. This was started by its unification of the exchange rates. The next 
financially significant statute cancelled the requirement for Import and Export Licenses to 

allow individuals, corporate bodies and companies to practice economic activities (Ellabbar 
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2007). This statute led to an improvement in the role of banks in economic activities and 
increased the volume of the business operations and competition. For the purpose of catalysing 

and encouragement of trade and making the country a free trade area, Libya lifted all duties 

(except for cigarettes) in August 2005 and replaced them with Service Import Taxes which is 

4% tax (Ellabbar, 2007). In more specific terms, the Secretariat of the General Peoples 

Congress (the Libyan Parliament) enacted, for example, the following Economic laws: 

Law 5,1997 - Encouragement of Foreign Capital Investment (subsequently amended by 
I Law 7,2003); 

" Law 9,2000 - Regulation of Transit Commerce and Free Zones; 

" Law 21,2001 - Practice of Economic Activities for Individuals and Public Companies; 

" Law 1,2005 - Concerning Banking; 

" Law 2,2005 - Combating Money Laundering. 

In addition, the General Peoples' Committee (the Libyan government) issued many 
Economic regulations, such as: 

" GPC decision 178,2001 - Organizing the work of agencies; 

" GPC decision 2,2002 - Organizing of Import and Export; 

" GPC decision 21,2002 - Organizing of Foreign Capital Investment; 

" GPC decision 8,2005 - Organizing the opening of representatives' offices for foreign 
companies in Libya; 

" GPC decision 737,2005 - Organizing arrangements of registration of branches and 
offices for representing foreign companies. 

2.20.5 Libyan Privatisation Programmes 

Privatisation is not a goal in itself, but it is a specific approach to encourage better results in 

terms of costs, quality and innovation; the idea behind it is to improve economic efficiency. As 
in most developing countries, privatisation is a much-debated subject in Libya. Until 1980, the 
development plan in the Libyan economy totally depended on the public sector in both 
industrial and services sectors. By the early 1980s the earnings from petroleum had reduced, 
which affected the projects conducted by the public sector. These problems were reflected in 

instability of administration, changing of productive units' structure, putting more burden on 
the public budget and deterioration of labour productivity as a result of over-manning. As a 
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result of these problems, the government started to re-evaluate the domination of the public 

sector on the productive and services sectors. 
Moreover, in recent years, the Libyan government decided to privatise some public companies 
by selling them to the staff of those companies or people interested in being involved in the 

private sector. The Central Bank of Libya decided to sell two state banks, named Sahara Bank 

and Wahda Bank, to individuals or the private sector. 
Regarding foreign investment, the government has already taken some steps to reduce these I 

barriers. The Libyan Foreign Investment Board (LFIB) is a government body formed in 1991 

with the aim to attract and help foreign investors. In 1987, the Libyan General Peoples 

Committee issued decision no. 447, concerning transfer of ownership of government plants to 

employees. That was the first step of the Libyan privatisation programmes. In 1994,145 plants 

were transferred to the private sector with immediate effect. In 1995 a further 295 plants had 

been transferred to the employees. In October 2003, the government of Libya announced its 

intention to privatise a further 360 industrial and agricultural factories (see Table 2-11). 

It executed this in three stages: Ellabbar (2007) said that 

The ownership of 260 factories was to be transferred from the public sector to the' 

private sector immediately in the first stage (ended by the end of 2005). The second l 

stage included 46 factories which were to be privatised by the end of June 2007. The 

factories in these stages were transformed into shareholding companies in which 

employees and others are able to own shares. The third stage aimed to privatise 54 
factories during the period 2007/2008 (pp. 14-15). 

The government also decided (by the decision no 313, for the year 2003) to exempt the 

privatised firms from taxes for five years. In addition, during this period they were able to 
import equipment and raw materials without paying any fees. 

Table 2-11 The Libyan Privatised Plants by Sectors 

Sector Stagel Stage 2 Stage Total 

Industrial sector 145 41 18 204 

Agricultural sector 28 4 24 56 

Animalism Fortune Sect 71 0 11 82'- 

The Sea Fortune sector 16 1 1 . 18 

Total 260 46 54 360 

Source: The Libyan General Peoples Committee decision no (313) tor the year 2003, 
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2.21 Summary 
This chapter of this thesis reviewed in detail the main literature relevant to the research 

focus of this study. In this chapter previous studies have been discussed (such as Back and 

Bell, 1995, Mashaleh et al, 2005, Sriram and Stump, 2004) related to the impact of IT on 

performance; few of them studied the impact of specific technology or review the current 

level of IT use, and found that most of organisations often use computers heavily for 

managerial tasks. Some of them reported wide usage of basic tools for accounting, 

spreadsheets and word-processing, and they found limited more advanced tools, and they 

also discloses increasing use of other tools for instance project web-sites especially on 

larger organisations. Moreover, some studies (such as Wynn, 2009) discuss the ISs and 

their impact on organisations, and their contribution to achieving organisations' 

objectives; they found that all firms have succeeded in their IS investment. Wynn et al. 

(2009) put forward a method for IS strategy development and implementation; they also 

suggested that a framework for mapping systems is required in order to track and analyse 

any important business improvements or changes in procedures that may take place. 
Certainly the models of Nolan and Zuboff are still relevant today and can be used to assess 

progress in IS/IT in the Libyan banks and its impact on process change. 
Other studies (such as Weill, 1992 and El-Mashaleh et al, 2006) tried to measure the 

relationship between investment in IT and performance, the majority of these studies 
found a positive relationship between performance and IT use, and they found that 
investment in IT generates intangible benefits for organisations. In addition, there are 

some studies (such as Bharadwaj et at, 1999, Holden and El-Bannany, 2004, Melinda and 
Stephen, 2001 and Elsabbagh, 2003) investigated the impacts of IT on firm performance, 

profitability and competitive advantage in the banking sector. The finding from these 

studies can be summarised as follows; investment in IT generates intangible benefits for 

organisations; ATMs have a positive effect on bank profitability; IT investment has made 

a significant contribution to productivity improvements in the railroad industry and ISs 

contribute to achieving the purposes. These will be reflected in the ability of the company 
to compete and to earn in the long term. Porter and Millar (1985) have also observed that 
the IT is influencing the competition in three important ways; it changes industry structure 

and alters the rules of competition; it creates competitive advantage; and it spawns whole 
new businesses. Most previous studies indicate that the use of advanced technology have a 69 



positive effect on business performance. IT lies in their ability to achieve many benefits to 

the organisation such as flexibility and speed of achievement, a reduction costs and in the 

possibility of providing useful information in a timely manner, ISs is also used at 

operational level and various activities of the organisation. Moreover, IT can help 

organisations reduce the costs associated with such activity, through reducing costs of 

obtaining and analysing information. There are several studies (Bannany, 2004) conclude 

that investment in the IT leads to a reduction in banking transaction costs, and the number 

of staff and branches. Moreover it helps to process larger volumes of data and reduce the 

cost of operating at the same time. In addition, the use of ATMs affects the profitability of 

an organisation in terms of cost saving and better services. In recent years, there is an 
increase in investment in advanced technology in Libyan commercial banks, for example, 

obtaining advanced AIS, installation of networking linkage, and using ATMs and point of 
sell. 
From previous studies it can be concluded that investment in IT has an impact on the 

performance of organizations through reducing costs, number of staff and branches, whilst 

on the other hand increasing profitability, creating acompetitive advantage, providing new 
services and improving existing services, these key themes that will be investigated and 
developed in this study. In addition, considering that the training is part of this investment, 

this study will investigate the importance of training and up-skilling in making sure the 
benefits of investment are delivered. 

This chapter also reviewed the Libyan economic situation from 1951 until now, 
highlighting the main features of the Libyan economy and their influence on the banking 

sector. This situation has been significantly 'changed since oil was discovered in 

commercial quantities. The country has moved from a deficit to a surplus economy. 
Consequently, the GDP and per capita income increased. In addition, oil exportation has 

provided Libya with considerable foreign currency, which affected the Libyan banking 

sector leading to the availability of credit. Oil revenues have given the Libyan government 

enough funds to enable it to play a major role with regard to the development plans. 
However, in response to the privatisation laws in the early 1990s, the Libyan government 

undertook steps to liberalise the financial system, the key step has been the promulgation 

of the new banking law No: I of 1993, which allowed private banks to be established. 
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Hence, the first time since the nationalisation of the banking sector in the country, a 

private bank was opened in 1995, which was the Commerce and Development Bank. As a 

matter of fact the banking sector always played an important role in any economy through 

intermediation between depositors and investors. However, the objectives of the banking 

industry have undergone fundamental. So the banking function has become broader, and 

product and geographic markets have become much more integrated. Consequently, banks 

have moved to introduce new services, thereby intensifying competition among banking 

firms and other non-banking institutions. 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 
Research is the accurate study and precise targeting to clarify and resolve the problem of 

different methods and different origins and circumstances of the nature of the problem 

under investigation (Ryan et al., 2002). The relevant literature together with the research 

objectives provided the basis for the appropriate methodological approach which 

determines the data collection and the methods of analysis. Ellabbar (2007) indicated that 

scientific research is described as an attempt to critically find solutions to the problems 

faced by humanity and matters of concern and confusion of rights. There are many 

characteristics of scientific research such as: substantive; susceptibility testing and proof; 

critical; forecasting; flexibility; of aims to achieve the object and purpose. Also, scientific 

research aims to achieve many objectives including: adding to the knowledge; description; 

interpretation; forecasting; compromise; providing evidence linking causes and 

consequences; and knowledge of the relationship between variables with the elements of 

the events and their parts. Particularly in accounting, Smith (2003) stated that most forms 

of accounting research are described as the following stages: "identify broad area; select 

topic; decide approach; formulate plan; collect information; analyse data; and finally 

present findings" (p16-17). 

The main objective of this research is to explore investment in AISs and its impacts on 
business performance in commercial banks in Libya. This chapter presents description of 

the research design and methodology used in the study. This research investigates the 

adoption of IT in Libyan commercial banks, and to identify the influence of training and 

up-skilling of the workforce on the accomplishment of investment benefits in Libyan 

commercial banks. 

To help answer the first research question regarding extent of AIS in the Libyan bank case 

studies, process function maps were first used to depict the deployment of different AIS 
software to support bank activities. The entity used here could be described as a function 

or activity within a broader process. This simple top-level mapping has been used in a 

number of case studies to assess the systems status of SMEs in the UK (Wynn et al, 2009). 
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3.2 Research Design 

When doing research. researchers should use a research design, which represents a logical 

plan for attainment, from an initial set of questions, of a conclusive set of answers (Yin. 

2003). Research design includes deciding, in a logical way, what kind of data needs to be 

collected, and what methods should be used to analyse the data. 

Yin (2003) suggested five components for case design: "study questions, study 

propositions, unit(s) of analysis, the logic linking data to propositions and the criteria for 

interpreting the lindings" (p. 20). Yin further argues that the last two components are the 

least developed in the case study method. However, the research design can be viewed as 

part of the whole research process. In this research, the literature review was conducted to 

develop the theoretical framework, the identification of key issues and testing in the initial 

exploratory study to identify cases. From this framework, a set of research questions and 

propositions were developed. The case study approach was seen as the most appropriate to 

answer these questions, in which a detailed research plan based on the strategy developed 

by Yin (2003) was set up, including data collection and analysis. 

However, to produce knowledge rather than just description, the results of' the analysis 

were reflected and screened against the initial framework, which has led to modifications 

in the understanding of some of the early issues developed in the literature. This process is 

a continuous one, in which the design is neither totally rigid nor static. At the end of the 

process, it is expected to lead to the desired development of theoretical conclusions and 

thus contribution to knowledge. This research process is reflected in figure 3-I. 

Literature 1j, Knowledge 

Insights Conceptual Theory 
Framework I heoretical Foundations 

Plan 
Reflection 

Data 
Analysis ? Collection 

Figure 3-I Research Process (Source: \laali, 2005) 
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3.3 Qualitative and Quantitative Research 

There are various approaches to research and various authors classify them differently. 

Research can be distinguished according to its approach. These approaches may imply or 

presuppose a philosophical position, be it empirical, interpretative, or critical. Research 

methods can be classified in several ways, the most important way being between 

qualitative and quantitative methods. 

Qualitative research is an approach to the study of the social world which seeks to 

describe and analyse the culture and behaviour of humans and their groups from the point 

of view of those being studied" (Bryman, 1995, p. 46). Quantitative researchers have 

tended to view qualitative research as an exploratory way of conducting social 

investigations. Quantitative research has an important background in scientific research, 

where research aims to establish or confirm the truth of a theory and the reality of what 

happens. It has proved, increasingly, to be unable to secure a comprehensive picture, 

particularly in the area of social sciences, nor do they reflect the views of the participants 

and take their positions into account. It thus underestimates the complexity of the 

experimental conditions (Sarantakos, 2005). 

Qualitative research has developed to address such topics. Qualitative researchers wonder 

on the idea of "truth" or indeed the whole, and debates whether anything can be proved 

and confirmed. Some groups can give different results. The same applies for: the timing of 

the research; the attitudes of individuals; the members of the research team; the use of 

other methods. From this standpoint, no "single truth" can be reached from research 

(Mason, 2002). 

Qualitative methods entail the participation of a researcher in describing and explaining 

the behaviour of people and events rather than focusing on measurable attributes (Murray, 

2003). There are significant differences between the two methodologies. One of the main 
differences is the way of collecting data, and the mechanisms used to interpret this data. 

Interviews, official and unofficial documents, participants' observation and different 

reports are considered as sources for data collection in order to study a social phenomenon 

using qualitative research (Myers, 1997). 
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Quantitative research evolved primarily to study natural phenomena. The characteristics of 

these methods includes: testing theories; creating built conditions to control variables: 

trying to explain natural phenomena as a result of a theory; a viewpoint of the interior: and 

it is essential to study natural phenomena in terms of assumptions. Qualitative research 

evolved primarily to study social phenomena, which includes: case study research: action 

research: and ethnography. 

Moreover, Sarantakos (cited in Ellabbar, 2007) indicated that: 

"Qualitative methodologies assume that the social world is always a human 

creation, it studies a small number of respondents, employs no random sampling 

techniques. it uses no quantitative measures or variables, it aims to study reality 

from the inside not from outside, and it leads to an interpretive inquiry" (p. 83). 

Moreover, from the main features of the qualitative approach is the reliability is low and 

the validity is high, contrary the quantitative approach, the reliability is high and validity 

is low. (Collis and Hussey, 2003) 

This study' will employ a collective case study approach to "study a number of cases 
jointly in order to inquire into the phenomenon, population or general condition" (benzin 

and Lincoln, 1995, p. 89). 

Qualitative Method 

Data Collection: 
Semi-structured interviews 

Data Analysis: 

Quantitative Method 

Data Collection: 
Survey Questionnaire 

Data Analysis: 

Integration of Results 

Figure 3-2 The structure of the mixed method approach for this study 
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3.4 Exploratory Study 

An explorative study was conducted in October and November 2008, by interviewing nine 

managers / staff within nine banks that are the subject of this research and the 

questionnaire had been filled during the interview. The aims of the interviews were to 

know the extent and nature of investment in AIS in Libyan commercial banks, to ensure 

what was relevant and appropriate regarding the topic; and to investigate which banks 

would co-operate in helping the researcher to hold the main interviews. It was also used to 

assess the relevance of some of the key issues identified in the literature review in the 

context of the Libyan commercial banks. 

Accordingly the main results of this work can be generalised as follows: 

The total number of the banks who agreed to co-operate in this study was fixed at three 

banks (Wahda Bank, Bank of Commerce and Development, and Alejmaa Alarabi Bank). 

The study concentrated on pertinent bank personnel and it was decided that the study 

should cover the three banks spread over Benghazi city, according to explorative study 

findings in next chapter, access available and factors of time and cost. The suitable time to 

conduct the study was from October 2009 to January 2010. 

3.5 Case Study Method 

"As a research strategy, the case study is used in many situations to contribute to our 
knowledge of individual, group, organisational, social, political, and related phenomena" 

(Yin, 2003, p. 1). llussey and 1-Hussey (1997) refer to case studies as "an extensive 

examination of a single instance of a phenomenon" (p. 65). Yin (2003) provided a 

comprehensive definition of case study as: 
"An empirical inquiry that [I] investigates a contemporary phenomenon within 
its real life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and 

context are not clear... The case study inquiry copes with the technically 

distinctive situation in which there will be many more variables of interest than 

data points, and as a result [2] relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data 

needing to coverage in a triangulating fashion, and [3] benefits from the prior 
development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and analysis" 

(pp 13-14). 
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This definition of a case study includes a precise description of the situation where a case 

study is better than other methods of inquiry. This situation occurs when researcher 

believes that the context of the phenomenon that are under investigation affects on the 

phenomenon, and when there is a distinctive situation and thus diverse sources - of 

evidences are required. Case study allows the research process to be open and flexible 

and the action of the researcher are not restricted or directed to prearranged goals -or 

actions. It allows researchers to record interpreted reality which is constituted by the 

interaction between actors. The case study strategy has a numerous objectives, for 

example, it can be considered a suitable strategy to describe a phenomenon, build theory, 

and test theoretical concepts and relationships. 

However, a case study is also a suitable method for testing theoretical propositions, which 

are concerned with validating hypotheses. In this instance, using its deductive 

characteristics, ' where data are collected pertaining to theoretical propositions. The 

hypotheses are then tested by comparing the data with the conjectures. The relationship 
between qualitative methodology and case study method is very well defined. Case study 

provides a strong empirical foundation for the collection of qualitative data in generating 
theory about the real world (Scapens, 1990). 

Tellis (1997a) said that "case study can be seen to satisfy the three tenets of the qualitative 

methods; describing, understanding and explaining" (p. 4). According to Ryan et al, 
(2002),, 

"Descriptive case studies that describe accounting' system, techniques and 

procedure used in practice. A number of companies may be selected to describe 

different accounting practices or the similarity of practices in different 

companies. The research objective of theses studies is to provide a description of 
accounting practice. Such studies may be useful in exploring the use of traditional 

or more modern accounting practices" (p143). 

Spicer (1992) grouped case studies into two major categories. In the first place, descriptive 

and/or exploratory case studies. - In the second place, informative or explanatory case 
studies. The difference between these categories of . case studies is not completely clear. 
Yin (1994) suggested that case studies have been defined as exploratory when only the 

researcher who ultimately determines the difference between the two categories according 
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to type of the research and the methodology (Ryan, et al., 2002; Ferreira & Merchant, 

1992; Spicer, 1992). The use of the case study method is now more widely accepted for 

social science research (Silverman, 2001) and particularly for areas of performance 

management and management it is relevant where the phenomenon to be investigated is 

based in a real life context (Yin, 2003) 

Moreover, the case studies are becoming increasingly popular in accounting research 

(Ryan et al., 1992). Yin also argued that (as cited in Taweel, L, 2001) "case studies are 

particularly appropriate in areas where theory is not well developed" (p. 139). Such studies 

represent an exploratory device that can be used as a precursor to scientific research. 

For the following reasons the case study method is an adequate research strategy for this 

research project: the objectives of the research project; the qualitative paradigm adopted; 

and the exploratory nature of this research project, direct contact with the organisations' 

staff in an attempt to obtain further dependable knowledge. Additionally, Yin (as cited in 

El-Shukri, 2007) said that: 

"The case study method allows the researcher to have a great degree of flexibility 

and motivates the researcher to get an adequate range concerning the amount of 
data to be collected, the collection procedures and the sources of information to 

used" (pp. 145-146). 

In addition case studies include a variety of data collection methods including document 
analysis and interviews, as well as technique of data triangulation to establish the validity 

of data. Data triangulation involves "using multiple sources of evidence" (Yin 2003, p. 97). 

These are adopted in this study, for they permit a greater understanding of the 

particularities of accounting information objectives and development needs in the Libyan 

research setting than do research methods limited to surveys and questionnaires. 

There are several advantages and strengths in adopting the case study approach. First, a 
case study gives researchers the opportunities to observe events, incidents and happenings 

as they emerge in their natural such as interviews, observations and documents which 
increase the reliability of research findings (Ferreira and Merchant, 1992; Yin, 1994). 

Second, it allows researchers to recognise any discrepancies in information which will 

ensure further exploration (Ferreira et al., 1992; Yin, 1994). Third, a case study can 

continue over a period of time which permits researchers to maintain a continuous trend of 
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observations (Ferreira et al., 1992; Yin, 1994). Finally, collected data and emerging 

findings can be constantly inspected and refined to enhance their reliability (Yin, 1994; 

Ryan et al, 2002). ' 

3.6 Research Techniques 

"Case studies require a detailed, in depth data collection involving multiple sources of 
information rich in context" (Creswell, 1998, p. 61). As many sources of data are used, the 

triangulation as a way of combining data from diverse sources is introduced in the first 

part of this section. 

3.6.1 Triangulation 
Stake (cited in Tellis, 1997b) stated that "the protocols that are used to ensure accuracy 

and alternative explanations are called triangulation" (p. 2). In the case study, to ensure 

accuracy and alternative explanations could be don buy using different sources of data, 

Yin (cited in Tellis, 1997b). Flick (2002) has defined triangulation as "the combination of 
different methods, study groups, local and temporal settings and different theoretical 

perspectives in dealing with a phenomenon"(p. 229)., The diverse sources of data and 

methods of analysis have several benefits, "it allows the researcher to address a broader 

range of historical and behavioural issues. It also leads to the case study becoming more 

convincing and accurate" (Yin, 2003, p. 93). Researchers use triangulation to validate their 

results, allowing them to be more confident of results (Jick, 1979). Furthermore, 

triangulation allows the researcher to integrate facts in cases when different sources of 
data provide either similar or conflicting evidences: when different method leads to 

similar interpretation, the researcher will be more confident about the findings and the 

conclusions drawn from the different methods can mutually reinforce each other and thus 

strengthen the reliability of conclusions. On the other hand, the different methods lead to 

different interpretations; this encourages the researcher to look and interpret the conditions 

and reasons for the divergences (Potter, 1996). 

For the above reasons, it . was decided to include a range of different data collection 

methods, namely interviews, observations and document analysis. 
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3.6.2 Data Collection Methods 

Data can be collected in various ways, in different situations and from different sources; 

which may be primary or secondary. Yin (1994) stated that six important sources of 

evidence can be used: "documentation; archival records; interviews; direct observation; 

participant observation; and physical artefacts" (p. 85). 

Waters (1998) stated that data can be collected by observation in many cases and in other 

cases it can be collected by asking people relevant questions using for example: personal 

interview; telephone interview and postal survey. 

3.6.2.1 Surveyed Questionnaire. Method 

The surveyed questionnaire method is "carried out for descriptive purposes, so it can 

provide information about the distribution of a wide range of characteristics and of 

relationships of such characteristics" (Robson, as cited in Taweel, 2001, p. 137). 

In order to cover a large area at minimum cost, the decision was made to collect the 

necessary data through the use of a structured questionnaire. A survey was conducted of 9 

various private and public commercial banks located mostly in Tripoli and Benghazi 

during the period of September-November 2007. The questionnaire was filled in the 

presence of the researcher to guarantee the best response. The questionnaire was to be 

answered by the financial managers within a sample of 9 banks. The questionnaire was 

basically designed to examine the accounting systems being used by Libyan Commercial 

Banks and assess the relevance of some of the key variables identified in the literature 

review and refine them for more in-depth case study analysis. The self-administered 

questionnaire was developed from the research questions and in the light of prior studies. 

It is worth noting that this questionnaire was conducted at an early stage of the research 

and it was derived from AISs literature. The questionnaire was first designed in English, 

and then translated into Arabic, which is the language spoken and written in Libya. Before 

the final typing of the questionnaire, its early drafts were reviewed by the researcher's 

supervisors in the University of Gloucestershire. The complete questionnaire and covering 
letter are presented in Appendix land 2. 
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3.6.2.2 Interview Method 

The interviewing is used widely, as a method for data collection in the social sciences, a 

common method in accounting research and an essential source of case study evidence 

(Yin. 2003). Merriam (I998) also stated that "in qualitative research, interviewing is often 

the major source of qualitative data needed for understanding the phenomenon under 

study" (p. 93). 

In social research, many researchers preferred personal interviews as "the most powerful 

and uset'ul method because it empowers the researcher to collect sociological facts and 

psychological facts (Abdullahi, 1993). Interview might be defined as, "A method of data 

collection that gathers information through oral questioning" (Sarantakos, 2005, p. 428). In 

the process of collecting data through interviews there are a number of steps which might 

be followed, and there is a general level of agreement that these include the following 

steps: seeking the respondents; asking and recording the questions: field supervision: 

checks; and completion of the interview (Sarantakos, 2005). 

Interviews in qualitative research are characterised by many special criteria: open-ended 

questions are used only when questioning one person at a time; the question structure is 

not fixed; and the interviewer has more freedom (Sarantakos, 2005). Also the intervie,, v 

may be classified into two forms: one-to-one; or one-to-many interviews; as illustrate in 

figure 3-3. 

Qualitative Interview 

/y 
One-to-one One-to-many 

Telephone Face-to-face Focus group 
interviews interview interview 

Figure 3-3 Forms of Qualitative Interview 

Source: Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2003, p. 247 
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Interviews were chosen because they were most likely to generate high-quality, rich, 

nuanced data (Seidl, 2007). The one-to-one interview is the most common form of 

interview which "involves a meeting between one researcher and one informant face-to- 

face or by telephone" (Denscombe, 2007, p. 177). 

Sarantakos (2005) distinguished three types of interviews, these include: structured 

interview; semi structure interview; and unstructured interview. The following are 

definitions of these interview types: 

1. Structured Interviews: 

Structured interview are applicable when researchers know exactly what information is 

needed and they have predetermined questions for participant (Sektiran, 2000) 

Saunders et al., (2003) stated that "Structured Interviews use questionnaires based on a 

predetermined and standardised or identical set of questions. The researcher read out each 

question and then records the response on a standardised schedule, usually with pre-coded 

answers" (p. 246). 

2. Semi structured Interviews: 

"In the Semi structured Interviews researcher has a list of themes and questions to be 

covered, although these may very from interview to interview. The order of questions may 

also be varied depending on the flow of the conversation. On the other hand, more 

questions may be required to explore research question and objectives given the nature of' 

events within particular organisations" (p. 433). Saunders ct al., (2003) stated that: 

"In the Semi structured Interviews researcher has a list of themes and questions to 
be covered, although these may very from interview to interview. The order of 

questions may also he varied depending on the flow of the conversation. On the 

other hand, more questions may be required to explore research question and 

objectives given the nature of events within particular organisations" (p. 246). 

3. Unstructured Interviews: 

The unstructured interview is the most common used in qualitative studies (Sarantakos, 

2005). In this type, case study researchers enter the interview setting without defined 
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detailed questions that they would be asking the participant. The wording of the questions, 

the order of questions and the interview schedule are not restricted. 

A semi-structured interview was followed, as it allows the researcher to explore and 

understand the issues that the literature review had already uncovered (Cavana et al., sited 
in Seidl, 2007, p. 56). To mine the rich information from participants, researchers argue 

that semi-structured interviews are an appropriate choice (e. g. Strauss & Corbin, 1999; 

Miles and Huberman, 1994; Hussey et al., 1997; Sekaran, 2000). 

Sarantakos (2005) stated that the advantages of interviewing as a research method 

following are: it provides researchers with a means of flexibility to deal with different 

situations; it results in a high response rate; it gives researchers an opportunity to correct 

any misunderstanding information; it enables researcher to use more complex questions. 

Despite the advantages, interview methods demonstrate some disadvantages; the most 
common are the following; more costly and time consuming and the possibility of very 
high personal bias in the data. 

The data in this part was collected using semi-structured face to face interviews with 

pertinent bank personnel from Libyan Commercial Banks. The researcher decided to 

employ semi-structured and open question interviews using the research objectives as a 
basis for asking questions. 

In this research, the semi-structured interviews are used to obtain the views of the target 

population, and also to understand an interviewee's experiences and impressions. ' The 

interview was designed to take no more than approximately one hour and all interviews 

were tape recorded except two, because they did not wish to be taped. All interviewees 

were provided with a summary of the research objectives prior to the actual interview. The 

interview questions were developed from the research questions and in the light of prior 

studies. It was piloted with PhD research students and in the Business School at the 

University of Gloucestershire. The interview questions include four parts of questions 

asked to all participants. The first part: questions about the interviewee's position, 

experience and qualifications. The second part: includes seven questions included one 

checklist question to survey the perceptions about the extent and nature of accounting 

-information system investment the third, part: includes thirteen question included five 
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checklist questions to survey the perceptions about the investment in AIS, business 

processes and business performance. The fourth part: includes six questions included one 

Checklist Question to survey the perceptions about the importance of training and up- 

skilling of the workforce. 

3.6.2.3 Observation 

Observation is another way to gather and to record information about the processes, 

activities and people and their behaviour in their natural work environment by describing 

what they actually do (Sekaran, 2000). Therefore, researcher should have the ability to 

know what should be recorded and how to record in a reliable and accurate way for 

valuable. Accordingly to Waters (2001), Sarantakos (2005) and many other authors; 

observation is the best way to directly study several types of phenomena and does not 

require a great effort to be made by the group. It enables a researcher to gather all the data 

under familiar behavioural conditions. 

3.6.2.4 Documents 

Documents are an important source of information about organisations and the 

, surrounding environment. They represent written evidence, and as such, save the 

researcher the time and expense of transcription work (Creswell, 2003). Yin (2003) argues 

that the essential usage of documents is to support evidence from other sources. However, 

in some cases, documents can be one of the key sources of information, such as the case of 

the annual reports in many disclosure studies. It is unusual that any research study is 

carried out without employing some form of documentary method (Sarantakos, 2005). 

There are many advantages of the documentary method such as: a huge amount of high 

quality information is held in documents; normally access to the sources is quick and easy 

with low-cost; a source of data is available in a form that can be checked by others; and 
the documents are produced without being requested. 

The documents inspected in this study included a range of publicly available documents, 

such as annual reports, the banks' published advertisements and documents, and the 
Central Bank of Libya. 
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3.6.3 Validity of the Research Methods 
May (2001) has mentioned that a questionnaire and personal interview are methods for 

measuring ideas and testing hypotheses. So, the questions must not only reflect the 

survey's aims, but also must be understood by respondents in a clear and unambiguous 

way. Hence, before applying any test it is necessary to ensure that it is a valid 

measurement too. Therefore, there is a need to check its validity. The term validity is one 

that is frequently used in the world of research and measurement. Neuman (2000) added 

that the validity of survey is the degree of fit between a construct a researcher uses to 
describe, theorises, or analyses the social world and what actually occurs in the social 

world. It means truthful. It aims to make sure that survey items are clear and 

understandable, and the conceptual and operational definitions mesh with each other. 
There are two types of validity, internal and external validity. Internal validity refers to the 

accurate attribution of observed results to the factors that were supposed to be responsible 
for these results. External validity denotes the applicability of research results to 
instructional and research contexts other than the one in which the research was carried 

out. Neuman (2000) added that both internal and external validity are primarily used in 

experimental research. He added, also, that internal validity is used to make sure that there 

were are possible errors or alternative explanations with results or not that raise despite 

attempts to institute controls, while external validity is used to measure the ability to 

generalise from a specific sample to a wider population. Although it is not possible to 

have absolute confidence about measurement of survey validity, some measures are more 

valid than others. There are many types of validity, such as face validity, content validity, 

criterion validity, construct validity and concurrent validity (Neuman, 2000). Each type of 

validity is tested in a different way. The easiest type to achieve and the most basic kind is' 

face validity. This is a judgement by the scientific community that the indicator really 

measures the intended construct (Neuman, 2000). The researcher selected face validity to 

measure the validity of the survey tools because it is the most common and the most 

suitable measure for this study. 
To measure the validity. of the survey used in this study and confirm clarity of the items 

and their relevance to their scales and sections, the following steps were undertaken: 
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9A copy of the questionnaire and interview questions was discussed with Dr. Martin 

Wynn and Professor Robert Greenwood, the supervisors of the researcher. 

"A copy of the questionnaire and interview questions was distributed to five of the 

teaching staff in Garyounis University in Libya. 

"A copy of the questionnaire and interview questions was distributed to five Ph. D 

students in Gloucestershire University and other UK universities. 

"A letter was given to these 10 assessors indicating the nature and the aim of the 

survey and telling them that they were not asked to respond to the items, but to 

judge whether or not the items met the necessary criteria. 
Around half an hour was spent with each person, face to face or by telephone to discuss all 

their notes, comments and their opinions. A number of items of the questionnaire and the 

personal interview questions were changed and few items were removed according to the 

assessors' recommendations. In addition, most items were rearranged in a new sequence. 

The questionnaire and interview questions were developed in the UK, an English-speaking 

country, but the mother tongue of the respondents and interviewees is Arabic. In view of 

this fact, it was necessary to translate the survey instruments into Arabic. Both the 

questionnaire and interview questions were translated by the researcher. Consultation was 

held with two Libyan Ph. D. students in Business School at Gloucestershire University. 

This group was asked to comment on the wording, style presentation of the questionnaire 

and interview questions, and their comments and suggestions were taken into account to 

produce an amended translation. 

3.7 Population and Sample Research 

The financial services industry has been seen as an appropriate business sector to conduct 

this research, particularly in the light of such issues as the development of information 

technology and the emergence of globalisation that have changed the banking market. 
Collis and Hussey (2003) have defined a research population as any exactly defined set of 

people, or collection of items under investigation. Similarly, Sekarän (2000) also defined a 

research population as "the entire group of people, events, or things of interest that the 

researcher wishes to investigate" (p. 127). Moreover, Tellis (1997a) stated that "it is a fact 

that case studies do not need to have a minimum number of cases or to randomly cases" 
(p. 5). 
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After the screening investigation in exploratory study (Chapter 4), the number of banks 

that will be appropriate for inclusion for the main data gathering phase has been 

determined. In the light of the definitions mentioned above and findings of exploratory 

study, the targeted population includes pertinent bank personnel in three major Libyan 

commercial banks, which are Commerce and Development Bank, Wahda Bank, Alejmaa 

Alarabi Bank and Mediterranean Bank. The researcher chose these three banks which 

represent successful case among the Libyan banks according to explorative study (Chapter 
{ 

4), access available and factors of time and cost. With respect to the number of case- 

studies to be conducted, while there is no perfect number of cases. Yin (1994) stated that 

in multiple case designs, it is not possible to specify with any rigour how many cases 

should be incorporated. 

} An important point to be mentioned is that the population of this study is limited to three 
Libyan banks due to the following reasons: 

1. Similar. conditions and environment that the Libyan commercial banks deal with, 

where all banks are operating under the same laws, which are governing the banking 

business and under supervision and control of the central bank of Libya. 

2. Degree of access available and factors of time and cost. The banks which have been 

selected have higher degree of access than other banks due to the researcher having 

a relationship and prior dealings with these banks. 

3. The banks which have been selected are different in terms of size and date of 
establishment. This will contribute to a generalisation of the results to the study 
population. 

4. There is some uncertainty concerning the future of modern banks and small banks in 

terms of their incorporation with other small banks due to the lack of capital which 
is required by the BCL, as mentioned in the interview with the deputy manger of 
monetary and banking supervision department at the BCL. 

5. Time is very important factor in terms of investment in IT and performance, Weill 

and Olson (1988) suggested that "investment and performance be measured for five 
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years to allow for lag effects", for that reason, banks which were established up to 

five years will not be selected. 

6. To extend the banks number of data collection to include other banks, would be 

prohibitively expensive in terms of time, effort and costs. 

3.8 Data analysis 
The Qualitative Data Analysis Protocol (QDAP) is a qualitative data analysis technique 

suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994). It represents a set of systematic and structured 

data reduction, summarisation, classification and interpretation techniques 

The analysis of qualitative data started in the early stages of data collection; after each 
interview, a contact summary sheet was prepared, containing a summary of the main 

points raised during the interview, giving a first impression of the data, and summarising 

the information obtained (Miles et at., 1994, p. 53). 

Analysis of the data collected from the three cases studies was undertaken manually by 

using spreadsheets. Principally, the analysis process was applied to the fundamental data 

acquired through personal interviews with the participant in the study, and from 

documents and observations made in meeting. Qualitative analysis of these data includes 

comments on them with a focus on observing some matters that arose during the 

researcher's presence in the bank. Regarding quantitative data in the first stage if the 

study, due to the small size of the respondent population (9 participants) a descriptive 

statistics test was employed and the result of it was determined. Discovering 'and 

understanding the extent and nature of AIS investment in Libyan commercial banks, the 

role of AIS investment in improving business performance, and the important of training 

and up-skilling of the workforce in making sure the benefits of investment are delivered, 

were the key objectives in gathering and analysis data. 

3.9 Summary 
In view of the lack of published research on the AIS and IT usage in Libya, three methods 

were followed to collect data concerning the current status of the AIS: 

1. Surveyed questionnaire looking at accounting technology within Libyan commercial 
banks. 
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2. Structured case study evaluating the management and communication strategy of 

AIS and IT within three selected Banks. 

3. Interviewed questionnaire with the pertinent bank personnel at the Libyan 

commercial banks. 

According to findings of the exploratory study, those indicate there is a general trend 

between Libyan banks to invest in advanced technology which need to study in depth, to 
determine influence this investment on business performance and role of training and up- 

skilling to accomplish the investment benefits. In this research, in order to achieve the 

main aims of the study, as mentioned earlier in detail in chapter 1, four research objectives 
have been designed. Figure 3-4 illustrates the connection between research objectives. 

questions and the methods used to answer every question. 
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// 

Objective 1: 

Explore 
investment in 

accounting 
information 
system (AIS) in 
the commercial 
banks in Libya. 

e Objective 2: Objective 3: Detennir 

Map and analyse the how business perform- 

business processes linked ance has been 

1 the deploy- influenced by 

ment of AIS, and determir 

their significance in overal 

business improvement. 

investment in AIS. 

Objective 4: 

Identify the influence of 

training and up-skilling th 

workforce on the 

accomplishment of 

investment benefits in LC 

N 
Q1: What is the extent and nature 

of AIS investment in Libyan 

commercial banks (CBI, )? 

Q2: Has investment in AIS resulted 

in significant change in business 

processes? If so, what role has this 

played in improving business 

performance in CBL? 

V 

Data Collection Method(s): 

; A- Structured interviews (has 

been done in stage I) 

B- Semi-structured interviews 

and Check list 
C- Documentation 

Data Collection Method(s): 
A- Semi-structured interviews 

and Check list 

C- Documentation 

Q3: Ilow important is training 

and up-skilling of the 

workforce in making sure the 

benefits of investment are 

delivered? 

Data Collection \lcthod(s): 
A Semi-structured interviews 

and ('heck list 
I3- Documentation 

Figure 3-4 Objectives, Research Questions, and Data Collection Methods 
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Chapter 4: 
An explorative study of Nine Libya banks 

Commercial Banks 
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Chapter 4: An explorative Study of Nine Libya Banks 
Commercial Banks 

4.1 Introduction 
During the visit to the commercial banks in Libya which the researcher completed, to 

explore the extent and nature of AIS in Libyan commercial banks, firstly the researcher 

met Mr. Abdelmaged Almakori, who is deputy manager of monetary and banking 

supervision department at the Central Bank of Libya, who advised me not to include 

Alwafa Bank, Mediterranean Bank, Alsaraya Trading And Development Bank, Arab 

Commercial Bank and United Bank for Trade and Investment within the sample of study. 

Due to the completion of the required capital from the Central Bank of Libya, these banks 

will not exist at the end of 2008 and will be integrated with each other or with other 

commercial banks. 

The first phase of this study is to discover the extent and nature of AISs currently adopted 

by Libyan commercial banks, and also to determine the number of banks that are 

appropriate for inclusion for the main data gathering phase. To achieve these objectives, a 

semi-structured interview was carried out. The questionnaires were conducted and filled in 

through face-to-face interviews of 9 pertinent bank personnel. 

The chapter is divided into the following sections. Section 1 is an introduction. Section 2 

is a description of the questionnaire variables, which are interviewees, the Libyan 

commercial banks and AISs. Section 3 is the summary of the chapter. 

4.2 Descriptions of the Questionnaire Variables 
Frequency distributions will be used to describe the background characteristics of 
interviewees and their banks, and will also present the AIS in Libyan commercial banks. 

4.2.1 Descriptions of Interviewees - (background and demographic information) 
In section one of the questionnaires, interviewees were required to answer a few questions 

about demographic information of the interviewees and their experience with AIS. In the 
discussion of the experience and background of interviewees there were two main 

objectives: firstly, to help in categorizing interviewees into different sub-groups to 

ascertain if their answers were significantly dissimilar across the sub-groups; secondly, to 
help in evaluating the importance of each sub-group within the total group. 
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  Descriptions of Interviewees - Education 

According to the level of education, interviewees were grouped into three groups: below 

university degree, university degree and higher university degree. Table 4-1 shows that of 
the 9 interviewees, there were 2 interviewees (22.2%) qualified to below university level. 

They were an executive manager of Sahara Bank and a division manager of National 

Commercial Bank. There were 6 interviewees (66.7%) with a university degree, five of 

whom were executive managers of the following banks: Wahda Bank, Commerce & 

Development Bank, Aman Bank for Commerce & Investment, National Banking 

Corporation and Alwaha Bank. However, one of them was a general manager of Alejmaa 

Alarabi Bank. There was 1 interviewee (11.1%) with a higher qualification, who is an 

executive manager of Gumhouria Bank. 

Table 4-1 Interviewees Groups - Education 
Level of Education Frequency Percent 

1-Below university degree 2 22.2 % 
2-University degree , 6 66.7 % 
3-higher University degree 1 11.1 % 

Total 9 100% 

This indicates that the majority of the interviewees had obtained a university degree; a 
minority of the interviewees has a higher qualification. 

  Descriptions of Interviewees - Positions 

According to their, position in the bank, interviewees were grouped into four groups: 
General Manager, Executive Manager, Division Manager and Staff. Table 4-2 shows that 

of 9 interviewees, there was I interviewee (11.1%) the General Manager of the Alejmaa 
Alarabi Bank, 7 interviewees (77.8%) were the Executive Manager of the Wahda Bank, 
Commerce, & Development Bank, Aman Bank for Commerce & Investment, National 
Banking Corporation, Alwaha Bank, Sahara Bank and the Gumhouria Bank, 1 interviewee 
(11.1%) was the Division Manager of the National Commercial Bank and there was no 
interviewee in the staff group. The staff was chosen in : different positions in order to 
survey the knowledge of as many different levels of Libyan staff as possible concerning 
AIS. 
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Table 4-2 Interviewees Groups - Positions 

Positions Frequency Percent 
1- General Manager 1 11.1 % 
2- Executive Manager 7 77.8 % 
3- Division Manager 1 11.1 % 
4- Staff 0 0% 

Total 9 100 % 

  Descriptions of Interviewees - Department: 

According to their department, interviewees were grouped into four groups: Finance & 

Accounting, ISs/IT, Senior Executive and Other. Table 4-3 shows that, the majority of 
interviewees (88.9%) were working in Finance & Accounting Department, 1 interviewee 

(11.1%) was from Senior Executive of the Alejmaa Alarabi Bank and there were no 
interviewees from the IS Department or other department. 

Table 4-3 Interviewees Groups - Department 

Department Frequency Percent 
1- Finance and Accounting 8 88.9 % 
2- ISs/IT 0 0% 
3- Senior Executive 1 11.1 % 
4- Other 0 0% 

Total 9 100 % 

  Descriptions of Interviewees - Period of this Function: 

Interviewees were divided into four groups depending on the length of time they had their 

position: Under 5 years, From 5 to 10 years, From 11 to 20 years and Over 20 years. Table 

4-4 shows, of the 9 interviewees, 5 interviewees (55.6%) have worked less than 5 years in 

the following banks; the Commerce and Development Bank, National Banking 

Corporation, Aman Bank for Commerce and Investment, Alejmaa Alarabi Bank and 

Alwaha Bank. 3 interviewees (33.3%) have worked from 5 to 10 years in the following 

banks; the Wahda bank, Sahara Bank and the Gumhouria Bank. 1 interviewee (11.1%) has 

worked from 11 to 20 years in National Commercial Bank and there were no interviewees 

who have worked for more than 20years. 

Table 4-4 Interviewees Groups - Period of this Function 

Period of this Function Frequency Percent 
1-Under 5 years 5. 55.6 % 
2-From 5 to 10 years 3 33.3% 
3-From 11 to 11 years 1 11.1 % 
4-Over 20 years 0 0% 

Total 9 1 
)0% 
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  Descriptions of Interviewees - Working Experience: 
According to their working experience, interviewees were divided into four groups: Under 

5 years, From 5 to 10 years, From 11 to 20 years and Over 20 years. The figures in table 

4-5 show, of the 9 interviewees, 1 interviewee (11.1%) has work experience of under 5 

years, 2 interviewees (22.2%) have working experience of 5 to 10 years, 2 interviewees 

(22.2%) have working experience of 11 to 20 years, and 4 interviewees (44.4%) have 

, working experience of over 20 years. 

Table 4-5 Interviewees Groups - Working Experience 

Years of Working Experience Frequency Percent 
1-Under 5 years 1 11.1 % 
2-From 5 to 10 years 2 22.2 % 
3-From 11 to 20 years 2 22.2 % 
4-Over 20 years 4 44.5 % 

Total 9 100 % 

 , Descriptions of Interviewees - Working Experience with AIS 

According to their years of working experience with AIS, interviewees were divided into 

four groups: under 5 years, From 5 to 10 years, From 11 to 20 years and Over 20 years. 
The figures in table 4-6 show, of the 9 interviewees, there were 2 interviewees (22.2%) 

have working experience with AIS of under 5 years, 2 interviewees (22.2%) have 

working experience, with AIS of 5 to 10 years, 3 interviewees (33.3%) have working 

experience of I Ito 20 years, and 2 interviewees (22.2%) have working experience of over 
20 years. 

Table 4-6 Interviewees Groups - Working Experience with AIS 

Years of Working Experience Frequency Percent 
1-Under 5 years 2 22.2 % 
2-From 5 to 10 years 2 22.2 % 
3-From 11 to 11 years 3 33.4 % 
4-Over 20 years 2 22.2 % 

Total 9 100% 

" Descriptions of Interviewees - main role relative to AIS 

Regarding the main role relative to AIS, interviewees were required to answer a question 

about their main role relative to AIS, and they were given five roles to select as follows; _ 
Collect accounting information 

Manage those who collect accounting information 

Use accounting information in tasks 
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Work as a ISs professionals 

Manage ISs professionals 

The main roles of all the interviewees were included: - 
1- Manage those who collect accounting information. 

2- Use accounting information in tasks. 

Five of the interviewees in addition to carrying out the above mentioned roles, also collect 

accounting information. 

4.2.2 Distribution of the Libyan Commercial Banks. 
To get more general information about Libyan commercial banks, the interviewees were 

required to answer several questions about their banks. These questions can help in 

evaluating the importance of each sub-group within the total group. 

  Distribution of the Libyan Commercial Banks - Ownership of Bank: 

According to their banks ownership, interviewees were grouped into three groups: State- 

owned banks, Private Banks and Mixed. Table 4-7 shows that of the 9 banks, there were 4 

state- owned banks (44.4%) which are the Gumhouria Bank, National Commercial Bank, 

National Banking Corporation and the Alwaha Bank. There were 4 private banks (44.4%) 

which are the Sahara Bank, the Commerce and Development Bank, the Aman Bank for 

Commerce and Investment and Alejmaa Alarabi Bank and there was 1 mixed ownership 

banks (11.2%) which is the Wahda Bank. 

Table 4-7 Banks Groups - Ownership of Banks 

Ownership of Banks Frequency Percent 
1. State-owned Banks 4 44.4% 
2. Mixed 1 11.2% 
3. Private Banks 4 44.4% 

Total 9 100% 

  Distribution of the Libyan Commercial Banks - Date of Establishment 

The banks can be sub-divided according to length of their establishment into three groups: 
More than 10 years, From 5 to 10 years and Less than 5 years. Table 4-8 shows that of the 
9 banks, there were 5 banks (55.6%) which are Gumhouria Bank, National Commercial 

Bank, Commerce & Development Bank, Wahda Bank and Sahara Bank that were 

established for more than 10 years, 3 banks (33.3%) which are Aman Bank for Commerce 

and Investment, National Banking Corporation and Alejmaa Alarabi Bank that were 
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established from 5 to 10 years and 1 bank (11.1%) which is Alwaha Bank that was 

established for less than 5 years. 

Table 4-8 Banks Groups - Date of Establishment 

The age Frequency Percent 
1. More than 10 years 5 55.6 % 
2. From 5 to 10 Years 3 33.3 % 
3. Less than 5 ears 1 11.1 % 

Total 9 100% 

  Distribution of the Libyan Commercial Banks - Annual Revenue 
According to annual revenue in Libyan Dinars, banks were grouped into 4 groups: More 

than 100 million LYD, From 50 million to 100 million LYD, From 10 million to Up to 50 

million LYD and Up to 10 million LYD. From table 4-9 as can be seen, of the 9 banks, 

there were 3 banks (33.3%) with an annual revenue of more than 100 million LYD, 1 bank 

(11.1%) with an annual revenue of 50 to 100 million LYD, 3 banks (33.3%) with an 

annual revenue of 10 to less than 50 million LYD and 2 banks (22.2%) with an annual ' 

revenue of up to 10 million LYD. 

Table 4-9 Banks Groups - Annual Revenue (Million/Dinars) 

Annual Revenue Frequency Percent 
1. More than 100 M/LYD 3 33.3 % 
2. From 50 to l00 M/ LYD 1 11.1 % 
3. From 10 to up to 50 M/ LYD 3 33.3 % 
4. Up to 10 M/ LYD 2 22.3% 

Total 9 100% 

  Distribution of the Libyan Commercial Banks - Banks Total Assets: 
Banks were grouped into four groups according to bank total assets: More than 100 

million LYD, From 50 million to 100 million LYD, From 10 million to up to 50 million 
LYD and Up to 10 million LYD. As can be seen, from table 4-10 of the 9 banks, 8 banks 

(88.9%) have total assets of more than 100 million LYD, 1 bank (11.1%) has from 50 to 
100 million LYD and there is no bank that has up to 50 million LYD in total assets. 

Table 4-10 Banks Groups - Total Assets (Million/Dinars) 

Bank Total Assets Frequency Percent 
1. More than 100 M/ LYD 8 88.9% 
2. From 50 to 100 M/ LYD 1 11.1 % 
3. From 10 to up to 50 MI LYD 0 0% 
4. U to10WLYD 0 0% 

- Total 9 100% 
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  Distribution of the Libyan Commercial Banks - Banks Total Employees: 
Banks were divided into four groups according to bank total employees: More than 1000 

employees, From 500 to 1000 employees, From 100 to less than 500 employees and Up to 

100 employees. As can be seen from table 4-11, of the 9 banks, 5 banks (55.6%) have 

more than 1000 employees, 1 bank (11.1%) has from 500 to 100 employees, 3 banks 

(33.3%) have from 100 to up to 500 employees and there is no bank that has up to 100 

employees. 

Table 4-11 Banks Groups-Total Employees 

Bank Total Employees Frequency Percent 
1. More than 1000 5 55.6 % 
2. From 500 to 1000 1 11.1 % 
3. From 100 to up to 500 3 33.3% 

Up to 100 0 0% 
Total 9 100 % 

  Distribution of the Libyan Commercial Banks - Staff Working in Interviewees' 

Department: 

Banks were grouped into four groups according to the number of staff work in 

interviewees' department: Over 20 staff, From 10 to 20 staff, from 5 to 10 staff and Less 

than 5 staff. As can be seen in table 4-12, of the 9 banks, 6 departments (66.7%) have over 

20 staff, I department (11.1%) has from 10 to 20 staff, 2 departments (22,2%) have from 5 

to 10 staff and there is no department with less than 5 staff. 

Table 4-12 Banks Groups - Number of Staff 

Number of Staff Frequency Percent 
1. Over 20 staff 6 66.7 % 
2. From 10 to 20 staff 1 11.1 % 
3. From 5 to 10 staff 2 22.2 % 
4. Less than 5 staff 0 0% 

Total 9 100 

4.2.3 Distribution of AISs 

In section one of the questionnaires, interviewees were required to answer few questions 

about their banks' AIS (AIS) in order to highlight the nature and extent of'AIS in Libyan 

Commercial Banks. 

  Distribution of AIS - Kind of Systems being used for AIS: 

According to the type of systems in use in AIS, banks were grouped into three groups: 
Manual, Computerised /Automated and Mixed. As shown in table 4-13, of the 9 banks, 6 
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banks (66.7%) are using mixed systems for AIS, 3 banks (33.3%) are using computerised / 

automated systems for using AIS and there are no banks using manual systems in AIS. 

Table 4-13 Distribution of AIS - Kind of Systems are using for AIS 

Kind of Systems Frequency Percent 
1. Manual 0 0% 
2. Computerised /Automated 6 66.7% 
3. Mixed 3 33.3% 

Total 9 100% 

  Distribution of AIS -'The age of the AIS 

Table 4-14 shows that the age of the AIS, in 4 of the 9 (44.5%) banks for more than 10 

years. 2 (22.2%) banks have AIS between 5 and 10 years old. Similarly, 2 banks (22.2%) 

have AIS less than 5 years old. One bank (11.1%) has not written or specific AIS. 

Table 4-14 Distribution of AIS - The age of AIS 

Age of the system Frequency Percent 
1. More than 10 years 4 44.5% 
2. From 5 to 10 years 2 22.2% 
3. Less than 5 years 2 22.2% 
Has not written or specific AIS 1 11.1% 

Total 9 100% 

  Distribution of AIS - Software used for AIS 

Interviewees were asked to define the software that their banks used for AIS, regarding the 
following software: Packaged software, Bespoke/in-house developed and Personal 

computer spreadsheets or databases. As shown in table 4-15, all banks (100%) are using 

packaged software. ' 

Table 4-15 Distribution of AIS - Software used for AIS 

Type of the software 'Frequency Percent 
1. Packaged software 9 100% 
2. Bespoke/in-house developed 0 0% 
3. Personal computer spreadsheets or databases 0 0% 

Total 9 100% 

  Distribution of AIS - The basic IT used-to run the AIS: 

-According to the basic IT used to run the AIS, as can be seen in table 4=16, of the 9 banks, 

the majority of banks (77.8%) are using mainframe computers with a terminal and mini- 

computers linked by ä local area network. All banks (100%) are using personal computers 
linked to the network as the hardware implementation of the basic IT. 
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One bank (11.11%) is using wide area network linking different sites which is the 

Commerce and Development Bank. However, on the other hand the wide area network is 

being established in the other banks. There was limited utilisation in 7 banks (77.8%) were 

used ATMs for cash provision. The majority of banks (66.7%) have a website in the 

WWW except 3 banks (33.3%) which are Alwaha Bank, National Banking Corporation 

and Aman Bank for Commerce and Investment. In addition, some banks (44.5%) were 

used mobile banking services. 

Table 4-16 Distribution of AIS - The basic IT used to run the AIS 
The basic IT used to run the AIS Frequency Percent 

1. mainframe computer with terminal 7 77.8% 
2. mini-computers linked by LAN 7 77.8% 
3. stand alone personal computers linked by LAN 9 100% 
4. wide area network linking different sites 1 11.1% 
5. ATMs for cash dispense 7 77.8% 
6. website in the WWW 6 66.7% 
7. Mobile banking services 4 44.5% 

  Distribution of AIS - business functions or processes undertaken by AIS 

" Regarding the provision of information, as can be seen in table 4-17, of the 9 banks, 

4 banks (44.4%) presented information in the form of paper reports, 1 bank 

(11.2%) displayed information on a computer screen and 4 banks (44.4%) 

presented information in the form of paper reports and displayed information on a 
computer screen. 

Table 4-17 Distribution of AIS - Providing information 

Providing information Frequency Percent 
1. presented in the form of paper reports 4 44.4% 
2. displayed information on a computer screen 1 11.2% 
3.1&2 4 44.4% 

Total 9 100% 

" In all banks (100%), the AIS has a customer database, a general ledger and a 
subsidiary ledger, and provides profit and loss reporting and financial statements. 

" As regards electronic funds transfer, just 2 banks (22.2%) execute inward electronic 
funds transfer within Libya. On the other hand, all the banks execute outward 
foreign transfers through the SWIFT international network (refer to the basic IT 

used to run the AIS above). 
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" Regarding managerial reports, of the 9 banks, 7 banks (77.8%) produce budgets and 
8 banks (88.9%) provide performance reports from AIS. 

" Regarding updating of the data stored, banks were grouped into two groups: Real 

time updating and batch transfer. Table 4-18 shows, of the 9 banks, 2 banks 

(22.2%) update the data in real time and 7 banks (77.8%) use batch transfer. 

Table 4-18 Distribution of AIS - Updating of the data stored 

Updating of the data stored Frequency Percent 
1. Real time 
2. Batch transfer 

2 
7 

22.2% 
77.8% 

Total 9 100% 

" As for internal control considerations, the large majority of banks (88.9%) designed 

adequate documentation, 5 banks (55.6%) have adequately written descriptions of 
task procedures and other banks use oral description of task procedures. 

Concerning segregation of duties, the operation of AIS in all banks (100%) involves the 

segregation of duties, specifically, authorizing transactions, recording transactions and 

maintaining custody of assets. 

  Distribution of AIS - the priority of data quality issue 

Interviewees were asked about the priority of data quality in their AIS. The majority of 

, 
them (88.9%) indicated that the data quality issue is a top priority in their AIS. 

  Distribution of AIS - kind of training in AIS 

Interviewees were required to provide information about the kind of training they have in 

AIS. Of the 9 banks, 4 banks (44.4%) have both initial training for new employees and 

occasional, ad hoc, training, 2 banks have just occasional training, and on the other hand, 

no bank undertakes regular training programme in AIS. 

  Distribution of AIS - additional investment in AIS 

ý- 

Interviewees were required to answer questions about the proportion of additional 
investment in AIS in computers, software, hardware, training and up-skilling in the last 
five years. Of the 9 banks, 7 interviewees answered this question. As can be seen in table 
4-19, in all banks, from 50% to 90% of investment in AIS was in hardware and software. 
On the other hand, in all banks, from 5% to 50% of investment was in training and up- 

skilling. However, there was 1 bank that has an equal proportion of investment in these 

components. 
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Table 4-19 Distribution of AIS - additional investment in AIS 

Investment in 
AIS 

Bank 
1 

Bank 
2 

Bank 
3 

Bank 
4 

Bank 
5 

Bank 
6 

Bank 
7 

Bank 
8 

Bank 
9 

1- Hardware 40% 50% 0 0 50% 35% 60% 25% 60% 
2- Software 50% 30% 0 0 0% 35% 30% 25% 30% 
3- Training 5% 10% 0 0 25% 15% 5% 25% 5% 
4- U skillin 5% 10% 0 0 25% 15% 5% 25% 5% 

100% 100% 0 0 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

  Distribution of AIS - satisfaction with bank's AIS 

In this section, interviewees were required to provide information about their overall 

satisfaction with their banks' AIS. Table 4-20 shows that of 9 interviewees, there were 6 

interviewees satisfied with their banks' AIS, 2 interviewees were fairly unsatisfied and 1 

interviewee was completely dissatisfied. 

Table 4-20 Distribution of AIS - Satisfaction with bank's ATS 

The satisfaction with bank's AIS Frequency Percent 
Completely dissatisfied 1 11.1% 
Fairly dissatisfied 2 22.2% 
Neutral 0 0% 
Satisfied 6 66.7% 
Very satisfied 0 0% 

Total 9 100 % 

  Distribution of AIS - Assessment of the standard of components in the 

operation of the AIS 

The interviewees were required to assess the standard of the components (people, 

procedures, data, software and hardware) in the operation of the AIS in their banks. A five 

score answers scale was used, with very low and very high. 

Table 4-21 shows that of 9 interviewees, in all the banks the hardware was the highest 

assessment (77.8%) and the lowest assessment was people (11.1%), which verifies the 

proportion of investment in AIS that is indicated in additional investment in AIS section 
'above. The ranking may reflect the high level of assessment given to components of the 
AIS by the different commercial banks, because these components contain the investment 
in AIS needed to know their impact on business performance, which will be examined in 
the next stage of study. 
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Table 4-21 Distribution of AIS-Assessment the components of the AIS 

Components in the 1 Ve low 2 Low 3 Natural 4 Hi h 5 Ve hi h Frcq Total (4) 
operation of the Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq % Percent + 

AIS: (5) 

1. Hardware 0 0 1 11.1 1 11.1 6 66.7 1 11.1 9 100% 77.8 
2. Software 1 11.1 1 11.1 3 33.3 4 44.5 0 0 9 100% 44.5 
3. Data 0 0 1 11.1 5 55.6 3 33.3 0 0 9 100% 33.3 
4. Procedures 1 11.1 1 11.1 5 55.6 2 22.2 0 0 9 100% 221 
5. People 3 33.3 2 22.3 3 33.3 1 11.1 0 0 9 100% 11.1 

  Distribution of AIS - An executive level to plan and oversee the IS function: 

As shown in table 4-22, most Libyan commercial banks (55.6%) have an executive level 

(steering committee) to plan and oversee the IS function. In addition, these committees 

consist of high - level management level. 

Table 4-22 Distribution of AIS - An executive-level (steering committee) 

An executive-level Frequency Percent 
1. There is an executive level 
2. There is no an executive level 

5 
4 

55.6% 
44.4% 

Total 9 100% 

  Distribution of AIS - Long-range planning to develop AIS 

Interviewees were asked about long-range planning to develop AIS in their banks. Table 

4-23 shows that of 9 banks, 5 interviewees (55.6%) answered "Yes" and 4 interviewees 

(44.4) answered "No". 

.-. 
Table 4-23 Distribution of AIS - Long-range planning to develop AIS 

long-range planning Frequency Percent 
1. There is a long-range planning 
2. There is no a long-range planning 

5 
4 

55.6% 
44.4% 

Total 9 100 
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In addition, according to table 4-23, three questions should be taken into account when 
drawing up the plan. What the system will consist of. How it will be developed and by 

whom. How the needed resources will be acquired (Romney and Steinbart, 2003). The 

table 4-24 shows that of 5 banks which have long- range planning to develop AIS, 4 banks 

take all the questions into account and 1 bank takes all the questions into account except 
how the needed resources will be acquired? 
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Table 4-24 Distribution of AIS - Drawing up the plan to develop AIS 

Drawing up the plan Frequency Percent Total 
Yes No Yes No 

1. What the system will consist of 54 55.6% 44.4 9 100% 
2. How it will be developed, and by whom 54 55.6% 44.4% 9 100% 
3. How the needed resources will be acquired 45 44.4% 55.6% 9 100% 

4.3 Summary 
The number of banks that were visited is nine commercial banks, (Wahda Bank, 

Commerce and Development Bank, Alejmaa Alarabi Bank, Gumhouria Bank, Sahara 

Bank, Aman Bank for Commerce and Investment, National Banking Corporation, Alwaha 

Bank, and National Commercial Bank) 

Table 2-25 shows some of the variables that are investigated in the explorative study, and 

gives the overall picture in three selected banks as a sample of Libyan commercial banks. 

The three banks represent Libyan banks in terms of ownership of banks, where some 

Libyan banks (about 50%) are private and other banks state-owned about (50%). No 

Libyan bank (100%) undertakes regular training programme in AIS. The majority of 

Libyan banks (90%), investment in training and up-skilling as a percentage of total IT 

investment was between 10% and 20%. 78% of Libyan banks are updating data stored by 

batch transfer at the end of the working day, 22% of banks are updating data stored at real 

time of the end of any banking process. Satisfactions with bank's AIS are distributed 

between satisfied and dissatisfied. 

Table 4-25 Key investigated variables 

Name of bank Commercial and 
Development Bank 

Wahda Bank Alejmaa Alarabi Bank 

ownership of Banks Private State-owned Private 
Updating of the data 
stored 

Real time Batch transfer Batch transfer 

Investment in training 
and upskilling 

10% 20% 10% 

Kind of training Occasional Occasional Occasional 
overall satisfaction with 
AIS 

Satisfied Completely dissatisfied Dissatisfied 

Date of Establishment 1996 1970 2003 

After this screening investigation, The number of banks that will be appropriate for 

inclusion for the main data gathering phase has been determined, which are Commerce and 
Development Bank, Wahda Bank and Alejmaa Alarabi Bank for the following reasons: - 
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1. According to the above discussion, the banks have been selected are representing 

Libyan banks in most of the key themes. 

2. Similar conditions and environment that the Libyan commercial banks deal with, where 

all banks are operating under the same laws, which are governing the banking business 

and under supervision and control of the central bank of Libya. 

3. Degree of access available and factors of time and cost. The banks which have been 

selected have higher degree of access than other banks due to the researcher having a 

relationship and, prior dealings with these banks, as well as, their proximity to the 

researcher's residence. 
4. The banks which have been selected are different in terms of size and date of 

establishment as shown in the table 4-24 above. This will contribute to a generalisation 

of the results to the study population. 
5., There is some uncertainty concerning the future of modem banks and small banks in 

terms of their incorporation with other small banks due to the lack of capital which is 

required by the BCL, as mentioned in the interview with the deputy manger of monetary 

and banking supervision department at the BCL. 

6. Time is very important factor in terms of investment in IT and performance, Weill and 

Olson (1988) suggested that "investment and performance be measured for five years to 

allow for lag effects", for that reason, banks which were established up to five years will 

not be selected. 
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Chapter 5: 
Research Findings 
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Chapter 5: Research Findings 

5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 described the case study method deployed for the data collection stage of this 

research. This chapter includes the analysis and interpretation of data gathered from this 

study. Three case studies were carried out as described in Chapter 3. Lach case in this 

chapter is examined as a whole to obtain an understanding of the opinions and 

perspectives of the respondents from each individual bank. The interview, questions were 

divided into three main parts as depicted in Figure 3.4: firstly, the extent and nature of AIS 

investment in Libyan commercial banks; secondly, the investment in AIS and its role in 

significant change in business processes and in improving business pertbrmance in Libyan 

commercial banks; finally, the importance of training and up-skilling the workforce to 

make sure the benefits of investment are delivered. There are six sections in this chapter, 

as shown in Figure 5-I. In the next section, that is Section 5.2, a brief outline of all the 

cases is given, and then the details of the case study respondents are summarised in 

Section 5.3. The data collected by interviews and main business functions and IS profiling 

for each case are discussed in Section 5.4. 

Introduction (Section 5.1) 

Background of the case study banks (Section 5.2) 

Details of case study respondents (Section 5.3) 

Data collected by interviews: Cases CB, WB and AB (Section 5.4) 

Figure 5-1 Chapter structure with section numbers in brackets 
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5.2 Background of the case study banks 

As discussed and justified in Chapter 3, three Libyan banks were selected for the case 

study in this research. The case study interviews were carried out between October 2009 

and January 2010. The targeted population includes pertinent hank personnel in three 

major Libyan commercial banks, these are the Commerce and Development Bank (CDB), 

the Wahda Bank (WB), and the Alejmaa Alarabi Bank (AAB). 

Table 5-I provides an overview of the three case banks. It includes a description of each 

bank, the number of employees, the annual revenue, total assets, established data, and the 

period when interviews were conducted. 

Table 5-1 Overview of case study banks 

Case Oirnership Date Annual Total Capital Interview 
established revenue assets tii' NI period 

(in MI Yu)' (in %I 1. ), Di" 

Commercial and 
Development 100% private 1996 80.7 2185.5 50 Oct 2009 
Bank (CDf) 

- --- -- ------ Wahda Rank 54.1°'0 public -- - 

(WB) 45.9 %o private 1970 258.7 8349.5 108 Oct and 
Nov 2009 

Alejmaa Alarabi 
Bank (AAU) 100% private 2003 15.4 326.8 35 Nov and 

Dee 2009 

\'uinher of 
einploýces 

693) 

3095 

305 

I'D= LU. ) I. (-11/ I L/LUU%) 

Source: Economic report for the fourth quarter of 2009, CBL and Income statement and balance sheet of ('RI, on 
31/12/2009. 

5.3 Details of case study respondents 
As mentioned in chapter 3,15 interviews were conducted between October 2009 and 

January 2010. Each interview included 26 questions and took, on average, 60 minutes. All 

fifteen participants in this research provided a valuable and interesting insight for this 

research project. Table 5-2 below provides details of the case study respondents in the 

three banks. 
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Table 5-2 Summary of case study respondents 

Academic Banking 
Interviewees Position Qualification Background Experience 

1ýeirs) 
Commerce and 
development Bank 
(CDB) 
Mr. Waseem FI-zawey Manager of Bachelor Business I3 

(CDB I) Administrative Administration 
Affairs Management 

Mr. Khalid Derbee Director General Bachelor Business 33 
(CDB2) Administration 

Mr. Idrees AI-Tashany Manager of Bachelor Business 30 
(CDB3) Accounting Administration 

Management 
Mr. Mohammed Al- Manager of Bachelor Accounting 35 
Jhany (CDB4) Operations 

Management 
Mr. Ahmed laid Manager of Bachelor Computer Science 3 
(CDB5) Information 

Technology 
Wahda Bank WB 
Mr. Khaled Alshekhi Manager of Bachelor Computer Science 19 
(WB I) Applications 
Mr. Ahmed Rashid Manager of Bachelor Accounting 37 
(W132) Accounting 

Management 
Dr. Najuib Barasi Head of Credit PhD Accounting 32 
(WB3) Management 
Dr. Idris lahaimer Head of Risk PhD Accounting 3 

(W B4) Management 
Mr. Mari Barasi Head of Budget Bachelor Accounting 10 

_( 
Wk 1_1 5_) Department 

Aleginaa Alarabi 
Bank (AAB) 
Miss. 1 awzia Adali Manager of Bachelor Accounting II 
(AAB I) Accounting 

Mana enment 
Mr. Waked Altapoli Manager of Higher Computer Science 4 
(AAB2) Information Diploma 

Technology 
Mr. Hendawi Amenefi Manager of Bachelor Accounting 30 
(AAB3) Operations 

Management 
Mr. Salah Algrare Director General Bachelor Accounting 12 
(AAE34) 
Mr. Abdulla Soudeq Manager of Internal Bachelor Accounting 39 
(AABS) Audit Management 



5.4 The Data Collected by Interviews: Cases CDB, WB and AAB 
This section describes the data collected by interviews. Semi structured interviews were 

used to gather data concerning the three 3 research questions depicted in Figure. 4. 

5.4.1 Case 1: Commerce and Development Bank (CDB) 

5.4.1.1 Extent and Nature of AIS Investment at the CUB 

The current AIS in the CDB was installed in 2004. This is a large integrated software 

package from the MISYS software company based in the UK. However, as this system 

has high capacities and is very developed, the bank does not use all its capacity. In 

addition, in 2008 all branches and agencies became connected through a fibre optic 

network. This feature enabled customers to conduct their banking transactions in any 

branch and agency regardless of where the account was located. In addition, there are 

secondary systems, such as an electronic banking system and a mobile banking system, 

which were designed by local companies. All interviewees said that there was full 

computerisation of the accounting system in the bank. 

According to the bank's balance sheet on 31/12/2009, the total value of information 

technology assets was LYD 4,437 m ($3.5m), which represents more than 10% of the 

fixed assets and about 0.2% of the total assets. The figure on 31/12/2008 was LYD 1,880 

m ($1.5m), which represented about 5.5% of the fixed assets and about 0.1 % of the total 

assets. The increase followed new investment in networking linkage in the branches, 

secondary or associated systems and Microsoft programmes. I lowever, there were no 

expenses for training and up-skilling programmes on the MISYS system. According to 

Libyan Tax Law, the allowed depreciation of these kinds of assets is 20% every year. 

Table 5-3 The nature and attributes of AIS in the CDB 

Age of Current AIS I to 5 years 5 to 10 years Over 10 years 

Interviewees Number 5 
Designer of the system Local designer Foreign designer Mixed 

Interviewees Number 4 1 
Implemented technology Advanced Average Elementary 

Interviewees Number 5 
Computerisation of AlS Computerised Mixed Manual 

Interviewees Number 5 



The bank competes at the cutting edge of innovation through the use of information 

technology as a competitive weapon, and views information technology as a critical and 

essential investment area (see Table 5-4). Owing to the fact that the hank works among 
banks that have greater capital and have more banking experience, the management of the 

bank keeps pace with new development in the area of IT and tries to apply them in Libya: 

therefore, the bank is differentiated from other banks in this area, where in 2004, the CDB 

was the first bank in Libya to issue Visa card, and use ATMs, points of sale, electronic 

banks and mobile banks (interviewee I, p. 241). In addition, in 2008 all branches and 

agencies became connected through a fibre optic network. 

Table 5-4 CDB's use of Information Technology 

Statement Yes No 
Competition at the cutting edge of innovation 5 
Use IT as a competitive weapon 5 
View IT as a critical and essential investment area 5 

The MISYS system provides the required information to all internal and external users and 

to all levels of the management and operational reports on business transactions for 

operatives and controllers in an easy and accessible way. Moreover, board members every 
day receive reports of the financial situation and daily activities of the bank and its 

branches (see Table 5-5). 

Table 5-5 Information generated by the accounting system at CDB 

Types of information Yes No 
Financial statement for external users 5 
Managerial reports for internal users 5 
Operational reports on business transactions 5 
Statistical reports 5 
Top line information (EIS) 5 
Information for board members (DSS) 5 

The most important problems and obstacles that arose during the operation of AIS are 

related to human resources in terms of a lack of qualified and skilled staff. These problems 
have three main causes: lack of specialists and qualified staff in technology, lack of 

training and up-skilling and difficulties caused by MYSIS being an overseas system with 

no branch in Libya. The second most important problem was the lack of communications 
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between Libyan banks, which was caused by a lack of communications infrastructure in 

the country. 

Regarding the maintenance and support of the system, there were problems in maintaining 

and supporting the system, and the bank copes with this problem by hiring experts from 

outside the bank. "These problems were the result of two key issues: there are no specialists 

in technology in the field of accounting in the bank and there is lack of' training on the 

system. Moreover all Libyan banks face the same problems and these problems are 

related to the human element and technical factors (see Table 5-6). 

Table 5-6 The most important problems and obstacles at CDB 

Problems and CDB I CDB2 CDB3 CDB4 CDB5 
Obstacles 

Kinds of problems Lack of yu alined Educational level Lack of Lack of lack of 

and obstacles statfand lack of ofthe staff and qualified training on communications 
communications lack of and the system and operation, 

communications skilled maintenance and 
staff support of the 

system 
Maintenance and Hiring experts sonn problems in 
support for the from outside the operation, 

system 
hank maintenance and 

support the system 
Reasons of these No specialists in lack of qualified Lack of MYSIS Lack of training 
problems technology staff staff and training, efficient being an and up-skilling 

and lack of and lack of staff o%erseas and 
coil) inLill ications communications system communications 
infrastructure in infrastructure in infrastructure in 
the count the countr the country 

Exclusive to the All Libyan banks All Libyan banks All All Libyan All Libyan banks 
bank or all Libyan Libyan hanks 
bank banks 

Related to human I lunman human Human human Human 

or technical factors element and element and element element element and 
technical factors technical factors technical factors 

The MISYS system was easy to use and uncomplicated in that all banking operations were 

available in the system to all users. However, the system needed qualified staff and some 

training. On the other hand, the system was not easy in that it was very advanced in terms 

of support and maintenance and it needed highly qualified and skilled staff (see Table 5- 

7). 
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Table 5-7 Ease and simplicity of use of the system 

Respondents Yes No Whv? 

CDBI It is easy and simply available to all and just needs some training. 
CDB2 All banking operations are available in the system and it_just needs a qualified 

person. 
CDB3 Itjust needs training to follow the correct procedures. 
CDB4 Very advanced and needs time and training. 
CDB5 It is difficult in terms of support and maintenance as a result: the evolution of the 

system requires highly qualified and skilled staff'. 

With reference to the main business area of the bank that IT projects were being used for. 

Table 5-8 shows that all main banking business activities were covered by IT projects. 

however, some transactions need to be manually entered at the beginning of procedure 

such as documentary credits. 

Table 5-8 Main banking business area 

Respondents Main areas of business 
CDBI All main areas of business in the bank have been covered hý II projects. 
(`DB2 All main areas of banking business have been covered by fl projects. 
('DB3 All main areas of banking business have been covered by IT projects. 
CDB4 All banking business activities have been covered by IT projects. 
CDB5 All banking business activities have been covered by IT projects. 

Table 5-9 shows users of the information and how often they used it. `Bank's top 

executives/board members used the information most frequently' (Rank 1), followed b- 

managers in the bank' (Rank 2). On the other hand, two respondents said that 

'government bodies rarely used the information' (Rank7). 

Table 5-9 Users of the information generated by the AIS 

Users Yes No 
Frequency of the rank 

Rank in total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 *: ý%crage Rank 

Bank top executives/Board members 5 4 1 1.40 1 
Managers in your bank 5 4 1 2.60 2 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 5 3 1 I 3.80 3 
Shareholders 4 1 1 2 1 4.25 4 
Tax department in the finance ministry 5 1 2 I 1 4.80 5 
Investors and creditors 5 2 2 I 5.00 6 

Governmental bodies 4 1 1 1 2 5.50 7 
to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following s' FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 

Rank and RN- number of Respondents 
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5.4.1.2 Investment in AIS, Business Processes and Business Performance at the CDß 

The MISYS system as an efficient and effective system, Table 5-10 shows that the 

important benefits that could he gained from the efficient deployment of the AIS were as 

follows: 

0 Accurate information was available on time and easily to all internal and external 

users. 

. Time and effort were saved. 

0 The quality of the data was ensured. 

0 Any new activities were accommodated. 

However, there were obstacles which kept the bank from being more effective in its use 

of the ALS, which can he summarised as follows: 

" Lack of qualified staff in terms of skill and qualifications. 

" Lack of culture of customers to use technological services because there is no good 

services marketing. 

. Lack of training and up-skilling of the employees. 

It is noted that the first and third obstacles are the same as those mentioned in the first 

section, which arise during the operation of the AIS. 

Regarding the assessment of the cost and benefits of the AIS, the AIS's benefits outweigh 
its cost, and there was substantial saving through the use of IT, especially in the long term. 
With reference to the availability of' the information, the system provides required 
information to internal users constantly, and provides monthly and quarterly information 

to external users on time. 
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Table 5-10 Assessment of the effectiveness and the efficiency of the AIS 

Statement CDB1 CDB2 CDB3 CDB4 CDB5 
The important Accurate Saving time Ensuring the Providing Ensuring the 
benefits that mas be information is and effort quality of the required quality of data. it 
gained from efficient available on data. information accommodates 
deployment of A IS time to all in time and am ne%% activities 

internal and saving time and providing 
external users. and effort. inlormation ea_sih 

to all users 
The obstacles that Human element Lack of There are no Lack of culture of 
keep the AIS from stalls any obstacles. customers to use 

being more effective efficiency. technological 
services and a lack 
of training and up- 
skilling. 

Evaluate cost /benefit The AIS's "There is Benefits from F he cost is 
of the AIS benefits substantial the system arc high but there 

outweigh its saving b} greater than its are great 
costs. the use of cost. benefits 

1. obtained. 
the a ailabilit) of Available on Required Providing Providing 
information to all time to all information information to information 
users (internal/ internal and is available internal users to all users. 
external) external users. on time to constantly and 

internal and to external 
external users monthly 
users. and quarterly. 

Investment in AIS has a positive influence on the bank's reputation. Table 5-II 

sumrnarises this influence through answers of respondents as follows: increasing bank's 

customer numbers and income, creation of new services and improving extant services. 

obtaining a good reputation for the bank and strengthen hank's competitiveness among 

other hanks. 

Table 5-11 Influence of investment in AIS on the hank's reputation 
Rcspon 

('DI 

('1)1 

(DE 

CI)I 
E 

('1)1 

Icnts -- _. _ Influences 
Customer numbers have, income has increased, and the reputation for the hank has 
improved. 

2 The hank's reputation has been improved, which increases interest of customers t ddeal 
with the bank 

3 A positive influence on the bank's reputation and strengthen its competitiveness among 
other banks 

4 A positive impact on the bank's reputation, creation new services and increases number 
of customers and income 
It has led to an increase in the reputation of the bank 

The current AIS is very effective in supporting managers in decision-making and problem 

solving, because one of the main targets when obtaining this system was supporting and 
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improving decision-making. However, the system should include personal information 

about customers to support more accurate decision-making (see Table 5-12). 

Table 5-12 Effectiveness of AIS in supporting managers in decision making and problem solving 

Respondents Effectiveness 
CDBI the system is very effective in supporting managers for decision-making 

CDB2 The system is very useful in supporting managers to make decisions and solve problems 
CDB3 the sy stem is effecti%e to the maximum extent in support of decision making 
CDBA The s-, stem is effective, it makes decision-making faster and more accurate 
CDBS The system is very effective in supporting managers 

Regarding the need to develop the AIS in response to development and changes in the 

Libyan business environment. especially regarding the NPS project. Table 5-13 

summarises respondents' answers as follows; compared with other Libyan banks, the hank 

was using a developed system and the linkage between all hank branches and agencies has 

been completed, so there was no need to develop the system further with regard to the 

developments in the Libyan business environment. In addition, the system as compatible 

with changes and developments in the Libyan business environment. In terms ofthe NI S 

project, the bank was connected with some elements of the NPS and with sonne Libyan 

banks, for example, the real time gross settlement system (R"f'GS) and the automated 

clearing house (ACH). The bank was waiting for other banks to connect with them 

through the NI'S project. 

Table 5-13 Need to further develop AIS in (1)11 

Respondents Need to develop 

CDB1 There is no need, the Bank is advanced in its, use of' 
-- - --- CDB2 ---- The bank is connected ýý ith some elements of the N IS 
--TD B3 The system is compatible with the changes and de-, eIopments in the I. ihyan business environment 

CDB4 The bank is ready to deal with the NIS project 
- - CDBS - -------------- the hank ready now: we are dust waiting for other banks to connect with them through NI'S 

In the CDB, IT has an essential role in competing with other banks, whereby the hank is 

faced with the largest banks in terms of capital and age, therefore the hank relies on IT as 

a key component of business strategy in competition with other banks, because most 

services are similar in all Libyan banks but IT makes a difference in the means of' 

providing these services. This leads to an increase in customers' numbers and provision of 

new and fast services, thereby increasing of the bank's revenues. The bank's current 

reputation was reliant upon the use of advanced IT (see Table 5-14). 
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Table 5-14 Role of AIS in gaining competitive advantage 

Respondents Role of IT 

CDBI An essential part to play in competition which the bank has laced v. ith the largest banks in terms of 
ca ital and agc. 

CDB2 A great role to play in competition. These led us to obtain ne,, v customers for the bank and to 
maintain existing customers. 

CDB3 A major role. The bank's current reputation was caused by using advanced 11'. 

CDB4 The bank relies on II as a strategy in competition with other banks 

CDB5 A key role in competition, most services are similar in all Libyan banks. but IT makes a difference 
in the way of providing these services 

The role of AIS in developing business performance can be summarised through the 

following points: 

0 It has simplified and reduced procedures. 

" It has reduced costs and time. 

" It has provided accurate and timely required information. 

0 It has supported decision-making and problem solving. 

" It has provided new services and improved existent services. 

" It has improved the speed and accuracy of transactions. 

In addition, the deployment of' ANS in the hank was sufficient to improve business 

performance. In addition, by training and improving the skilling of the workforce the AIS 

will be more able to improve business performance (see Table 5-15). 

Table 5-I5 Role of AIS in improving business performance 

Respondents 
RoleofAIS 

Level of AIS is sufficient to improve If it is not sufficient, how can it be 
business performance im roved? 

1)BI I hrough providing accurate and timely B training and up skilling the orkforce. 
information and improving the speed and accuracy 
of transactions. 

('UB2 through providing accurate and timely 
information. Ihe level of AIS is sufficient. 

('DB3 The level of AIS is sufficient. It has Simplified 
transaction, reduced costs and time and supported 
decision-making. 

CD 114 The system is good and sufficient because it results 
in speed of services delivery and providing 
information on time as well as reducing 
procedures. 

('1)135 the system is sufficient by providing new services 
and improving existing services. 

Regarding the effects of the upgrade in AIS infrastructure on the structure of the 

workforce and activities in the bank ("Table 5-16), these effects can be summarised as 
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follows; improving employees' performance and banking business performance by 

reducing the time and cost of transaction completion, and being more accurate and 

reducing their number, and increasing the accuracy of information, as well as creating new 

services and improving existing services. These influences have increased income and the 

number of customers. 

Table 5-16 Effects of the upgrade in AIS infrastructure on structure of the workforce and activities 

Respondents Effects 

Providing nexk services, improving c\isting service, and the accomplishment of transactions and 
CDBI increasing income and customers 

Providing a new services, improving existing services and made the accomplishment of 
CDB2 transactions more accurate and speed 

Improving employees' performance and banking business performance and providing new services 
CDB3 to the customers 
CDB4 Reducing a number and cost of'procedures and creating nevN banking activities 

Provided new services. increasing accuracy of information. reducing time to complete transactions 
CDBS and errors, improving services and creating new activities 

Regarding the impact of the upgrade of AIS infrastructure on banking transaction costs 

and the number of staff and branches, the banking transaction cost and number of staff 

have been decreased as a result of the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure, and this has lead to 

an increase in income. According to the number of branches, there was no impact on the 

number of branches, because branch numbers depend on a feasibility study and it is not 

related to AIS projects, and the large area of the country might have an impact on 
increasing the number of branches. Whenever the reputation of bank was good, the 

demand for bank services was increased by customers, therefore the number of branches 

would be increased. 

Table 5-17 shows the factors that driving investment in AIS in the hank and their rank in 

order of frequency of use. The most important factor was 'to increase and improve 

customer services' followed by 'increasing internal efficiency'. In the third rank was 

`cutting service prices and lowering service costs'. On the other hand, the last two factors 

were `increasing efficiency of business transactions' and `defending current market share 

position respectively'. 
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Table 5-17 Factors driving investments in AIS 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 
Factors Yes No 1 2 3 g 5 6 7 8 *A%erage Raat 

Improve and increase customer services 5 4 1 1.4 

Increase internal efficiency 4 1 I 1 1 1 3.5 

Cut service prices/lower service costs 5 2 1 1 1 3.8 

Increase understanding of customer needs 4 1 l 1 2 4.25 4 

Market share growth (take from 

competition) 

S 1 1 1 2 4.8 

Create overall market growth (create new 
demands) 

5 1 I I 2 5.2 

Increase efficiency of business 

transactions 

5 1 I I I I 5.6 

Defend current market share position 4 1 1 1 1 1 6.25 8 
*to rank the factors, the frequency nt the rank was given weight as following. 1 FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank. R= 
Rank and RN- numher of Rc,, ponde nts 

The factors listed in the Table 5-18 that contribute to the success of the bank's AIS. The 

first factor was 'technical skills of IS staff members°, and in the second rank was 

'supportive bank management and users'. There were two factors in the third rank, which 

were `reducing costs and errors' and `providing quality and innovative services to the 

customer'. As for `customer service attitude towards ISs', this was the last factor with 

eighth rank. 

Table 5-18 The factors contributing to the success of bank's AIS 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 
Contributors Yes No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 *Average K; , 

Technical skills of IS staff members 5 3 1 1 2.2 
Su ortin bank mina Bement/users 5 2 1 1 1 3.4 

Reduce cost and errors 4 1 I I I I 4.0 3 
Provide quality and innovative services 
to the customer 

4 I I I 1 I 4.0 

Adec uate funding 5 1 3 1 4.4 5 
Alignment of IS and business strategies 5 1 1 I I 1 5.0 6 
Partnering with external service 
provider(s) 

4 1 I I 1 I 5.5 7 

Customer service attitude towards ISs 4 1 1 1 1 6.25 8 
*to rank the c turihutors, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following 1: FR xR/ RN, where FR= I requencv of the rank, 
R Rank and RN number of Respondents 

The most important benefit of IT and their rank in order of importance is as follows; in the 

first rank was `giving the bank a competitive advantage'. The second rank was `enabling 

the hank to increase revenues', and 'providing a way for the bank to reduce costs' in the 

third rank. 'Assisting and supporting the needs of the bank's business was in the fourth 

rank. In the sixth and last rank was `playing an integral role in meeting customer 

requirements'. 
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Table 5-19 Benefits of IT 

Statements Yes No 
Frequency of the 

rank Rank in total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 *: Average Rank 

IT >ives your bank a competitive advanta e 5 3 2 1.8 

IT enables your bank to increase revenues 5 2 I 1 1 2.2 2 

IT provides a way for your bank to reduce 
costs 

5 3 1 1 2.8 3 

IT assists and supports the needs of your 
bank's business 

5 1 2 I I 4.2 4 

IT is an important component and is aligned 
to your business strategy 

5 1 3 1 4.8 5 

IT plays an integral role in meeting 

customer requirements 

5 2 3 5.2 6 

*to rank the statements, the tregUeneý of the rant; was given %%etgnt as ionowing z rK XKi KN, \%here 1-K- rrequenes of the rank. K= 
Rank and RN= number o1 Respondents 

The CDB provides all the items listed in 'T'able 5-20 and their rank in terms of availability 

as follows, in the first rank was `providing enough funds for on-going investment in AIS', 

and the second rank was `technical tools to develop and support AIS', `providing outside 

specialist experts when required' was the third rank, and in the fourth and last rank was 

`providing skilled personal to implement and support the AIS'. 

Table 5-20 Items to implement, support and develop AISs 

Frequency of the 
Items Yes No rank Rank in total 

1 2 3 4 *A%crage Rank 

Enough funds for on-going investment 5 5 

nn AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support 5 5 ? 2 
AIS 
outside specialist experts when 5 3 3 
required 
Skilled personal to implement and 5 4 4 

support the AIS 
'lo rank the items, the ireyuencý of the rank was given weight as following LI 'K xKI KN, where 1`R= Frequency of the rank, It- 

Rank and RN= number of Respondents 

All the benefits listed in the Table 5-21 were achieved, and rank of the evident benefits in 

terms of respondents agreement as follows; 'IT banking services save their time' and 

'provide accurate accounting information' in the first rank and the second rank 

respectively. There was little difference between 'IT banking services make their banking 

more convenient' and 'provide privacy in their banking transaction in terms of the rank of 

respondents', which were the third and fourth respectively. `Easy to use IT banking 

services' was the fifth and last rank. 
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Table 5-21 Benefits of IT banking services achieved 

Frequency of the rank 
Benefits Yes No Rank in total 

1 2 3 4 5 *Average Rank 
IT banking services save your time 

B 
5 2 2 I 1.8 1 

ITT banking services provide 5 1 2 2 22 

accurate accountin information 
IT banking services make your 5 I I 2 1 3.4 
banking more convenient 
IT banking services provide privacy in 5 I I 2 I 3.6 1 
your banking transaction 
It is easy to use IT banking services 5 1 1 4 5 5 

*to rank the beneIits, the Irequency of the rank was given s%eignt as toIlowing z.. 1KxK/ KN, wnere r K= trrequency of me rank, te= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents 

With respect to main business functions and IS profiling at the C DB, according to 

interviews that were conducted with relevant staff, bank documents and the researcher's 

observations, the MISYS system is global and advanced. This system covers most business 

processes and banking financial activities. Moreover, there are other advanced systems. 

which are Real "Time Gross Settlement for local letters of credit and Swift for external 

letters of credit. These systems do not need replacing, but there is a need for more training 

and up-skilling of the workforce to raise the benefits of these systems. Also, there are some 

business processes and banking activities, such as corporate and retail loans and human 

resources, which are manual and need development. In addition, there are activities which 

use basic software such as Excel in some business processes, such as time deposit and 

clearing. and these systems may need replacing by other more advanced systems. Main 

Business Functions and IS profiling can be divided into two key types of business, which 

are Retail Business and Corporate Business as described in figures 5-2,5-3 and 5-4. Retail 

business related to personal processes of individuals more than business operations, for 

example, saving and current accounts, social loans, housing loans and other. The Corporate 

business is related to business operations, whether individuals or companies such as letters 

of guarantee and letters of credit. The MISYS system is now supporting the major business 

processes/ functions in both the retail and the corporate business, with the notable exception 

of' customer information and personnel records management and payroll which are still 

either manual or done on simple spreadsheets (Figure 5-2). Nevertheless, questionnaire and 
interview responses suggest that the MISYS system provides the required information to 

all internal and external users and to all levels of the management and operational reports 

on business transactions for operatives and controllers in an easy and accessible way. 
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0 Retail Business 

R: Manual 

Retail Loans 
Customer Information 

Branches Operations 

Clearing 

Time Deposit 

Current and 
Saving Accounts 

Personal recodes 
and payroll R Manii 

Notes: Misys is a global and advanced banking system. G (Green) = indicates a system that is sound 
and does not need replacing. A (amber) = indicates a system that may need replacement. 
R (red) = indicates a system is defective and need replacing. 

Corporate Business 

Corporate Loans General Ledger 

Foreign Exchange 
Letters of Credit 

G: PayGate 
Preparing Maestro Local 

Sending External 

Nostro Reconciliation rPersonal recodes 
(correspondents accounts and payroll 

Letters of Guarantee ( Bills and Collections 

Local 
Local 

External G. Swift 
External 

Notes: Misys is a global and advanced banking system. G (Green) _- indicates a system that is sound and 
does not need replacing. R (red) = indicates a system is defective and need replacing. RTGS (Real Time 
Gross Settlement) 

Figure 5-2 Main Business Functions and IS profiling at the ('UB 

(Based on systems profiling developed in Wynn et al, 2009) 
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5.4.1.3 The Importance of Training and Up-skilling the Workforce at the CDB 

The employees were trained by the MISYS Company at the beginning of' using the ne%N 

system and by the IT management in the bank. In general, the employees were satisfied 

with the new system. There was a lack of training programs and up-skilling in IT. 

Currently, there was no clear policy or plan in place for training and up-skilling. 

Moreover, there were no training courses for new employees. However, recently a training 

centre has been established in the bank. In addition, external training was required to 

improve workforce performance and banking business performance (see Table 5-22). 

Table 5-22 Assessment of the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and policies 

Where ºsere the Who trained Are the employees Assessment of 
Respondents emjfloºces trained? them? satisfied? programmes and policies 

CDBI In the hank I he MISYS I he majority of Lurrenth, there is no clear 
Company and the employees arc policy or plan in place for 
management of I'I satislied training and u -skilline 

Ct)B2 In the hank The MISYS Fairly satisfied I here is a lack in training 
Company and the programs and up-skilling in 
management of 11 fl'. 

('lB3 In the bank The management Satisfied There is no clear policy or 
of fI plan in place for training 

and u -skillin g. 
('DB4 In the bank The management The employees are External training is 

of II satisfied required to improve 
workforce performance and 
banking business 
pert-ormanc 

('DB5 In the bark The MISYS In general the I here is no clear policy or 
Company at the employees are plan in place fier training 
beginning of using satisfied. and up-skilling. 
the new system. 

I'he employees have a role in improving the system by submitting their suggestions to the 

management for study and implementing these suggestions if possible, and then the 

management calls the company that designed the system for any modification or 
development. I lowever, occasionally there have been some exceptional employees who 
have submitted suggestions and implemented them (see Tahle 5-23). 

Table 5-23 Employees' role in improving the AIS 

Respondents Role of employees 
1)BI They have a role tu improve the system by submitting their suggestions to the management. 

(D132 They submit suggestions to the management tür studying and implementing if possible. 
('I)ß3 'I hey have a role to improve the system by submitting their suggestions to the management. 
('0B4 The management of IT receives any suggestion from operators of the system. 
C'UB5 Occasionally there are some exceptional employees who have submitted suggestions and 

implemented them. 
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The training and up-skilling of the workforce was essential to realise the benefits of AIS 

adequately and satisfactorily (see Table 5-24). 

Table 5-24 Need of training and up-skilling of the workforce 

Respondents Extent of need 
Very required Neutral Not re uired 

CDBI It is very necessary 
CDB2 It is required and essential 
CDB3 It is very necessary 
CDB4 It is very required 
CDBS It is essential and very important 

The skilled employees in IT were very helpful to improve business performance. 

Employee skills levels can positively influence business performance through 

improvement of service and speed up transactions and reduction of errors, thus saving 

time and effort: it also improves the banking services. In addition, skilled employees in IT 

have a better performance than others; they save time and effort, provide accurate and 

timely information, and they deal with the largest number of transactions (see table 5-25). 

Table 5-25 Employees' skills in IT 

Respondents Help of employees' skills in IT 

CDB1 The skills of employees in II lead to accuracy and speed ot'transactions. "this will influence the 
business performance through increasing the number of transactions that are accomplished hý the 
em lo" Ces. 

CD B2 Skilled employees in IT have a better performance than others: they sieve time and c0lort, and 
provide accurate and timely information. In addition. the-, deal vv ith the largest number of 
transactions. 

CDB3 The employees' skills influence positively on business performance through the improvement of 
service and speed tip transactions and reduce errors. 

CDB4 Skilled employee in IF is very helpful to improve business performance 
CDBS Employee's skills improve business performance through saving time and effort; it also improves the 

bankine sere ices. 

Since there were no clear policies and plans for training, and a lack of'qualitied, efficient 

and skilled staff, the impact on the delivery of the benefits of investing in AIS was not 

significant. However, the training and up-skilling the workforce has a positive impact on 

the delivery of the benefits of investing in AIS in terms of accuracy of work and 

completion speed of transactions. Moreover, when the employees have been training and 

up-skilling well, they can create new services and this has an impact on the business 

performance. For example, training was essential to ensuring the success of the linkage 

between the branches of the bank and mobile banking (interviewee 5, p. 261). 
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Table 5-26 Effects of training and up-skilling of the workforce on the benefits delivery of investment 
in AIS 

Respondents I Effects of training and up-skilling 

('DBI Since there are no clear policies and plans tor training, its impact on the deliserN of the benefits of 
imcsting in IT is not significant 

CDB2 Due to the lack of proper selection of qualified, efficient and skilled staff, the impact on the delivers 
of the benelits of investin g in ff is not significant 

CDB3 Because of there are no policies and plans for training and up-skilling the workforce, so the impacts 

of the training and up-skilling is not significant 
CDB4 fhe training and up-skilling the %%orktorce has a positive impact on the delk erv of the benefits of 

investine in IT in terms of accuracy of work and completion speed of transactions 
('DB5 It has an impact on the business performance, through creation new services 

All mentioned benefits in the Table 5-27 are delivered by the training and up-skilling of 

the workforce. Regarding the most important benefits, 'improve customer services' the 

first rank, in the second rank was 'raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 

transactions' followed by 'reduce a number of errors' in the third rank. In the fourth rank 

was improving the accounting control in terms of accuracy and recording transactions'. 

On the other hand, the less important benefits are `improve working conditions and 

competition' and `improve competitive advantage of the bank' at the fifth rank, and in the 

last and seventh rank was 'reduce the number of employees'. 

Table 5-27 Benefits of the training and up-skilling of the workforce 

Frequency of the rank 
Benefits Yes No Rank in total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '`, overage RanL 
Improve customer services 5 3 1 1 1.6 t 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth 5 I 2 1 I 2.2 
in number of transactions 
Reduce a number of errors 5 I 1 1 2 3.2 
Improve the accounting control in terms of 4 1 1 I 2 3.25 4 L 
accuracy and recording transactions 
Improve working conditions and 5 I I 1 2 5.4 5 
corn etition 
Injrove competitive advantage of the bank 5 1 2 I 1 5.4 
Reduce the number of employees 4 1 1 2 1 5.75 7 

*to rank the henefits, the Irequencý of the rank was given weight as following::. FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN -number of Respondent, 
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5.5 Comparison of Some Business Processes in the CDB between New and Old 
Systems 

Through the semi-structured interview, participants were asked to Compare between old 
and new system in some business processes as following: - 

" Networking Linkage 

Before the completion of networking linkage between branches, each branch was 

separated from other branches, leading to a delay in customers' procedures because some 

of these procedures required using telephone or fax especially in cases of withdrawal. In 

addition, customers had to go to their own specific branches for some transactions such as 

issuance of chequebook. Currently, after completion of linkage, all branches are connected 

by unified network with the latest scientific methods (optical fibre), which has led to the 

elimination of the problems mentioned above, and has expedited customer transactions 

such as withdrawal, deposit and chequebook request, and certified chequebook, which has 

enabled customers to implement them through any branch without delay. 

The linkage also helped the effectiveness of using ATMs and electronic payment cards, 

which has led to a significant reduction in the number of inefficient transactions, thus 

reducing number of staff, which has led to a reduction in the time and material costs of 

banking. Thus, although the MISYS system itself has not been used to significantly 

advance customer information and management, the advent of network linkage has had a 

major impact on this process, as depicted in Figure 6.5. 

" Valuation of Foreign Currency 

According to the old system (Figure 5-3), at the end of the year the hank valued the 

currency manually (gain or loss) and the result was then entered into the system. This led 

to significant delay in knowing the result of gain or loss from keeping foreign currency, 

and the valuation process needed a large number of staff and there was significant time 

delay between the evaluation process and input in the system. In the MISYS system, the 

valuation is done automatically, where the daily exchange rate of a foreign currency is 

entered and the gain or loss is transferred to the profit and loss account. This process needs 

one employee and less than half an hour to do that, it enables also management to know 

gain or loss from keeping foreign currency at any time during the year with less time and 

effort. This is one example of how the MISYS system has been used to automate bank 
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financial management and the increased availability of relevant management reports is 

also now supporting further process improvement (Figure 6-3) 

Old System Misys System 

Yearly Exchange Daily Exchange 
Rate Rate 

Entering 

Old System Misys System 

Processing 

Manually Valuation Automatic Valuation 

Transferring 

Gain and Loss Gain and Loss Account Account 

Figure 5-3 \lap of foreign currency Valuation Process at ('1)B 

. Loans 
In the old system, when the customer received a loan, the interest rate would be 

determined and added to the customer's account, interest was calculated manually and 

then an entry was done. Every procedure of the previous procedures needs three to four 

employees and time for each one loan process. In the MISYS system, the interest is 

calculated automatically and deducted with the loan from the customer's account. In 

MISYS system, the loan process could be done by one employee in less time, less 

procedures and cost with more accurate (Figure 5-4). The loans management process is 

noýý fully automated (Figure 6-3), but more use needs to be made of MISYS reports. 

Spreadsheets are still used to provide management information. 

(Old system) Receiving Determine Manual Calculate 

Customer ---0. Loan 0, Interest ; -f Intere; 
Rat 

(Misys System) Receiving Automatic Calculate Add 

Customer 
____ý 

Loan Interest 
,, ý 

Add Deduction 

;t l-ý Customer -º Loan aN 
Account Inter! 

Deduction 

Customer Loan and 
Account Interest 

Figure 5-4 Map of Loan Process at ('DB 
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. Clearing 

In the old system. when a customer deposited a cheque in his account. the cheque as 

suspended until it was credited at the end of day by an employee if the cheque drawn on 

the same bank, but if the cheque was drawn on another bank. the cheque needed a few 

days to be deposited. Suspension of the check resulted in opportunity costs, which is an 

interest that could have been obtained if the bank had invested this amount during these 

days. In the MISYS system, now the cheque is credited automatically at the time of 

deposit without opportunity costs. (Figures 5-5 and 6-3) 

(Old System) 

Cheque Deposit Suspend Credit 
s 

Customer 
Account 

(Misys System) 

Cheque Deposit Credit 
_- 

Customer 
Account 

Figure 5-5 Map of Clearing Process at ('I)ß 

" Balance Sheet and Income Statement 

In the old system (Figure 5-6), balance sheet and income statement were prepared 

annually for the head office and branches separately, and then these were consolidated. 

"Theses process may take few weeks and needed a large number of' full-time staff - 
furthermore there was the cost of overtime. On the contrary, in the MISYS system (Figure 

5-7), it is less effort and time to prepare them, where management can request 

consolidated balance sheets and income statements and it can also request the balance 

sheet or income statement for each branch separately at any time without more effort or 

time, because all banking processes are automatically transferred to the right accounts 

once they are completed, and the linkage network between branches and head office has 

saved an significant time, effort and cost. This is another example of the automation of' 

bank financial management (Figure 6-3) 
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Branch A Branch B Branch C Branch D 

Manual 
Balance Balance 

Balance , Balance 
'. Sheet and Sheet and Sheet and Sheet and 

Income Income Income Income 
ý,. ` Statement Statement Statement Statement 

Transfer 

Head office 

ýýýlll 

Manual 

Consolidated 
Balance Sheet 
and Income 
, tgtp. mpnt 

Figure 5-6 Preparation of Balance Sheet and Income Statement (Old System at ('1)B) 

Branch A Branch B Branch C Branch C 

Data Data 

Networking linkage 

Balance Sheet and ý-- 
Income Statement 

(Bank Al 

Balance Sheet and 
Income Statement 

(Bank B) 
Consolidated 

Balance 
Sheet and 

Income 
Statement ,' 

Data 

Balance Sheet and 
Income Statement 

(Bank D) 

Balance Sheet and 
Income Statement 

(Bank C) 

Figure 5-7 Preparation of Balance Sheet and Income Statement (Misys System at CDB) 
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Figure 5-8 Mist's System (Bank of ('ommerce and Development) (source: cDB documents) 
Customer delivery channels 

Branch 
Internet Sales/Service A1 N1 Teller Phone 
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Collections Leasing 
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Management 
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s%vIII RIGS 

BACS / Direct 
CHAPS Debits and 
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/ Foreign 
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Transfer 
(MoneyGram) 

Treasury I ride Services 

Treasury I Treasury 
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Collateral Referrals, Document and Fees, Interest General MIS 
Management Notifications, Image Charges, Ledger LDS / BI 

ninrv Srharüdar Mnnnnement Tar 

Back Office 

Administration Clearing j 
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Financial Management 
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Transactions 

Financial Management 
Accounting Accountinq 

Budgeting 
and 

Reconciliation 

Forecastino J 
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Limits, such as Legal Lending Limit, Credit Limit and Foreign Exchange a daily trading limit 
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RIGS (Real Time Gross Settlement) 
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 
BAGS (Bankers Automated Clearing Services) 
CIIAPS (Clearing House Automated Payment System) 
FX (Foreign Exchange) 
MM (Money Market) 
MIS (Management Information System) 
(': DS (Electronic Data Systems) 
BI (Business Intelligence) 
Posting, in bookkeeping, to list on the bank's records, such as to list the detail of operations on the accounts 
receivable or payable records 
Reconciliation, adjusting one's check book balance to match a bank statement 

5.5.1 Case 2: Wahda Bank (WB) 

5.5.1.1 Extent and Nature of AIS Investment at the WB 

The current AIS in the bank was introduced in 2007. The bank used global AIS called 

FLLXCUEF. Banking System, which was designed by a global foreign company. The 

FL[. XCUBE system is one of the elements of the National Payment System (NPS) (see 

Chapter I ). However, as this system was huge and very developed, the bank does not use 

all its capacity. In addition, networking linkage between branches and agencies had not 

been completed yet. Thus customers could not conduct their banking transactions in anv 
branch or agency regardless of where the account was located. All respondents said that 

there was füll computerisation of the accounting system in the bank. According to the 

hank's documents, the total cost of the national payment system (NPS) project was LYD 

67,393,084 by 30/06/2008 (I LD= £0.55 on 31/12/2008). (For further details about the NPS 

refer to chapter 2). This figure includes LYD 183,202 cost of training. The total cost was 

divided between the Libyan Central Bank and five other Libyan banks. The Wahda hank's 

share of the total cost was L. YD 6,813,504 and the cost of training was LYD 18,320, 

which represented about 0.27% of the total cost. 

Table 5-28 The nature and attributes of AIS in the WB 

Age 

Irate 

Ucsi 

litte 

mli 
litte 
('on 
Irate 

of Current AIS I to 5 years 5 to 10 years Over 10 years 

rviewces Number 5 

Rner of the system Local designer Foreign designer Mixed 

rviewees Number 5 
Iemented technolo Advanced Average Elementary 
rviewees Number 5 
lºulerisation of AIS Com_puterised Mixed Manual 
rviewees Number 5 
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The WB does not compete at the cutting edge of innovation and the bank does not view 

IT as a critical and essential investment area. However, the hank uses If as a competitive 

weapon, also the investment in IT in the bank was a requirement of participation in the 

NPS project (see Table 5-29). 

Table 5-29 WB's use of IT 

Statement Yes No 
Competition at the cutting edge of innovation 1 4 
Use IT as a competitive weapon 5 
View IT as a critical and essential investment area 2 3 

As shown in Table 5-30, the FLEXCUE3E system provides required information to all 

internal and external users and to all levels of' the management in an easy and accessible 

way. On the other hand, there was no top line information (EIS) or information fi)r board 

members (DSS). 

Table 5-30 Information generated by the accounting system 

Types of information Yes No 
Financial statement for external users 5 
Managerial reports for internal users 5 
Operational reports on business transactions 5 
Statistical reports 5 

Top line information (EIS) 5 
Information for board members (DSS) 5 

The most important problems and obstacles that arose during the operation of'/BIS in 'I he 

WB were shortfalls in the availability, accuracy and quality' of' infiormatiun. . These 

problems ascribe to the incomplete installation of' the new system in all branches, and a 
Lack of qualified and skilled staff to operate the system. 40% of the respondents said that 

the second most important reasons was a lack of communication infrastructure in the 

country, as a whole. 

Regarding the maintenance and support of the system, there were problems in maintaining 

and supporting the system because there were no specialists in the bank to support and 

maintenance advanced systems. All Libyan banks face the same problems and these 

problems are related to technical factors, and they were related also to the human element. 
However, once the system was in full use and the networking linkage between all 
branches has been completed, these problems could be overcome (see Takle 5-3 1 ). 
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Table 5-31 The most important problems and obstacles at WB 

Problems and WBI WB 2 W133 WB4 WB5 
Obstacles 

Kinds of A problem in A problem in A problem in A problem Shortfall in the 
problems and availability of availability of mailability of in the a%ailabilit,., 
obstacles 

information on information on information on availability accuracy and 
time, and time and some time, and a of quality of 
operating and reports cannot be lack of' information information 
supporting the obtained accurate on time 
system information 

Maintenance and There are no 
support of the specialists in 

system support and 
maintenance of 
advanced 
items 

Reasons of these A lack of A Iack of Incomplete Incomplete Incomplete 

problems communication, expertise and a installation of installation installation of 
there is a lack in lake of the nekN system of the new the new system 
qualified human communication, in all branches, system in in all branches 
resources to and transferring the staff is not all branches 
operate the from old system qualified. and a 
system to the new system lack of 

communication 
infrastructure 
in the country 

Exclusive to the All Libyan banks All Libyan 
bank or all banks 

Libyan bank 
Related to human Iluman I luman Technical Technical Technical 
or technical element and element and factors factors factors 
factors technical factors technical factors 

The FI. f: XCU13E system is easy to use because the bank was using a part of the system, 

and there were instructions for all banking transactions. The system needed qualified and 

specialised staff. In addition, to use the full capacities of the system, the employees 

needed good training and up-skilling (see Table 5-32). 

Table 5-32 Ease and simplicity of use of the system 
Resp ondents Yes No Why? 

�BI The system is clear and easy. 
1112 

-- 
t' B3 -- --- 

While information can be obtained easily, it requires more training for emplovets 
--- ff there is good training. 

VB4 fhe hank is using a part of the system, so it is easy and simple to use because it si 
time and effort. 

VB5 T It needs qualified and specialised staff, because the system is clear and there are 
instructions for all banking transactions. 

With reference to the main business areas of the bank that IT projects were being used for, 

"fahle 5-33 shows that most of the bank's business activities were covered by IT projects. 
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Table 5-33 Main banking business area 

Respondents Main areas of business 
W BI All services are provided by the hank. 

W B2 Documentary credits and assessment of the currency only. 
WB3 Most banking business activities. 
WB4 Most banking business activities. 
WB5 The bank now is applying the technology in t most of business areas. 

Table 5-34 shows users the information and how often they use it. `hank's top 

executives/board members' used the information most frequently (Rank 1), followed by 

`managers in the bank' (Rank 2). On the other hand, two respondents said that 'operatives, 

controllers and office staff rarely used the information (Rank7). 

Table 5-34 Users of the information generated by the AIS 

Users Yes No 
Frequency of the rank 

Rank in total 
2 3 4 5 6 7 * A%cral; c {tank 

Bank top executives/Board members 5 3 1 1 1.6 1 
Managers in your bank 5 1 2 I 1 2.8 2 
Governmental bodies 5 3 I 1 4.4 3 
Shareholders 5 1 I 2 1 4.6 4 
Tax department in the finance ministry 4 1 1 I 1 1 4.75 S 
Investors and creditors 4 1 2 1 1 4.75 5 

Operatives, controllers, office staff 4 1 1 1 1 1 5 7 
*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as tol lowing: 2: FR xR/ RN, where I- R= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of' Respondents 

5.5.1.2 Investment in AIS, Business Processes und Business Performance at the W13 

Interview responses illustrate the significance of' benefits gained from IS investment. All 

respondents assessed the system as an efficient and elThctive system. "fable 5-35 shows 

that the important benefits that could be gained From the efficient deployment of the AIS 

were as follows: 

0 Accurate information was available on time and easily. 
0 Time and effort were saved. 

" Information was provided accurately and easily to all users, at a greatest speed. 

" The bank's performance improved. 

I lowever, there were obstacles which kept the bank From being more effective in its use of 
the AIS. which can be summarised as follows: 

0 Lack of skilled staff. 
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" Delays in data entry and lack of communications as a result of incomplete 

installation of the new system in all branches and incomplete network linkage 

between branches. 

0 Lack of training and up-skilling of the employees. 

It is noted that these obstacles are the same as those mentioned in the first section, which 

arose during the operation of the AIS. 

Regarding the assessment of the cost and benefits of the AIS, the AIS's benefits outweith 

its cost, and there was substantial saving through the use of IT because the central bank of 

Libya bore a large part of the cost of system. However, there was no a feasibility study for 

the new system because it was imposed by the Central Bank of Libya. 

With reference to the availability of the information, the system provides required 

information to internal users constantly, and Provides monthly reports and statistical to 

central bank and other governmental bodies. 

Table 5-35 Assessment of the effectiveness and the efficiency of the AIS 

The impoi 
mad he ga 
deploy mci 

The obctu 

. BIS fron 

I': s aluate 

'I he a% alit 
informati 

itatentent WBI WB2 WB3 WB4 WBS 
Cant benefits that II pr o\ idr, fhe speed Providing It pros ides It pros ides required 
fined from efficient neccssar) of pro\ iding monthh reports required information on time 
it of : US. information on inlormation and statistics to inlormatio 

time and saves to all users central hank and it on time 
time and effort. easily and other 
and 'I he bank's accurately governmental 
performance bodies. 
improved 

: Ies that keep the training the statu A lack of Delays in data The communications 
being more effecti%e on the new system training and entry as a result as a result of 

skilled staff. of incomplete incomplete 
installation of the installation of the ne%% 
new system in all system in all branches 
branches, and and networking 
incomplete link between branches, 
between branches and a lack of good 

trainin , 
post /benefit of AIS Its benefits Its benefits were Its benefits The benefits great 

great greater, especially will he compared with its cost 
compared in long term greater in 
with its cost long term 

thilit) of Available on time Available to Available to all Available Available on time to 
in to all users to all users all users users on time to all users 
external) all users 

Regarding the influence of investment in IT on the bank's reputation, investment in IT has 

a positive influence on the hank's reputation. Table 5-36 summarises this influence as 
follows. a significant effect on the bank's reputation and creation of new services; 
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increasing speed of completion of transactions and providing new services; helping the 

bank to achieve its goals and gain competitive advantage; and saving time and effort. 

Table 5-36 Influence of investment in IT on the hank's reputation 

Respondents Influences 

NN' 111 A significant effect on the hank's reputation and creation of new services 
N1'B2 Increasing s ecd of com Iction of transactions and prwe idin new sere ices 
W113 A sieniticant impact on the hank's reputation 
11 114 I lelping the hank to achieve its goals and gain competitive advantage 
WBS Sa%in g time and effort 

Although the linkage between the branches had not been completed yet, the current AIS 

was effective in supporting managers in decision-making and problem solving. In order to 

achieve a maximum benefit from the system. there should be training and up-skilling of' 

the worktörce. However. the system was not effective enough. because the new system 

had not been used in all branches yet. 

Table 5-37 Effectiveness of AIS in supporting managers in decision making and problem solving 

Respondents Effectiveness 
\ 131 
W1112 

It is efiecti%e in supporting managers in deci'iun-makiq and tpruhkiii in;. 
It is et'Ieeti%c in supporting managers in decision-making, and problem sul% in g. - 

'. V133 It is effective in supporting managers in decision-making and problem soling. 
X1'134 It is not effective in supporting niana ers in decision-making and problem solving. 
ý's nc It is eITrctiNc in supporting managers in decision-making and ruhlrm soli ing. 

Because of the need to develop the AIS in response to the development and changes in the 

Libyan business environment, especially regarding the NPS project, there was an urgent 

need to develop the AIS to provide new services and meet customer requirements. In 

addition, the hank has changed its system in line with Libyan business development and it 

is also one of the participants of the NPS project, which includes the whole banking 

business (see 'fahle 5-38). 
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In the WB, AIS has an essential role in competition; due to the openness of the Libyan 

banking system to competition with foreign banks, the Central Bank of Libya led Libyan 

banks to develop banking technology and service development, therefore it adopted the 

NPS strategy to enable Libyan banks to compete with foreign banks to provide the same 

services at the same level. In addition, AIS enabled the bank to use new products, keeping 

up with the competition, maintaining existing customers, obtaining new customers and 

rapidly completing of services. Moreover, AIS leads to providing services to customers in 

a faster time, more convenient manner, with better quality and less effort and cost, thus 

these will give a competitive advantage to the bank. At the time of the study, banking 

business depended on IT, thus if there was no investment in technology the bank would 

not have been able to compete (see Table 5-39). 

Table 5-39 Role of AUS in gaining competitive advantage 

Respondents Role of IT 

ý1'Bl Due to the openness of the Libyan banking sý stem to competition with foreign banks, the Central 
Bank of l. ibya led Libyan banks to develop banking technology and ser ice deNclopment. 
thereibre it adopted the NI'S strategy to enable Libyan banks to compete with foreign banks to 
provide the same services at the same level 

X1'62 It enabled the hank to use new products, keeping up v ith the competition. maintaining existing 
customers, obtaining new customers and rapidly completing. 

W'1t3 Il leads to providing services to customers in a faster time, more convenient manner. N%ith better 

qualit' and less effort and cost, thus these will give a competitive advantage to the bank. 
\VIt-1 Banking business depends on IT. thus if there was no irrest rent in technology the bank would not 

ha%e been able to compete. 
WItS Meeting customers' requirements. reducing time of transactions accomplish maintaining existing 

customers and obtaining new customers. 

Currently the deployment of AIS was not enough to improve business performance, and 

the deployment of AIS system was sufficient but needed more efficiency to develop 

business performance (see Table 5-40). the following suggestions for AIS to improve 

business performance; use of data mining and data warehouse which is the next stage. 

completion of' networking linkage between branches, good training and up-skilling the 

employees, taking advantage of advanced foreign banks in this area, and development (I' 

communications infrastructure. 
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Table 5-40 Role of AIS in improving business performance 

Role of IT 
Respondents Level of IT is sufficient to improve If it is not sufficient, how can it be 

business performance improved? 
Hie CIO of AIS novv is sufficient. After using of the data mining and data 

NN'gt warehouse which is the next stage with skilled 
staff, for develop business pertormance and 
support decision-making. 

fhe level of AIS is not sufficient enough to By training and up-skilling the employees for 

Wß2 improve business pertormance. nevv system and develop the infrastructure of 
communications. 

Nov, the level ofthe AIS is not enough to It needs to good training in tcehnology area. 
WVB3 improve business. take advantage fron advanced tiircign banks in 

this area. 
[he AIS is not sufficient to develop business It could he improycd through a completion of' 

W1B4 pertbrmance. networking linkage between branches. and good 
training and up-shilling the ent lovers. 

The AIS is sufficient but need more eflicieneý to lt could he improscd through a completion of 
WW'B5 dcvclop business perfirmance. ncthvorking linkagcbet\\een branches. 

Regarding the effects of the Upgrade in AIS infrastructure on the structure of the 

workforce and activities in the bank (see Table 5-41). these effects can be summarised as 

IOIIOWs; reducing time of transactions accomplishment; providing new banking products 

and activities; supporting security of system; saving time and effort; helping managers to 

assess the performance of the employees; and improving and developing the quality of 

banking services. 

The banking transaction cost and number of staff were decreased as a result of the upgrade 

of AIS infrastructure, thus lead to an increase in income. On the other hand, the upgrade of 
AIS infrastructure has no impact on banking transaction costs and the number of' staff 
because the technology needs operators and support 24/7 (interviewee 6, p266). According 

to the number of branches, there was no impact on the number ol'branches, because the 
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branches' number depends on a feasibility study, but the use of technology may reduce the 

number of branches in the future. 

The most important factor driving investment in AIS was to increase and improve 

customer services' followed by 'increasing internal efficiency'. In the third rank was an 

increase in the understanding of customer needs'. On the other hand, the last two factors 

were 'increased efficiency of business transactions' and `defending current market share 

position respectively' (Table 5-42). 

Table 5-42 Factors driving investments in AIS at WW'13 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 
Factors Yes No 1 2 3 41 5 6 7 8 *Average Rank 

Improve and increase customer services 5 2 I I 1 2.2 1 
Increase internal efficiency 5 1 3 I 3 2 
Increase understanding of customer needs 4 1 1 1 I 1 3.5 3 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 4 1 1 2 I 3.5 3 
Create overall market growth (create new 
demands) 

4 1 1 I I I 4.75 

Market share growth (take from 

Uetition) 
_ 

5 2 2 1 5 6 

Increase efficiency of business 
transactions 

5 I 4 5.8 7 

1 Defend current market share position S 1 3 1 6.2 8 
*to rank the factors. the frequency of the rank sca, Lisen vseight as following `' FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank. R= 
Rank and RN- number of Respondents 

The factors listed in "Table 5-43 that contribute to the success of the bank's AIS. The first 

factor was `supportive bank management and users', and in the second rank was the 

technical skill cif' IS staff members'. In the third rank was `customer service attitude 

towards ISs'. 'Providing quality and innovation services to the customer', this was the last 

factor with eighth rank. 

Table 5-43 The factors contributing to the success of bank's AIS at WB 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 
Contributors 

Supportive bank management/users 

Yes 

5 

No 1 
2 

2 
I 

3 4 
2 

5 6 7 8 *Average 
2.4 

Rant. 

I 
technical skills of IS staff members 5 I 1 2 1 3.2 2 
Customer service attitude towards ISs 3 2 1 I I 3.67 3 
Reduce cost and errors 4 1 I 1 1 1 4 t 
Alignment of IS- and business strategies 3 2 1 1 1 4 4 
Adequate funding 5 1 1 1 2 4.4 6 
Partnering with external service 
rovider(s) 

4 I I 1 1 1 4.5 7 

Provide quality and innovative services 
to the customer 

- ______ 

4. 8 8 

'to rank the contributors, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following 1 FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, 
R Rank and RN-- number of Respondents 
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Table 5-44 below shows the most important benefits of IT and their ranks in order of 

importance, in the first rank was `giving the bank a competitive advantage'. The second 

rank was `providing a way for the bank to reduce costs', with `enabling the bank to 

increase revenues' in the third rank. There were two benefits in the fourth rank, which 

were `assisting and supporting the needs of the bank's business' and 'playing an integral 

role in meeting customer requirements'. In the sixth and last rank was AT is an important 

component and is aligned to business strategy'. 

Table 5-44 Benefits of IT at WW'B 

Statements ties No 
Frequency of the 

rank Rank in total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 'Average Rank 

IT gives your bank competitive advantage 5 I 2 2 2,2 1 
IT provides a way for your bank to reduce 
costs 

5 I 2 1 I 2.4 2 

IT enables your bank to increase revenues 5 2 I I 1 2.8 3 
IT assists and supports the needs of your 
bank's business 

5 I I 3 4.4 4 

IT plays an integral role in meeting 
customer requirements 

5 I 2 2 4.4 4 

IT is an important component and is aligned 
to your business strategy 

5 1 2 2 - 4.6 6 

to rank the statements, the freyuenev of te rank was given %%eight as following `' FR xR/ RN, %%here FR= Frequency of the rank, R 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents 

The bank provides all the items listed in Table 5-45 to implement, support and develop 

AIS and these were ranked as follows: first was `providing enough funds fier can-going 
investment in AIS', and second was 'technical tools to develop and support AIS': 

`providing outside specialist experts when required' was the third rank, and in the fourth 

and last rank was `providing skilled personal to implement and support the AIS'. 

Table 5-45 Items to implement, support and (te%elop AlSs 

Items Yes No 
Frequency of the 

rank 
234 

hank in total 
*: %. erayc Rank 

Enough funds for on-going investment d 1 ? I I ', 
in AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support 5 1 2 2 2 
AIS 
Outside specialist experts when 5 2 -2.6 3 
required 
Skilled personal to implement and 4 1 I 3 3.25 .j 
support the AIS 

-- 1 
*to rank the items, the frequency of the 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents 

ý. .,.. .6.. .. "'t - -., '......, .- --c rn- rrequcncy of the rank, R= 
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All benefits of IT banking services listed in the Table 5-46 are evident in the bank. and 

rank of the evident benefits as follows; IT banking services save their time' and 'provide 

accurate accounting information' in the first rank and the second rank respectively. ' IT 

banking services make their banking more convenient' and 'Easy to use IT banking 

services' were the third and fourth rank respectively. 'Provide privacy in their banking 

transaction in terms of the rank of respondents' was the fifth and last rank. 

Table 5-46 Benefits of IT banking services achieved 

Benefits Yes No 
Frequency of the rank 

Rank in total 
1 2 3 4 5 *Average Rank 

IT banking services save your time 3 1 1 1.6 1 
IT banking services provide 
accurate account information 

4 1 I 2 I 2.75 2 

IT banking services make your 
banking more convenient 

5 3 1 1 2.8 3 

It is easy to use IT banking services 4 1 1 1 1 1 3.25 4 
IT banking services provide privacy in 
your banking transaction 

5 1 3 1 3.8 i 

to rank the benefits, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following* 1, IxR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN== number of Respondents 

With respect to main business functions and IS profiling at the WB, according to 

interviews that viere conducted with relevant staff, bank documents and the researcher's 

observations show that the FLf XCUEE system is very advanced and covers all main 
husiness processes and main banking financial activities. Figure 5-9 shows a map of 
documentary credits process and figures from 5-11 to 5-15 illustrate the drawing up of a 

contract (opening credit) in the FLEXCIJBE system. Also the ORACLE Human 

Resources (I IR) package is used for personnel records management, payroll, and expenses 

claims processing. Oracle is a global company and provides integrated business software 

and hardware systems, and many solutions and applications such as human resource 

systems and archiving and accounting systems. In addition, the system is sound and does 

not need replacing, but needs more activation through completion of networking between 

branches, providing experts in technology for support and maintenance, and good training 

and up-skilling of the employees on the system. The implementation of FLEXCUE3F: 

represents a major step forward in the exploitation of All', and associated technologies in 

the W13. The system has been implemented to support all main process functions, with the 
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exception of HR/Payroll, where the Oracle EHR package has been implemented to 

complement the main Oracle FLEXC! JBE modules (Figure 5-10). 

Contract Input 

Main Screen 

Parties Screen 

Shipping Doc 
Screen 

"Tracers Screen 

.......... 

Other Screen 

tirttIcmunt i? \Cnl> ('0I111111SS10 (lhurgrs ('ullulcr, tl Instruction 
Details 

Figure 5-9 Benefits of AN Nanking services achie%e(I 

I. inkinp (�ntracl, 
tu Ikrn, it, 

Accounts 
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0 Retail Business 

Retail Loans 

Clearing 

G. 

Customer 
Information System Branches Operations 

Time Deposit G: Flex 
Cube 

Personal records 
and payroll 

G: ORACLE 

Current and 
Savine Accounts 

Notes: Flexcube system is a global and advanced banking system. G (Green) = indicates a system that is 
sound and may needs more activate and does not need replacing. 

0 Corporate Business 

Corporate Loans 
G: FlexCube General Ledger 

G. FlexCube 
G: Flex Cube Letters of Credit 

Money Market 
InLetters 

of Guarantee 
Bills and Collections 

Foreign Exchange 

E! 
IIIIIIIIIII 

: FlexCube Nostro Reconciliation 
(correspondents accounts) Personal records 

and payroll 
G. FlexCube 

G: ORACLE 

Notes: Flexcube system is a global and advanced banking system. G (Green) = indicates a system 
that is sound and may needs more activate and does not need replacing. 
A nostro account is "an account owned by the host bank and maintained with a bank (usually) 

overseas" (M hing. 2003) 

Figure 5-10 Main Business Functions and IS profiling at the Wß 

(Based on systems profiling methodology developed by Wynn et al, 2009) 
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5.5.1.3 The Importance of Training and Up-skilling the Workforce at the WB 

As Table 5-47 shows, employees were trained by internal trainers and FLI XCUBE CO. 

The trainers were trained outside the bank by the FLEXCUI3E CO that designed the 

systems, and the employees also had training delivered by the trainers inside the bank. 

In general, the bank's employees were fairly satisfied with the new system. At the 

beginning of using of the new system there was resistance by the employees because the 

work system had been dramatically changed. I lowever. after seeing the results of the 

system there was satisfaction and contentment with it. Regarding respondents assessment 

to the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and policies, there was a lack 

of training programs and up-skilling in II in terms of number and quality of training 

programmes; therefore, the advantage obtained from training programmes was not as 

required, because of the inappropriate nominations of' employees for the training courses, 

and the fact that some employees were not qualified to benefit from the training. I lowever, 

currently, management for training has been established in the hank and there are training 

programmes with the central bank of Libya. Moreover, all the hank's employees had 

attended computer courses. In addition, training on the new system must he provided for 

all management levels including the audit unit, and courses should he reconsidered in 

order to be a benelit to the trainees in their own licld (interviewee 7, p. 272). 

Table 5-47 Assessments of the training; and up-skilling of the , corkforce programmes and policies 

Where Isere the - -- NN ho trained Are the Assessment of progranrnres 
Respondents employees trained? them? empio. ees and policies 

satisfied? 

X1'131 In the hank and Bank's trainer, and Fairly I here is a lick in training 
trainers outside the fl. l-; X(J 1111. CO pro rams in the II and up- 
bank ýkillir_irra 

WR2 In the hank and Bank's trainers and Nut satisfied l beer are mam training 
trainers outside the FLEX('( 1131. ('O programs, but the} are random 
bank and ill-considered 

W133 In the bank Rank's trainers Satisfied I here are not enough training 
courses at the required Ie eI in 
terms of number and quafitN 

W1341 In the bank Bank's trainers Fairly satisfied There is no plan fur training 
and u -skillir the workturce 

_ NN' 135 In the bank and Bank's trainers and I airh satisfied Still obtaining advantage ul the 
trainers outside the I I. I \('I ßßI: ('O courses training is not good 
bank 

As regards the role that employees play in improving the ASI, the employees have a role 

in improving the system by submitting their suggestions to the special committee o the 
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management for study, and they are responsible for implementing these suggestions, and 

then adopting the most appropriate of them. Moreover, there were teams of senior officials 

in the bank; they suggested some changes to the new system (see Table 5-48). 

Table 5-48 Employees' role in improving the AIS 

Respondents Role of employees 
WW'BI. There is a special committee to study the proposals submitted by employees to impro,, e the s,, stem 

and adopt the most appropriate of them 
1'62 The cm lovers submit their opinions to the management about the new system 

There is a role for emplo}ees in improving Alti hý submitting their suggestions to the management. 
Nk 134 There Nkere teams of senior officials in the bank. I hcý suggested some changes about the new 

system 

NN' 11.5 'I hrough submitting their suggestions and notes to the management 

The training and up-skilling of the workforce was essential to realise the benefits of AIS 

adequately and satisfactorily (see Table 5-49). 

Table 5-49 Need of training and up-skilling of the workforce 
Respondents Extent of need 

Very required Neutral Not required 
Will Very important 
W1 1t2 Very important 

W1113 Very important 

N 114 Very required 
W\ 115 Very important 

Fhere was a complete agreement among the respondents that skilled employees in IT were 

very important to improve business performance. Employee skills levels can positiýelv 
influence business performance if they are combined with an accounting qualification. 

through a better use of the capabilities of the system, expediting the completion of work 

and providing accurate information on time, saving time and effort, and organising work 
better. In addition, skilled employees in IT lead to improve the speed and accuracy of 
business and hence obtain a good quality of information and thus help to improve business 

performance. however, highly skilled staff have a negative effect on the bank, especially 

when a staff member is more skilled than their manager; thus the skills level should be 

equal in employee hierarchies (see Table 5-50). 
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Table 5-50 Employees' skills in IT 

Respondents The benefits of employees' skills in IT 
ýVBI It is very important to improve business performance through using the capabilities of the system 

better. However. the hank sutlers from a lack of 'qualified and skilled stall. 
It is vcry important to improve business performance. I lowcver. highly skilled staff can haue a 
negative effect. especially when staff are more skilled than their manager. thus the skills should he 
equal. 

W'ß3 l; mployees' skills in IT are greatly helpful to improve business performance when combined with an 
accounting qualification. They lead to expedite the completion of work and provide accuracy 
information in time. 

WVB4 there is a greater need for skilled staff in technology, skilled employees in IT lead to improve the 
speed and accuracy of business and hence obtain a good qualitn of' information and thus help to 
improve business erformance 

WBS It is greatly helpful to improve business performance, through pros icing information. saving time 
and organising v%ork as well. 

As summarised in Table 5-51, the impact on the delivery of the benefits of' investing in 

AIS was not significant because training and up-skilling was weak compared with the high 

level of available technology. High skills levels and training were needed in terms of 

operation and security to use the capabilities of the system to an optimum level. In 

addition, lack of good training, inappropriate nominations of trainees have led to aCal litre 

to achieve the full benefits of investing in AIS in the hank. Ilowever, the training after 
implementation of the new system had a good impact on the delivery of the benefits of 
investing in IT through reducing errors and expediting the completion of'business. 

Table 5-51 Effects of training and up-skilling of the workforce on the deliver' of the benefits of 
investment in : AIS 

Respondents I Effects of training and up-skilling 

N1 BI there are no significant cftects hrcaur trainin , and up-shilling nt i, \\vak comparing \k ith the 
high level of available technology. 

X1'132 It has a ositkc impact but not as lannLd hccausr of nature of thr choicr of Irainrrs. 
It has a po.,, iti\e impact through rcducin errors and L\p ditin the compiLtion of husincss. 
Lack of good training. inappropriate nominations of trainer, ha e Icrl tu at tilure to achicNc the full 
benefits of investing in IS in the hank 

W1t5 I he training after implementation of the ne system had a good impact on the delivery of the 
benefits of investing in II. 

Most of the mentioned benefits in the Table 5-52 were delivered by the training and up- 

skilling of the workforce. The importance of these benefits can be ranked in accordance 

with respondents answer as follows; 'improve customer services' the first rank. 'I here is 

little difference between 'improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 

recording transactions' and -raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
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transactions'. which were the second and third respectively. There were two benefits in the 

fourth rank, which were `reduce a number of errors' and ' improve competitive advantage 

of the Bank' . 
On the other hand, the less important benefits were 'improve working conditions and 

competition' and 'reduce the number of employees of the bank' at the sixth and seventh 

rank respectively. 

Table 5-52 Benefits of the training and up-skilling of the workforce 

Benefits V es No 
Frequency of the rank 

Rank in total 
1 2 3 4 5T -61 -7 *. werage Rank 

Improve customer services 3 2 I 2 1.67 1 
Improve the accounting control in terms of 
accuracy and recording transactions 

5 3 I I 2.6 2 

Raise the capacity to deal with the growth 
in number of transactions 

3 2 1 1 1 2.67 3 

Reduce the number of errors 4 1 2 2 4 4 
Improve competitive advantage of the Ban 3 2 1 I I 4 4 
Improve working conditions and 
competition 

3 2 1 2 4.33 6 

Reduce the number of employees 2 3 2 7 7 
*to rank the henet ts. the Ie uencl of the rank was given weight as following. 2, FR xR/ RN. where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN = number of Rr p ndentý 
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5.6 Documentary Credit Process in the WB in the FLEXCUBE System 

Documentary credit is also called letters of credit. which is a banking tool to guarantee 

payment of the value of documents provided by a beneficiary that complies with the credit 

requirements. It is part of the loans management process and is an example of how 

FLEXCUBE has been used to automate a previous manual process. 

" Draw up a Contract (opening credit) in the FLEXCtBE System 

I. The screen CONTRACT INPUT is accessible by clicking on the LE 'I LIZ UI 

CREDIT from the main menu screen as shown below (Figure 5-11 ). 

Figure 5-11 FlexCube - Hain 11enu Screen at WW'B 

Bills & Collections 

Commission & Charges 

Currency Maintenance 

Customer Maintenance 

-ý -'End Of Cycle - AEOD 

-ý ; End of Cycle 

Foreign Exchange 

-; ' Funds Transfer 
7 General Ledger 

Holiday Maintenance 

1 Interface 
-Journal Entries 
7 Letters of Credit 

-, Availment 

Black Listed LC/BC 

-40 Clause Definition 
Contract Input 

Summary 
Contract Reassign 
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2. Clicking on option Detailed to get on the main screen to enter the contract as described 

below (Figure 5-12), click on the button NEW contract, select the appropriate product 

for the contract in the field PRODUCT COD; ( by clicking on the TAB key on the 

keyboard, a contract number will appeared with a user number which can be modified 

by the user) choose the type of contract currency. choose the language of the contract. 

insert the contract value, choose a transaction code, choose delivery terms according to 

the contract, choose a payment method according to accreditation conditions, select the 

IU of the customer, and then insert all details about the parties concerned in the 

contract in English screen characters. Then move to screen notifications, on '\hich 

appears all notices and SWIFT messages associated with the contract, with the 

possibility of adjustment according to the nature of the contract, in addition to the 

possibility to stop non-required messages by pressing on the suppress field. 

Figure 5-12 The main screen to enter the contract at WB 
lb013636 001 001 FCC 79032007 ENG [End of Trn. Input) WAI-IDA BANK TRNG End of Trn. Input 

r'. 14,41 4º ºº º1 ! ý'I 

Ie1 I; 10 U; c. r Per ý-ý. ý. 
ý Il l: i ýýi lall ;. frmlr Sri F'al '1 11:: Ir r: ý ßi2 O(! 2 
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3. Screen of shipping documents; as displayed below(Figure 5-13). this screen shows the 

required shipping documents, required texts for each document, description of the 

goods with the choice of number of required copies for each document, with the ability 

to delete non-required documents, clarify port of shipment and arrival, and determine 

the last date for shipment. (The data of this screen is shown via SWIFT message) 

Figure 5-I3 tihipliin� documents at \\ U 
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4. The Follow-up screen (Tracers); as shown below (Figure 5-14). This screen follows-up 

messages automatically and show the number of these messages and the means and 

number of days since they were sent, together with their frequency of transmission. 

Figure 5-I4 Follom-up screen at WW 13 
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5. Others screen; as shown below (Figure 5-15). This screen relates to expenses, and is 

divided into two parts. The upper part is related to import credits, and it shows who 

hears expenses of' coverage, which is chosen from a field CIIARGES FROM. In 

addition it determines the amount of coverage and the date of submission of 
documents. The lower part is about export credits, and determines currency and 

commission value and its description, and account numbers appear in this part. 
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Figure 5-15 Others screen at %NB 
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The icons on the right hand side of the screen are used to input/display various details of' 

the contract. 

S: Settlement Details for the LC Contract 

V: Events that have happened and the corresponding Accounting Entries and Messages. 

The screen gives the details ofthe Events generated in the life cycle ofthe Contract. 

Accounting Entries / Messages can be viewed in the respective Events 

M: MIS Details of the LC Contract 

1: Commission Details of the LC Contract. The screen gives the details of the C'onimission 

applicable for the contract. 

N: Event wise charge Details of the LC Contract. The screen gives the details of the 
Charges applicable for the Contract. 

T: Tax Details for the LC Contract 
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C: Collateral Details for the LC Contract. The screen gives the details of Collateral taken 

for the contract. The screen has to be visited for applying the Collateral during new input 

and tör future amendments 
B: Contract Linkage Details for the LC Contract. It can link an LC contract to deposits and 

accounts and entire contract amount or a portion of it; it can be linked to any number of 

deposits or accounts or to both. Several LCs can be linked to the same deposit, provided 

sufficient funds are available in the deposit 

Linking Contracts to Deposits / Accounts 

The entire contract amount or a portion of it can be linked to any number of'deposits or 

account or to both. In addition, several LCs can be linked to the same deposit, provided 

sufficient funds are available in the deposit. 

Contract Modifications 

Contract Amendment can be done through the same screen as Contract Input. Adjustments 

to the contract can be made through the main screen with respect to an increase or a 
decrease, or an extension contract value. 
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Figure 5-16 FIex('ube System (%%ahda Bank) (Source: NN It documents) 
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A nostro account is "an account owned by the host bank and maintained with a bank (usually) overseas 
(M King, 2003) 
FRA is a Forward Rate Agreement 
OTC (Over-The-Counter) is a market for trading securities that are not listed on an organized stock 
exchange. 

5.6.1 Case 3: Alegmaa Alarabi Bank (AAB) 

5.6.1.1 Extent and Nature of AIS Investment at the AA13 

The current AIS in the bank was introduced in 2006. The hank used a local AIS called 

Alesteshary System, which was designed by Libyan company. This system was 

elementary, and the hank did not use advanced technology y in banking business. In 

addition, the bank had no networking linkage between branches and agencies. Thus 

customers could not conduct their banking transactions in any branch and agency 

regardless of where the account was located. I lowever, there was full computerisation of 

the accounting system in the hank, on the other hand, the AIS was mixed (computerised 

and manual) in some functions for example, the branches' budgets are collected manually 

and then prepare a consolidated budget at the level of hank by Microsoft Office Excel 

(interviewee 11, p. 293). According to the bank's balance sheet on 31/12/2009. the total 

value of programmes, systems and equipments was LYD 2,472 m (around £1,26Im on 
3 1/12/2009), which represents more than 3% of the fixed assets and about 0.7% of the 

total assets. In addition, the expenses of training were LYD 190,500 which was not related 
to training on the system. 

Table 5-53 The nature and attributes of AIS in the bank 

Age of Current AIS Ito 5 years 5 to 10 years Over 10 years 

Interviewees Number 5 
Designer of the system 

--- -- --- --- -- ----- 
Local designer 

----- 
Foreign designer Mixed 

Interviewees Number 5 -- 

Implemented technology Advanced Average Elementary 

Interviewees Number 
Computerisation of AIS Computerised Mixed Manual j 

Interviewees Number 2 3 1 

The bank does not compete at the cutting edge of innovation, and the AAB does not use 
IT as a competitive weapon. The bank still uses a basic technology in banking business. 
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However, the AAB views IT as a critical and essential investment area and the 

management are seeking to develop the system in the future (see Table 5-54). 

Table 5-54 AAB's use of IT 

Statement Yes No 
Competition at the cutting edge of innovation 5 
Use IT as a competitive weapon 5 
View IT as a critical and essential investment area 4 1 

The system provides the required information to all internal users and to all levels of the 

management in an easy and accessible way. In addition, the system provides financial 

statements for external users. However. operational reports on business transactions are 

manually prepared. On the other hand there was no top line information (EIS) or 

information for hoard members (DSS) (see Table 5-55). 

Table 5-55 Information generated by the accounting system 

Types of information Yes No 
Financial statement for external users 4 1 
Managerial reports for internal users 5 
Operational reports on business transactions 5 

Statistical reports 5 
Top line information (EIS) 5 
Information for board members (DSS) 5 

Table 5-56 shows that that the most important problems and obstacles that arose during 

the operation of AIS were; delay of obtaining information; the system did not cover some 
banking activities; lack of data quality; and some operating malfunctions. The participants 

ascribed these problems; to lack of training and up-skilling; limited capabilities of the 

system; there was no network linkage between branches and head office; and there was 

even no linkage between devices at the same branch. In addition, there was another 
important problem, which was the support and operation of the system, because it was not 

owned by the bank. 

Regarding the maintenance and support of the system, the system was maintained and 

supported by the company that designed the system. Moreover, all Libyan banks face the 

same problems, whereas these problems were related to the hank. However, these 

problems were specific to technical factors, and were related also to human element. 
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Table 5-56 The most important problems and obstacles 

Problems and AABI AAB2 AAB3 AAB4 AAB5 

Obstacles 
Kinds of the availability Support and Some Some failures in Delay of 

problems and of information, operation of operating the svstenm. it does obtaining 

obstacles and lack of data the system malfunctions not cover some information 

quality. banking activities. 
and the sN stem is 

rented 
I Maintenance Company which Company ('ompany which Company which C'ompam 

and support of designed the N%hich designed the designed the which 

the system stcm designed the system system designed the 
system system 

Reasons of theses Linkage between Support and Interruption of The system has Non-linkage 7i 

problems devices in the operation the communication limited hetvýeen 
branches and system capabilities. branches 

lack of training Lack of training 
and u -skillin g 

Exclusive to the The bank the hank All Libyan All Libyan banks 'I he hank 

bank or all banks 

Libyan bank 
Related to I Iuman and Technical Technical 'technical "Technical 
human or technical 

technical factors 

The system was simple and uncomplicated to use because it was not highly advanced, and 

the interface was in Arabic as shown in Table 5-57. 

'Fable 5-57 Ease and simplicity of use of the system 

Respondents Yes No Why 
AABI V Because it is not a highly advanced 
AAB2 Because it is basic and not highly de eloped 
AAB3 Because it is uncomplicated 
AAB4 Because it is simple and in Arabic 
AAB5 Because it is simple and uncomplicated 

With reference to the main business area of the bank that IT projects were being used for, 

Table 5-58 shows that most of the bank's business activities were covered by IT project 

except some area such as ATMs, Visa cards, mobile banking and linkage between the 

branches which the bank does not provide. However, only some bank's business activities, 

such as treasury and current accounts were covered, because there were no core banking 

and data centres, and a networking linkage between the branches was required 

(interviewee 12, p . 297). 
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Table 5-58 \lain banking business area 

Respondents Main areas of business 
AABI Most ofbank's activities except some area such as Al Ms. Visa carols, mobile banking and linkage 

between the branches. 
AAB2 Some bank's activities. 
AAB3 Most of currently bank's activities. 
AAB4 Most of hanks activities except some area such as ATMs, Visa cards, and there is not the linkage 

netssorkin g between the branches. 
AAB5 Some bank's activities such as treasury and current accounts activities. 

Table 5-59 shows users the information and how often they used it as follows, `managers 

in the bank' used the information most frequently (Rank 1), followed by 'hank's top 

executives/board members' (Rank 2). On the other hand, respondents said that 'tax 

department in the finance ministry' rarely used the information (Rank7). 

Table 5-59 Users of the information generated by the AIS 

Users Yes No 
Frequency of the rank 

Rank in total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 *Average Rank 

Managers in your bank 5 2 2 1 i t 
Bank top executives/Board members 5 1 2 2 2.2 2 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 5 1 1 I I 1 3.8 3 
Shareholders 4 1 1 l 1 1 4 1 
Governmental bodies 5 1 1 2 4.8 5 
Investors and creditors 4 1 2 1 1 5 6 
Tax department in the finance ministry 5 1 1 3 5.4 7 

*to rank the users, the trequenev of the rank was given weight as tollowmg - t, KxK/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number o( Respondents 

5.6.1.2 Investment in A[S, Business Processes and Business Performance at the AAB 

AIS investment in AAB was fairly effective and efficient with respect to current banking 

business. Table 5-60 shows that the important benefits that could be gained from the 

efficient deployment of the AIS were: providing required information, and ease to use. 

However, there were obstacles which kept the bank from being more effective in its use of 

the AIS, which can be summarised as follows: 

0 Delay of obtaining required information. 

0 Capabilities of the system are limited. 

0 There is no linkage network between branches. 

It is noted that all obstacles are the same as those mentioned in the first section, which 

arose during the operation of the AIS. 
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Regarding the assessment of the cost and benefits of the AIS, the AIS's benefits 

outweighed its cost, although the system needs to develop or change to obtain the benefits 

of AIS. With reference to the availability of the information. the system provides required 

information to internal users, but there was a delay in obtaining intormation. 

Table 5-60 Assessment of the effectiveness and the efficiency of the AIS 

Statement AABI AAB2 AAB3 AAB4 AABS 
The important It is not effecti%e and It is effective Ehe system is _ I girls I he system is not 
benefits that may efficient enough and efficient effecticc in eftccti%c and cil'ective and 
be gained from because it is terms of efficient s'ith efficient 
efficient easy to use providing respect to i 

deployment of and provides required current 
Ms. required information banking 

information business 
The obstacles that The system Networking the linkage Capabilities It is simple and 
keep AUS from capabilities are finite between between ofthe current does not keep 
being more to deal with huge branches branches system are pace with the 
effecti. e volume of data and it limited esolving banking 

does not provide 
required information 
to internal users in 
time 

Evaluate cost The cost of system is Spending for The benefits are Its cost is not Good compared 
/benefit of AIS high and needs to II is not greater than its high ssith its cost 

develop or change. enough to cost compared 
obtain the with its 
benefits of benefits 

AIS 
The availability of Available to internal Available to Available to all Available to Delay of 
information to all users internal users users all users obtaining 
users information 

Regarding the influence of investment in AIS on the bank's reputation in question 2, 

investment in AIS has a positive influence on the bank's reputation. this influence as 
follows; providing new and better services and thus increasing income and obtaining 

competitive advantage; providing quick and accurate information to management, 

investors and customers, and thus giving more confidence to the customers; and providing 

faster services and more convenience to managers to make a decision more accurately and 

on time (see Table 5-61). 

Table 5-61 Influence of investment in AIS on the bank's reputation 

Respondents Influences 
AAItI Providing better services and thus increasing income. 
A, tB2 Providing new services and saving customers' time through speedy accomplishment of 

transaction. 
--- AA 113 rovidin faster services and more convenience, hence obtaining a competitive advantage 

AA 114 Providing quick and accurate information to management. investors and customers, thus it gives 
more confidence to the customers of the bank. 

E AA135 Providing faster services and more convenience, and helping to provide information to decision 

maker on time 
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The current AlS is fairly effective in supporting managers especially in credit decisions. 

interviewee Il recommended that obtain good core banking, data base and linkage 

between branches, develop the system and participate of the NPS project, and use 

advanced IT (p. 292). On the other hand, the current system was not effective in supporting 

managers in decision-making and problem solving because there was a delay of obtaining 

information, and recommended to change the current system with other more developed 

(see Table 5-62). 

Table 5-62 Effectiveness of AIS in supporting managers in decision making and problem solving 

Respondents Effectiveness 
AABI It is fairly cffectiNe in supporting managers es ccially in credit area. 
AAB2 It is fairh_ effective in supporting managers especially in credit decisions. 
AAB3 The system is consumedlv etTectivc in supporting managers es ecialh_ in the credit decisions. 

A: l34 the current s> stem is good especially regarding to decisions of credit and investment. 
AAB5 It is not etlcctivc in supporting managers in decision-making and problem sol ing. because there 

is a delay of obtaining information. 

Because of the need to develop the ALS in response to the development and changes in the 

Libyan business environment, especially regarding the NIS project, the respondents were 

asked for their opinion regarding the need for further development. there was a significant 

need to develop the AIS and linkage networking between all bank branches and head 

office because there were some areas in the NPS project such as real time gross settlement 

system (RIGS) and automated clearing house (ACH) need obtaining more advanced 

system (see Table 5-63). 

Table 5-63 Needs to develop AIS 

Respondents Need to develop 
AAItI there is a significant need to develop AN 'I lie management is seeking to develop the system 

because there are some areas in the NPS project. which should be applied by the hank. 

AAß2 There is an urgent need to develop AIS 
AAß3 It is necessary to convoy this development through developing the system and networking between 

branches 
AAB. t 'T'here is a significant need to develop its IS in the bank and linkage networking between all hank 

branches 

AAB5 't 'here is an urgent need to elop AIS 

ALS has an essential role in competition through providing good, fast and comfort services 

to the customers because the customers need now the speed accomplish of' transaction 

regardless price of the service, thus the number of customer will be increased and the 

income will be increased as well. It also enables the bank to use new products and 
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improve existing services, and thus obtain competitive advantage among other banks and 

helping manager (see Table 5-64). 

Table 5-64 Role of AIS in gaining competitive advantage 

Respondents Role of IT 
AABI Providing good and comtört services, thus it leads to maintaining existing customer and obtaining 

new customers. It also enables the hank to use ne,, ̀ products and improving existing services 
AAB2 The customers need now the speed accomplish of transaction regardless price ot'the service, thus 

the number of customer will he increased and the income %%ill he increased as v% ell. 
AA63 It has a significant role in the competition, speed of transaction accomplishment and providing 

pood services to the customers 
AA B4 Saving time and effort facilitates accomplishment of t msactions. leads to obtain a new customers 

and investors, thus obtain a competitive advantage. 
AABS it enables the hank to obtain competitive advantage among other banks and helping manager in 

decision-making 

Currently, the level of AIS in the AAB was not enough to improve business performance 

because it did not meet the needs of external users such as customers and investors. The 

business performance could be improved by adopting developed AIS and investment in 

advanced technology. On the other hand the level of AIS system was sufficient in terms of 
the current banking, but in terms of customer services was not enough. Interviewee 15 

suggested that development and training workforce at the first and then obtain advanced 

system (p, 312) (see Table 6-65). 

Table 5-65 Role of AIS in improving business performance 

Role of IT 
Respondents Level of IT is sufficient to improve business If it is not sufficient, how can it be 

performance improved? 
A: U31 It is not sufficient to improve business I he business performance can be 

performance. because the bank cannot provide improýcd by adopting developed IT'. 

AAI32 
some banking activities. 
It is fairly sufficient to develop business It can he improved by' investment in 
performance. advanced technolo v. 

AA133 It is enough in terns of the current banking, but in Obtaining developed system. 
terms of customer services is not enough. 

AA134 It is not enough for developing the business It can be improved by adopting advanced 
performance, because it does not meet the needs of technology. 
external users such as customers and investors. 

AA 135 It is not enough for developing the business Uevclopment and training workforce and 
performance. then obtaini ad,, anced system. 

The effects of the upgrade in AIS infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 

activities in the AAB can be summarised as follows; improving business performance; 

increasing banking business accuracy and increasing business activities; Improving 
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existing services and introducing new and convenient services; and providing huge 

volume of information (see Table 5-66). 

Table 5-66 Effects of the upgrade in AIS infrastructure on structure of the workforce and activities 

Respondents Effects 

AAHI Increasing activities of business. 
AA132 Creating ne'N banking actin ities and im rov in g existing services. 
AA133 Improving business performance, increasing banking business accuracy and increasing business 

activities. 
AA134 ImproN ing existing serN ices and introducing new and convenient services, 
AAH5 It provides huge volume of int'ormation, enables the bank to expand by opining new branches, and 

provides new services and developing banking business. 

Regarding the impact of the upgrade of AIS infrastructure on banking transaction costs and 

the number of staff and branches, the banking transaction cost and number of staff 

decreased as a result of the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure. However, the upgrade of AIS 

infrastructure has an effect on the number of branches when availability of good core 

banking, data centre and good communication infrastructure (interviewee 12, p. 297). On 

the other hand, there was no impact on the number of branches. 

Table 5-67 shows that the most important factor that driving investment in IT in the bank 

was to increase and improve customer services' followed by `increasing internal 

efficiency and cut service prices/lower service costs'. In the third rank was an increase in 

the understanding of customer needs'. On the other hand, the last two factors were 
increasing efficiency of business transactions' and `create overall market growth' (create 

new demands) respectively. 

Table 5-67 Factors driving investments in AIS 

*to rank the (actors, the frequency of the rank was Risen weight as following ` FR xR/ RN, where FR- Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 
Factors Yes No X 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 *Average Rank 

Improve and increase customer services 5 4 1 1.4 1 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 5 2 2 1 3. t 2 
Increase internal efficiency 5 1 3 1 3.4 2 
Increase understanding of customer needs 5 1 I I I 1 4 t 
Market share growth (take from 

competition) 

3 2 1 I I } -- 

Defend current market share position 3 2 1 I 1 5 6 
Increase efficiency of business 

transactions 

5 1 1 1 2 5.8 7 

Create overall market growth (create new 
demands) 

5 2 1 2 6.4 8 
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The factors listed in the Table 5-68 that contribute to the success of' the bank's AIS. The 

first factor was `adequate funding', and in the second rank was the technical skills of IS 

staff members'. In the third rank was 'supportive bank management and users'. 

'Partnering with external service providers' was the last factor with eighth rank. 

Table 5-68 The factors contributing to the success of bank's AIS 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 

Contributors Yes No 1 2 3 q 5 6 7 8 *Average Rank 
Adequate funding l I 2 1 1 2 1 

Technical skills of IS staff members 5 2 1 I I 3 2 
Supportive bank management/users 5 I 2 2 3.6 3 

Alignment of IS and business strategies 5 1 2 2 4 4 
Provide quality and innovation services 
to the customer 

5 I I 1 I I 4.6 5 

Reduce cost and errors 5 2 1 1 1 5.8 6 
Customer service attitude towards ISs 5 I I 1 2 5.8 6 
Partnering with external service 
provider(s) 

3 2 I 2 6.3 8 

to rank the contributors, the frequency of the rank was given weight as tülIowing ?' FR xR/ RN, where t R= I requencv of the rank, 
R Rank and RN= number of Respondents 

The statements in the Table 5-69 below are the most important benefit of IT in the AAB. 

in the first rank was `giving the bank a competitive advantage'. The second rank was 

`providing a way for the bank to reduce costs'. There were two factors in the third rank. 

which were `playing an integral role in meeting customer requirements' and 'assisting and 

supporting the needs of bank's businesses'. In the sixth and last rank was 'enabling the 

bank to increase revenues'. 

Table 5-69 Benefits of IT 

Statements Yes No 
Frequency of the 

rank Rank in total 

-- -- 
1 2 3 4 

.5 
6 *Average 

----- 
Rank 

IT gives your bank competitive advantage 4 1 1 - 2 1 - 2.75 -------- 1 
IT provides a way for your bank to reduce 
costs 

5 I 2 I 1 2.8 2 

IT plays an integral role in meeting 
customer requirements 

5 1 1 1 2 3.6 3 

IT assists and supports the needs of your 
bank's business 

5 1 1 2 1 3.6 3 

IT is an important component and is aligned 
to your business strategy 

5 2 3 3.8 5 

IT enables your bank to increase revenues 5 1 1 1 1 1 4 6 
'to rank the statements, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: Y FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents 
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All the items listed in Table 5-70 available to implement, support and develop AISs, and 

rank of these items in terms of availability as follows, in the first rank was -providing 

enough funds for on-going investment in AIS', and the second rank was `providing 

technical tools to develop and support AlS', 'providing outside specialist experts when 

required' was the third rank, and in the fourth and last rank was 'providing skilled 

personal to implement and support the AIS'. 

Table 5-70 Items to implement, support and develop AISs 

Frequency of the 
Items \'es No rank Rank in total 

1 2 3 4 crage Rank 

Enough funds for on-going investment 4 1 3 1 1.25 1 
in AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support 5 1 2 2 2 2 
AIS 
Outside specialist experts when ä 2 3 2.6 3 
required 
Skilled personal to implement and 4 1 1 3 3.25 4 
support the AIS 

*to rank the items, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following ` I-K xK/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents 

All the benefits of IT banking services listed in the Table 5-71 are evident in the AAl3, 

and rank of the evident benefits as follows; 'IT banking services save their time' and 'IT 

banking services make their banking more convenient' in the first rank and the second 

rank respectively. `Provide accurate accounting information' and `easy to use IT banking 

services' were the third and fourth rank respectively. 'Provide privacy in their banking 

transaction in terms of the rank of respondents' was the fifth and last rank. 

Table 5-71 Benefits of IT banking services achieved 

Benefits Yes No 
Frequency of the rank 

Rank in total 
1 2 3 4 5 *Average Rank 

IT banking services save your time 5 2 1 2 2 1 
IT banking services make your 
banking more convenient 

5 1 3 1 2 2 

IT banking services provide 
accurate account information 

5 2 I I 1 2.8 3 

It is easy to use IT banking services 5 2 2 1 3.4 4 
IT banking services provide privacy in 
your banking transaction 

5 1 1 3 4.4 5 

*to rank the benefits, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following 2: FR xR/ RN, where PR= Frequency of the rank, R-- 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents 
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With respect to main business functions and IS profiling at the AAB, according to 

interviews that were conducted with relevant staff, bank documents and the researcher's 

observation, the AAB uses a local banking system in most of its business processes. This 

system has limited capacities, which keep the bank from being more competitive with 

other banks. There remain some semi-manual processes in the hank; for example the 

branches' budgets are collected manually and then consolidated for the hank as a whole in 

Excel spreadsheets. Overall, the Alesteshary package is little more than adequate in 

supporting some business functions, particularly in the running of the hank as a 

commercial entity (Figure 5-17). The system may need replacing or development in some 

business areas, such as customer IS, bills and collections, general ledger and retail loans. 

In addition, in some activities (HR Management and Financial Management) the system is 

manual and defective and needs replacing by other advanced systems. On the other hand, 

the bank uses the Swift system for foreign exchange activity and this system is currently 

sound and may not need replacing. 
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Retail Business 

Esteshary Customer A: Al Este: 
Retail Loans Information System -.. ý 

Branches Operations 

Clearing 
Excel Current and A: 

Time Deposit Saving Accounts 

r-- Personal records 
A: Al Esteshary and payroll Q" nn-, nl 

Notes: Al Esteshary is a local banking system and has limited capacities. G (Green) = indicates a 
system that is currently sound and may not need replacing. A (amber) = indicates a system that may 
need replacement. R (red) = indicates a system is defective and need replacing. 
Al Esteshary is a local Libyan company 

Corporate Business 

Esteshary General Ledger 

Corporate Loans Nostro Reconciliation 
(correspondents accounts 

itt Foreign Exchange 
A: Al Esteshary Bills and Collections 

Letters of Credit A: 
Letters of Guarantee 

A: Al Esteshary 
Personal records 
and payroll 

Notes: Al Esteshary is a local banking system and has limited capacities. G (Green) = indicates a 
system that is currently sound and may not need replacing. A (amber) = indicates a system that may 
need replacement. R (red) = indicates a system is defective and need replacing. 

Figure 5-17 Main Business Functions and IS profiling at the AAB 

(Based on methodology developed by Wynn et al, 2009) 
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5.6.1.3 The Importance of Training and Up-skilling the Workforce at the AAB 

The AAB's employees were trained during their operation to the system and the 

employees have not had any training regarding the system. In general, the employees were 

satisfied with the system because it was not developed enough and it was simple. 

I lowever, the senior management was not satisfied and needs more developed system to 

meet its requirement. Regarding assessment to the training and up-skilling of the 

workforce programmes and policies. majority of respondents were agreed that there were 

no training programs and up-skilling in IT see 'Fable (5-72). 

Table 5-72 Assessment of the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and policies 

Where were the employees Who trained Are the employees Assessment of 
Respondents trained? them? satisfied? programmes and policies 

During operation of the system Satisfied I here are no trainin,, 
program nie, 

AAB2 During operation of the system Satisfied There are no training 
FO grins 

AA113 During operation of the system Satisfied I here are no training 
rogramnms 

AA114 During operation of the system Satisfied It is not as must be 
AARS During operation of the system. Satisfied 'I here is no training oiv, 

As regards the role that employees play in improving the AIS, the employees have a role 

to improve the system by submitting their suggestions by suggestions form to the 

management for study and implementing these suggestions (see Table 5-3). 

Table 5-73 Employees' role in improving the AlS 

'I 

Respondents Role of employees 

_ 
AA, 131 'I hrough submit their suggestions to add or modil'ti some reports tar more details 
AAB2 There is suggestions form that are studied and applied after a royal of the management 
AAIt3 The employees submit their suggestions through proposals form to the management 
AA131 
RAUBS 

Throu! h submit their su estions to the management 
The employ employees submit their suggestion to the management by suggestions form 

he traininw and un-skillint of the workforce was essential to realise the henefits of AMC 

adequately and satisfactorily (see Table 5-74). 

Table 5-74 Need of training and up-skilling of the workforce 

Respondents Extent of need 
Very required Neutral Not re uired 

AAItI Very required 
AA112 Very important 

AA 133 Very required 
AA B4 Very important 
AA 11. Required 

There was a complete agreement among the respondents that skilled employee in IT is 

very important to improve business performance (see Table 5-75). Moreover, employee 
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skills levels can positively influence business performance through a speed of transaction 

accomplishment. The skilled employees in IT avoid a lot of problems during operation of 

inputting data. In addition, the employees' skills make tasks of supporter easer, and thus 

save effort and time, and improve business performance through a speed of transaction 

accomplishment, and they provide required information on time, these lead to decreasing 

of transaction cost. 

Table 5-75 Employees' skills in IT 

Respondents Help of employees' skills in IT 
AABI Fmploýecs' skills help to improve business performance through a , peed of transaction 

accomplishment. The skilled employees in II avoid a lot of problems during operation ofinputting 
data. 

AA62 Employees' skills are very helpful to improve business performance because it makes tasks of 
supporter easer, and thus saves effort and time, and improves business performance 

AA113 (here is positive relationship betvvicen employees' skills and business performance through their 
good using and dealing with the IS. 

AAB4 Employees' skills help to improve husiness performance and saves time and effort of employees in 
terms of raising seed, accuracy and efficiency 

AA135 Skilled employees help to improve business performance through a speed of transaction 
accomplishment, and they provide required information on time, these lead to decreasing of 
transaction cost. 

he impact on the delivery of the benefits of investing in I'1' has a positive iinnact on 1 

efficiency of employees and increasing a speed completion of' transactions. On the other 
hand, due to there were no training programmes regarding IT and there was no enough 

number of trainers in the bank, there were no effects of training and up-skilling the 

workforce on the delivery of the benefits of investing in IT in the bank. However, the 

current training and up-skilling suffice the current requirements, but it did not lead to 
development of banking business (see Table 5-76). 

Table 5-76 Effects of training and up-skilling of the workforce on the benefits delivery of investment 
in AUS 

Respondents -- ------- -- - --- Effects of training and up-skilling 

AABI Training and up-skilling ha, a INIsiIi\c impact on cllicicnc\ ufemph ccs and incICask np a spvcd 
completion of transactions 

AA132 there are no effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of the benefits of 
investing in IT in the bank 

AAB3 Training and up-skilling has a positive impact. where it leads to increasing efficiency of employees 
and im rovin business performance 

AA114 the training and u -skillin g has a positive impact on the delivery of some benefits of investing in IT 
AABS The current training and up-skilling suffice the current requirements, but it does not lead to 

development of bankin 
g business 

All the mentioned benefits in the Table 5-77 were delivered by the training and up-skilling 

of the workforce. Regarding the most important benefits, the majority respondents gave 
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'improve customer services' the first rank. There was a little difference between 'raise the 

capacity to deal with the growth in number of transactions' and 'reduce a number of 

errors', which were the second and third respectively. In the fourth rank was `improve 

competitive advantage of the Bank'. On the other hand, the less important benefits were 

`improve competitive advantage of the Bank' and 'reduce the number of employees of the 

hank' at the sixth and seventh rank respectively. 

Table 5-77 Benefits of the training and up-skilling of the workforce at AAB 

Benefits 1"es No 
Frequency of the rank 

Rank in total 
1 2 3 4 56 7 *Average Rank 

Improve customer services 5 '- 1 1 1 2.2 1 

Raise the capacity to deal with the growth 
in number of transactions 

5 I 1 2 I 2.6 2 

Reduce a number of errors 5 1 1 I 2 2.8 3 
Improve working conditions and 
competition 

4 I I 1 I 1 3.75 44 

Improve the accounting control in terms of 
accuracy and recording transactions 

4 1 1 1 I 

J 

4.5 5 

Imp rove competitive advantage of the Ban 4 1 2 21 555 6 

Reduce the number of employees 4 1 2 6.25 7 
to rank the benefits. the tieyuency of the rank was given weight as following c FR xR/ RN, where lR° Frequency of the rank, R= 

Rank and RN= number ut Re pondents 

5.7 Comparison between the three case studies 
The C: DB has a well developed AIS software package, and uses modern IT in much of the 

banking business - and was one of the pioneers in this regards in Libya. The CDB was the 

first bank in Libya to issue Visa cards, and use ATMs. points of sale, electronic banks and 

mobile banks. Compared with other Libyan banks, the CDB is advanced in its use of 

information technology. However, the use of this developed technology is still weak as a 

result of a lack training programs and shortage of skilled staff in IT as well as 

inefticiencies relating to the poor communication infrastructure in Libya. There are no 

clear policies or plans for training at a regional, national or corporate level and so training 

has little positive impact on the delivery of the benefits of investing in IT. The most 

important problems that the bank faces are related to human resources, where there are no 

specialists in technology in the field of accounting. Consequently, the management hires 

experts from outside the bank to support and maintain the system. In addition, a lack of a 

communications infrastructure in the state is one of the most important problems that face 

all Libyan banks. 
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In general. The WB has adopted and deployed a well developed AIS system in last few 

years, and this system covers all banking business functions. However, the hank now does 

not use all the capabilities of the system because it is in some regards too advanced and 

modern for the employees. The most important problems and obstacles that have arisen in 

the operation of FLEXC'UBE are shortfalls in the availability, accuracy and quality of 

information. These problems come from the incomplete installation of the new system in 

all branches and a lack of qualified and skilled staff to operate the system. Questionnaire 

respondents also highlighted the lack of communication infrastructure in the country as a 

whole. The C13L has encouraged Libyan banks to develop banking technology and service 

development through the NPS strategy to enable them to compete with foreign banks, to 

provide the same services at the same service level. Despite the problems discussed above, 

this has enabled the hank to some extent to use new products, keep up with the 

competition, maintain existing customers, obtain new customers and develop its services, 

but clearly, there remains considerable scope to improve in these regards.. 

The AIS that is used in the AAB is basic and not effective and efficient enough and there 

is a significant need to develop the AIS and linkage networking between all bank branches 

in response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment, and to 

improve business performance. Due to the system having limited capabilities, sometimes 

there are failures in the system, which cause confusion in the banking, and it does not 

cover some banking activities. Another problem is that the system is rented, and is not the 

property of the hank, therefore, the hank depends on the company that designed the 

system in terms of support and maintenance the system. In addition. there are not any 

training programmes in the bank regarding information technology. The continued 

training and up-skilling is a significant need to realise the benefits of AIS adequately and 

satisfactorily. Nevertheless, AAI3 management view IT as a critical and essential 
investment area and are seeking to develop the system in the future. Despite its limited 

functionality, the system is relatively user friendly and accessible for internal users, and 

provides financial statements for external users. However, operational reports on business 

transactions are manually prepared. There was no top line executive infiormation (LIS) für 

senior managers or board members. 
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Chapter 6: Cases Study Analysis 

6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 5 presented the data gathered from this study. In turn this chapter will summarise 

the overview and findings of the current study by representing the background of the 

current research, a summary of its objectives, and a discussion of the findings with respect 

to the developed theoretical framework. 

Specifically, the chapter contains the following parts: 

" Analysis of the main findings and recommendations; 

" Conclusions regarding the research questions; 

" Main research contributions to knowledge; 

" Research study limitations; and future research; 

" Conclusion regarding the research aim. 

The findings of this thesis indicate that in general, the investment in IT in the banking 

business in Libya is very important and essential to benefit from advantages of IT, 

especially after allowing to foreign banks to open branches in Libya and increasing a 

competition among Libyan banks to provide modem and developed services to customers. 

Therefore there is a general trend among Libyan banks towards utilisation of modem 

technology in their business, because it also it plays an important role in economic 
development, and skilled training is an essential element to obtain the benefits of this 
investment. 

6.2 AIS Investment in Libyan Commercial Banks 
In Libyan commercial banks, IT investment is still in its infancy compared with most 
developed countries. However, in the last few years there has been, and still is, a 
significant concern need by Libyan banks to invest in IT, This especially after opening the 
doors to foreign banks to invest in Libyan banks and open their branches in Libya as well 
as some private Libyan banks adopting advanced systems in banking business. Thus the 

competition has arisen among the banks to achieve a bigger share in the Libyan banking 
business through providing the latest and easier to use services towards the customers by 

using developed IT. In the context of the Central Bank of Libya (CBL) there is a trend 
towards increasing the benefits of the large developments of information technologies and 
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improving the banking activity environment. The Central Bank of Libya and five of the 

largest public commercial banks in Libya jointly started implementing an ambitious 

program for technological developments in the area of IT in the National Payment System. 

This program was preceded by approving a plan, set by a committee of experts in the 

banking activities. This plan's objective is to formulate a strategy that ensures efficiency, 

effectiveness and safety for the developments of a national payment system to contribute 

to the development of financial and other economic sectors. To execute this project, 

contracts with international companies were concluded. (See Chapter 2 for more details). 

The main findings of this research related to AIS investment in Libyan banks, include the 

following: 

" Prior 2004, there was a lack of developed IT in Libyan banks. However, recently there 

is a general trend of the Libyan banks toward investment in advanced IT with 

consequent benefits; this trend is in the public and private banks equally except some 

small private banks such as the AAB, which have not benefited from such increase in 
investment. 

" As regards Nolan's model, The WB has probably made most progress, advancing from 

a position of having no centrally maintained information systems in 2007 to an 
integrated Oracle based package (FLEXCUBE and Oracle HR/Payroll) in 2010. -This 
has been driven by the CBL and the implementation process has been similar in some 

regards to the installation of a standard ERP package in a large national or multi- 

national corporation. This should provide a sound technological platform for future 

growth and a key challenge will now be to utilise the software more effectively. At the 
CDB, the MISYS AIS has been implemented effectively to support some processes, but 

others remain manual or semi-automated. " These areas include customer management, 
human resource management and loans management. In 2004, the CDB was arguably 

ahead of the WB, but in 2011, ' the bank is still struggling to achieve integration of the 
mix of technologies that support its key process functions, although some centralised 

control and strategy' is now in place. The AAB has moved from a position of having 

largely manual or semi-manual functions in 2006 to a position where at least there is 

control over technology utilisation, with the Alesteshary AIS providing adequate 
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support for some functions, but with many others remaining manual or poorly 

supported (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6-1 Progression of the three banks against Nolan's model 

" According to documents of the CDB dated 31/12/2009, the total cost of investment in 

IT was LYD 4.437m. This figure involves banking system (MISYS system), 

secondary systems such as mobile banking, Microsoft programmes and network 
linkage. This investment represents about 8.8% of the bank's total invested capital. On 

the other hand, the total cost of investment in IT in the WB was LYD 6.795 m. This 
figure involves supply, installation and support of banking systems (FLEXCUBE 

system), supply and installation of secondary systems such as RTGS, ACP, ATM, 
POS, CMS, and Computers. This investment represented about 6.3% of invested 

capital (see Table 6.1). 

Moreover, in the Commerce and Development Bank, the rate of return on equity (ROE) 
in 2007,2008 and 2009 was 14%, 21% and 16% respectively. Comparatively, with the 
WB in 2007,2008 and 2009 the ROE was 14%, 12% and 18% respectively (see Table 
6-2). The amount of net income returned as a percentage of shareholders equity. Return 

on equity measures a corporation's profitability by revealing how much profit a 
company generates with the money shareholders have invested. ROE is expressed as a 
percentage and calculated as: Return on Equity = Net Income/Shareholder's Equity 
These ratios support the views of respondents from CDB that there is a large 
investment in the IT area compared with Wahda bank, based on the ratio of investment 
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in technology to the bank capital as mentioned above. Owing to the fact that the bank 

works among banks that have greater capital and have more banking experience, the 

bank views IT as a critical and essential investment area. The bank also keeps pace 

with new development in the area of IT and tries to apply them to Libya; therefore the 

bank is distinguished from other banks in this area. 

Table 6-1 Ratio of Investment in IT to the Capital in CDB and WB (2009) 

Banks : Investment in IT 
MLYD 

Invested Capital 
MLYD 

Ratio of Investment' 
in IT to the Capital 

CDB 4.437 50 8.8% 
'' WB'. 6.795 108 6.3% 

Source; CDB and WB annual reports of 2009 and documents 

Table 6-2 Return on Equity (ROE) in CDB and WB 

Banks-, Net Income (MLYD) Shareholders' Equity 
(MLYD) 

ROE 
,% 

Years 2007 2008 2009 2007 2008 2009 2007 2008 2009 
CDB 10.572 20.152 15.583 75.896 95.263 100.141 14% 21% 16% 
WB 31.738 29.491 48.674 226.119 245.059 273.089 14% 12% 18% 

Source; CDB and WB annual reports of 2008 and 2009 

" The Central Bank of Libya (CBL) and the commercial banks jointly started 
implementing an ambitious program for technological developments in the area of IT in 

the National Payment System and use an advanced banking system, which is called the 
FLEXCUBE Banking System, which was designed by a global foreign company. 
However, the CDB (private bank) has used a global AIS that is called MISYS, which 

was also designed by a global foreign company' (the UK). According to most 

respondents' answers, all systems are easy and simple to use with training. Moreover, 

in these banks most of banking business activities have been covered by IT projects by 

obtaining developed ISs. 

" Due to the use of advanced banking systems in Libyan banks in its infancy and as these 

systems are very complex and very developed and need qualified and skilled staff, the 
banks now do not use all their capacities and do not benefit from these systems in a 
satisfactory manner and adequate. 
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" Some of private banks such Commerce and Development Bank; there is a large 

investment in the IT area. Owing to the fact that the bank works among banks that have 

greater capital and have more banking experience, the bank competes at the cutting 

edge of innovation use IT as a competitive weapon, and view IT as a critical and 

essential investment area; therefore the bank is distinguished from other banks in this 

area, and has a good reputation among Libyan costumers as results of IT investment. 

Porter and Millar (1985) have observed that the IT is influencing the competition 

through creating competitive advantage by giving companies new ways to outperform 
their rivals by lowering costs. The CDB was the first bank in Libya to issue a Visa 

cards, and use ATMs, points of sale, electronic banks and mobile banks. On the other 
hand, the public banks that compete at the cutting edge of innovation, view IT as a 

critical and essential investment area because the investment in IT in the banks as 

requirements of the NPS project, which is imposed and sponsored by Libyan Central 

Bank and the bank's management did not have a decision to invest in this project. 

" According to Romney and Steinbart (2003) AISs (AIS) provide valuable information to 

a range of external users and internal users of accounting data. Cushing and Romney 

(1987) also stated that the main role of AIS stems from providing required information 

to users outside an organisation such as, current and prospective investors, creditors 

and governmental bodies, and the six major external interest groups that receive 
information from the business organisations are customers, suppliers, stockholders, 

employees, lenders, and government. This study found that in all Libyan banks, AISs 

provide required information to all internal and external users and to all levels of the 

management. However, generally, the provision of executive and decision support 
information is limited. In addition, in three cases the most frequent users of information 

were top executives/board members, shareholders, governmental bodies and tax 
department in the finance ministry respectively. In the CDB, a result of linkage 

network between the head office and all branches, the system provides required 
information to all levels of management in an easy and accessible way. Board members 
every day receive reports of the financial situation and daily activities of the bank and 
its branches. 
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" All Libyan banks face the same problems during the operation of the AIS, which are; 
Lack of qualified and skilled staff; lack of culture of customers to use technological 

services because there is no good services marketing; lack of training and up-skilling of 
the workforce; and lack of communications infrastructure in the country. The banks 

cope with this problem by hiring experts from outside the bank because there are no IT 

specialists in the banks and there is a lack of training on the system. 

6.3 Business Process Change and Business Performance Improvement 
The findings showed that the banks that use developed global systems have efficient and 
effective systems, compared with the banks that use local systems. For example, by using 

packaged software like MISYS and FLEXCUBE, managers can identify all business 

processes that are carried out by branches at any time and get a report about all their 

activities during the day. With the old systems, this process was not possible and needed 

the time and effort of more than one staff member to be manually collected and prepared, 

which affected cost, accuracy, validity and timeline of the information. In addition, there 

is a possibility to link and deal with other systems such as mobile bank and the SWIFT 

system. There are main important benefits gained from efficient deployment of AIS. For 

example, accurate information is available on time and easily accessed by all internal 

users and important information to external users is available in time, time and effort are 

saved, information can be provided to the management for decision-making easily and 

accurately, the quality of data is ensured, it can accommodate any new activities, and it 

can improve bank performance. In addition, the majority of respondents agreed that the 

AIS's benefits outweigh its cost, and there is substantial saving through the use of IT, 

especially in the long term. Laudon and Laudon (2005) indicated to some of these benefits 

where stated that use ISs to services at a lower price than competitors while enhancing 
level of service, and use ISs also provide new products and services, and significant 

change the customer convenience in using existing products and services. 

On'the other hand, there are main obstacles that keep the banks from being more effective 
in its use of AIS which are, there is lack of staffs efficiency, there is a lack of training and 

up-skilling of the staff, there is a lack of appropriate culture amongst customers to use 
technological services because there is no good service marketing, and in the banks that 

adopted the NPS project, there are delays in data entry and lack of communications. 
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The key general findings of this thesis are described in the following section. 

" Investment in IT has five main positive influences on Libyan banks' reputation. These 

influences consist of increasing bank customer numbers and income; increasing speed 

of completion of transactions; helping banks to achieve their goals; creating new 

services and improving extant services; and obtaining a good reputation, which 

strengthens bank competitiveness. 

" Due to the fact that linkage between the branches has not yet been completed in most 
Libyan banks, the current AISs are not very effective in supporting managers in 

decision-making and problem-solving. In addition, because the deployment of 

advanced systems is still in its infancy in Libyan banks in general, the new systems 
have not yet been used in all branches and the banks now do not use all their capacity. 
This might lead to delays in the preparation of information needed for right decision 

making on time. 

0 Some Libyan private banks need to change their current systems to make them more 
developed to support management in decision-making and problem-solving. Some 

Libyan private banks have developed their systems and obtained advanced systems 
(such as the CDB). On the other hand, some banks (such as the AAB) have a 

significant need to develop their systems in response to development and changes in 

the Libyan business environment. However, most Libyan banks have changed their 

systems in line with this development and they are also one of the participants of the 
NPS project (such as Wahda Bank). 

0 There is considerable interest among Libyan banks in the area of investment in IT 
due to its important role in competition both between Libyan banks and between 
Libyan banks and foreign banks. In addition, due to the openness to competition of 
the Libyan banks from foreign banks, the Central Bank of Libya led Libyan banks to 
develop banking technology and service development; therefore it adopted the NPS 

strategy to enable Libyan banks to compete with foreign banks to provide the same 
services at the same level. Moreover, most services are similar in all Libyan banks but 
IT makes a difference in the means of providing these services. This leads to 
increasing customer numbers and maintaining existing customers, providing new and 
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fast services with less effort and cost, and thereby increasing the bank's revenues. 

Thus these will give a competitive advantage to the bank. Laudon and Laudon (2005) 

believed that, through reducing costs of obtaining and analysing information, IT 

allows organisations to reduce agency costs, because the supervision of a greater 

number of employees becomes easier for management. As a result of reducing the 

number of employees, IT allows organisation to increase revenues. 

In general, the deployment of AISs in Libyan banks could have greater impact on 
improving business performance through the following: completion of networking 
linkage between branches in some of the Libyan banks; good training and up-skilling 

of employees; reaping the benefits of knowledge experience of advanced foreign 

banks in this area; and the development of the communications infrastructure. IT has 

a significant role in` improving business performance in Libyan banks. It has 

simplified and reduced procedures; it has reduced costs and time; it has provided 

accurate and timely; required information; it has supported decision-making and 

problem solving; it has provided new services and improved existent services; it has 

improved the speed and accuracy of transactions. Lloyd-Walker and Cheung (1998) 

pointed out' that in the banking industry, IT can help the providing of superior 

customer services by providing a fast, accurate and reliable service. 

An analysis of some respondents' views revealed that some managers do not make 
appropriate use of. the information and data that has been provided by advanced 

systems. This may be due to the massive development of these systems compared 
with the abilities and qualifications of managers, who are non-accustomed to dealing 

with the vast amount of information produced by these systems. 

" The upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure in Libyan banks has led to the following; 

reducing time of transactions accomplishment through a decrease in the number of 
procedures; providing new banking products and activities where there is now ä 

possibility to link and deal with another systems for providing new services such as 
Swift system and mobile banking system , supporting security of system; saving time 

and effort because there are some business do not need significant effort or number of 

staff, such as preparing of daily activities report about the branches, it just needs one 

staff and push of a button; helping managers to assess performance of the employees; 
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increasing banking business accuracy and increasing business activities; and 
improving and developing quality of banking services, thus improving employees' 

performance and banking business performance because most business is done by 

developed technology and not dependent on the human element, thus led to reduction 

the number of staff and cost of transactions in some business in most Libyan banks 

such as number of cashiers have been reduced after use of ATMs from 4 or 5 to I or 2 

cashiers at each branch. This result corresponds with Holden and El-Bannany (2004) 

which concluded that ATMs have a positive effect on bank profitability by for 

example, reducing labour and transactions costs, and there are several studies that 

conclude that investment in ATMs leads to a reduction in banking transaction costs, 

and the number of staff and branches. However, the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure in 

most Libyan banks has had no impact on the number of branches which depends on a 

separate feasibility study. 

" The most important factors driving investment in IT in Libyan banks are: increasing 

and improving customer services, increasing internal efficiency, cutting service prices 

and lowering service costs, and increasing understanding of customer needs. These 

factors correspond with Porter and Millar in their study (1985) that banks are tending 

to use IT to improve the quality of their services, increase efficiency and customer 
satisfaction, and offer wider choices with lower costs to the customer. In other words, 
banks are using IT for competitive advantage. It can be observed that these factors are 
more related to customer services, thus obtaining a competitive advantage through 

providing good services at lowest prices and less time. Turner (1994) also stated that 
the electronic systems of transferring money and accounting information result in 

more efficiency, less mistakes, better control, a reduction of managerial costs to the 

minimum and the achievement of efficiency in accounting and rapid modernisation of 
accounting records. 

" Major contributory factors to the success of IT in Libyan banks are technical skills 
of IS staff members, and supportive bank management and users. On the other hand, a 
less significant contributory factor is partnering with external service providers, which 
shows that there is a lack of relationships with advanced foreign banks or IT experts 
in this area. 
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" The most important benefits of IT to Libyan banks are. it gives the bank a 

competitive advantage; it enables the hank to increase revenues: it provides a way for 

the bank to reduce costs; it saves time. It enables AIS to provide more accurate 

information; it makes banking services more easy and convenient. Porter and Millar 

(1985) have confirmed that customers usually look For more convenient ways of 

dealing with their companies. while companies look tier innovative and effective 

methods to reach their customers. In resorting, to IT. these benefits are tangible in 

Libya, and the fact that the CDB was the first hank to invest in It in Libya, gave the 

bank a good reputation and a competitive advantage among other banks, which 

reflected positively on the growth of the bank and increased the number of clients and 

the spread of its branches in Libya in a very short period. 

" Libyan banks provide enough funds for on-going investment in AIS, and technical 

tools to develop and support AIS. However, in Libyan banks, there is a lack in 

providing outside specialist experts when required and providing skilled personnel to 

implement and support the AIS. 

Owing to the CDß was the first bank in Libya to invest in developed IT related to 

banking business, for example, the issue of Visa card, and use of A"I'Ms, point of sale, 

electronic banking and mobile banking. The following discussion will focus on the 

improvement of banking processes in the Commerce and Development Bank. This 

improvement is represented in the following developments. 

" Customer deposits in the form of current debtor accounts in Libyan Dinars and 

foreign currencies for individuals and organisations on 31/12/2009 amounted to 

1,784,231,322 LYD, an increase of' 419,369,728 LYD over the year ended on 
31/12/2008, which totalled 1,364,173,861LYD, at a rate of increase of 31%. 

" Number of accounts on 31/12/2008 amounted to 127,573 accounts, an increase of 
9,373 accounts over the year ended on 31/12/2007, which totalled 118,200 accounts, 

at a rate of increase of 10%. 

" In 2009 increased demand by customers for conducting money transfers through 

Western Union, using 28 branches and agencies, an increase of 5 more retail outlets 

over 2007. This service is now available in all the Bank's branches and agencies for 
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the first time. The money transfers service reached 482319 transfers, realising a return 

of 6,404,756 LYD, compared to 1.764,700 LYD and 4,224.463 LYD in 2007 and 

2008 respectively, an increase of 2,459,762 LYD in 2008 and 2,180,293 in 2009, an 

increase of 129% and 52% respectively as a result of these operations up to 

; 1/12/2008. 

. the follo\\ing is an illustration indicating outward and inward money transfers 

through Western Union for money transfers in 2009 in comparison to 2007and 2008: 

Table 6-3 \loney transfers through Nestern Union in 2007,2008 and 2009 (CUB) 

Item 2007 2008 2009 Variation Variation 

rate rate 
(2008) (2009) 

Outward Transfers 86693 218614 395816 152 % 81% 
No. 

Inward Transfers 26240 60368 86503 130 % 43% 
No. 

Total no. of 112933 278982 482319 147% 73% 
Transfers 

Outward Transfers 62,542,284 154,624,095 273,541,375 147% 77% 
Value (LYD) 

Inward Transfers 23,580,622 54,224,611 60,1 16,370 130% 11% 
Value(LYD) 

Source: C'IJU annual reports of zuus ana Guu 

" Connectivity of all Bank branches and agencies has been completed through fibre 

optic network on 1/7/2008. This feature enabled the bank's customers to conduct their 

banking transactions in any branch or agency regardless of where the account is 

located. The completion of connectivity makes the Bank of Commerce and 

Development the first Libyan hank to connect all its branches and agencies with a 

single banking system through fibre optic network and satellite connectivity. 

The SWIFT system hardware and software have been modernised and developed by 

introducing automation in the execution of transfers through this system, by 

connecting all branches and agencies to the system's central location. Data is entered 

and financial transactions are conducted in the branch, then they are transferred to the 

central location at Head Office to execute the transfer. This method has saved a great 
deal of time, and reduced the expenses of stationary and communications. 
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" The Bank's own Intranet project was launched and connected to MISYS System. 

The purpose of Intranet is to raise employees' competency and facilitate the banking 

business. 

" The bank started using the intranet connected to the MISYS Banking System 

enabling its users to obtain reports and data on the bank's customer accounts. 

" The Bank continued to issue various types oFelectronic cards (VISA Gold - VISA 

Electron -VISA internet - Tourist VISA). Kante local card. The number of issued 

cards of various types as at 31/12/2009 reached 35249 compared to 10344 for 2008, a 

rate of increase of (240%). 

" The number of ATM's and POS machines was increased all over Libya. The number 

of Automatic Teller Machines distributed around the Bank's branches and agencies, 

hotels, commercial centres and airports reached 60 in 2009, compared to 48 in 2008, 

an increase of (25%). 

" Among the differentiated services provided by the Bank to customers were, Mobile 

Banking Service subscribers rose to 43138 subscribers at the end of the 2009, 

compared to 13391 in 2008, a difference of 29747 subscribers and a rate of increase 

of 222 %. The number of electronic Banking users rose to 2576 users compared to 

1386 in 2008, a difference of 1 190 users and a rate of increase of 86 %. 

" Preparation of the SWIFT was completed enabling the SWIFT Section to post 

inward foreign transfer directly and automatically to customer accounts and inform 

branches and agencies accordingly. This is a solution to the delay in posting inward 

transfers using regular mail. 

Regarding process change engendered by new AIS. Zuboft`s concepts of automate- 

infomate-transfomate (Zuboff, 1984) can be used in combination with elements of the 

CPIT model to allow top-level process models to he worked up for each bank providing 

a new X-Y axis for analysis (Figure 6-2). In this context, 'automate' signifies the basic 

use of computer systems to support a process; 'infomate' implies that the information 

system is being used to generate management and operational information to advance 

process improvement; and `transfomate' means the deployment of the information 

system has had a major change on the business process leading to a degree of 
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transformation. These are to some extent subjective assessments, but backed up by 

observations and illustrations and questionnaire feedback. 

The CDE3 has benefited from several years of bedding in the MISYS system in some key 

process areas, but other processes remain unsupported by modern technology. I lowever, 

other advanced technologies are deployed, particularly for communications, including 

the Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system for local letters of credit and SWIFT for 

external letters of credit. These systems do not need replacing, but there is a need for 

more training and up-skilling of the workforce to enhance the benefits of these systems. 

Some business processes and banking activities, such as corporate and retail loans and 
human resources. remain largely manual, and need development. In addition, there are 

activities which use basic software such as Excel in some business processes, such as 

time deposit and clearing, and these systems may need replacing by other more advanced 

software. 

Automate 

Business process 1 

Business process 2 

Informate I Transformate 

Business process 31 

Business process 4 

Business process 6 

Business process 6 

Figure 6-2 The ('PIT/Zuboff model used for process analysis (A-l-T) 
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Automate Informate 

-------------------------- No customer database Customer information S 
or CRM system 

relationship managemen t 

Excel spreadsheets Loans 
support loans Management 
management 

Misys modules provide System generated Accounts 
automated accounts summary reports 

Management 
management available for managers 

and opal. tives 
Mist's ledgers support Bank Financial Comprehensive 
both retail and Management reports on bank 
corporate business 

activities available 

People Management - - 
/ Personnel records still 

throughout the day 
v 

(HR/Payroll) manual Excel 
spreadsheet for Payroll 

&i i 
Reports from SWIFT 

l SWIFT and RTGS used, ona nternat National and RTGS for foreign exchange 
communications transfers, letters of credt 

and bills and collection 

Commerce and Development Bank 2011 

T ra nsformate 

Improved communications 

Access to account 
information for customers for 
limited services such a;, -, 
providing online customer's 
hank staternent for a one 
your period directly from the 
t, nnking systern 

ATMs. Visa card, mobile bank 
Customers can conduct their 
banking transactions in any 
bank branch and agency 
through network linkage 

Figure 6-3 Commerce and Development Bank 2010: Process Map - AlT assessment 

For the CDB, this checkered progress is evidenced in the process analysis chart using 

Zuboff's Automate-Infomate-Transfomate concepts (Figure 6-3). Although the MISYS 

AlS implementation has been limited in scope, it has been accompanied by a very 

significant development in inter-branch communications, implementation of point of sale 

technologies and some on-line access to account information. Thus, although there is no in 

house CRM system, the combination of the deployment of the MISYS accounts 

management module and communications infrastructure development has produced a 

radical improvement in customer services. 

Looking at a similar process chart for the WB (Figure 6.4), a different picture emerges. 
Supported by the CBL, the WB has implemented the FLEXCUBE package more broadly 

across its main processes, complemented by the Oracle HIR/Payroll package. This has 

provided the basic automation of the bank's main processes, but progress beyond simple 

computerisation has been limited. The lack of training and systems expertise has meant 

that the exploitation of the system for management and operational reports has been slow, 

and there is currently no top line information for senior managers and Board members 

available from the system. The incomplete installation of the system in the branch network 
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and communication problems between banks has also held back improvements in 

customer service. 

Automate I Informate Transformate 

Customer Information & FLEXCUBE provides Creports from Customer ustom 
relationship management 

customer database 
accessed by staff 

FLEXCUBE system 

FLEXCUBE used for 

Loans operation of short and 
Management longterm loans and 

credit facilities 

FLEXCUBE used for System generated 
Accounts 

automated accounts summary reports 
Management 

management available for managen 
and operatives 

Bank Financial 
FLEXCUBE used for Limited reporting 

Management retail and corporate function at present business management More training 

People Management Oracle HR package used required.... 
for personnel records and Oracle HR package 

(HWPayroll) 
payroll provides summary rep 

and analysis on bank 
incomplete installation of National & international personnel 

communications 
the new system in all 
branches and networki ý 
between branches l 

Wahda Bank 2011 

ATMs linked to individual 
accounts in some 
branches. Visa cards and 
mobile bank available 

Figure 6-4 Wahda Bank 2010: Process Map - All' assessment 

The process chart for the AAB indicates the basic automation of some processes, but the 

provision of management and operational information lags behind the other two banks 

(Figure 6-5). This is partly because of the limitations of the Al Esteshary ALS and also 

partly because of the lack of appropriate training for staff. 

These changes are illustrated by more detailed examples of process change below. 
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Automate I Informate 

Customer information & 
Basic customer 

ti h ld f t Al on e in in orma ion 
management 

a 
Esteshary package or.. 

Loans Loans and clearing 

Management supported by Al 
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and spreadsheets 

Al E t h k 
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s es ary pac age Accounts summeryreports 
Management supports account available for manager 

management and operatives 
Bank Financial 

General Ledger in Al "J Very limited reporting 
Manag Management 

Esteshary package but 
g on bank operations also manual reconciliatio 

People Management Personnel records still 
manual Excel spr adshe / ll Payro ) (HR 
support s Payroll 

SWIFT used for foreign 
ti l R f IFT S ona National & interna 

exchange transactions rom eports W 
communications 

Alegmaa Alarabi Bank 2011 

Transformata 

Figure 6-5 Alegmaa Alarahi Bank 2010: Process Map- All' assessment 

6.4 Training and Up-skilling of the Workforce to support Benefits delivery 
The findings of this thesis, related to training and up-skilling of the workforce in Libyan 

banks and their importance in delivering the investment benefits, show that in Libyan 

banks, there is a lack of qualified, efficient and skilled staft'because the available ISs need 

high skills and training in terms of operation and security for utilising the capabilities of 

the systems. Moreover, there are no clear policies or plans in place for training and up- 

skilling related to ISs. In the CDI3 there are internal training courses that are organised by 

the management of IT, and there are also courses undertaken by the VISA Company. In 

the WB there are many training programs, but they are random and ill-considered and 
there are training programmes with the central bank of Libya. In addition, all Wahda 

bank's employees have had computer courses. In the AAB. there are no training 

programmes in the hank regarding IT and the training is done during the operation process 

of the system. Table 6-4 shows the training programmes that were organised by the 
Central Bank of Libya, regarding the three banks through 2006.2007 and 2008. The 

percentage of trainees was represented in 2008 and about 33% of W13 employees' number, 
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3% of AAB employees' number, and 0% of the CDB employees' number. In 2007,78 

trainees from the W13 had received training courses abroad. 

Table 6-4 Trainees number who participated in CDBL training programmes 

Banks Wahda Bank Commerce and 
development bank 

Alegmaa Alarabi Bank 

Programmes 2006 2007 2008 2006 2007 2008 2006 2007 2008 
Seminars 34 42 88 

Specialised courses 100 295 481 2 9 
Events 16 20 37 

Computer courses 17 65 99 

English courses 70 430 311 7 5 

Total 237 852 1018 7 7 9 

Source: (UL annual reports of 2UU / antl 2UU8 

On the other hand, in the CD13 emphasis was placed on local training due to its lower cost, 

and benefiting a larger number of hank employees by holding these courses in the Bank's 

Training Centres in both Benghazi and Tripoli. During 2009,306 employees participated 

in local courses. compared with 165 and 283 in 2007 and 2008 respectively, a rate of 
increase of 72% and 8% in 2008 and 2009 respectively. The following Table 6-5 indicates 

the local training courses and their subjects: 

Table 6-5 Local training courses at the ('UB (2007,2008 and 2009) 

Training T e 
Number of trainees 

yp 2007 2008 2009 
Banking 101 5; 214 

Computers 6 59 64 
English 21 10 12 

SWIFT 4 4 4 

Electronic Payment 

systems 
32 153 9 

Seminars and conferences 1 4 3 

Total 165 283 300 

Employee total number 677 693 - 787 
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The percentage of trainees represented in 2009 was about 39% of the CDB employees' in 

2009, compared with 24% and 41% in 2007 and 2008 respectively. Regarding training 

abroad, the bank participated in a number of courses, seminars and conferences abroad by 

17 delegates, compared with 7 in 2007. 

As a result, lack of training and up-skilling will be an obstacle in delivering the IT 

investment in Libyan banks. Libyan banks must allocate enough funds and make clear 

plans for training and up-skilling of the workforce. In the CDB and Wahda Bank, there 

was same strategy for training on the new systems which is training of trainers, where the 

employees have been trained by the trainers inside the bank, and the trainers were trained 

outside the bank by the companies that designed the systems (MISYS, FLEXCUBE). 

The main results include the following: 

" There is a lack of training and up-skilling in IT in terms of number and quality of 
training programmes; gaining advantage from training programmes is still inadequate, 

because there are no good nominations to the employees for the courses training and 

some employees not being qualified. In addition, due to there being no policies and 

plans for training and up-skilling of the workforce, the impacts of the training and up- 
skilling are not as significant as they could be. 

" In most Libyan banks, there are no training programmes regarding ISs. Employees 

have been trained on the new systems during the operation of the system inside the 
bank and they have not had any training outside the bank. However, recently training 

management posts have been established in some Libyan banks. In addition, external 

training through advanced foreign banks in this area is required to improve employees' 

performance and banking business performance. 

"A major challenge to the selected Libyan banks is the lack of human resources in terms 

of available staff in administrating and operating the developed accounting systems and 
effectively utilising the applications. Computerised-accounting system functions 

involve the application of specialised accountants obtaining knowledge and skills in 

using and developing computer systems (Cushing and Romney, 1987). The recruitment 

of accountants having this knowledge and skills is essential for the successful design, 
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implementation, maintenance and operation of developed accounting systems. Libyan 

banks are, in general, affected by the shortage of qualified local IT professionals. 

. Most employees in Libyan banks are satisfied with the new systems because they save 

time and effort and improve performance through speed and accurate work 

accomplishment. 

. In Libyan banks, the employees have a role in improving the AIS through submission 

of their suggestions to the management for study and implementing these suggestions if 

possible. Hence staff participation to develop and improve the system creates a kind of 

rivalry between staff thus positively reflecting on the banking performance. 

. In most Libyan banks, the impact of training and up-skilling of the workforce on the 

delivery of the benefits of investing in IT is not significant for many reasons such as; 

training and up-skilling now is weak compared with the high level of available 

technology; no clear policies and plans for training; and a lack of qualified, efficient 

and skilled staff because it needs high skills and training in terms of operation and 

security for utilising the capabilities of the system optimum use. In addition, lack of a 

good training, a bad nomination for trainees have led to a lack of achieving the benefits 

of investing in IS in the banks. However, training and up-skilling the workforce has a 

positive impact on the delivery of the benefits of investing in IS in terms of accuracy of 

work, completion speed of transactions, and reducing errors. 

The most important benefits that have been reached from the training and up-skilling of 
the workforce in Libyan banks can be summarised as follows: improve customer 

services; raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of transactions; reduce 
the number of errors and improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 

recording transactions. 

6.5 Comparison of information system Strategy between the three case studies 
The overall picture across the three banks is one of significant investment in new AIS, 

communications and related technologies in the past 5-7 years. The basic strategy adopted 
by all three banks has been to implement an integrated software package to support bank 

operations and provide management information, allied to the adoption of modern 
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technologies to aid inter-branch and international communications and enhance customer 

service. This strategy appears to be basically sound, but the following points are worth 
highlighting: 

" The CDB has invested heavily in the MISYS system and the networked connection 

of Bank branches has enabled significant improvement in customer service and 
bank efficiencies. However, the software package should now be rolled out more 

extensively to encompass other process areas, notably customer information, loans 

management and in bank human resource management. Training and up skilling of 
staff also emerged as a key factor for future improved use of the system 

" The WB has the most broadly implemented AIS, but its potential is hampered by 
lack of systems skills and inadequate communications with the branches. The basic 

package selection is likely to prove a sound strategic direction, supported as it is by 

the CBL as part of the National Payment System initiative. Bank management 

noted the need to move on to use data warehouse and data mining capabilities that 

the package offers to improve information availability and develop end-user 

capabilities. Training and up skilling will be required. Delays in data entry and 
lack of communications as a result of incomplete installation of the new system in 

all branches and incomplete network linkage between branches were highlighted in 

questionnaire responses. 

" The AIS used by the AAB is not mainstream (in comparison with MISYS and 
FLEXCUBE) and is available with an Arabic interface only. A review of 
information strategy should carefully consider whether this software is a sound 

platform for current and future operations. Improved communications and branch 

network linkage will also be required to take better advantage of existing software 

and iron out data inconsistencies in the system. The bank does not currently 

provide ATMs, Visa cards, or mobile banking and the business case for 

introducing these technologies should be reviewed. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and recommendation for further 
research 

The aim of this chapter is to assess the purpose of this study and reinforce the 

contributions of this research, its limitations, and potential for future. According to the 

main findings of this thesis, the investment in AIS is very important to Libyan commercial 

banks as a result of the rapid development in the Libyan business environment and notably 

the opening of branches of foreign banks in Libya as well as a the significant 

developments in banking technology in the world. 

The Libyan commercial banks must provide improved efforts toward establishing efficient 
AISs and improved levels of IT. These efforts should include the following requirements: 

" Due to a lack of a communications in the country preventing the banks from doing 

business better, especially in ATMs, which is the most important problem that faces all 
Libyan banks, the government must support the development of IT investment in 

Libyan commercial banks through the improvement of communication infrastructure in 

the country. 

" Provide local experts in IT inside the banks for development, support and maintenance 

of ISs for saving time and cost, and also provide skilled employees in IT; properly 

skilled staff will save time and effort; ' and can provide accurate and timely information. 

In addition, they deal with the largest number of transactions compared with -other 

employees. 

" Review and introduce improvements to the AISs in some Libyan commercial banks, 

for example the systems should involve personal information about customers to make 
decisions more accurately, especially regarding decisions of credit. 

" Replace the existing systems and adopt modem systems of banking business in some 
Libyan banks to keep pace with developments in the Libyan business environment as 
well as to strengthen their competitiveness among other banks that have well developed 

systems. 

I 
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" Provide suitable training to prepare staff for operating advanced systems by developing 

curricula and methods of training materials in Libyan banks, where the lack of 

efficient, qualified and skilled staff is one of the main problems that face all Libyan 

banks. 

" Libyan banks should invest in their personnel by undertaking intensive training courses 

in computing, networking, maintenance, database management and end user 

computing. Without skilled staff, hardware and software remains ineffective. 

" Organise external training with advanced foreign banks in the banking business for 

employees. This is required to improve their performance and the overall banking 

business performance, and to keep pace with the development in IT regarding banking. 

. Improve public awareness of the role of the IT in the banking business through 

improving the marketing of new services and definition of the benefits of the use of 

technology to the customers in terms of saving their time and effort through the 

accessibility of the service. 

. The dissemination of a culture of investment in IT in the Libyan business environment 

because the use of technology has become a vital requirement to increase the efficiency 

and effectiveness of AISs. It is important that banks take more interest in IT awareness 

and allocate sufficient budget for its employees to attend training; if one or two 

employees are trained they can train and share their knowledge among other employees 

to increase awareness in IT in Libyan banks. 

Set up an appropriate number of specific plans and speed up the establishment of 

departments and training centres in banks for the training of new employees and up- 

skilling of the existing staff on IT to improve business performance, and to achieve the 

benefits of AIS investment adequately and satisfactorily. 

"` Appropriate nomination for qualified trainees in accordance with the functional and 

business needs to benefit from training courses according to the training plan and to 

achieve the benefits of investing in IS in the banks. 
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" There is a need to upgrade the means of communication between Libyan banks and 
their branches through the complement of networking linkage in order to facilitate the 

process of conveying information to managers and facilitate providing services to the 

customers, thus improve banking performance. 

" There is a need to improve the communication infrastructure in Libya to facilitate and 
help Libyan banks to establishing and complement the networking linkage between 

banks and provide more advanced services that depend on communication technology. 

7.1 Conclusion about Research Questions 

As set out in chapter 1, three overarching themes were to be explored. This part presents 
the conclusions reached about the three questions. That is, the findings in chapter 5 are 
compared with the related literature reviewed in chapter 2. Each research question will be 
discussed in the subsequent sections. 
Research Question 1: What is the extent and nature of AIS investment in Libyan 
commercial banks? 

In Libyan commercial banks, IT investment is still in its infancy compared with most 
developed countries. However, in the last few years there has been, and still is, a 
significant concern by Libyan banks to invest in IT. This has been especially after opening 
the doors to foreign banks to invest in Libyan banks and open their branches in Libya as 
well as some private Libyan banks adopting advanced systems in banking business. Thus 

the competition has arisen among the banks to achieve a bigger share in the Libyan 
banking business through providing the latest and easier to use services towards the 

customers by using developed IT. In the context of the Central Bank of Libya (CBL) these 
is a trend towards increasing the benefits of the large developments ' of information 

technologies and improving the banking activity environment. The Central Bank of Libya 

and five of the largest public commercial banks in Libya jointly started implementing an 
ambitious program for technological developments in the area of information technology 
in the National Payment System. This program was preceded by approving a plan, set by a 
committee of experts in the banking activities. ' This plan's objective is to formulate a 
strategy that ensures efficiency, effectiveness and safety for the developments of a 
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national payment system to contribute to the development of financial and other economic 

sectors. (See Chapter 2 for more details). 

Research Question 2: Has investment in AIS resulted in significant change in 
business processes? If so, what role has this played in improving business 

performance in Libyan commercial banks? 

Based on the results of the interviews and banks' documents (see: chapter 5), and the 

analysis contained in Chapter 6, investment in AIS has resulted in some change, 

development and improvement in business processes, especially in banks that invested in 

IT. These include some business processes and new services such as Human Resource 

Management (HR), Visa Card, Mobile Bank, Automated Teller Machines (ATM), Points 

of Sales (POS), Bills and Collections, Electronic Money Transfer, Automated Clearing 

House (ACH) and Automated Checks Processing (ACP). These have led to improved 

business performance in Libyan commercial banks in the following regards: accurate 

information is available on time and easily to all internal and external users; saving time 

and effort; speed of providing information to the management for decision-making easily 

and accurately; ensuring the quality of the data; accommodating any new activities; 

creating new services and improving extant services; increasing bank customer numbers 

and income; increasing speed of completion of the transactions; cutting service prices and 

lowering services cost; helping banks to achieve their goals; and obtaining a good 

reputation and strengthening banks' competitiveness among other banks. 

However, such advances are by no means the norm, and real process improvement has 

been patchy and not uniformly evident across the banks studied. Furhermore, there remain 

obstacles that keep the banks from further improvement in business performance, which 

are the following: lack of staffs efficiency; lack of culture of customers to use 

technological services because there is no good services marketing; lack of training and 

up-skilling of the employees; and incomplete linkage network between some banks 

branches. 

Research Question 3: How important is training and up-skilling of the workforce in 
making sure the benefits of investment are delivered? 

The answer to this question is primarily based on the results of interview analysis (see: 

chapter 5). In Libyan commercial banks, the training and up-skilling of the workforce is 

very important and essential to realise the benefits of AIS adequately and satisfactorily 
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through achieving the following; improving customer services; raising the capacity to deal 

with the growth in number of transactions; reducing a number of errors; Improving the 

accounting control in terms of accuracy and recording transactions; and utilising 

capabilities and capacities of the developed information systems to the maximum. 

However, in most Libyan banks, the impact of training and up-skilling of the workforce 

on the delivery of the benefits of investing in information technology is not significant for 

many reasons such as; training and up-skilling now is weak compared with the high level 

of available technology; there are no clear policies and plans for training; and a lack of 

qualified, efficient and skilled staff because the available information systems need high 

skills and training in terms of operation and security for utilising the capabilities of the 

systems. 

7.2 Original Contribution to Knowledge 
This thesis provides several contributions to the knowledge of AIS investment and 
business performance in the commercial Libyan banks. The following are the main 

contributions made by this study: 

" Although the focus of the current study has perhaps been the subject. of previous 

studies in other countries, the findings of the present study are of particular 
importance since, to the best of the researcher's knowledge, no previous study has 

been conducted on the impact of investment in AISs on business performance in the 
Libyan commercial banks. 

" The study, provided comparative information as a reference about Libyan 

commercial banks and provided also important benefits achieved by IT investment 

in Libyan commercial banks and evidence of the extent to which IT investment is 

needed in Libyan commercial banks. 

The present study presented an analysis of the extent and nature of AIS investment 

and business performance in Libyan commercial banks and presented also an 
analysis of the level of training programmes and policies in Libyan commercial 
banks. 

" The findings of this study may prove useful for the Central Bank of Libya as well as 
Libyan commercial banks' managers, in order to increase efficiency of use IT in the 
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Libyan banking sector, and provide a clear perspective of the problems that affect 

the efficient use of developed ISs. 

" AIS investment in Libya has not been studied qualitatively before. This study is 

therefore unique in giving participants an opportunity to state their opinions about 

the importance of IT use in Libyan commercial banks, and to identify some of the 

problems that arise during use of developed systems. 

" The study presented the role of investment in AIS in improving business 

performance in Libyan commercial banks, and the importance of training and up- 

skilling of the workforce in making sure the benefits of investment are delivered. 

" This study makes a contribution to training policies formulation and IT investment 

decisions. It could also be used as a reference source for Libyan banks. 

" The research has shown that models formulated for application in the developed 

world can usefully be used and adapted to assess information systems in a 
developing world commercial context. 

" The study contributed to the existing limited studies on AIS investment conducted 
on Libyan commercial banks. It clearly showed that there has been significant 
investment in modern AIS, that these systems have been implemented reasonably 
effectively, but that there is significant scope for harnessing their potential to 
improve business processes and bottom-line benefits; and that investment in training 

and up-skilling of the workforce is a key element in achieving this. 

7.3 Limitations and Further Research 
The opportunity to further explore and study AIS investment in Libyan commercial banks 

remains. However, it is not an easy task since a lot of information regarding investment is 
limited within this region. This study was limited to the Libyan commercial banks, and 
has focused on the investment in IS in the commercial banks in Libya. The business 

performance was tested only in the banking sector, and this sector was selected as the site 
for the case. Empirically, the study focused only on three Libyan case studies in the 
banking sector. Access, time and cost constraints and the amount of work involved 
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prevented the researcher from expanding the research setting. The targeted population 

includes pertinent bank personnel in three major Libyan commercial banks, which are 

Commerce and Development Bank, Wahda Bank and Alejmaa Alarabi Bank. This study 

was done while the adoption of advanced systems is still in its infancy in Libyan 

commercial banks and there is still incomplete linkage network between most of Libyan 

banks and their branches. It might be that different results would be given if this study 

were repeated after completion of linkage networks and Libyan commercial banks 

utilising the full capacities of their advanced systems or by adopting different research 

methods to see the effects on the business performance of the Libyan commercial banks. It 

is recommended that future research work be implemented to test the generalisation 

potential in other market sectors. Despite the fact that it is recognised that this study has 

some limitations, it is believed that the findings of this study provide a useful insight into 

the business processes and IT investment in Libyan banks and provide a starting point for 

future research. 

As regards the banks themselves, it is clear that AIS have come to play a major role, 

enabling them to make progress in the provision of services and products sometimes 

through the redesign of business processes. Many organisations rely on information 

systems for decision-making, to improve customer service and develop appropriate 

reporting, monitoring and control mechanisms. To most effectively achieve this, it is 

generally accepted that IT/IS strategy must be closely aligned to business strategy. It has 

been suggested that ̀ strategic alignment of IT exists when a business organisation's goals, 
activities and processes are in harmony with the information systems that support them' 

(Bleistein et al, 2006). In the case of the three'Libyan commercial banks studied here, 

there is evidence to suggest a reasonable alignment between IT/IS and organisational 

strategy. What appears to be missing is the development and embedding of operational 

and management skills to fully exploit the systems that have been acquired to effect a 
broader organisational change and progression. We must hope that these banks will have 

the political and economic contexts in which they.. can build on the undoubted progress 

made in recent years in the exploitation of AIS and related technologies. 
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Appendix NO.!: The Interview Permission 

Dear Sir or Madam 

I am conducting research, at University of Gloucestershire (UK). The title of my thesis is 

"Impact of investment in AIS (AIS) on business performance: The case of Libyan 

commercial banks". 

This Semi-structured interview is part of my research. At this initial stage I am concerned 

with collecting data from all Libyan commercial banks. The purpose of this semi- 

structured interview is as follows: 

1) To discover the extent and nature of AISs. 

2) To identify potential case studies for further research and degree of access 

available. 

I will be very grateful if you would participant in this semi-structured interview. It will 

take 40-45 minutes to complete. 

Your response will be kept strictly confidential and used only for research purposes. 
Finally, I would like to thank you for spending your time in answering the questions in 

this interview and for your comments and your suggestions, which will be useful. 

N 



ý,.,,. A.. a. ý.,. ý.,..., ý- ý. 

Appendix No 2: Questionnaire Questions 

Bank name Interviewee's name Date 

Start time of the interview Finish time of the interview 

Section 1: general information 

1. Your background 
1) Education 

" Below university degree 

" University degree 

" Higher university degree 

2) Awarding Body 
3) Your position 

" General manager 
" Executive manager 

" Division manager/staff 
" Staff 

4) Your department 

" Finance, Accounting 

" Information systems/IT 
" Senior Executive 

" Other 

5) How long have you in this function? 

" Under 5 years 
"5 -10years 
" 11 - 20years 

" over 20years 

6) Working experience 
" Under 5 years 

"5 -10years 
" 11 - 20years 

" over 20years 

7) Your experience with accounting information systems 
" Under 5 years 
"5 -10years 
" 11 - 20years 

" Over 20years 
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8) Your main role relative to accounting information. Do you primarily: 
" Collect accounting information 

" Manage those who collect accounting information 
" Use accounting information in tasks 

" Work as an information systems professionals 

" Manage information systems professionals 
2. Your bank 

1) Ownership of bank 

" State-owed banks 

" Private banks 

2) Date of establishment of the bank 

3) Annual revenue dinars 

" More than 100 million dinar 
" 50 million - 100 million dinar 

" 10 million - up to 50 million 
" Up to 10 million dinar 

4) Bank total assets 
" More than 100 million dinar 

" 50 million - 100 million dinar 

" 10 million - up to 50 million 
" Up to 10 million dinar 

5) Bank total employees 
" More than 1000 

" 500-1000 
" 100 - up to 500 
" Up to 100 

6) How many of the staff working in your department? 

" Over 20 staff - 
" 10 to 20 staff 
"6 to 10 staff 
". Less than 5 staff 

Section 2: Accounting information systems (AIS) 
Please tell me about your bank's accounting information system (AIS) 

1) What kind of systems are you using for AIS? 
" Manual 

" Computerised/Automated 

" Mixed - 
2) How old is the AIS? 

" The age 
" 'Maturity of the system 
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3) What software is used for your AIS? 

" Packaged software (please specify) 
" Bespoke/in-house developed 

" Personal Computer Spreadsheets or databases 

4) What is the basic information technology used to run the AIS? 

" Mainframe computer with terminals 

" Mini-computers linked by a local area network 
" Stand alone personal computers 
" Wide area network linking different sites 
" ATMs for cash dispense 

" Electronic Funds Transfer infrastructure 

" Other technology (please specify) 

5) What business functions or processes do the accounting information systems 
undertake? 

" Providing information 

a) Presented in the form of paper reports 
b) Displayed on a computer screen 

" Customer database/customer management 
" Ledgers (general ledger and subsidiary ledger) 

" Electronic Funds Transfer 

" P&L reporting 
" Financial statements 
" Managerial reports 

a) budgets 
b) performance reports 

" Updating of the data stored 
a) Real time? 
b) Batch transfer (e. g. overnight)? 

" Internal control considerations 
a) Adequate documentation 

It is the key to accountability. Documentation allows management to 
verify that assigned responsibilities were completed correctly. 

I) Designed adequate documents and records 
II)Adequately written description of task procedures 

b) Segregation of duties 
To prevent one person from having total control over all aspects of 
business transactions, specifically the following functions should be 
performed by different people. 

I) Authorizing transactions 
II) Recording transactions 
111) Maintaining custody of assets 
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6) Is data quality issue a top priority in your AIS? 

" Yes 

" No 

7) What kind of training do you have in AIS? 

" Initial training to new employees 

" Regular training 

8) In last five years has there been additional investment in AIS in computers, 
software, training and upskilling? If so, what proportion of this is for hardware, 

software and training? 

" Hardware 

" Software 

" Training 

" Upskilling 

ý. -- , 

ý. ' 

9) What is your overall satisfaction with your bank's accounting information system? 
Please use the following scale for this question 

" Completely unsatisfied 
" Fairly unsatisfied 
" Neutral 

" Satisfied 
" Very satisfied 

10) Please assess the standard of each of the following components in the operation of 
the accounting information systems in your bank (from 1 very low to 5= Very 
High) 

(Please circle one number of each source) 
Very Low -----_-------»-_ý_______ý Very High 

" People 12345 

" Procedures 12345 

" Data 12345 

" Software -1 2345 

" Hardware 12345 

11) Is there an executive - level (steering committee) to plan and oversee the 
information system function? 

" Yes 
No 
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12) If so, does this committee consist of high - level management people? Please 

specify. 

13) Is there long-term planning to develop accounting information systems? 

" Yes 

" No 

14) If so, which of these questions are taken into account when drawing up the plan? 
" What the system will consist of, for example what new functionality is 

required? 
" How it will be developed, and by whom? 

" How the needed resources will be acquired? 

15) Are there any comments or further information regarding accounting information 
systems in your bank that you wish to add? 
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Appendix No 3: Interview questions 

General questions: 

" The respondent's name and position? 
" How long is his/her experience (in this position)? 
" Highest level of education and qualifications that may be-in place (for this level)? 

I. About the extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

1- Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information 
systems in your bank? 
This question will involve more enquires such as: - a) since when have you had AIS? b) Who 
designed the system? c) Has your bank recently implemented or plan to implement advanced 
technology? d) What is the extent of computerisation of accounting system in your bank? 

2- How would you characterise your bank's use of Information technology? 
These characteristics involve, for example: - you compete at the cutting edge of innovation and 
use information technology as a competitive weapon, you view information technology as a 
critical and essential investment area and you stay current on technology, without getting too far 
ahead of our competition. 

3- What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in 
your bank? 
Such as: - Financial statements for external users, Managerial reports for internal users, 
operational reports on business transactions for operatives/controllers and top line information 
(EIS/Business Intelligence) for Board members? 

4- Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that 
arise during the operation of accounting information system and how do you cope 
with? 
For instance: - kinds of these problems, availability and quality of information, maintenance and 
support the system, the reasons of these problem, when were the problems raised? Are they 
related to your bank or all Libyan banks, Have they any relation with human or technical factors? 

5- Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 

6- In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have 
(covered? 
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The Checklist Questions: 

I- Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system 
in your bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (1 being 
the most frequent user... etc) 

i c'- Users Yes No " Rank 
Shareholders 
Partners 

Governmental bodies 
Tax department in the finance ministry 
Managers in your bank 

Investors and creditors 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 
Bank top executives/Board members 

II- About the investment in AIS, business processes and business performance 
(RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

1- How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting 
information system in your bank? There are some points that might be useful to discuss 
during the discussion. 
" The important factors that may influence the efficiency in the deployment of AIS. 

" The obstacles that keep you from being more effective AlS. 
Evaluate cost /benefit of accounting information system. 

" Ensuring the quality of the AIS. 

" the availability of information to all users (internal/ external) 

2- How does investment in information technology influence on the bank's reputation? 

3- In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in 
supporting managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give 
examples as appropriate. 

For more discussion, if his/her answer is No, so what do you recommend for the current accounting 
system to meet management requirements and accounting technology availability? Has the bank's 
management changed (or plans to change) its accounting information system to support decision- 
making? What are these changes and how are they implemented? 

4- In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting 
information system in response to the development and changes in the Libyan 
business environment? (e. g. NPS) 

5- What role has information technology played in response to the competition that 
your bank has faced? 
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6- In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank 
develop business performance? 

For further discussions, intersioý s ýýill he asked concerning his opinion: i, the Ieýel of accounting 
information system in his hank is sufficient to improve business pertlornmance? If it is not enough, 
hoý% can it be inmproved? 

7- What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on structure of the 
workforce and activities in your bank? 

8- How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction 
costs and the number of staff'/ branches? Please explain. 

The Checklist Questions: 
I- From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information 

Technology in your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of 
importance. (I most important... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market groývth (cicatc ne demands) 

Market share growth (take from competition) 
Defend current market share position 
Improve and increase customer services 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 
Increase internal efficiency 
Increase understanding of customer needs 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 

2 Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your 
information technology hank? Please rank the contributors in order of importance. ( 
most contrihutory... etc) 

Contributors Yes No 

J 

Rank 
-- 

I cchnical , kill, of information sýstcnt staff memhcrs 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 
Supportive bank management/users 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 
Adequate funding 
Reduce cost and errors 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 
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3- Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative 
answers in order of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Information technology enables your hank to increase revenues 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce costs 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your bank's business 
Information technology is an important component and is aligned to your 
business strategy 
Information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer 
requirements 

4- Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and 
develop accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in 
terms of their availability. (1 more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
Enough funds for on-going investment in AIS _ 

Technical tools to develop and support AIS 
Outside specialist experts when required 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 

5 Do you agree that the t1oIlowing benefits of the information technology banking 
services are evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms 
of your agreement. (I more important... etc). 

Benefits 

------------ It is easy to use IC banking services 

Yes No Rank 

IT banking services save your time 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking 
transaction 
IT banking services provide accurate accounting 
information 

III- About the importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

1- In general, could you assess the training and up-shilling of the workforce 
programmes and policies related to AIS in your bank'? 
I his question \%ill include some additional questions (e. g. VVere the cmplu}ces trained tu use a 
new system? Who trained them? Are the employees satisfied with new system'? ) 

2- What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
(e. g. su_g: st change, ''ithin new system after implemenuttiun) 

3- To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is 
needed to realise the benefits of AIS adegLiately/satisfactorily? 
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4- In general, to what extent do you think employees* skills in IT can help to 

improve business performance? 

5- In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling of the workforce 
on the benefits delivery of investment in your hank? 

The Checklist Questions: 

I. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? 
Please rank the benefits in terms of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Benefits 
Improve customer services 

Yes No Rank 

Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
transactions 
Improve working conditions and competition 

Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 
recording transactions 
Reduce the number of employees 

Reduce a number of errors 

Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 
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Appendix No 4: Summary of respondents' answer (case study 1) 

Case 1: Commerce and Development Bank 
1. The extent and nature of AIS investment 

Q1. Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 
your bank'? 

Age of Current AIS 
I to 5 years 5 to 10 years Over 10 years 

5 

Designer of the system 

Local designer Foreign 
designer 

Mixed 

4 

d h l 
Advanced Average Elementary 

Implemente tec no ogy 5 

f AIS i ti C 
Computerised Mixed Manual 

sa on o omputer 5 

Q2. I low would you characterise your bank's use of Information technology? 

Statement V es No 
Competition at the cutting edge of innovation 5 - 
Use IT as a competitive weapon 5 
View IT as a critical and essential investment 5 

Q3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your 
bank? 

Types of information Yes No 
Financial statement for external users 5 
Managerial reports for internal users 5 
Operational reports on business transactions 5 
statistical reports 5 
Top line information (EIS) 5 
Information for board members (DSS) 5 
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Q4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that 

arise during the operation of accounting information system and how do you 
cope with? 

Problems and CDB 1 CDB2 CDB3 CDB4 CDB5 
Obstacles 

Kinds of these Lack of Educational Lack of lack of a lack of 
problems and qualified staff level of the staff Qualified and training on communications 
obstacles and lack of and lack of skilled staff the system and operation, 

communications communications maintenance 
and support of 
the system 

Maintenance and Hiring experts some problems 
support the system from outside the in operation, 

bank maintenance 
and support the 
system 

Reasons of theses No specialists in lack of qualified Lack of There is no Lack of training 
problems technology staff staff and efficient staff branch of the and up-skilling 

and lack of training and company that and 
communications lack of designed the communications 
infrastructure in communications system in infrastructure in 
the state infrastructure in Libya the country 

the state 
Their relation with All Libyan All Libyan All Libyan All Libyan All Libyan 
the bank or all banks banks banks banks banks 
Libyan bank 
Their relation with Human Human Human Human Human 
human or technical Element and Element and element element Element and 
factors technical factors technical factors technical factors 

Q5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Way? 

Respondents Yes No Way? 
CDBI It is easy and simply available to all and just needs a bit of training 
CDB2 all banking operations are available in the system and it just needs a 

ualified person 
CDB3 It just needs training to follow the correct procedures 
CDB4 Very advanced and needs time and training 
CDB5 It is difficult in terms of support and maintenance as a result the evolution of 

the system and requires highly qualified and skilled staff. 

Q6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have 
covered? 

Respondents The main areas of business 
CDB1 All main areas of business in the bank have been covered by information technology projects 
CDB2 All main areas of banking business have been covered by information technology rojects 
CDB3 All main areas of banking business have been covered by information technolo projects. 
CDB4 All banking business activities have been covered by information technology projects 
CDB5 All banking business activities have been covered by information technology projects 

,; 

fý 
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Q7. Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information 
system in your bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. 
(1 being the most frequent user... etc) 

Users Yes No 
Frequency of the rank 

Rank in total 
11 21 3 4 51 61 7 *Average Rank 

Bank top executives/Board members 5 4 1 1.40 1 
Managers in your bank 5 4 1 2.60 2 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 5 3 1 1 3.80 3 
Shareholders 4 1 1 2 1 4.25 4 
Tax department in the finance ministry 5 1 2 1 1 4.80 5 
Investors and creditors 5 2 2 1 5.00 6 
Governmental bodies 4 1 1 1 2 5.50 7 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FRS Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

II. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance. 

Q1. How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting 
information system in your bank? 

Statement CDB1 CDB2 CDB3 CDB4 CDB5 
The important factors accurate Saving time Ensuring the providing Ensuring the 
that may influence information is and effort quality of the required quality of data, it 
the efficiency in the available on data information accommodates 
deployment of AIS time to all in time and any new activities 

internal and saving time and providing 
external users and effort information 

easily to all users 
The obstacles that Human element Lack of staffs there are no lack of culture of 

keep you from being efficiency any obstacles customers to use 
more effective AIS technological 

services and a 
lack of training 
and u -skillin 

Evaluate cost /benefit The AIS's There is Benefits from The cost is 
of accounting benefits substantial the system are high but 
information system outweigh its saving by the greater than its there are 

cost use of IT cost great 
benefits 
obtained 

the availability of Available on ' Required Providing Providing 
information to all time to all information is information to information 
users (internal/ internal and available on internal users to all users. 
external) external users time to internal constantly and 

and external to external 
users users monthly 

and quarterly 
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Q2. How does investment in information technology influence on the bank's 
renntatinn? 

Q5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your 
bank has faced? 

Respondents Influences 
CDBI Customer numbers have increased and increased income and a good reputation for the 

bank 
CDB2 the bank's reputation have been increased, which increases interest of customers to deal 

with the bank 
CDB3 a positive influence on the bank's reputation and strengthen its competitiveness among 

other banks 
CDB4 A positive impact on the bank's reputation, creation new services and increases number 

of customers and income 
CDB5 It has led to an increase reputation of the bank 

Q3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in 
supporting managers in decision-making and problem solving? 

Respondents Effectiveness 
CDBI The system is very effective in supporting managers for decision-making 
CDB2 The system is very useful in supporting managers to make decisions and solve problems 
CDB3 The system is effective to the maximum extent in support of decision making 
CDB4 The system is effective, where it make decision-making faster and more accurate 
CDBS The system is very effective in supporting managers 

Q4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information 
system in response to the development and changes in the Libyan business 
environment? (e. g. NPS) 

Respondents Need to develop 
CDB1 There is no need, the Bank is advanced in its use of information technology 
CDB2 The bank is connected with the some elements of the NPS 
CDB3 The system is compatible with the changes and developments in the Libyan business environment 
CDB4 The bank is ready to deal with the NPS project 
COBS the bank ready now; just we are waiting other banks to connect with them through NPS 

Respondents Role of information technology 
CDBI An essential part to play in the competition which the bank has faced with the largest banks in 

terms of ca ital and age 
CDB2 A great role to play in the competition. These led us to obtain new customers to the bank and to 

maintain existent customers 
CDB3 A major role. The current bank's reputation was caused by using advanced information technology 
CDB4 The bank relies on information technology as a strategy in competition with other banks 
CDB5 A key role in the competition, the most services are similar in all Libyan banks, but information 

technology makes a difference in a way of providing these services 



Q6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop 
business performance? 

Role of information technology 
Respondents Level of IT is sufficient to improve business If it is not sufficient, how can it be 

performance improved? 
CDBI Through providing the accurate and timely By training and up skilling the workforce 

information and improving the speed and accuracy 
of transactions 

CDB2 Through providing accurate and timely 
information, the level of AIS is sufficient 

CDB3 The level of AIS is sufficient. It has Simplified 
transaction, reduced costs and time and supported 
decision-making 

CDB4 The system is good and sufficient because it results 
in speed of services delivery and providing of 
information on time as well as reducing of 
procedures 

CDB5 The system is sufficient by providing new services 
and improving existing services 

Q7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS AT infrastructure on structure of the 
workforce and activities in your bank? 

Respondents Effects 

Providing new services, improving existing services and the accomplishment of transactions and 
CDBI increasing income and customers 

Providing a new services, improving existing services and made the accomplishment of 
CDB2 transactions more accurate and speed 

Improving employees performance and banking business performance and providing new services 
CDB3 to the customers 
CDB4 Reducing a number and cost of transactions and creating new banking activities 
CDB5 Provided new services, increasing accuracy of information, reducing time to complete transactions 

and errors, improving services and creating new activities 

Q8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs 
and the number of staff / branches? 

Impacts 
Respondents On the banking transaction 

costs 
On the number of staff On the number of 

branches 
CDB1 Decrease Decrease No impact 
CDB2 Decrease Decrease No impact 
CDB3 Decrease Decrease No impact 
CDB4 Decrease Decrease Increase 
CDB5 Decrease Decrease No impact 
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Q9. What are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (1 most 
imnnrtant etcl 

*1 
R 

Provide quality and innovation services t 
the customer 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

Fre quency of the rank Rank in total 
Factors Yes No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 *Average Raak 

Improve and increase customer services 5 4 1 1.4 t 

Increase internal efficiency 4 1 1 1 1 1 3.5 2 

Cut service prices/lower service costs 5 2 1 1 1 3.8 

Increase understanding of customer needs 4 1 1 1 2 4.25 4 

Market share growth (take from 
competition) 

5 1 1 1 2 4.8 5 

Create overall market growth (create new 
demands) 

5 1 1 1 2 5.2 6 

Increase efficiency of business transactions 5 1 1 1 1 1 5.6 7 

Defend current market share position 4 1 1 1 1 1 6.25 8 
o rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 

ink and RNS number of Respondents. 

110. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information 
technology bank? Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (1 most 
contributory ... etc) 

Frequency of the rank Rankin total 
Contributors Yes No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 *Average Rant 

Technical skills of information system staff 
members 

5 3 1 1 2.2 1 

Alignment of information system and 
business strategies 

5 1 1 1 1 1 5.0 6 

Customer service attitude towards 
information systems 

4 1 1 1 1 1 6.25 8 

Supportive bank management/users 5 2 1 1 1 3.4 2 
_ Partnering with external service provider(s) 4 1 1 1 1 1 5.5 7 

Adequate funding 5 1 3 1 4.4 5 
Reduce cost and errors 4 1 1 1 1 1 4.0 3 
Provide quality and innovation services to 
the customer 

4 1 1 1 1 1 4.0 

*to rank the users. the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN. where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
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Q11. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative 
answers in order of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Frequenc y of the 

Statements Yes No ran k Rank in total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 *Average Rank 

Information technology gives your bank 5 3 2 1.8 1 

competitive advantage 
Information technology enables your bank to 5 2 1 1 1 2.2 2 
increase revenues 
Information technology provides a way for 5 3 1 1 2.8 3 

your bank to reduce costs 
Information technology assists and supports 5 1 2 1 1 4.2 4 

the needs of your bank's business 
Information technology is an important 5 1 3 1 4.8 5 

component and is aligned to your business 
strategy 
Information technology plays an integral 5 2 3 5.2 6 

role in meeting customer requirements 
*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

Q12. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and 
develop accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in 
terms of their availability. (1 more available... etc). 

Frequency of the 
Items Yes No rank 

_ 
Rank in total 

FT 234 *Average Rank 

Enough funds for on-going investment 5 5 II 
in AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support 5 5 22 
AIS 
Outside specialist experts when S 5 33 

required 
Skilled personal to implement and 5 5 44 

support the AIS 
to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as touowwg: z MX X K/ KN, where FK= Frequency of the rank, R- 

Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

Q13. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking 
services are evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms 
of our agreement. 1 more imp ort nt... etc ). 

Frequency of the rank 
Benefits Yes No Rankin total 

12345 *Average Rank 
IT banking services save your time 5 221 1.8 1 
IT banking services provide 5 122 2.2 2 
accurate accounting information 
IT banking services make your 5 1121 3.4 3 
banking more convenient 
IT banking services provide privacy in 5 1121 3.6 4 
your banking transaction 
It is easy to use IT banking services 5 114 5 5 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR- Frequency of the rank, R- 
Rank and RN- number of Respondents. 
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III. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce 

Q1. In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce 
programmes and policies related to AIS in your bank? 

;,, 
ý, . 
>. ý 

Were the Who trained them? - Are the Assessment of 
Respondents employees trained? employees programmes and 

satisfied? policies 
CDBI In the bank The MISYS Company The majority of Currently, there is no 

and the management employees are clear policy or plan in 
of IT satisfied place for training and 

up-skilling 
CDB2 In the bank The MISYS Company Fairly satisfied There is a lack in 

and the management training programs and 
of IT u -skillin in the IT 

CDB3 In the bank The management of IT Satisfied There is no clear policy 
or plan in place for 
training and up-skilling 

CDB4 In the bank The management of IT The employees are External training is 
satisfied required to improve 

workforce performance 
and banking business 
performance 

CDB5 In the bank The MISYS Company In general the There is no clear policy 
at the beginning of use employees are or plan in place for 
new system satisfied training and u skillin 

Q2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 

Respondents Role of employees 
CDB1 They have a role to improve the system by submitting their suggestions to the management' 
CDB2 They submit suggestions to the management for studying and implementing if possible 
CDB3 They have a role to improve the system by submitting their suggestions to the management 
CDB4 The management of IT receives any suggestion from operators of the system 
CDB5 Rarely there are some exceptional employees who have submitted suggestions and implemented 

Q3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is 
needed to realise the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 

Respondents Need of training and up-skilling 
Very required Neutral Not required 

CDBI It is very necessary 
CDB2 It is required and essential 
CDB3 It is very necessary 
CDB4 It is very required 
CDB5 It is essential and very important 



Q4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve 
business performance? 

Respondents Employees' skills in IT 
CDB1 There is complete agreement that the skills of employees in IT lead to accuracy and speed of 

transactions. This will influence the business performance through increasing the number of 
transactions that are accomplished by the employees. 

CDB2 Skilled employees in IT have a better performance than others; they sieve time and effort, and 
provide accurate and timely information. In addition, they deal with the largest number of 
transactions. 

CDB3 The employees' skills influence positively on business performance through the improvement of 
service and speed up transactions and reduce errors. 

CDB4 Skilled employee in IT is very helpful to improve business performance 
CDBS Employee's skills improve business performance through saving time and effort; it also improves the 

banking services. 

Q5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling of the workforce 
on the benefits delivery of investment in IT in your bank? 

Respondents Effects of training and up-skilling 
CDB1 Since there are no clear policies and plans for training, its impact on the delivery of the benefits of 

investing in IT is not significant 
CDB2 Due to the lack of proper selection of qualified, efficient and skilled staff, the impact on the delivery 

of the benefits of investing in IT is not significant 
CDB3 Because of there are no policies and plans for training and up-skilling the workforce, so the impacts 

of the training and u skillin is not significant 
CDB4 The training and up-skilling the workforce has a positive impact on the delivery of the benefits of investing in IT in terms of accuracy of work and completion speed of transactions 
CDB5 It has impact on the business performance,, through creation new services 

Q6. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please 
rank the benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Frequency of the rank 
Contributors Yes No Rank in total 

1 2 4 5 6 7 "Average Rank 
Improve customer services 5 3 1 1 1.6 1 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth 5 1 2 1 1 2.2 2 
in number of transactions 
Reduce a number of errors 5 1 1 1 2 3.2 3 
Improve the accounting control in terms of 4 1 1 1 2 3.25 4 
accuracy and recording transactions 
Improve working conditions and 5 1 1 1 2 5.4 5 
competition 
Improve competitive advantage of the Ban 5 1 2 1 1 5.4 5 
Reduce the number of employees 4 1 1 2 1 5.75 7 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the i 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

. 43 givcu wc1611L u3 Luuuwmg. c, rx xKi KN, wnere tK- Frequency of the rank, R- 
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Appendix No 5: Summary of respondents' answer (case study 2) 

Case 2: Wahda Bank 
I. The extent and nature of AIS investment 

Q1. Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 
your bank? 

Age of Current AIS 
1 to 5 years 5 to 10 years Over 10 years 

5 

Designer of the system 
Local designer Foreign 

designer 
Mixed 

5 

h l 
Advanced Average Elementary 

no ogy Implemented tec 5 

C ti f AIS t i 
Computerised Mixed Manual 

ompu er sa on o 5 

Q2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information technology? 

Statement Yes No 
Competition at the cutting edge of innovation 1 4 
Use IT as a competitive weapon 5 
View IT as a critical and essential investment 2 3 

Q3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your 
bank? 

Types of information Yes No 
Financial statement for external users 5 

_Managerial 
reports for internal users 5 

_Operational 
reports on business transactions 5 

statistical reports - 5 
Top line information (EIS) 5 
Information for board members (DSS) 5 
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Q4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that 
arise during the operation of accounting information system and how do you 
cope with? 

Problems and WBl WB2 WB3 WB4 WB5 
Obstacles 
Kinds of these a problem in a problem in a problem in a problem in Shortfall in 

problems and availability of availability of availability of availability of the 

obstacles information on time information on information on information availability, 
and operating and time and some time, and a lack on time accuracy 
supporting the reports can not of accurate of and quality 
system be obtained information of 

information 
Maintenance and there are no 
support the specialists in support 
system and maintenance 

advanced systems 
Reasons of theses a lack of a lack of incomplete of incomplete of Incomplete 
problems communication, expertise and a installation of the installation of of 

there is a lack in lake of new system in all the new installation 
qualified human communication branches, the system in all of the new 
element to operate and transferring staff is not branches system in 
the system and from old system qua] if ied or there all branches 

to the new is no good 
system rehabilitation and 

a lack of 
communication 
infrastructure in 
the country 

Their relation All Libyan banks All Libyan banks 

with the bank or 
all Libyan bank 
Their relation Human Human Technical factors Technical Technical 
with human or Element and Element and factors factors 
technical factors technical factors technical factors 

Q5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Way? 

Respondents Yes No Way? 
WBI The system is clear and easy. 
WB2 Because information can be obtained easily but it needs more training for 

employees. 
WB3 If there is a good training. 
WB4 The bank is using a part of the system, so it is easy and simple to use because it 

saves time and effort. 
W115 It needs qualified and specialised staff, because the system is clear and there 

are instructions for all banking transactions. 
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Q6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have 
covered? 
Respondents The main areas of business 

WBI All services are provided by the bank. 
WB2 Documentary credits and assessment of the currency. 
WB3 The most of banking business activities. 
WB4 The most of banking business activities. 
WB5 The bank now is applying the technology in the most of business areas. 

I 

Q7. Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information 
system in your bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of 
use. (1 being the most frequent user ... etc) 

Users Yes No 
Frequency of the 

rank 
Rank in total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 *Average Rank 
Bank top executives/Board members 5 3 1 1 1.6 1 
Managers in your bank 5 1 2 1 1 2.8 2 
Governmental bodies 5 3 1 1 4.4 3 
Shareholders 5 1 1 2 1 4.6 4 
Tax department in the finance ministry 4 1 1 1 1 1 4.75 5 
Investors and creditors 4 1 2 1 1 4.75 5 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 4 1 1 1 1 1 5 7 

H 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: £ FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN- number of Respondents. 

II. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance. 

Q1. How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting 
information svsteni in your bank? 

Statement ' WBI WB2 WB3 WB4 WB5 
The important benefits that It provides The speed of Providing monthly It provides It provides required 
may be gained from ' necessary providing reports and statistical required information on time 
efficient deployment of AIS. information on information to to central bank and information 

time and saves all users easily other governmental on time 
time and effort, ' and accurately bodies. 
and The bank's 
performance - improved 

The obstacles that keep " training the staff A lack training Delays in data entry The communicatioä 
you from being more on the new 

' 
and skilled staff. as a result of a result of incompleg 

effective AIS system incomplete of installation of the no 
installation of the new system in all brand 
system in all and networking betty, 
branches, and branches, and a lack' 
incomplete the link good training 
between branches 

Evaluate cost /benefit of Its benefits great Its benefits is greater Its benefits The benefits great 
accounting information comparing with especially in long will be comparing with its a 
system its cost term greater in 

long term 
The availability of Available on Available to all Available to all users Available Available on time tu 
information to all users time to all users users on time to users 
internal/ external all users 
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Q2. How does investment in information technology influence on the bank's 

reputation? 
Respondents Influences 

WB1 A significant effect on the bank's reputation and creation new services 
%VB2 Increasing speed of completion of the transactions and providing new services 
WB3 A significant impact on the bank's reputation 
VB4 Helping the bank to achieve its goals and get competitive advantage 

WB5 Saving time and effort 

Q3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in 

sunnörting managers in decision-making and problem solving? 
Respondents Effectiveness 

WB1 It is sufficient in supp orting managers in decision-making and problem solving 
WB2 It is sufficient in supp orting managers in decision-making and problem solving 
WB3 It is sufficient in supp orting managers in decision-making and problem solvina 
WB4 It is not sufficient in supporting managers in decision-making and problem solving 
WB5 It is sufficient in sup porting managers in decision-making and problem solving 

Q4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information 

system in response to the development and changes in the Libyan business 

environment? (e. g. NPS) 
Respondents Need to develop 

WBI There is an urgent need to develop the AlS for providing a new services and meet customer 
requirements 

Wl12 The bank has changed its system in line with this development especially with the NPS project 
W113 There is an urgent need to develop the accounting information system 
WB4 It is a necessary to develop accounting information system in response to the developments in 

Libyan business environment 
WB5 There is a need to develop accounting information system at the same time with a 

development of IT 

Q5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your 
bank has faced? 
Respondents Role of Information technology 

Will Due to the openness of the Libyan banks for foreign banks, the Central Bank of Libya led Libyan 
banks to develop banking technology and service development, where it adopted the NPS strategy to 
enable Libyan banks to compete with foreign banks to provide same services at same level. 

WB2 It enabled the bank to use new products, keeping up with the competition, maintaining existing 
customers, obtaining new customers and completion rapid of services 

WB3 IT leads to providing services to customers in quicker time, convenient manner, better quality and 
less effort and cost, thus these will give a competitive advantage to the bank. 

WB4 Banking business depends on the information technology, thus if there was no investment in 
technology the bank will not be able to compete. 

WBS Meeting customers' requirements, reducing time of transactions accomplish maintaining existing 
customers and obtainin new customers. 
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Q6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop- 
business nerformance? 
Respondents Role of information technology 

Level of IT is sufficient to improve Is it is not sufficient, how can it be 
business performance improved? 

The level of accounting information system After using of the data mining and data 
WBI now is sufficient. warehouse which is the next stage with skilled 

staff to develop business performance and 
support decision-making. 

The level of accounting information system By training and up-skilling the employees for 
\VB2 is not sufficient enough to improve business new system and develop the infrastructure of 

performance. communications. 
Now the level of the accounting information It needs to good training in technology area, 

WB3 system is not enough to improve business. take advantage from advanced foreign banks in 
this area. 

The accounting information system is not It could be improved through a completion of 
SVB4 sufficient to develop business performance. networking linkage between branches, and 

good training and u -skillin the employees. 
The accounting information system is It could be improved through a completion of 

WBS sufficient but need more efficiency to networking linkage between branches. 
develop business performance. 

Q7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS AT infrastructure on structure of the 
workforce and activities in your bank? 

Q8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs 
and the number of staff / branches? 

Respondents Effects 

WBI It reduces time of transactions accomplishment and provides new areas of banking activities. 
WB2 It provides new banking products and increases activities of bank. 
\VB3 It has positive effects on bank's income through improving existing services, providing new 

services, supporting security of system and saving time and effort. 
WB4 It gives a big chance to develop banking services and providing new services. 
WBS It helps employees to accomplish their work well, and helps managers to assess performance of 

the employees and improves and develops quality of banking services. 

-- Impacts 
Respondents On the banking 

transaction costs 
On the number of staff On the number of 

branches 
WB1 Increased No impact No impact 
WB2 'increased Decreased No impact 
WB3 Decreased No impact No impact 
WB4 Decreased Decreased Increased 
WBS Decreased Decreased No impact 



Q9. What are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (1 most 

important... etc). 
Freq uency of the rank Rank in total 

Factors Yes No 1 21 3 4 5 6 71 8 *Average Rank 
Improve and increase customer services 5 2 1 1 1 2.2 1 
Increase internal efficiency 5 1 3 1 3 2 
Increase understanding of customer needs 4 1 1 1 1 1 3.5 3 
Cut service ! ices/lower service costs 4 1 1 2 1 3.5 3 
Create overall market growth (create new 
demands) 

4 1 1 1 1 1 4.75 5 

Market share growth (take from 

competition) 

5 2 2 1 5 6 

Increase efficiency of business transactions 5 1 4 5.8 7 
Defend current market share position 5 1 3 1 6.2 8 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

Q10. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information 
technology bank? Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (1 most 
contributory ... etc) 

Freq uency of the rank Rank in total 
Contributors Yes No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 *Average Rank 

Supportive bank management/users 5 2 1 2 2.4 1 
Technical skills of information system staff 
members 

5 1 1 2 IT 3.2 2 

Customer service attitude towards 
information systems 

3 2 1 1 1 3.67 3 

Reduce cost and errors 4 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 
Alignment of information system and 
business strategies 

3 2 1 1 1 4 4 

Adequate funding 5 1 1 1 2 4.4 6 
Partnering with external service 
provider(s) 

4 1 1 1 1 1 4.5 7 

Provide quality and innovation services to 
the customer 

5 1 1 2 1 4.8 8 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R- 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 
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Q11. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative 
nncwerc in nrder of imnnrtanee_ (1 more imnortant... etc) 

Frequency of the Rankin total 

Statements Yes No rank 
1 2 3 4 5 6 *Average Rank 

Information technology gives your bank 5 1 2 2 2.2 1 

competitive advantage 
Information technology provides a way for 5 1 2 1 1 2.4 2 

your bank to reduce costs 
Information technology enables your bank to 5 2 1 1 1 2.8 3 
increase revenues 
Information technology assists and supports 5 1 1 3 4.4 4, 
the needs of your bank's business 
Information technology plays an integral role 5 1 2 2 4.4 4 
in meeting customer requirements 
Information technology is an important 5 1 2 2 4.6 6 

component and is aligned to your business 
strategy 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, K= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

Q12. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and 
develop accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in 
terms of their availability. (1 more available... etc). 

Frequency of the Rank in total 
Items Yes No rank 

1 2 3 4 *Average Rank 
Enough funds for on-going investment in 4 1 3 1 1.25 1 
AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support S 1 2 2 2 2 
AIS 
Outside specialist experts when required 5 2 3 2.6 3 
Skilled personal to implement and support 4 1 1 3 3.25 4 
the AIS 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR x R/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
- Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

Q13. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking 
services are evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms 
of your agreement. (1 more important... etc). 

Frequency of Rankin total 
Benefits -- 

Yes No the rank 
11 21 31 4 5 *Average Rank 

IT banking services save your time 5 3 1 1 1.6 1 
IT banking services provide accurate 4 1 1 2 1 2.75 2 

account information - 
IT banking services make your banking more 5 3 1 1 2.8 3 
convenient 
It is easy to use IT banking services 4 1 1 1 1 1 3.25 4 
IT banking services provide privacy in your 5 

I t 
3 1 3.8 5 

_banking 
transaction 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, RR 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 
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III. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce 

Q1. In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce 
nroarammes and policies related to AIS in your bank? 

Were the Who trained Are the Assessment of programmes and 
Respondents employees them? employees policies 

trained? satisfied? 
WVBI In the bank and Bank's trainer and Fairly There is a lack in training programs in the 

trainer outside the FLEXCUBE CO satisfied IT and up-skilling area 
bank 

\VB2 In the bank and Bank's trainer and Not satisfied There are many training programs, but 
trainer outside the FLEXCUBE CO random and ill-considered 
bank 

WB3 In the bank Bank's trainer Satisfied There are no training courses as a 
required level in terms of number and 

uali 
WB4 In the bank Bank's trainer Fairly There is no plan for training and up- 

satisfied skilling the workforce 
WB5 In the bank and Bank's trainer and Fairly Still obtaining advantage of the courses 

trainer outside the FLEXCUBE CO satisfied training is not good 
bank 

02. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
Respondents Role of employees 

WBI There is a special committee to study the proposals submitted by employees to improve the system and 
adoption the appropriate of them 

WB2 The employees submit their opinions to the management about the new system 
WB3 There is a role of employees in improving AIS by submitting their suggestions to the management. 
\VB4 There were teams of senior officials in the bank. They suggested some changes about the news stem 
WB5 Through submission their suggestions and notes to the management 

Q3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is 

needed to realise the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
Respondents Extent of need 

Very required Neutral Not required 
VVB1 Very important 

WB2 Very important 
WB3 Very important 
WB4 Very required 
WB5 Very important 
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Q4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve 
hneinace narfnrmnnte7 

Respondents Employees' skills in IT 

WBI It is very important to improve business performance through using the capabilities of the system 
better use. However, the bank suffers from a lack of qualified and skilled staff. 

WB2 It is very important to improve business performance. However, highly skilled staff has a 
disadvantage if it is used bad use, especially when a staff is more skilled than their manager, thus 
the skills should be equal. 

WB3 Employees' skills in IT are greatly helpful to improve business performance with an accounting 
qualification. They lead to expedite the completion of work and provide accuracy information in 
time. 

WB4 there is a greater need for skilled staff in technology, skills in IT lead to a speed and accuracy of 
business and hence obtain a good quality of information and thus help to improve business 
performance 

WBS It is greatly helpful to improve business performance, through providing information, saving time 

and organising work as well. 

Q5. Iri your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling of the workforce 
on the benefits delivery of investment in your bank? 

Respondents Effects of training and up-skilling 

WB1 There are no significant effects because training and up-skilling now is weak comparing with the high 
level of available technology. 

WB2 It has a positive impact but not as planed because the random of candidature of trainees. 
WB3 It has a positive impact through reducing errors and expediting the completion of business. 

WB4 The lack of a good training and bad nominations of training have led to a lack of achieving the benefits of 
investing in information system in the bank 

WB5 The training after using the new system has a good impact on the delivery of the benefits of investing in It 

Q6. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please 
rank the benefits in terms of imnortance. (1 more imnortant... etc) 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 

Benefits Yes No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 *Average Rant 
Improve customer services 3 2 1 2 1.67 1 
Improve the accounting control in terms of 
accuracy and recording transactions 

5 3 1 1 2.6 2 

Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in 
number of transactions 

3 2 1 1 1 2.67 3 

Reduce a number of errors 4 1 2 2 4 a 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 3 2 1 1 1 4 4 
Improve working conditions and competition 3 2 1 2 4.33 6 
Reduce the number of employees 2 3 2 7 7 

; rank the users. the freauenev of the rank was Qiven weicht ae f ollowine: E FR xR / RN 
_ wh ere F R= Freauencv of t he rank. RR *to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weig 

Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 



Appendix No 6: Summary of respondents' answer (case study 3) 

Case 3: Alegmaa Alarabi Bank 
1. The extent and nature of AIS investment 

Q1. Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 
your bank? 

e of Current AIS A 
1 to 5 years 5 to 10 years Over 10 years 

g 
5 

Designer of the system 
Local designer Foreign 

designer 
Mixed 

5 
Advanced Average Elementary 

Implemented technology 5 

ti f AIS i 
Computerised Mixed Manual 

sa on o Computer 2 3 

Q2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information technology? 

Statement Yes No 
Competition at the cutting edge of innovation 5 
Use IT as a competitive weapon 5 
View IT as a critical and essential investment 4 1 

Q3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your 
bank? 

Types of information Yes No 
Financial statement for external users 4 1 
Managerial reports for internal users 5 
Operational reports on business transactions 5 
Statistical reports 5 
Top line information (EIS) 5 
Information for board members (DSS) 5 
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Q4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that 
arise during the operation of accounting information system and how do you 
inne with? 

ýý 
,ý 

"ý ýý.. _ 

Problems and AB! AB2 AB3 AB4 AB5 
Obstacles 
Kinds of these The availability of Supporting Some Some failures in the Delay of 
problems and obstacles information and and operation operating system, it does not obtaining 

lack of data of the system malfunctions cover some banking information 
quality. activities and the 

system is rented 
Maintenance and Company Company Company Company designed Company 

support the system designed the designed the designed the the system designed flit 
system system system system 

Reasons of theses linkage between Supporting Interruption of The system has a Non-linkage 

problems devices in the and operation communicatio limited capabilities between 
branches and lack the system n lack of training and branches 
of training u skillin 

Their relation with the The bank The bank All Libyan All Libyan banks The bank 
bank or all Libyan banks 

bank 
Their relation with Human and Technical Technical Technical Technical 
human or technical technical 
factors 

Q5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Way? 
Respondents Yes No Way? 

ABI Because it is not a highly advanced 
AB2 Because it is basic and not highly developed 
AB3 Because it is uncomplicated 
AB4 Because it is simple and in Arabic 
AB5 Because it is simple and uncomplicated 

Q6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have 
covered? 

Respondents The main areas of business 
ABI The most of bank's activities except some area such as ATMs, Visa cards, mobile banking and linkage 

between the branches 
AB2 some bank's activities 
AB3 The most of currently bank's activities - 
AB4 The most of bank's activities except some area such as ATMs, Visa cards, and there is not the linkage 

networking between the branches 
AB5 Some bank's activities such as treasury and current accounts activities. 



Q7. Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information 
system in your bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of 
use. (1 beine the most frequent user... etc) 

Fre uenc of the rank Rank in total 
Users Yes No 11 2 31 4 5 6 7 *Average Rank 

Managers in your bank 5 2 2 1 1.8 1 

Bank top executives/Board members 5 1 2 2 2.2 2 

Operatives, controllers, office staff 5 1 1 1 1 1 3.8 3 

Shareholders 4 1 1 1 1 1 44 

Governmental bodies 5 1 1 2 1 4.8 5 

Investors and creditors 4 1 2 1 1 56 
Tax department in the finance ministry_ 5 1 1 3 5.4 7 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as tonowmg: zrKXKI RN, where M7- Frequency of the rank, K= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

II. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance. 

Q1. How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting 
information system in your bank? 

Statement ABI AB2 AB3 AB4 AB5 
The important It is not effective it is effective The system is fairly The system 
factors that may and efficient and efficient effective in effective and is not 
influence the enough because it is easy terms of efficient with effective 

efficiency in the to use and providing respect to and 
deployment of AIS provides required current efficient 

required information banking 
information business 

The obstacles that The system Networking the linkage Capabilities It is simple 
keep you from capabilities are between between of the current and does 

being more finite to deal with branches branches system are not keep 

effective AIS huge volume of limited pace with 
data and it does not the evolving 
provide required banking 
information to 
internal users in 
time 

Evaluate cost The cost of system Spending for IT The benefits Its cost is not Good 
/benefit of is high and needs to is not enough to greater than its high comparing 
accounting 

develop or change. obtain the cost comparing with its cost 
information benefits of AIS with its 

system 
benefits 

The availability of Available to Available to Available to all Available to Delay of 
information to all internal internal users all users obtaining 
users (internal/ information 

external 

Q2. How does investment in information technology influence on the bank's reputation? 
Respondents Influences 

ABI Providing better services and thus increasing income. 
AB2 Providing new services and saving customers' time through speed accomplish of transaction 
AB3 Providing faster services and more convenient, hence obtaining a competitive advantage 
AB4 Providing quick and accurate information to management, investors and customers, thus it gives more 

confidence to the customers of the bank 
AB5 Providing faster services and more convenient , and helps to provide information to decision maker on 

time 
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Q3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in 

supporting managers in decision-making and problem solving? - ------- 
Respondents 

--- --- - Effectiveness 

ABt It is fairly effective in supporting managers especially in credit area. 
AB2 It is fairly effective in supporting managers especially in credit decisions. 

AB3 The system is consumedly effective in supporting managers especially in the 
credit decisions. 

AB4 The current system is good especially regarding to decisions of credit and investment. 

AB5 It is not effective in supporting managers in decision-making and problem solving, because there is a 
delay of obtaining information. 

Q4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information 

system in response to the development and changes in the Libyan business 

Respondents Need to develop 

AB1 There is a significant need to develop AIS; The management is seeking to develop the system because 

there are some areas in the NPS project, which should be applied by the bank. 

AB2 There is an urgent need to develop AIS 
AB3 It is necessary to convoy this development through developing the system and networking between 

branches 
AB; There is a significant need to develop its information system in the bank and linkage networking between 

all bank branches 
AB5 There is an urgent need to develop AIS 

Q5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your 
hank has faced? - 

Respondents Role of information technology 
ABI Providing good and comfort services, thus it leads to maintaining existing customer and obtaining new 

customers. It also enables the bank to use new products and improving existing services 
AB2 The customers need now the speed accomplish of transaction regardless price of the service, thus the 

number of customer will be increased and the income will be increased as well. 
AB3 It has a significant role in the competition, speed of transaction accomplishment and providing good 

services to the customers 
AB4 Saving time and effort, facilitates accomplishment of transactions, leads to obtain a new customers and 

investors, thus obtain a competitive advantage. 
AB5 it enables the bank to obtain competitive advantage among other banks and helping manager in decision- 

making 

Q6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop 
business performance? 

Role of information technology 
Respondents Level of IT is sufficient to improve business Is it is not sufficient, how can it be 

performance improved? 
ABI It is not sufficient to improve business performance, The business performance can be improved by 

because the bank can not provide some banking adopting developed information technology 
activities 

AB2 It is fairly sufficient to develop business performance It can be improved by investment in advanced 
technology 

AB3 It is enough in terms of the current banking, but in Obtaining developed system 
terms of customer services is not enough 

AN It is not enough for developing the business It can be improved by adopting advanced 
performance, because it does not meet the needs of technology 
external users such as customers and investors 

ABS It is not enough for developing the business Development and training workforce and then 
erformance obtaining advanced system 
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Q7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS AT infrastructure on structure of the 
workforce and activities in your bank? 

Respondents Effects 
ABI Increasing activities of business. 
AB2 Creating new banking activities and improving existing services. 
AB3 Improving business performance, increasing banking business accuracy and increasing business 

activities. 
AB4 Improving existing services and introducing new and convenient services. 
AB5 It provides huge volume of information, enables the bank to expand by opining new branches, and 

provides new services and developing banking business. 

Q8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs 
and the number of staff / branches? 

Impacts 
Respondents On the banking transaction 

costs 
On the number of staff On the number of 

branches 
ABI Decreased Decreased Increased 
AB2 Decreased Decreased Increased 
AB3 Decreased Decreased Increased 
AB4 Decreased Decreased No impact 
AB5 Decreased Decreased Increased 

Q9. What are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (1 most 
important... etc). 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 
Factors Yes No 1 2 3 4 51 61 -7 8 *"Average Rank 

Improve and increase customer services 5 4 1 1.4 1 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 5 2 2 1 3.4 2 
Increase internal efficiency 5 1 3 1 3.4 2 
Increase understanding of customer needs 5 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 
Market share growth (take from 

competition) 
3 2 1 1 1 4 4 

Defend current market share position 3 2 1 1 1 5 6 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 5 1 1 1 2 5.8 7 
Create overall market growth (create new 5 
demands) 

o rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN , where 

212 

FR= Freauencv o 

6.4 

f the rank R' 

8 

t 
Rank and RN- number of Respondents. 
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Q10. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information 
technology bank? Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (1 most 
contributorv... etc) 

Freq uency of the rank Rankin total 

Contributors Yes No 1 21 31 41 5 6 7 8 *Average Rsal 
Adequate funding 4 1 2 1 1 2 1 

Technical skills of information system staff 
members 

5 2 1 1 1 3 2 

Supportive bank management/users 5 1 2 2 3.6 3 
Alignment of information system and 
business strategies 

5 1 2 2 4 4 

Provide quality and innovation services to the 
customer 

5 1 1 1 1 1 4.6 5 

Reduce cost and errors 5 2 1 1 1 5.8 f 
Customer service attitude towards 
information systems 

5 1 1 1 2 5.8 

Partnering with external service provider(s) 3 2 1 2 6.3 S 
*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

Q11. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative 
answers in order of importance. (1 more imoortant... etc) 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 
Statements Yes No 1 2 3 4 5 6 *Average Rank 

Information technology gives your bank 4 1 1 2 1 2.75 1. 

_competitive 
advantage 

Information technology provides a way 5 1 2 1 1 2.8 2 
for your bank to reduce costs 
Information technology plays an integral 5 1 1 1 2 3.6 3 
role in meeting customer requirements 
Information technology assists and 5 1 1 2 1 3.6 3 
supports the needs of your bank's business 

_ Information technology is an important 5 2 3 3.8 5 
component and is aligned to your business 
strate 
Information technology enables your bank 5 1 1 1 1 1 4 6 
to increase revenues 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents.. 

Q12. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and 
develop accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in 
terms of their availability. (1 more available... etc). 

Frequency of the Rank in total 
Items Yes No rank 

1 2 3 4 *Average Rank 

. 
Technical tools to develop and support 5 3 1 1 1.8 1 
AIS 
Skilled personal to implement and 5 1 2 2 2.2 2 
support the AIS 
Enough funds for on-going investment 5 1 2 1 1 2.4 3 
in AlS 
Outside specialist experts when 3 2 2 1 T 3.3 4 
required 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 
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Q13. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking 
services are evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms 
of your agreement. (1 more important... etc). 

Frequency of the rank Rank in total 
Benefits Yes No 17 -2 3 4 5 *Average Rank 

IT banking services save your time 5 2 1 2 2 1 
IT banking services make your banking 

more convenient 

5 1 3 1 2.2 2 

IT banking services provide accurate 
account information 

5 2 1 1 1 2.8 3 

It is easy to use IT banking services 5 2 2 1 3.4 4 
IT banking services provide privacy in 
your banking transaction 

5 1 1 3 4.4 5 

*to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 

III. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce 

Q1. In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce 
programmes and policies related to AIS in your bank? 

Respondents Were the employees Who Are the Assessment of 
trained? trained employees programmes and policies 

them? satisfied? 
ABI During operation of the Satisfied There are no training 

system programmes 
AB2 During operation of the Satisfied There are no training 

system programmes 
AB3 During operation of the Satisfied There are no training 

s stem programmes 
AB4 During operation of the Satisfied It is not as must be 

system 
AB5 During operation of the Satisfied There is no any training 

system. policy 

Q2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
Respondents Role of employees 

ABI Through submit their suggestions to add or modify some reports for more details 
AB2 There is suggestions form that are studied and applied after approval of the management 
AB3 The employees submit their suggestions through proposals form to the management 
AB4 Through submit their suggestions to the management 
AB5 The employees submit their suggestion to the management by suggestions form 

Q3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is 
needed to realise the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 

Respondents Extent of need 
Very required Neutral Not required 

AB1 Very required 
AB2 Very important 
AB3 Very required 
AB4 Very important 
AB5 Required 
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Q4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve 
business performance? 
Respondents Employees' skills in IT 

ABI Employees' skills help to improve business performance through a speed of transaction 
accomplishment. The skilled employees in IT avoid a lot of problems during operation of 
inputting data. 

AB2 Employees' skills are very helpful to improve business performance because it makes tasks of 
supporter easer, and thus saves effort and time, and improves business performance 

AB3 There is positive relationship between employees' skills and business performance through their 
good using and dealing with the information system. 

ABS Employees' skills help to improve business performance and saves time and effort of employees 
in terms of raising speed, accuracy and efficiency 

AB5 Skilled employees help to improve business performance through a speed of transaction 
accomplishment, and they provide required information on time, these lead to decreasing of 
transaction cost. 

Q5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling of the workforce 
on the benefits delivery of investment in your bank? 

Respondents Effects of training and up-skilling 

AB! Training and up-skilling has a positive impact on efficiency of employees and increasing a speed 
completion of transactions 

AB2 there are no effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of the benefits of 
investing in IT in the bank 

AB3 Training and up-skilling has a positive impact, where it leads to increasing efficiency of 
employees and improving business performance 

AB4 the training and up-skilling has a positive impact on the delivery of some benefits of investing in 
IT 

AB5 The current training and up-skilling suffice the current requirements, but it does not lead to 
development of banking business 

Q6. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please 
rank the benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No 
Frequency of the 

rank 
Rank in total 

1 21 31 41 5 6 7 *Average Rank 
Improve customer services 5 2 1 1 1 2.2 1 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in 
number of transactions 

5 1 1 2 1 2.6 2 

Reduce a number of errors 5 1 1 1 2 2.8 3 
Improve working conditions and competition 4 1 1 1 1 1 3.75 4 
Improve the accounting control in terms of 
accuracy and recording transactions 

4 1 1 1 1 1 4.5 5 

Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 4 1 2 2 5.5 6 
Reduce the number of employees 4 1 1 1 2 6.25 7 

to rank the users, the frequency of the rank was given weight as following: E FR xR/ RN, where FR= Frequency of the rank, R= 
Rank and RN= number of Respondents. 
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Appendix No 7: Interview (1): Commerce and development bank 

I. General questions: 

The respondent's name and position? 
Waseem El-Zawey, Manager of Administrative Affairs Management in Commerce and 

Development Bank 
How long is length of experience? 
13 years 
Highest level of education and qualifications. 
Bachelor of Business Administration 

II. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

1. Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in your 
bank? 
Since the establishment of the bank in 1996 until 2004, accounting information systems which 
were used in the bank were designed by local companies. From 2004 until now, the bank has 

used a global accounting information system which is called MISYS system. However, as this 
system is huge and very developed, the bank now does not use more than 25% of its capability. 
In 2004, the Commerce and Development Bank was the first bank in Libya to issue Visa card, 
and use ATMs, points of sale, electronic banks and mobile banks. In addition, in 2008 all 
branches and agencies became connected through a fibre optic network. This feature enabled 
customers to conduct their banking transactions in any branch and agency regardless of where 
the account was located. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 
The Commerce and Development Bank is interested in the area of information technology. The 
bank also views IT as a critical and essential investment area due to the fact that the bank 
competes at the cutting edge of innovation and uses IT as a competitive weapon. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
The accounting information system provides financial statements for external users, managerial 
reports for internal users, and operational reports on business transactions for operatives and 
controllers. In addition, the system provides required information to all levels of management 
in an easy and accessible way. Board members every day receive reports of the financial 
situation and daily activities of the bank and its branches. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
The most important problems are related to human resources, where there are no specialists in 
technology in the field of accounting. Consequently, the management hires experts from 
outside the bank to support and maintain the system. In addition, a lack of a communications 
infrastructure in the state is one of the most important problems that face all Libyan banks. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
The system is easy and uncomplicated, and just needs a bit of training, because it is easy to use 
and simply available to all. 
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6. In your bank. what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
All main areas ol'husiness in the hank have been covered by int6rmat, on technology projects. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 

bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frequent user... etc) 

Users Yes No Rank 
Shareholders 6 
Governmental bodies 2 
Tax department in the finance ministry I 
Managers in your bank 5 
Investors and creditors 7 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 4 
Bank top executives/Board members 3 

III. About the investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

Ilow would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 
'I lie systein is efficient and effective and accurate information is mailable on time to all 
internal and external users. However, the main obstacle that keeps the bank from having an 
elective accounting inloniiation system is human resources. The benefits of the accounting 
information system outweigh its cost. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence on the bank's reputation? 
Costumer ninnbers have increased by providing nevv and fast services. 'I his influence leads to 
an increase in the income and market value, as vvell as a good reputation for the hank. 

3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
I he system is very etlcctive in supporting managers because it pros ides all information 

required by managers about all branches and agencies on tinge. 

In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 
Compared with other I. ihvan hanks, the ('onºnºercc and Devclopnicnt Bank is advanced in its 
use of information technology. In addition, they try keep up ýAith us in this area. The bank is 
also connected with the some elements of the N PS and with other I . 

ihy, ln banks. 

5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 
Information technology has an essential part to play in the competition which the bank has 
traced with the largest banks in terms ofcapital and age. 

6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 
performance? 
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Through providing the accurate and timely information Mhich is provided by the system. the 
hank's management can make a right decision at an appropriate time. This situation improves 

the speed and accuracy of transactions and thus improves the business pertbrmance. However. 
b\ training and np skilling, the workforce the accoLmtine information system will be more able 
to improve business performance, 

What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
The upgrade in IS/IT infrastructure has provided ne sere ices. and impro\ed existing scrOces 
and the accomplishment of transactions. In addition. it has led to an increase in income and 
Customers. 

8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 
II he upgrade in IS/I I infrastructure has led to a decrease in the number ut'stall, and the cost uI' 
transactions, thus increasing income. However, regarding the number of branches, there is no 
relationship between information technology and number of branches. 

The Checklist Questions: 
From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 
your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (I most important 

... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 

Market share growth (take from competition) 7 

Defend current market share position g 
Improve and increase customer services 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 
Increase internal efficiency 4 
Increase understanding of customer needs 2 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 3 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology hank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of importaance. (I most contributorv... ctc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information ,, )stem stall' members 3 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 5 
Customer service attitude towards informations stems 6 
Supportive bank management/users 4 
Partnering with external service rovider(s) 
Ade uate funding 
Reduce cost and errors 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 2 
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Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No 
_ 

Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues v 1 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce 
costs 

2 

Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 3 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your 
bank's business 

6 

Information technology is an important component and is 
aligned to your business strategy 

ITT 5 

Information technology plays an integral role in meeting 
customer requirements 

4 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(1 more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
Enough funds for on-going investment in AIS 1 

Technical tools to develop and support AIS 2 

Outside specialist experts when required 3 

Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 4 

Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (1 more 
important... etc). 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
It is easy to use IT banking services N' 5 
II banking services save your time ti 2 

IT banking services make your banking more convenient I 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 4 
IT banking services provide accurate account information 3 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to ALS in your bank? 
There is no clear policy or plan in place for training and up-skilling in the bank. Ilowever, in 
the near future, there will be a comprehensive plan for internal and external training. 
The MISYS Company and the management of infiºrmation technology in the hank have trained 
bank employees for the neýý system. The majority of' employees are satisfied vvith the new 
system. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the ALS? 
During the operation of the system by employee,,, they have a role to improve the system by 
submitting their suggestions to the management. 
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3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
To achieve the henefits of AIS adequatel% and satistactorily. the training and up-skillin, -, of the 

workforce is necessar%. especially before using nevy services or advanced technologv. 

4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 

here is complete a-rcemcnt that the skills of cmployces in Il lead to accuracv and speed of' 
transactions. This will influence the business performance through increasing the numher of' 
transactions that are accomplished bv the employees. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
Since there are no clear policies and plans For training. it impact on the delivery of the benefits 

of investing in IT is not significant. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (l more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
transactions 
Improve working conditions and competition } 

Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 
recording transactions 
Reduce the number of employees 
Reduce a number of errors 2 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 5 
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Appendix No 8: Interview (2): Commerce and development bank 

1. General questions: 

The respondents name and position 
Khalid Uencee. General Manaucr oiCoininerý: c sind De\clopmcm Bank 

How long is length of experience? 

Highest level of education and qualifications. 
Bachelor of Business Administration 

Ill. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

1. Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in your 
bank? 
From 2004 until no's, the bank has used a global accounting inlormalion system vvhich is 

called M ISYS system. Compared with other banks. our bank uses II at the highest level. -The 
Commerce and Development Bank as the first bank in Libya to issue a Visa cards, and use 
ATMs, points of sale, electronic banks and mobile banks. Recently, the bank has used mobile 
banks for transferring money from on account to another. In addition, in 2008, all branches and 
agencies became connected through a Fibre optic netýýork. 'I his Brature enabled customers to 

conduct their banking, transactions in any branch and agenev regardless of vvhere the account 
as located. Moreover, there is full computerisation ofthe accounting Systenm in the hank. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 

'I here is a large investment in the IF area. O"ing to the tact that the bank vyorks among banks 

that have greater capital and have more banking experience. the bank vievs IT as a critical and 
essential investment area. The management of the bank keep pace with nevv development in the 
area of IT and try to apply it in Libya; therefore the bank is distinguished from other banks in 

this area. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 

The accounting information sýstenu provides financial and statistical report,, for external users 
and internal users in timely and operational reports on business transactions for operatives and 
controllers. In addition, the system provides required information to all levels of management 
in an easy and accessible way. On daily basis board members receive required information 

about the financial situation and banking activities. In addition, they can also use the system 
independently to get needed information. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 

The main problems are the education level of the employees, Where there is a shortage of 
qualified human resources and there is a lack of employees training. In addition, a lack of a 
comnuinications in the country prevents the banks from doing business better, especially in 
ATMs. "these are the most important problems that täce all Libyan hanks. 
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5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
Operation of the system is not difficult with repetition and time because all banking operations 
are a\, ailahle in the system and it just needs a qualitied person. 

In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
All main areas ol'bunking husincss in the bank have been covered h\ inb rmation technolooý 
prujectS. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 

bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frequent user ... etc) 

Users Yes No Rank 
Shareholders 
Governmental bodies tir 
Tax department in the finance ministry 5 
Managers in your bank 2 
Investors and creditors 4 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 3 
Bank top executives/Board members 

Ill. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Senmi-structured interview questions: 
How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 
The s\steni is efficient and effective. It saves time and effort by hrovridinrý rCtiLlil-Cd 1111`61-1 Oil 
on time to internal and external users. The problems that may face the bank are the mistakes 
which are made by the statt as a result of lack of efficiency. These problems may keep the hank 
from having an effective accounting information system. 
On the other hand. in spite of the cost. there is substantial saving by the use ofI I I'. especially in 
the long tern, where there are many benefits from the use of the system. 

2. }{ow does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
As a result of' using IT. the de eloped ser\ ices that are provided hN the hank. the hank's 
reputation have been increased. %%hich increases interest oh'custom»ers to deal ýýitli the hank. 

3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
The system is verv useful in supportin- managers to make decision, and soI'c problems. 
I lowever. I recommend that the system should involve personal informal ion about customers to 
make decisions more accurately, especially re`iarding decisions ot'credit. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 
The hank is connected 'ý ith the some elements of* the N PS For exaiiiple. Real Tillie Gross 
Settlement System (RTGS) and Automated Clearing Ilouse (ACII). The hank is also connected 
with other Libyan batiks. Although this connectivity is costly tier the hank it is necessary liar the 
hank to keep its customers. 
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5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 
II has a great role to play in the competition. This as the first hank in I. ihya to use IT, for 
example. ATM, Visa Cards. and the connections het\ýcen all hank branches. These led us to 
obtain new customers to the bank and to maintain existing customers. 

6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in sour bank develop business 
performance? 
Through providing accurate and timely inlbrmation vvhich is provided hý the sýstein to internal 

and external users, the level of' accounting inlormation system in the hank is sufficient to 
improve business performance. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
-I he upgrade in IS/ff infrastructure has provided ne'v , ervices. innhro cd existing services and 
made the accomplishment of transactions more accurate and speed. 

8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 
hie upgrade in NIT infrastructure has led to a decrease in the number of staff and the cost of 
transactions. I lowcver, the upgrade of IS/I'l infrastructure has had no impact on the number of 
hranches. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 

your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of inmportance. (I most important... etc J. 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 
Market share growth (take from competition) 1 2 

Defend current market share position 
Improve and increase customer services 3 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 4 
Increase internal efficiency 5 
Increase understanding of customer needs 6 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 8 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology bank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (I most contrihutorv... etc) 

Contributors 
Technical skills cif information system staff members 

Yes_ No Rank 
t- 

Alignment of information system and business strategies 7 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 8 
Supportive bank management/users 2 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 3 
Adequate funding 4 
Reduce cost and errors 5 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 6 
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3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues ti 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce costs N 2 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 3 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your bank's 
business 

4 

Information technology is an important component and is aligned to 
your business strategy 

5 

Information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer 
requirements 

6 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(1 more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
Enough funds for on-going investment in AIS I 
Technical tools to develop and support AIS 2- 
Outside specialist experts when required 3 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 4 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (I more 
important... etc). 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
It is easy to use IT banking services 

IT banking services save your time 3 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 5 
IT banking services provide accurate account information 2 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank? 
there is a lack in training programs and up-skilling in the If area in the hank. the manawemcnt 
of information technology ors-anises training courses for employees. In the case of neýý 
systems, employees were trained by the companies that designed the systems. 
The employees are only läirly satisfied'%ith the new system because of their lack of skills and 
t ainin`g. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
During the operation of the system by the employees, they submit suggestions to the 
mana-genment. "There is a specialised committee lör studying and implementing ii 1)ostiihle. 
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3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
The training and up-skilling, is required and essential to realise the henetits of AIS, because 

with out training and developing the hank can not achieve the henefits adequately and 
satisfactorily. 

In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
Skilled employees in I "I have a better pertürmance than others: thev sievc time and effort, and 
provide accurate and timely information. In addition. then deal %v ith the largest number of 
transactions. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your hank? 
Due to the lack of proper selection ol'qualilied, efficient and skilled staff, the impact on the 
deliverv of the henetit, of iii estin'-, in 11, is not siu'nitic: ant. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 

_Improve 
customer services v 

Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of transactions _ 2 
Improve working conditions and competition 3 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and recording 
transactions 

4 

Reduce the number of employees 
Reduce a number of errors j 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 7 
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Appendix No 9: Interview (3): Commerce and development bank 

1. General questions: 

The respondent's name and position? 
Idrees Al- I asham. Manager of' Accounting Management in Commerce and Development Bank 
I low long is length of experience? 

30 Nears 
I lighest level of education and qualifications. 

Bachelor of l3u,, inc,, s \diuinistr. rtion 

II. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

I. Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in your 
hank? 
Since the opening ol'the hank in 1996, the management of the hank has aimed to use advanced 
technology in the Nanking business. The first system ' as designed hý hank accountants and 
programmers. In 2004. the bank adopted an advanced foreign system called the MISYS svstem. 
Currently. all hank branches and agencies are connected by fibre optic network. and the hank 

uses mobile banking. Al "Ms and Visa cards. These developments have led to business being 
accurately and quickly. The bank uses computer technology in all husinc., transactions. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information "Technology (fl )? 
Investment in IT is important and essential for the bank management and to obtain the latest 
innovations and devices in this area. IT provides new services to costumers and gives the hank 

a competitive advantage among other banks. 

What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your hank? 
The accounting information system provides all required inliOrnnation. All eternal users can 
obtain financial statements. 'I lie Libyan central hank receive, monthlv and quarterly statistical 
reports. Regardin internal users, the system provides reports of' business transactions for 
control and supervision and internal managerial reports. 1 he information system provides 
required information to hoard members every dad. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
The most important problem,, are just related to humane element in terns of (1,11a entry. 
The lack ofefticient, quail lied and , killed stall'is the main pmhlenm in all Iihyan hanks. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
The system is easy and simple to use. It just needs training, to tolluýý the correct procedures. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered'? 
All main areas of banking business in the hank have heen covered) hv information technoloogy 
projects. Only some simple transactions need to he manually entered at the heginning, such as 
documentary credits 
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The Checklist Questions: 
Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frequent user ... etc) 

Users Yes No Rank 
Shareholders 4 
Governmental bodies 6 
Tax department in the finance ministry 7 
Managers in your bank 2 

Investors and creditors 5 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 3 
Bank top executives/Board members 

Ill. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 

system in your bank? 
The accounting information system is excellent and there are. no and obstacle; that keep the ý1IS 
from being more effective. Obtained benefits from the system are greater than its cost. It ensures the 
quality of the data, provides information to internal users constantly and to external users monthly 
and quarterly. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence on the bank's reputation? 
There is a positive influence on the hank's reputation fier faster and Baser business transactions 
to he easier and faster. It also strengthens its competitivenes, among other hanks. 

In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
The system is effective to the maximum extent in support ot'decision making. especially alter 
Ll ing the new- system and the connectivity between bank branches and agencies. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 
The system is compatible kith the changes and developments in the Libyan business 
environment. except some technical matters which the bank is dealing with it now. 

5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 
II is playing, the major role in response to the competition that the hank has faced. The current 
hank's reputation was caused by using advanced information technolou, ý. 

6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 
performance? 
The Iercl of accounting information s)stern in the bank is sufficient to improve business performance. 
The system has simplified transaction, reduced costs and time and supported decision-making. 
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7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
The upgrade in IS/Il infrastructure has unproved employees performance and banking. husiness 

performance and provided new services to the customers 

How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 

he upurade in IS/II I infrastructure has led to a decrease in the number of stalland the cost at 
transactions. Iimýeýer. upgrade of' IS/I'i infrastructure has no impact on the number oi- 
hranches due to the large area of'the countrv. 

The Checklist Questions: 

From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 
your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (1 most important... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 8 
Market share growth (take from competition) 7 
Defend current market share position 6 
Improve and increase customer services I 

Cut service prices/lower service costs 5 
Increase internal efficiency 2 
Increase understanding of customer needs 3 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 4 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology hank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (I most contri butor\... e tc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information system staff memhers ý I 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 6 
Supportive bank management/users 3 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 5 
Ade uate fundin q 
Reduce cost and errors g 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 7 

3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Statements 
Les No 

Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues .t Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce costs 5 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your bank's 2 
business 
Information technology is an important component and is aligned to 3 
your business strategy 
information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer 
requirements 
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4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 

accounting information systems'? Please rank the affirmative items in terms oftheir availability. 
(I more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
Enough funds for on-going investment in AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support AIS 
Outside specialist experts when required 4 

Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 3 

Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terns of your agreement. (1 more 
important... etc). 

Benefits 

It is easy to use I'I banking sere ices 

N, es No Rank 

4 
IT banking services save your time 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 5 

IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 2 
IT banking services provide accurate account information 3 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank'? 
There are no clear policies or plans for tr; ºinin_ wºnJ up-, killing in the hank. Employees were 
trained for new system by the management of information technology. There is no-v\ training 
courses for new emplo>ees. I loývever, the employees are satisfied výith the nevv system. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
During the operation or the s} stem by the employees. they have a role to improve the system 
by submitting their su . gestioiis to the management. 

To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
(he training and up-skiIlin_e is very necessary I'M- employees toi accomplish the benefits of AIS. 
In general. to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
The employees' skills in IF improve husiness performance. The employees' skills influence 

positively on husiness performance. This performance influences through the improvement of 
service and speed up transactions and reduce errors. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
Because of' there are no policies and plans for training and up-skilling the worklürce, so the 
impacts of the training and up-skilling is not significant. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services I 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
transactions 

2 

Improve working conditions and competition 7 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 
recording transactions 

3 

Reduce the number of employees 6 
Reduce a number of errors 5 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 4 
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Appendix No 10: Interview (4): Commerce and development bank 

I. General questions: 
" The respondent's name and position? 

Mohammed AI-Jhany_ Manager of Operations Manaoenient in the Commerce and 
I)e elopment Bank 

" How long is length of experience? 
3> years 

" highest level of education and qualifications. 
Bachelor of Accounting 

I1. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION I): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in your 
bank? 
'I he Commerce and Development Bank is the first and largest privet hank in Libya. It is also 
the first Libyan bank has connected all its hranches and auencies hN a single banking system 
through fibre optic network and satellite connectivitN. The hank has used the s}stellt since the 
establishment of the bank in 1996. The bank has continued to develop it and used an advanced 
technolouy. Currently, the hank uses an advanced system designed h\ a global company. This 

system is very advanced and enabled the management to obtain any required infoniiation about 
any branch at any time. All activities of the hank depend entirely on the using of computer. 

How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 
'I he policy of the bank's management i, convoying and benefiting from the development in 

technology to develop the system. thus. the information technology is a critical and essential 
investment area for the management. I his investment led to increasing customers' number and 
providing new services. Moreover. the hank is distinguished from other banks bN using 
advanced technology. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
I he accounting inI rmation system provides huge numher of'data and information l 'or external 
and internal users on time such as financial statements and daily activities reports. Everydav, 
reports and statistics activities are provided to the senior management and board members for 
making-decision. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
I he problem is the sNsteni is very advanced with a lack in training on the system. which 
resulted in it lack of maximum utilisation of capabilities of the system. This problem is resulted 
from there is no branch of the company that designed the system in Libya; therefore the staff 
has not trained on the system ýýell by the company. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
he system is not easy, and needs time and training to be easy for use at the best use. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
All banking business activities in the bank have been cowered b) iniornnation technology 

projects. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. O being the most 
frenitent iicer etr1 

Users Yes No Rank 
Shareholders 3 
Governmental bodies 7 

Tax department in the finance ministry 5 

Managers in your bank 2 

Investors and creditors 4 

Operatives, controllers, office staff 6 

Bank top executives/Board members I 

III. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

Hoýv ýtiould you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 

system in your hank? 
The system is efficient and effective in term of pro\, idin'-' required information in time and it iý 

advanced. Although, the cost of the system is high but there are great benefits obtained by 

using the system. It saves time and effort and en, urcl, the cfualit\ of data and (provides 
infoniiation to all users. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence on the bank's reputation? 
Using of information tcehnoloOy hanLing business hii, 1 po' itiRc impact on the hank's 

reputation. The using ot- intürmation technology and the connection bctýýecn the head oflice 
and branches enabled customers to conduct their banking t ansactions in any branch. an t 

providing required intürmation to support management to make right decisions. In addition. the 
using of' information technolo,.! y creates neýý services and increases number of customers. 
'T'hese lead to increasing of income. Subsequently, -gains distributions vv ill he increased, these 
výill influence on the bank's market vaaIuc. 

3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems etiective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problems solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
The advantage of the s)steni is to obtain accurate and timely inlorlllation about an) business 
activities of the hank: this led to the decision-making is first and accurate. 
For example, every day a report about activities of each branch is prepared cumparativel; with 
a report of the previous day and transferring it to the senior nianagcmcnt. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 
The NPS is efficient and advanced system. On the other hand. because of' the completion of' 
connectivity of all bank branches and agencies. the hank is reacts to deal vwh the NI'S just výe 
are ýraiting other banks to complete connecting their branches mth a single sýstein. 
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S. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 
Whenever the hank uses the advanced technolou\ in the h. ºnkinu business thus provides ne,, ti 
and tust services, this led to increasing of customers number and therehy increasing of bank's 

revenues. The hank relies on information tcchnoluev in competition ýv ith other hanks. 
6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 

performance? 
"I he svsteni is good and sufficient to develop business perk rniance because it results in speed 
of services delivery and providing of information on time as vvell as reducing of procedures. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /I infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
'I he upgrade in Is! I I infrastructure has led to reduced a numher and cost oh'transactions created 
ai nC\\ hankin, acti\ itics. 

How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 
Whenever the system is developed. the Wurmher of , taII MId the numher of traii'actions are 
decreased. Moreover whenever the reputation of hank is good. the demand of hank's services is 
increased by customers. this leads to incrca'e I number of, ranches. 

The Checklist Questions: 
From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 
your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of im rtance. (I most important... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 4 
Market share growth (take from competition) 3 
Defend current market share position 
Improve and increase customer services I 

Cut service prices/lower service costs 2 
Increase internal efficiency 
Increase understanding of customer needs 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 5 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology bank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (I most contributorv... etc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information system staff members v 1 
Alignment of information system and business strategies _ 3 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 
Supportive bank management/users 2 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 
Adequate funding 4 
Reduce cost and errors 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 
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3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
; )t importance. (I more important... etc 

Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues 3 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce 2 

costs 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage ti I 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your 4 
bank's business 
Information technology is an important component and is aligned 5 
to your business strategy 
Information technology plays an integral role in meeting 6 

customer 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 

accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(I more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
Enough funds for on-going investment in AIS 

Technical tools to develop and support AIS 2 
Outside specialist experts when required 4 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 3 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your hank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms ot'your agreement. (I more 
imoortant... etc). 

Benefits Yes No Rank 

It is easy to use IT banking services S 
IT banking services save your time 2 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 4 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 3 

IT banning services provide accurate account information 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

I. In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workliorce programmes and 
policies related to AN in your bank? 
I here is just internal training that is organised bv the Immagement of inlormation lechnoloey in 
the hank. However, external training is required to improve %korLlarce perf<irmance and 
banking business performance. 

'ihe employees are satisfied with the ne" system but they need more training on the system to 
get its benefits as much as possible. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
The management of information technolo"ý receives any suggestion 1'm111 operators of the 
system, and then the management call on the company that designed the system i1'there i,, any 
modification or development. 
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3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
I'he training and up-ski! ling is very required to accomplish the benefits of accounting 
information system adequately and satisfactorily. 

4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 

Skilled emploýcc in IT is very helptul to inmpro%e hu"ink';, pert 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
I he trainin, g and up-skilling the workforce has it positive impact on the delkery of the benefits of 
in' estinL in II in term, of accuracy of vwrk and completion speed ol'transactions. 

The Checklist Questions: 
Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
transactions 

v 5 

Improve working conditions and competition 7 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 
recording transactions 

2 

Reduce the number of employees 4 
Reduce a number of errors 3 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 6 
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Appendix No II: Interview (5): Commerce and development bank 

1. General questions: 

The respondent's name and position? 
Ahmed laid. Manager of Information Technology Department in Commerce and I)evelopntent 

Bank 
How long is length of experience? 

Highest level of education and qualifications. 
l achcºor of Computer Science 

H. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in your 
bank? 

Since the establishment ol'the hank in 1996 until 2004. accountin,; inturmation systems vvhich 

were used in the bank were designed by local companies. The system v as limited capacities. 
Since that period the management as focused on the development of customer service in a 

ne\\ \\ay from \\hat was common in other Libyan banks. As the local systems did not meet 

ambitions of the bank. the management tend to global systems. In 2004 until nova. the hank has 

used a global accounting information system vrhich is called MISYS system. I he hank has 

spent vast sums on information technology infrastructure. which began to henetit the hank. In 

addition. there are secondary systems such as electronic banking system and mobile hankint-, 

system, which were designed by local companies. The hank depends entirely on the computer 
in banking business. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of' Inforniation "Technology (I"I )? 
'I he hank is the first in terms of usitne information technolo,, v in customer serv ices such as Visa 

cards, ATMs. point of sale, mobile banking and Western Union. 'I lie hank has also contributed 
to encourage the use of technology in I, ihva. 'I he hank yie'vs II as a critical and essential 
investment area and uses it as a competitive \\capon'\ith other banks. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
The svstcnº provides a daily report to the senior management about all hanki i activities. It alao 
provides required information to deferent managerial levels to help make the riLht decisions in 

time. and provides necessary information to external users. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
The most important problems are related to a lack ol- a communication, infrastructure in the 
country. There are some problems in operation. maintenance and support the system. hieb arc 
resulted from insufficient the training and up-shilling the worktiýrce. These problems lace all 
Libyan banks. 
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Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
The system is easy and simple to use. Iloýýever, it is dillirult in terms of support and 
maintenance as a result the system is very developed and requires hiýýhly qualified and skilled 
statu. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
All hanking hu, inc. S, : activities have been covered h\ inl rination technoloov projects. 

The Checklist Questions: 

Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (1 being the most 
frequent user... etc) 

Users 
Shareholders 

Yes No Rank 
4 

Governmental bodies 7 
Tax department in the finance ministry 6 
Managers in your bank 2 
Investors and creditors 5 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 3 
Bank top executives/Board members I 

Ill. About the investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 

The svstem is efficient and effective especially in the long tern. It ensure, the quality of data 

and provides information easily to all users. The advantaie of the system is that it 
accommodates any new activities. The obstacles that keep the bank from having an effective 
accounting information system are it lack of culture of customers to use technological services 
that is resulted there is no good services marketing by the bank ii" these services. and the 
system is very huge and the management has tried to use it the better use but the obstacle is a 
lack of training and up-skilling the workforce. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence on the bank's reputation? 
Providing a technological and new service to the customer has led to an increase reputation of 
the hank. 

In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problems solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
I lie system is very elective in supporting managers because the stain target of design of the 
system is supporting and improving decision-making. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 

The case nový is the opposite comparing with other Libyan banks. They need to develop their 
accounting.; information system. We are ready now: just we are waiting other banks to connect 
with them through NPS. 
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5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 
Intormation technology provides ne" services to the custonicrs, thus plics a key role in the 

competition. As the most services are similar in all Libyan banks but vvavs of providing these 

services are different result of the using of information technology. 

6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 
performance`? 
Accountin- information system has developed husiness perfurnnance oi' the hank by providing 
nevý services and improving existing services. 
Currently the system is sufficient to improve performance at the same time the development is 
ongoing to improve business performance. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 

Currently the most bank transaction done autonMatica! Iy. The upgrade in IS/I I InI'lastructtire ha" 

provided new services, increased accurac) of information, and reduced time to complete 
transactions and reduced errors. It has a positive effect on increase and improvement of 
services and creation nevv activities. 

8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 

The upgrade in IS/I I' inli-astructure has led to ad ecrcýa, e in the cost ol'banking, transaction-, and 
the number of statt. Increase the number of branches based on a icasibility study and not 
related to intorm<ition technology projects. 

The Checklist Questions: 

1. From the list beloýý. ' hat are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 
your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of'importance. (I most important 

... etc). 

Factors 
(c (Beate over im ýr et pro t reate ne demands 

Market share growth (take from competition) 

) 
Yeti 
v 

.... ..... 

No 

.. r..... .... 

Rank 
K 

Defend current market share position 4 
Improve and increase customer services 

Cut service prices/lower service costs Z 
Increase internal efficiency 3 
Increase understanding of customer needs 6 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 7 
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2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your inli rmation technology bank? 

Please rank the contributors in order of imnortance. (1 most contrihutorv... etc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
technical skills of information system staff members 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 

N 5 
8 

Customer service attitude towards information systems 7 
Supportive bank management/users 4 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 6 
Adequate funding 3 

Reduce cost and errors 2 

Provide quality and innovation services to the customer I 

3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (I more ºmportant... etc 

Informat ion technology enables your bank to increase revenues 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce costs 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your bank's 5 

business 
Information technology is an important component and is aligned to 6 

your business strategy 
Information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer 4 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(I more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
Enough funds for on-going investment in AIS v 
Technical tools to develop and support AIS 2 

Outside specialist experts when required 3 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 4 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (I more 

. etc 

It is easy to use IT banking services 5 
IT banking services save your time ýl 1 

IT banking services make your banking more convenient 3 

IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 4 

I IT banking services provide accurate account information IJ1121 
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IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 
I. In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 

policies related to AIS in your bank? 
(here is no clear policy for training in the bank. Recently a training centre ýýas established in 
the hank. At the beginning of use the new system the employees were trained by the MISYS 
Company, which designed the system. I-lowever. this training for new employees or up-skilling 
for the existing employees did not continue. There are undertaken courses by the VISA 
Company. Hie bank management nominates staff to attend these courses. In general the 
employees are satisfied with the nevv systeni. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
Rarely there are some exceptional emploee; vvho have submitted suggestions and 
implemented. 

3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
H le human element is essentially and very important to operate the system. so the training and 
up-skilling the %vorkforce is necessary to realise the benefits of' AIS adequately and 
satisfactorilvý. 

4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
IL. mploýcc's skills in information tcchnologýv inlhruvc I iiic s ýýcl hn nr, inrý through saving 
time and effort. it also improves the serv ices. 

In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of' 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
When the employees have been training and uh-shilli ii mll. they can create nevý , el-vices and 
has impact on the business perlormance. 
he linkage between the branches or the bank and mobile banking %%ere resulted from the 

training. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. I las the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Benefits 
___ 

Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 

transactions 

T 3 

Improve working conditions and competition 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 

recording transactions 
Reduce the number of employees J 

4 

Reduce a number of errors 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 
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Appendix No 12: Interview (6): Wahda bank 

1. General questions: 

" The respondent's name and position 
Khalcd Alshekhi. Mania er ot'/\pplicaticn, in \kahdu Bank 

" How long is length of experience? 

" Highest level ofeducation and qualifications. 
Bachelor of Computer Science 

11. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 
your bank`? 

The accounting information system exists from the estahlishinent of' the hank in 1970. In the 
early of nineties. as a result of the increasing number of accounts and the diversity of' anking 
services technology and modern programming in AIS výerc used. Noýv the bank adopts an 
integrated and developed banking system. This system includes all banking services. vOich is 

called FLEXC L )BE 
. 

The bank recently received advanced equipment and installed a central 
database. The branches are now linked to fibre-optic netývork and satellite. 

'I his technological evolution in the banking. based on a comprehensive plan (NPS) under the 
auspices of' Central Bank of' Libya in partnership 'cith fire banks, whish is Wahda Bank, 
Gumhouria Bank. National Commercial Bank, Sahara Bank and National Banking Corporation. 
Of the objectives of the system are providing of sophisticated banking products to customers. 
introduce new banking, products in shortest time and improve efiiciencv in banking business 

performance. 
There is a full use of the computer in banking business and a completely dependence on 
information technology. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 
The bank always keeps pace ývith developments in technology to improve business 

performance. 
It aims to actively participate in NPS project, starling the integrated banking system and 
communication networks. The neký system is applied in number of branches. The ATMs and 
mobile banking are used and there is incredible interest from customers for these services. 
Nmk the bank is applying the most advanced technology regarding banking business. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
he accounting information system provides the intormation needed by managers in decision- 

makino. Moreover, it provides a significant amount of required reports and statistics about all 
branches easily and on time. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
The most important problem that arise during the operation of the system is communication. 
occurs ýýeakness or disconnection in communications. l he main services of the system depend 
on the communications. This disconnection impacts on timely intormation. The second 
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problem is there is no qualified human element to operate and support this advanced system. 
The workforce needs training and up-skilling in core banking. security system and 
communications. 

The third problem is that In Libya: there are no specialists in support and maintenance of 
advanced systems as well as in communications. 

These problems are facing all I. ibvan banks due to a lack of expertise in modern technology and 
Co Ill Illllll Icatlolls. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
The neýý system is easy to use but this svstenn needs to work 24 hours in 7 dkavs and the stat'f i, 
not accustomed with shift vwrk. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
All service., that are hru\ided h\ the batik have hccn covered h\ the ititormation technology 
projects. 

The Checklist Questions: 
Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of' use. (I being the most 
frequent user... etc) 

Users Yes No Hank 
Shareholders ti 5 
Governmental bodies _ 7 
Tax department in the finance ministry 6 
Managers in your bank 2 
Investors and creditors 4 
Operatives, controllers, office staff I 
Bank top executives/Board members 3 

III. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting intOrmation 
system in your bank'? 
The projects management in the bank Use scientific methods to , tudv projects. I he s' stein is 
ettective. efficient and very sophisticated. It provides necessary inlormatloll on time and saves 
time and etTort. The bank's performance improved significantly after using the new system. For 
example, this reflected on increase a proportion of debt collection. 
The obstacle that keeps the hank from being, more cl'fective system is training the staff on the 
new system because of the large number ofstall'.. Mho all are needed to training on the s' steal. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
The using of intörmation technology has a significant effect on the hank's reputation. for 
example, when the mobile banking, as used there \\as incredible interest from custonierý tier 
this service. 

In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
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The system provides a huge number of reports and statistics to support decision-making. 
However, the problem is how to benefit from these reports and statistics? The management still 
relies on some traditional reports. In order to achieve a maximum benefit from the system, and 
this achievement comes from training and up-skilling the ýwrktorce. The hank now does not 
use more than 10% of capabilit} of the system. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 

response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 
here is an urgent need to develop the AIS for providing a neýý ser%ices and meet customer 

requirements. 

What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 
Uue to the openness of the Libyan banks for foreign banks. the Central Bank of Libya led 
Libyan banks to develop banking technologti and service development. Miere it adopted the 
NIPS strategy to enable Libyan banks to compete mth foreign hanks to provide same services at 
sane level. 

6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your hank develop business 
performance? 

The hank is focusing on completing the core banking system. I he nc. vt ý, t; ipc vv ill he using the 
data mining and data warehouse to develop business perfürinance and support decision- 

making. This stage has not yet begun in the Lib)an banks. 
The level of accounting information system is now sufficient but after using of the data mining 
and data warehouse with skilled staff v%ill be there the best use of the information technology. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
Ehe upgrade in IS/II I ink-astructure has a positive impact on the structure ol'the workforce and 
activities in the bank. It reduced time to accomplish transactions and provided new areas for 
hmikime, activities. 

Flow has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 

l'he upgrade in IS/I I infrastructure does not mean reducing the number of staff' because the 
technology needs operator; and supporters 24 hours in 7 days. The upgrade in IS/IT 
infrastructure also has led to increase cost of the most banking transactions. However it has had 

no impact on the number of branches. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
1. From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 

bank': t'iease rank the atrºrmatºve ractors ºn oraer of º 

Yes I No I Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 4 

Market share growth (take from competition) 5 

Defend current market share position 6 
Improve and increase customer services 3 

Cut service prices/lower service costs 
Increase internal efficiency 2 
Increase understanding of customer needs I 

Increase efficiency of business transactions 7 

. etc). 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology bank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (1 most contri buto etc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information system staff members 12 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 3 

Customer service attitude towards information systems 7 
Supportive bank mana ement/users I 
Partnering with external service provider(s) q 
Adequate- 
Reduce cost and errors 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 5 

3. Please respond to the statements below Using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Statements N, es No (tank 

-Information 
technology enables your bank to increase revenues 

r-- Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce costs 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your bank's business 4 
Information technology is an important component and is aligned to your 

business strategy 
5 

Information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer requirements 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(I more available... etc). 

Enough funds for on -going investment in AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support AIS 
Outside specialist experts when required 3 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS q 
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5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (I more 
important... etc). 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
It is easy to use IT banking services 5 
IT banking services save your time I 

IT banking services make your banking more convenient 2 

IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 4 
IT banking services provide accurate account information 3 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of' the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank? 
There is a lack in training programs in the II and up-slkilling area in the hank, but no's 
nmanagenient tier training has been established and there are training programmes with the 
central bank of Libya. All bank's employees have had computer courses. 
Regarding the new system the hank has a policy of' training of trainers. The trainers were 
trained outside the bank by the company that designed the systems, and the employees have 
had training by the trainers inside the bank. 
At the beginning of using of the new system there was resistance h the employees because the 
work system has had dramatically changed. I lowever. after touching the results of the system 
there is satisfaction and contentment with it. 

What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
There i5 a special committee to study the proposals submitted by employees to improve the 
system and adoption the appropriate of them. 

3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 

The training and uh-stilling is very important to realise the benefits of' AIS, because vvith out 
training can not achievc its benefits adequately and satist'aetorilý. 

4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
Employees' skills in I'I are very important to improve business perlormance through using the 
capabilities of' the system better use. I lowever, the bank suffers from a lack of qualified and 
skilled staff. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 

Training. and up-skilling now is freak comparing vtiith the high level of available technology, 
because it needs high skills and training in operation and security to use the capabilities of the 
developed system optimum use. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of transactions 
Improve working conditions and competition 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and recording 

transactions 
Reduce the number of employees 
Reduce a number of errors 
improve competitive advantage of the Bank 
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Appendix No 13: Interview (7): Wahda bank 

1. General questions: 

" The respondent's name and position 
Ahmed Rashid, Manager of. Accounting Management in Wahda Bank 

" How long is length of experience? 

" Highest level of education and qualifications. 
I achclor of Accounting- 

II. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

. Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 
your bank? 
At the beg inning of the establishment of the bank in 1970. the accounting intbrmation system 
vas manual and different frone one branch to another. I he, e led to delays in the information 

and prepare budgets and reports. In the early eighties the hank began to use the computer in the 
hanking business At the end of the nineties the bank has used tvso domestic systems but these 
systems still inadequate to keep pace kith technical developments in banking business. 
The strategic plan of the bank noýý is participation with Central Bank of I, ihya in the NPS 

project. This project needs development technology, thus the hank has started to use advanced 
system that is FLFX('UBF.. "There is a füll use of' the computer in accounting information 

system. 

How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (Ii')? 
Duc to the installation of the nevv system had not been completed in Al branches there is still a 
lack of use of information technology. 
Regarding the viewing information technology as a competitive weapon. it is linked to the 
infrastructure and communications in country as ýýell as ýv ith central hank of' Libya as the batik 
linked with it by NPS. The private banks have taken it competitive advantage in information 

technoloty because they are small and modern. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
The accounting information system provides managerial reports, budgets and statistics that 
include required information to all internal and external users such as governmental bodies, tax 
department. managers of bank, board members and senior management. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them'? 
The important problems are communication and transferring from old system to the new system. 
Although there is a management to support the systern, but there is it lack of expertise. For 
example, there are reports can not be obtained, although it is present in the system, thus this 
problem affects on the availability of information on time. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
Me new system is easy to use because intörmation can be obtained easily hut it needs training 
the employees. 
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6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
Documentary credits and asscs, ment of the currenc\ 

The Checklist Questions: 
Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (1 being the most 
frequent User ... etc) 

Users Yes No Rank 
Shareholders 2 

Governmental bodies 3 
Tax department in the finance ministry 4 
Managers in your bank 5 
Investors and creditors 6 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 7 
Bank top executives/Board members 1 

Ill. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 
Ilo, N would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 
Because the central bank of Libya hears a large part of the cost of sý, tem. so the henetits great 
comparing ýtiith its cost. The important factor that influences the efficiency ofthe development 
of AIS is the speed of providing information to all users easily and accurately. ( )n the other 
hand the obstacles that keep the hank froin being more effective system are it lack training and 
skilled staff. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
'I he investment in information technology affects on the hank's reputation. F 'or example. speed 
of completion of the transactions and using mobile banking. 

In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
The Svsten] is cl'tective in supporting, nnanauers in decision-making and problem , ol%insp. 
When the införmation is obtained timely and accurate the investment decision vviII be right and 
on time, opportunity cost will be reduced through and determining interest rate at any tinge bv 
obtaining the cost of money. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment'? (e. g. NPS) 
I)ue to development in the I ihvan business environment the bank ha, chin cd its sý"'tcni in 
line with this development especially with the NPS project. 

What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 

'I he Rule of intörmation technology in the competition is that it enabled the hank to use new 
products such as the use of electronic cards to keep up vvith the competition, maintaining 
existing customers and obtaining neý, vcustomers and completion rapid of services 
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6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 
performance? 
Ehe accounting information system develops the husiness pertorniance bv providing nevv 
banking activities thus it will increase hank's profits. Ilovvever, the level of accounting 
information system is not sufficient enough to improve business perlorniance. It can be 
improved by training and up-skilling the employees for new system and develop the 
infrastructure of communications. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
'I he upgrade in IS/I I infrastructure will proside neýý Nanking products and atcti%itics of bank 

vv ill he increased and activities of the hank vv ill he expanded as vv ill. 

8. Ilow has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 
I he upgrade in IS/I I Ini astructure has increased cost of transaction and number of staff'will he 
decreased. Iloývever it has not relationship výith number of branches because it depends on 
capital of the hank. 

The Checklist Questions: 
From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 
your bank'? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (I most important... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 7 

Market share growth (take from competition) 4 
Defend current market share position 8 

Improve and increase customer services 2 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 3 
Increase internal efficiency I 
Increase understanding of customer needs 6 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 7 

6. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology hank? 
riease rank Inc contrinutors in oraer of importance. (I most contri butorV... e tc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information system staff members v 7 
Alignment of information system and business strategies N 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 
Supportive bank management/users 4 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 5 
Adequate funding 6 
Reduce cost and errors I 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 2 
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Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No Rank 
Information technologv enables your hank to increase revenues G 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce costs v 

Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 2 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your bank's 

business 
3 

Information technology is an important component and is aligned to 
your business strategy 

5 

Information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer 
requirements 

4 

8. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(I more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
tnough funds for on-going investment in AIS _ 

Technical tools to develop and support AIS 3- 
Outside specialist experts when required 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 4 

Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services 
are evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. ( 
more important 

... etc). 

Benefits 

It is easy tu use I 'l banking sere ices 

Yes No Rank 

IT banking services save your time 2 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 3 
IT banking services provide privacy in your ban1T ng 

transaction 
5 

IT banking services provide accurate account information I; 4 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AlS in your bank? 
1 here are many training programs, but random and ill-considered. I he training on the new 
system must he liar all management levels including the audit unit. "Training courses should he 
reconsidered in order to he benefit to the trainees in their field. 
Ehe trainer was trained by the company designed the ne%ý system . 'I ke enýhloyees are not 
satisfied with new system because they are not familiar %%ith it and a lack of a culture ut' 
development. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
the employees submit their opinions to the management about the nevy system. 
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3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 

The training and up-skilling is very important to realise the henelits of AIS with good 
communication infrastructure. so with out skillet] staff and communication infrastructure can 
not achieve its benefits adequately and satisfactorily. 

4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
kmployecs' skills in IT are very important to improvc husincs', hcrt'ornma icc. 11. ever. highly 

skilled staff has a disadvantage it' it used had use. especially hen a stall is more skilled than 
their manager. thus the sills should he equal. 

In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 

Training and up-skiIling lu» a positive impact but not as planed because the random and a 
v%ron1-1 candidate tin- the trainees. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Benefits 
Improve customer services 

Yes No Rank 

Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of transactions " 1 
Improve working conditions and competition 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and recording 

transactions 

T 4 

Reduce the number of employees 7 
Reduce a number of errors 6 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 5 
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Appendix No 14: Interview (8): Wahda bank 

1. General questions: 

The respondent's name and position 
Najuih l3arasi. I lead of Credit Management in Walida Bank 

I IoN long is length of experience? 

I lighest level of education and qualifications. 
Doctorate of nccoiintinU 

II. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 

your bank? 
In 2007. the bank began use a new system that is I IkXCT11I: system in hartner"hih vvith 
central Bank of Libya and another tour Libyan banks, and the connection hctvveen hank 
branches by Libre optic and satellite. The nevv system has huge capacities in banking business. 

I lo\ý, ever. no\\ the system is not used full\ in all branches. 'I lie \%ork is continuing to install the 
s\stem in rest of branches and link them h} the net\wrk. The accounting, intiormation s\stem 
entircl\ depends on the use of computer. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (I"I )? 
Due to a Co11lillltlllellt of the hank \\ith Central Rank of I. ihya through the NI'ti project, the 
hank has no chance to invest in the information technology as a competitive \'capon. 'I he 
Investment in intormation technology is as required by the project as required b\ the NI'S 

project. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
l ht accounting intormation s stcnm provides all IC(luired information such as managerial 
reports and operational reports on business transactions for internal users. and financial 
statements for external users. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
As a result of incomplete of installation of the ne\\ s\ stein in all branches there is a problem in 
availability of infonnation on time, and there is difficult to obtain it. Moreover, the inliornnatiun 
is not accurate as required due to the staff is not qualified or there is no good rehabilitation 1ior 
them. 
There is also problem ol'the infrastructure ofcomnnumication in the country. 
However, after a full using of the system and completeness of the netvvorking between the 
branches can overcome these problems. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
"I lie nevv s, ýstcnm is easy and simple to use if there is a pood training. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered'? 
The most of banking business activities have been eo cred by information technolO`, \ projects. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frequent user... etc) 

Users Yes 
- 

No 
-. __ . - 

Rank 
tihareholder ------------ 

Governmental bodies 6 
Tax department in the finance ministry 7 
Managers in your bank I 
Investors and creditors 4 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 3 
Bank top executives/Board members N 2 

Ill. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 
How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 
The accounting information system is efficient and eActive in pro%iding monthlc reports and 
statistical to central hank and other governmental bodies. The problem of delays in data entry 
that prevent the systein to be more effective as a result of incomplete of installation of the new 
system in all branches, and incomplete the link between bank branches. In the near firture these 
problems can be avoided. 
Although high cost of the new system but its benefits is greater especially in long, term as a 
result of increasing of existing services and providing new services. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
The investment in information technology has dl "i..; nificant impact on the bank's reputation. 
provided the availability oftechnology vwh good communication. 

In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
The system is C11 cctive in supporting managers in decision-making and problem solving. 
Ilowever, as the linkage between the branches has not been completed there are delays in 
obtaining information on time. This delays led to delays in decision-making as well. 
'I he t'econiniendatioils for the current system to meet management requirement are accelerate 

the completion of the installation of the new system. and training of stall' and increase their 
skills as well as improving communications. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 
There is an urgent need to develop the accounting information systems. and this %%hat the bank is 
doing through the participation the NPS project and using developed H FX(' JBI s}stem. 

What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 
The using 01' information technology lead to providing services to customers in quicker time. 
convenient manner, better quality and less effort and cost, thus these will give a competitive 
advantage to the bank. 
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6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 

performance? 
The accounting, intürmation system develops the husiness performance hý providing accurate 
information on time to a decision maker ý6th good training and up-skillinu the employees. 
Noýý the level of the accounting information system is not enough to improve business. It needs 
to good training in technology area. take advantage from advanced foreign banks in this area. 

What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
The upgrade in IS/IT inl'ramtructure positively influence; on hank's income through impm ink, 

existing, services. providing a nekt services. supporting security of system and swing time and 
effort. 

How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 
I-he upgrade in IS/IT infrastructure decrease cost of' transactions but regarding the number ul' 
staff there is no impact because with using technology, there ýýill he nevv business activities 
that need more employees. 
Regarding the number of branches. it depend on the Ieasibility study and market study but the 
use ot'technoloeý may reduce the number of branches 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market groýOh (create ne demands) 

Market share growth (take from competition) 
Defend current market share position 
Improve and increase customer services 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 2 
Increase internal efficiency 
Increase understanding of customer needs 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your iniormation technology 
hank? Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (I most contributorv... etc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
3 cc Finical skills of information system staff numbers v I 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 7 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 
Supportive bank mana Bement/users 2 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 3 
Adequate funding 
Reduce cost and errors 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 5 

The Checklist Questions: 
From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information "technology in 
your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of ini ortance. (I pm ,t iniportant... etc . 
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Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce 

costs 

3 

Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 3 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your 

bank's business 
5 

Information technology is an important component and is 

alined to your business strategy 

6 

Information technology plays an integral role in meeting 
customer requirements 

4 

Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(I more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
I. nough funds for on-going investment in AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support AIS 

v I 
3 

Outside specialist experts when required 2 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (I more 
important 

... etc ). 

Benefits Yes No Rank 

It is easy to use II banking services 3 
IT banking services save your time I 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 2 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 4 

IT banking services provide accurate account information 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank? 
There are no training courses as a required level in terms of number and quality. The hank 
depends on the courses that are organised by central bank of' Libya. The employees were 
trained on the new system by bank's trainer inside the bank. The employees are satisfied vaith 
new system because it saved time and effort, the gust need moor training. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
There is a role of employees in improving the accounting inlörmation system by submitting 
their suggestions to the management. 
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3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
Well- planned raining and up-skillimg is , er\ important to realise the henetits of AIS. In 

addition. proper nomination of employees for courses training and continuous training. 

In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
Employees' skills in II are grcatlý help to inmproýe business pertornmanee ýOth an accounting 
qualification. They' lead to expediting the completion of work and providing information more 
accuracv in time. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
I raininz and up-skilling has a positive impact through reducing errors and eypedlitin, the 
completion oI husiness. 

The Checklist Questions: 
I. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
__ In ýcustomer services 

Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
transactions 

4 

Improve working conditions and competition 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 

recording transactions 
(, 

Reduce the number of employees 
Reduce a number of errors 2 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 3 
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Appendix No 15: Interview (9): Wahda bank 

I. General questions: 
" The respondent's name and position 

Idris lahaintcr. I Icad <oI' Risk Management in \ti'ahd, ý Hank 

" Flow long is length of experience? 
ears 

" Highest level of education and qualifications. 
Doctorate ot'nccountimt 

11. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RF, SEARCII QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 
Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 

your bank? 
fhc dc clohn)ent of accounting information system is continuing since the established of the 
bank in 1970. At the end ofnineties. the hank began to use the technology in the accounting 
information system through use some local information system. At the beginning of' 2003, the 
bank adopted advanced global system. ýOich is FI. FXCUBl system through the NPS under 
the auspices of'the Central [lank of'l_ihýa. In 2007. the hank has begun applied the new system 
in several branches. The new system provides information in a timely manner to the 
management about all business activities of the bank. Using of computer in all business of' the 
bank. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 
Except the advanced FI. EXCIJHE system. the hank has not any ambition to getting tär in the 
technology. In addition. the bank does not vie" the information technology as a critical and 
essential investment area as a competitive weapon. The bank just invests in information 

technology accordingly to requirements of banking business as a result ol' the lack of 
communications infrastructure. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
the ICcuunting information system provides all required inlorinaticn such as managerial reports 
and operational reports on business transactions for internal users, and financial statements for 

external users. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation ofthe accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
As a result of incomplete of installation of the neýý svsteni in all hranches there is a problem in 
availability of information on time, and there is difficult to obtain it. Ilovvever, the system will 
provide all required information to all management levels after installation the system in all bank 
branches. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
Currently. the hank is using, a part ofthe system. so it is easy and simple to use because it saves 
time and effort. To using full capacities of the system the employees need more a good training 
and up-skilling. 
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6. In your bank. what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
Re-arding branches that have used the nevv system and are linked bv the nemork. the most of' 
banking business activ ities have been covered hý information technoIogý projects. 

The Checklist Questions: 

1. Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank'? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (1 being the most 
frequent user... etc 

Users Yes No Rank 
Shareholders 
Governmental bodies 3 

Tax department in the finance ministry 2 

Managers in your bank 4 

Investors and creditors 5 

Operatives, controllers, office staff 
Bank top executives/Board members 

111. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 

The ne system is efficient and effective and provides required infornlation on time for internal 

and external users. I lowcvcr, it depends on an ability of decision maker to henclit from this 
information well. Regarding the cost and henetit ofthe system there was not it lcasihilitv studv 
of the system because it was imposed by the Central Bank of Libya. Despite this its benefits 

will he greater in long term. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
Lhe investment in information technolog has a positive influence on the hank's reputation. 'I lie 
infornlation system helps the hank to achieve its goals including it competitive adlv, intai e, 

3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
Currentlk. the system is not sufficient in supporting managers in decision nl, ll. iii and problem 
solving because the ne'a system has not been used in all branches. 'I he reconlmenýl: ýtiun is 
speed up the use of the new system in all branches because it provides all management 
requirements for decision-making and solve problems. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 
It is a necessary to develop accounting Ill lorlllation systcnl in response to the developl>>rnts in 
Libyan business environment. 

5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your hank has 
faced? 

The services are developed by development of information technology. and hanking depend" (in 
the information technology, thus if there was no investment in technology, the hank 'gill not he 
able to compete. 
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6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 
performance? 
['he accounting intorrnation sýsteni is not sufficient to develop business pertOrnuance but could 
be improved through a completion of net%ýorkino link betvýcen branches, and good training and 
up-skilling the employees. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 

The upgrade in IS/IT infrastructure gives a big chance to dcvelopimg hankinu, services and 
providing new services. It gives a big chance to developing banking services and providing 
new services. 

8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 

The upgrade in IS/I1 infrastructure hu, decreased cost oftransactions a result oI'decreased time 
of transaction completion and reduced number of employees. Ilovvever. as a result of 
decreased of cost the nuuiiher of branches NN ill he increased. 

The Checklist Questions: 
From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 
your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (I most important... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 5 
Market share growth (take from competition) 7 
Defend current market share position 6 
Improve and increase customer services 4 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 3 
Increase internal efficiency 2 
Increase understanding of customer needs 
Increase efficiency of business transactions I 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology bank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (I most contributory... etc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information system staff members v i 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 
Supportive bank management/users I 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 
Adequate funding 
Reduce cost and errors 2 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 4 
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3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues 4 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce costs 3 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage I 

Information technology assists and supports the needs of your bank's 
business 

5 

Information technology is an important component and is aligned to 
your business strategy 

6 

Information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer 
requirements 

2 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(I more available... etc). 

Items Yes No F 
Enough funds for on-going investment in AIS 

Technical tools to develop and support AIS 

Outside specialist experts when required 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (I more 
imnortant__etcl_ 

Benefits 
It is easy to use IT banking services 
IT banking services save your time 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 
IT banking services provide accurate account information 

Yes I No I Rank 

i 
_z 4 
3 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your hank? 
There is no plan for training and up-skilling, the workforce thus it led to a lack of apphic, ºtion 
the ncNý system well. The employees Niere trained by hank's trainer inside the hank. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
There is a role of employees in improving the accounting inR)rmation systenm. 'T'here werc teams 
of senior officials in the hank. 'I he, suggested some changes about the new system but this 
time did not continue. 

3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
If there is not a qualified human element in accounting and technolOp area can not achieve the 
benefits ofthe accounting information system adequately and satisfactorily. 
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4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
Whenever there is use oi-sophisticated technology whenever there is a greater need for skilled 
staff in technology. 
Skills in IF lead to a speed and accuracy of' business and hence obtain a good quality of 
information and thus help to improve business performance. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
The lack of a goods training and bad nomination of training have led to a lack of achieving the 
henchts of invcstinu, in information system in the bank. 

The Checklist Questions: 
I las the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 

transactions 

V 

Improve working conditions and competition 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 

recording transactions 
Reduce the number of employees 
Reduce a number of errors 2 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 
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Appendix No 16: Interview (10): Wahda bank 

I. General questions: 

" The respondent's name and position 
Mari l arasi. I lead o1-13udget Department in Wahda Bank 

" How long is length of experience? 
I () years 

" Highest level of education and qualifications. 
Bachelor of'Accountin 

The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 
Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 
your hank? 
Until 2005 there as no standardised chart of accounts in coinnuercial hanks. In 201)5 a 
committee was fiormed to unify the chart of accounts between banks. In 2007. the Wahda Bank 

as the first bank to apply this chart. which as the basis for the application of it ne\ý 
FLF. XCEBE system. There were several plans to implement advanced technology. but ývith the 
FIi XCI)BE system there is no need to develop the system except development the 
communications because this system is adequate and sufficient for banking business. There is a 
falb computerisation for accounting information system in the hank. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (I I )'? 
he information technology is a critical and essential inkestnlent area hek: au, e it became a 

reality imposes itself and very urgent. 1 here is keep pace kith the technological development. 
but still there is no optimal use für it. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
The accounting information system provides financial statements and statistical rchorls for 
external users, and all required inlorntation such as managerial reports and operational report. 
on business transactions fier internal users. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and ho" you cope with them'? 
the most important problem is that incomplete ol, installation of the nCýý sýstcm in all branches. 
this problem impacts on an availability. accuracy and quality of inlornmation 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple'? Why'? Why not? 
The sv teni is eas} and simple to use just it need, Alu ilitied and specialiied staff, because the 

system is clear and there are instructions tier all hau Liui transactions. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas ot'business which IT projects have covered'? 
The NP', project covers all areas of' hu, i less. and the hank no%% is appl\ing the technolog\ 
the most of these areas. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frPnnent ucer___etc) 

Users 
------ ---------- 

Yes No Rank 
- --- - ----- Shareholders 
Governmental bodies 

4 
3 

Tax department in the finance ministry 
Managers in your bank 2 

Investors and creditors 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 
Bank top executives/Board members 1 

Ill. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

flow would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 

system in your bank? 
The new system is efficient and effective where it provides required inti>rniation on time. The 

obstacles that keep the bank from being more affective AIS is the communications as a result 
of incomplete of' installation of' the new system in all branches and nety orking between 
branches, and a lack of good training. 
Because the central bank of Libya bears a large part of'the cost of system, so the benefits -real 
comparing %v ith its cost. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
The investment in intornnation technolouv has a significant impact on the hank's reputation. 
The customer has become more amare and thus takes into account the time factor. The most 
important leature of the information technolug, v is saves time and effort. 

3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
CurrentlN. the system is sufficient in supporting managers in decision-making and problem 
solving. l lie system to he more effective in supporting managers, the operators of the system 
must have a qualified accounting. In 2005 the management changed the accounting information 

system, which has helped in supporting managers in decision-making. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 

response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment'? (e. g. NPS) 
There is a need to develop accounting information svstem at the same time mth a development 

of IT. The hank is one of the participants of the NIS project. '['his project includes all banking 
business. 

5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 

'I he role of information technology in response to the competition meeting customers' 
requirements, reducin- time of transactions accomplish and saving time. In addition. 
maintaining existing Customers and obtaining new customers. 
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In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 

performance? 
The accounting", information system is sut'ticient but need more eflieiencv to devcliip husincss 

performance. It could be improved through a completion of netýýorkino link between branches. 

What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
I'he upgrade in IS/I I infrastructure help; employees to accomplish their ývork vveiI. and help, 

manager to assess performance of the employees. Moreover. it help, to improyement and 
deýelopnient of a quality of banking crv ices. 

8. I-low has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 
I lie upgrade in IS/I"I infrastructure has a little impact on reducing the number of statt, and 
significant impact in decreasing cost ol'transactions. I Ioeee' er. the number of branches depends 

on the leasihility study. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 

yo1. ir bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (I most important... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 

Market share growth (take from competition) 
Defend current market share position 5 
Improve and increase customer services I 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 6 
Increase internal efficiency 

M 

-y 

Increase understanding of customer needs 3 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 7 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology bank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (1 most contrih(Itorv... etc ) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information system staff members z 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 2 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 5 
Supportive bank management/users 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 6 
Adequate funding I 
Reduce cost and errors 7 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 
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3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 

of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues v 3 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce T 4 

costs 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 2 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your 5 

bank's business 

Information technology is an important component and is aligned 1 
to your business strategy 

Information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer 6 
requirements 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement. support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(1 more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
. Hough funds for on-going investment in AIS 

Technical tools to develop and support AIS 
N I 

2 
Outside specialist experts when required 4 

Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 3 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (I more 
important 

... etc). 

Benefits Yes No Rank 

It is easy to use IT banking services 4 
IT banking services save your time 3 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 5 

IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 2 

IT banking services provide accurate account information I 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank? 
Still obtaining advantage of' the courses traininu is not good because of the infelicitous 
nominations of the courses training. The employees have had trained by the trainers inside the 
hank, and the trainers were trained outside the hank by the company that designed the systems. 

The employees are not completely satisfied \\ith the new system because the system is not 
completely applied and there are some employees not qualified. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
There is a role of employees in improving the accounting information system through 
submission their suggestions and notes to the management 
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3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
The important element to realise the benefits of AIS is the training, and up-skiIling the 
výorktorce. as without qualified employees can not achieve its benefits. It should there is no 
limited budget for training. 

4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
Hie employees' skills in IT can ;.: read, hell) to imps-me hu; ines,, pcrtornm. mncc. thrnuýgh 
pro\ ding information. saýin`g time and organising kork as ýýclI. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
I'lie training" after usin; the ne'. ' system has had a good impact on the delivery ofthe henetits of 
investinu, in information technoloe\. 

The Checklist Questions: 
Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 

transactions 
3 

Improve working conditions and competition 5 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 

recording transactions 
I 

Reduce the number of employees 
Reduce a number of errors 6 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 4 
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Appendix No 17: Interview (11): Alegmaa alarabi bank 
1. General questions: 

The respondent's name and position 
Fam is Adali, Manaucr of Accounting Management in Aleomaa Alarahi Bank 

How long is length of experience? 
v ears 

Highest level of education and qualifications. 
I achclor oI'nccountiffi! 

11. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION I): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 
your bank? 
l lie bank has an accounting" information system since its estahlislunent in 2003. The 
development of system are continued, and in absence of it linkage between branches. the 
branches' budgets are collected and then prepare a consolidated budget at the level of' hank by 
Microsoft Office Excel. 
The system was designed by national connpany and its abilities are limited. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 
The hank does not use information technolO,! v a, a cun1hetitke'ccapon. but aaceording to what 
the banking business requires. I lovever. the hank vices information technology as an essential 
investment area, hut according to the need for it. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your hank? 
I he system provides a financial statements and statistical for external users. and provides 
managerial report, about banking activities. but it does not provides some reports for senior 
management and are prepare ntatnually. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
There are some technical problems especially in linkage hemcen devices inside the branches. 
These problems impact on the availability of information. In addition. there is lack in quality of 
data because the lack of training. The system is supported by the company that designed the 
s"N steal. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
he systenm is easy and uncomplicated to use because it is not a highly advanced. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
I he mo,, t of hank's activities have been covered by ff Projects except some area such as ATMs, 
visa cards, mobile banking and linkage between the branches. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank'? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frequent user... etc) 

Users Yes--- No Rank 
Shareholders ti 6 
Governmental bodies 4 
Tax department in the finance ministry 5 
Managers in your bank I 
Investors and creditors 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 2 
Bank top executives/Board members 3 

III. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

1. How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 
The s\stcm is not effective and efficient enough because there are many faults. hieb caused 
the system stops working: it is resulted from the system capabilities are finite to deal with haue 

volume of data. Moreover the current system does not provide required information to internal 

users unless it is prepared manually or by excel. 
Despite the cost of system is high but it needs to development or changing with other inure 
advanced. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
The investment in information technolog\ aIT cts on the haul. ', reputation in terni, ý ol, 
providing better services and thus increasing income. 

3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
The svstenm is fairly ellcctive in supporting managers in decl lon-ntakin; -, and problem I\ inz. 
especially in credit area, but regarding the financial situation of the hank there is dela as a 
result there is no linkage between branches. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NILS) 
Due to de\, elopment in the Lihýan hu; iness environment there i", it , i`wnilicant need toi dc\elop 
its information system. The management is seeking to develop it system because there are >onte 
areas in the NPS project. vvhich should he applied by the hank such as real time gross 
settlement system (RTGS) and automated clearing house (ACH). 

What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 
The role of' inlormation technology in the competition is that providing good and connl'ort 
services to the customers, thus it leads to maintaining existing customer and obtaining ne\\ 
customers. It also enables the bank for using neýý products and in-proving existing services. 
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In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 
performance? 
The accounting information svstenm develops the business performance by providing good level 

of services and providing nevv banking activities. The level of accounting information system is 

not sufficient and it needs to development, because the bank can not provide some banking 

activities, which based on advanced information technology. The business performance can be 
improved by adopting developed information technology. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank'? 
the up`,, rade in IS/I I infra-structure increases acti\ities ol'business and decreases time and cost 
of transactions. 

flow has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 
Whenever the used technology is de%eloped. It leads to reduced number of employees. It also 
leads to increase number of branches in terms of geographical spread. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 

your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of'importance. (I most important... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) v 5 
Market share growth (take from competition) 
Defend current market share position 
Improve and increase customer services 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 4 
Increase internal efficiency 3 
Increase understanding of customer needs 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 6 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology bank? 
t'ºease rank the contributors in order of importance. (I most contributorv... etc 

Technical skills of information system staff members 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 6 

service 

Reduce cost and errors 14 14 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 15 
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3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (l more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues 4 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce 
costs 

N 1 

Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your 
bank's business 

3 

Information technology is an important component and is aligned 
to your business strategy 

5 

Information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer 
requirements 

2 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(I more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
Enough funds for on-going investment in AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support AIS 

v 2 

Outside specialist experts when required 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 3 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (I more 
important... etc). 

Benefits Yes 
It is easy to use IT banking services 
IT banking services save your time N 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 
IT banking services provide accurate account information 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (I(Q3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank? 

here are no training programmes in the hank. At the beginning� the employees "ere trained by 
the company that designed the system. The current employees has had trained during their 
operation of the system. 
Ile employees are satisfied %tiith the system because it is not developed enough. I lo%vever. the 
senior management is not satisfied and needs more developed system to fleet its requirement. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
the employees have a role in improving the AIS through submit their suggestions to add or 
modify some reports for more details. 
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To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
The training and up-skilling is very required and necessary to realise the benefits of AIS 
adequately and satistäctorily. 
It leads to reduction in errors and saving time and eftort for accomplishment of transactions. 
thus providing information more accuracy at an appropriate time. 

4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 

mployees' skills in IF help to improve business perl rmance through a speed of transaction 
accomplishment. The skilled employees in IT avoid a lot of' problems during operation of 
inputting data, and familiar with an advanced system. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
Training and up-skilling has a positive impact on ellicicncý of cmployces and increasing a 
speed completion of transactions. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Benefits 
----- 

Yes No Rank 
Imhro\, e customer services T ----- -- ------ --- 

Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
transactions 

3 

Improve working conditions and competition 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 
recording transactions 
Reduce the number of employees 
Reduce a number of errors 2 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 
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Appendix No 18: Interview (12): Alegmaa alarabi bank 
I. General questions: 

" The respondent's name and position 
Waleed Altapoli, Manager of information technology in Alegmaa Alarahi Bank 

" How long is length of experience? 
4ý ears 

" Highest level of education and qualifications. 
I Iigher Diploma ot'Applicatioll", 

11. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

1. Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 

your bank? 
The hank has had used an accounting information system since its e tahlishinent in -low", the 

system was designed by national company. In 2006. the system was changed and u, e another 
system was designed by other national company. The hank uses the computer in all banking 

activ itie.. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 
The hank does not use information technology as a coiupetitke weapon. and does not view 
information technology as an essential investment area. I he hank still uses a hasic technology 
in banking business. However, the management are seeking to develop the sýstein in the Future. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your hank? 

'I he s}steht provides required Information für external and internal user. and pros ides daily 
managerial reports about banking activities. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
There are some technical problems in supporting and operation of the sýsteal and it are not 
related to the human element. The system is supported hý the company that designed the s sIeºn. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not'? 
The system is easy and flexible to use because it is basic and not hi`uhl\ developed. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which I projects have covered'? 
'I here are some bank', activities have been covered h` II hroiects. because there are no good 
core banking and data centre, and it needs neworking linkage between the branches. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
1. Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 

bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frequent User ... etc) 

lasers 
tih. rrchoIders 
Governmental bodies 

Yes No Rank 
4 
5 

Tax department in the finance ministry 6 
Managers in your bank 2 
Investors and creditors 7 
Operatives, controllers, office staff I 
Bank top executives/Board members 3 

III. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

flow would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 
T he ýýstem is etlective and efficient because it is easy to u,, c and provide,, information in time. 
Ilowever. the important obstacle that keeps the being, more ctlective AIS is that there is no 
networking between branches. This obstacle has caused to delay to obtaining information about 
all branches on time. 
In the bank, spending for information technology is not enough thus can not obtain the benefits 
of AIS in terms of providing required information on time to the management. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
The investment in intormation technology leads to providing ncvv services and saving 
customers time through speed accomplish ol'transaction. 

3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 
The system is fairly effective in supporting managers in decision-making, and problem solving. 

especially in credit decisions. The bank has not planed to change its system to support decision- 
making,. 
The recommendations are obtain good core banking, data base and linkage between branches. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 

response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 
There is an urgent need to develop the accounting information Svstem in response to the 
development in the Libyan business environment, especially in the NI'S project. where in the 
Muture Libyan banks will be as one bank. 

5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 
The information technology has a significant role in response to Be competition. The 

customers need no% the speed accomplish of transaction regardless price of the servic, thus 
the number ofcustomer will be increased and the income will be increased as well. 
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In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 

performance? 
The accounting intormation system develops the business performance through speed and 
accuracy of transactions. providing required information on time and providing new services. 
The level of accounting information system is fairly sufficient to develop business 

performance. and can be improved by investment in advanced technology. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /11 infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
l he up radc in IS! IT infrastructure creates ncýv hanking activities and improves existing 

services and decreases cost ol'transactions through decreasing oi' its time and procedures. 

8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches? Please explain. 
The upurade in IS/I I infrastructure leads to increu' ih g number of hranches hen availahilitv of 
good core banking. data centre and good communication infrastructure. Ilowever. it leads to 
decreasing number of employees. 

The Checklist Questions: 
From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information "l'echnolot; y in 
your bank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (I most important 

... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) g 
Market share growth (take from competition) 4 
Defend current market share position 5 
Improve and increase customer services 1 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 2 
Increase internal efficiency 3 
Increase understanding of customer needs 6 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 7 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology hank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (I most contrihutor}... etc ) 

Contributors 
Technical skills ol'info rmation ,) sicnt statt ntcnihrr' 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 

Yes No Rank 
2 

3 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 7 
Supportive bank management/users 5 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 
Adequate funding 
Reduce cost and errors 6 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 8 
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3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (l more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase v 1 
revenues 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to 2 

reduce costs 
Information technology gives your bank competitive 3 
advantage 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your 4 
bank's business 
Information technology is an important component and is 5 
aligned to your business strategy 
Information technology plays an integral role in meeting 6 

customer requirements 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(1 more available... etc). 

Items 1'es No Rank 
Enough funds for on going investment in AIS v ; 
'I echnical tools to develop and support AIS _ 

Outside specialist experts when required 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 1 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (1 more 
important 

... etc). 

Benefits 
-- - -- 

Yes No Rank 
it is easy to use IT banking services 2 
IT banking services save your time 3 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 4 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 5 
IT banking services provide accurate account information 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank? 
['here are no any training programmes in the bank regarding information technology. However, 
there are other training courses for other banking areas. 
The employees are satisfied with the current system. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
The employees have a We in impruning the AIS "here there is suggestions tbrm that are 
studied and applied aller approval of the management. 
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To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
I he training and up-skilling is ýcn important to achieve the benefit-, of AIS aidequately and 
satislactorilv. and it also make the emplo>ee do well in his/her field. 

4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
I: mployees' skills in II are very helpful to improve business pert'Ornianee because it makes 
tasks ol'supporter easer, and thus saves effort and time, and improves business pcrforniance. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
Due to there are no training hrourammes regarding IT and there is enough number ol'trainers in 

the hank. so there are no effects of training and up-skilling the world rce on the dcliverý of' he 
hcnefit, ý ol'investing in IT in the bank. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the following benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services .t 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of' 
transactions 

2 

Improve working conditions and competition 7 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 
recording transactions 

3 

Reduce the number of employees 6 
Reduce a number of errors I 

Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 5 
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Appendix No 19: Interview (13): Alegmaa alarabi bank 

1. General questions: 

The respondent's name and position 
Ilendam i Anienefi. Manager oI'Opcrations Management in AIeggniaa nlarahi Bank 
Flow long is length of experience? 
O years 
Highest level of education and qualifications. 
13achelvr of Accountin, 

II. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCFI QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 
your bank? 
'I he hank has an accounting information system since it, establishment in 2003. 'I he system 
was designed by national company and it is basic and simple but it meets current requirements 
of the bank and bank's customers. The hank has not recently implemented any advanced 
technology. ]'here is only an evolution in the Swift system. There is an entire computerisation 
of accounting information system in the bank. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 
The bank does not compete at the cutting edge of innovation of the II; it also does not use the 
IT as a competitive weapon. Ilowever, the information technology is a critical and essential 
investment area, but the bank stays current on technology, vwhout getting tsar ahead of its 

competition. There is need to using of advanced information technology and the linkage 
between branches as well. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
The ' steni provides a financial statements and financial information on time especial 1) regard to 

credit decisions. Iiovvever, managerial reports are processed winu, ilk outside the system. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
There are sonne operating malfunctions resulting from the interruption of communication. These 
problems are simple and can he addressed quickly it are technical problems and are not related 
to human element. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
'T he svstem is easy and simple to use because it is uncom plicated. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
he most of currently hank's activities have been covered hy II projects. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 
bank'? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frennent user... etc) 

Users Yes No Rank 
Shareholders 5 

Governmental bodies 3 
Tax department in the finance ministry 6 
Managers in your bank 1 
Investors and creditors 4 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 7 
Bank top executives/Board members 2 

III. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

1. How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 
fhe system i; effective in terms of providing intormation at an appropriate time and accuracv. 
The obstacle is the linkage between branches. The benefits that obtained frone the system are 
greater than its cost. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
I JSing of information technolouuyresult in providin, " tä"te" services and nloore convenient. hence 
obtaining a competitive advantage. This advantage has a pu, itiýe im pact on the bank's 
reputation. 

3. In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting, systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 

he sV, ten» is consumedly effective in , uhhortin' mina ers in decision-nmkin, ". C pe iUIl` in 
the credit decisions. but the problem in the lack of linkage beMeen branches, tilt,, it aft' cts the 
timing of obtaining information and decision-making on time. Iteconnnien(. iationti are 
developing the system and participate of the NPS project. I here are no change, or and plan, to 
change the systenm due to instahility of the management in the recent period. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 
It is necessar} to con\oN this development through deýcloping the s\aem and nýýýýorhing 
between branches. 

5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your hank has 
faced? 

he information technology has a significant role in the competition through availabilit\ of information. speed of transaction accomplishment and providing good services to the 
customers. 
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6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 
performance? 

The level of accounting information sý. stenl is enough in terms ut- the current Nanking, but in 

terms of custonmer services is not enough through speed of transaction accomplishment, speed 
of providing services, accuracy and speed o1 performance and reducing errors. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your hank? 
The upgrade in IS/IT infrastructure lead to improving business performance. increasing 
banking business accuracy and increasing, busines,, activities. 

8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff / branches'? Please explain. 
I hC up; ýrade in IS%I I int'rastructtire laid tu ý1ýrrca, iný cost of' tran,,; tction,, through decreasing 

number ol'cmployc s. vvIio , trc rcyuircd lo <icconiph h the 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information "l echnology in 

your bank`? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (1 most important... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 
Market share growth (take from competition) 

8 
I 

Defend current market share position 2 
Improve and increase customer services 3 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 4 
Increase internal efficiency 6 
Increase understanding of customer needs 5 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 7 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology bank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of importance. (1 most contributorv... etc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information system staff members v j 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 6 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 4 
Supportive bank management/users 3 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 8 
Adequate funding 2 
Reduce cost and errors 7 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 1 
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3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues 

- ---- -- - Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce costs --- -- 2 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage I 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your bank's 
business 

4 

Information technology is an important component and is aligned to 
your business strategy 

5 

Information technology plays an integral role in meeting customer 
requirements 

6 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(1 more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
I: nouzh funds for on-going investment in AIS v 
l echnical tools to develop and support AIS 4 
Outside specialist experts when required ti 3 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 2 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (I more 
important 

... etc). 

Benefits Yes 

. -- No 
ý 

Rank- l It is easy to use II hankine services I 
IT banking services save your time 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking 3 
transaction 

L IT banking services provide accurate account information 5 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (14Q3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of' the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank? 
There are no training programmes regarding the accounting inion»ation s`steifi in the hank. 
Employees are trained during their operation of the system inside the bank. Ile employees are 
satisfied with the system. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
Ile employees submit their suggestioft through proposals tiýrni to the mana cnjrnt hr stuclý 
and apply. 

3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
The training and up-skiIliii is very required to achieve the benefits of AIS adequatcl} and 
satisfactorily. 
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In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 
performance? 
fhere is positive relationship between cniplovees' skills and huýincss pertorn1ance through their 
good using and dealing with the inlormation system. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
I raining and up-skilling has a positivc impact on the delivery of the hrnCtits of in'. csting in IT, 

hcrc it (cads to incrcatsinL, cfticicnrv 01'cmpIn cc, ý and iinprov in1_1 hu, inc ýrlori1111 nce. 

The Checklist Questions: 
I. I las the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the tollo% ing benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (1 more important... etc) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services 2 

Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
transactions 

J 

Improve working conditions and competition 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 
recording transactions 

7 

Reduce the number of employees 5 
Reduce a number of errors 4 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 6 
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Appendix No 20: Interview (14): Alegmaa alarabi bank 
1. General questions: 

The respondent's name and position 
Salate Algrare. Director <iencral in Alcgmaa Alarabi Bank 
How long is length of experience? 

years 
Highest level of education and qualifications. 
Bachelor of Accountilw 

11. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 
your bank? 
-1-11e Iirst an accounting, intormation system \%as used since its esUtblishn)ent in 200; as 
designed by national company. The system has been changed by another niore developed 
system designed by other national company. The current system provides necessary 
inl )rniation to decision maker. Although there is no linkage nemorking bet\Veen branches. but 

all branches are using the same s)stem. The most of hank activities depend on the computer. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 
Because the bank is still modern. the hank seeks to de%elop technology in stae, e,. 'I Ile current 
system is not developed enough for supporting ad arced services such as Visa card. thus it 
does not compete at the cutting edge of' innovation in the information Iechnoloe area. 
However, the bank views the information technology as essential investºnent area. and it is 

planning to obtain advanced system and dev ices and continuous training for st, ºt'f' in the future. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your hank? 
The svsteili provides a linancial statements für external and internal users. and any required 
information by the management on time but at branch level. I however, as a result ot'there is no 
linkage networking between the branches, at the bank level as a whole, there is a del: aý of 
providino required information and managerial reports on time about banking activities. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them'? 
Due to the of' the system has a limited capabilities. wine tinges there are failures in the systenm, 
vvhich cause confusion in the banking, and it does not cover some banking, activities. fliese 
problems are technical not humanity. Another problem is that the stenl is rented not property 
of the bank, therefore, the bank depends on the company designed the system in terms oi'support 
and maintenance the system. 
All I. ib}an banks have the problem of the lack of training and up-skifling the worktorce. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple'? Why'? Why not? 
The system is easy and simple to use becaurc it is simply anal in Arabic. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered'? 
The most of hank's activities have been covered hk II projects except some area such as 
ATMs. Visa cards, and there is not the linkage networking between the branches. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
I. Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 

bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frequent user... etc) 

Users Yes No Rank 
Shareholders 
Governmental bodies 7 
Tax department in the finance ministry 4 
Managers in your bank 3 
Investors and creditors 5 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 6 
Bank top executives/Board members 2 

III. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 
How would you assess the effectiveness and the efficiency of the accounting information 
system in your bank? 
The system is täirly effective and efficient with respect to current banking business. The 

capabilities of the current system are limited. It ensures a quality of intorination and provides 
necessary information to external and internal users. Its cost is not high comparing with its 
benefits. The bank has several offers from some foreign company regarding modern and 
advanced system. However, the qualified human element and communications infrastructure 

are more important than advanced technology, because without them can not use advanced 
technology better using. 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's reputation? 
'I he Investment in intörmttion technology has a significant effect on the bank's reputation in 
terms of pros idin" quick and accurate information to management, investors and customers, 
thus it gives more confidence to the customers of the hank. 

In your opinion, to what extent are the current accounting systems effective in supporting 
managers in decision-making and problem solving? Please give examples as appropriate. 

The current system is -uod fier management of the bank to decision-making especially regarding 
to decisions of credit and investment. The recommendation is using advanced information 
technology for providing some information and statistical. which can not he obtained easily 
now. There is a plan to obtain an advanced system and linkage hank branches. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting information system in 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business environment? (e. g. NPS) 

The NI'S project needs a developed system to deal 'kith it. so there ia si niticant need to 
develop its information system in the hank and linkage networking hetween all hank branches. 

5. What role has information technology played in response to the competition that your bank has 
faced? 

The role o1' information technology in the competition is that saying time and effort. and 
facilitates accomplishment of transactions. For example. the using of internet banking and 
mobile banking. These lead to obtain a new customers and investors for the hank, thus obtain a 
competitive advantage. 
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6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 

performance? 
the accounting information system is not enough for developing the huSiness performance, 
because it does not meet the needs of external users such as customers and investors. 

It can he imhroycd by adopting advanced technology. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 
Effect of the upgrade in IS/IT intI'aStructure on hank activities through irnprovin" existing 

sere ices and introducing new and convenient services. 

8. How has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff ! branches? Please explain. 
IHhc upýgradc in IS/H' infrastructure Iead, to saýin(-' cftört and time for accomplishmcnt of 
transaction and decreasing, cost of transactions and emplovees. Ho, vever, it has not relationship 

e lila the hranches number. 

The Checklist Questions: 
From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information 'I echnolo v in 

your hank? Please rank the affirmative factors in order of importance. (I most important... etc). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) 6 
Market share growth (take from competition) 7 
Defend current market sharjsition 8 
Improve and increase customer services I 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 5 
Increase internal efficiency 2 
Increase understanding of customer needs 3 
Increase efficiency of business transactions q 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology hank? 
Please rank the contrihutors in order of importance. (I most contributory... etc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information system stall members 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 6 

Customer service attitude towards information systems 5 
Supportive bank management/users 2 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 3 
Adequate funding 4 
Reduce cost and errors 8 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 7 
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3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 
of importance. (I more important... etc) 

Statements Yes No Rank 
Information technology enables your bank to increase revenues V 6 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce 
costs 

v 5 

Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 4 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your 
bank's business 

1 

Information technology is an important component and is 

aligned to your business strategy 
Information technology plays an integral role in meeting 
customer requirements 

3 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and develop 

accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availability. 
(1 more available... etc). 

Items \ es No Rank 
l: nou-h funds for on-going investment in Al"., v , 

Technical tools to develop and support AIS 
Outside specialist experts when required 4 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 3 

Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology banking services are 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced benefits in terms of your agreement. (l more 
important 

... ctc). 

Benefits 

It is easy to use IT banking services 

Yes No Rank 

IT banking services save your time 3 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient 2 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 4 
IT banking services provide accurate account information 1 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank? 
The current training is now inside the bank but it is not as must be. because the system is 

simple and is not developed enough. so it not needs to training. The employees are satisfied 
with the system because it is not developed enough and it is simple. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
'I he employees have a role in improving the MIS through submit their suggestions to the 
management. The suggestions are studied and applied according to the capahilities of the 
system. 
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3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of ALS adequately/satisfactorily? 

The continued training and up-skilling, is ýcrv important to realise the henetits or : AIs 

adequately and satistäctorily. the important investment is the investment in human elements 
through training and up-skilling the workforce. Without qualified emplovees can not realise the 
benefits of fI 

. 

4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 

performance? 
f: nýp! o ec , Lill. in IT help to improve hu, iness pertormunec anal , avc, Linie and churl oI, 
employees in terms of'raising speed. accuracy and efficiency. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
As a result 01' it lack of' training, the Iraainin, -, anti 
deliýýrý of wine benelits O1, inve; tint, ill II. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. Has the training and up-skilling of the workforce led to the t llo\ý ink hýný fits'? I'I a; ý rail the 

benefits in terms of importance. (I more important... etc ) 

Benefits Yes No Rank 
Improve customer services 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
transactions 
Improve working conditions and competition 
improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 
recording transactions 

2 

Reduce the number of employees 7 
Reduce a number of errors 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 6 
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Appendix No 21: Interview (15): Alegmaa alarabi bank 
1. General questions: 

" The respondent's name and position 
iAbdulla Soudeq. Manager of' Internal Audit Management in Alctniaa Alarabi Hank 

" How long is length of experience? 
)I) 'cars 

" Highest level of education and qualifications. 
I3ac11rlur of''1ccountim-, 

11. The extent and nature of AIS investment (RESEARCH QUESTION 1): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 
I. Could you describe the nature and attributes of the accounting information systems in 

your bank? 
'Hie hank has used a simple accounting information svstein since its establishment in 2003. and 
there is no networking linkage hetýýcen branches. the system meets bank business in terms of 
treasury and current accounts departments. and it provides information. 
As a result of non-linkage between branches. individually each branch uses the same system 
and their banking activities are gathered by correspondence in the accounting management. 
Thus, the financial situation of the hank is manually preparing. 

2. How would you characterise your bank's use of Information Technology (IT)? 
The advanced technology has not been used in the bank vet. The current system is good in 
terms of basic banking activities. Io use an advanced technology. must first there is a net ork 
linkage. There is a project to use AIMs. but has not been completed yet. Despite. the bank does 

not compete at the cutting edge of innovation of information technology; it looks at the 
information technology as an essential investment area. 

3. What are the types of the information generated by the accounting system in your bank? 
The system provides required int'urnmation to the management and provides nmanagerial reports 
to internal users about the branches activities. which are manually prepared. There is no any 
providing information for external users. 

4. Could you let me know about the most important problems and obstacles that arise during the 
operation of the accounting information system and how you cope with them? 
The important obstacle is non-linkage between branches. which impact on business performance 
through delay ofobtaining information and thus this impact on decision-making on time. 

There are no problems regarding the human element and the system, because it is not very 
advanced. 

These problems are not related to all Libyan banks. because each bank has its oven privacies. 

5. Do you think the system is easy to use/ simple? Why? Why not? 
l he system is easy to use because it is simple and uncomplicated. 

6. In your bank, what are the main areas of business which IT projects have covered? 
There are some activities have been covered by information technology projects such as 
treasury and current accounts activities. 
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The Checklist Questions: 
1. Who are the users of the information generated by the accounting information system in your 

bank? Please rank the affirmative answers in order of frequency of use. (I being the most 
frequent user ... etc) 

Users Yes No Rank 
Shareholders 
Governmental bodies 5 
Tax department in the finance ministry 6 
Managers in your bank 2 
Investors and creditors 4 
Operatives, controllers, office staff 3 
Bank top executives/Board members I 

ýi 

III. The investment in AIS, business processes and business performance (RQ2): 

The Semi-structured interview questions: 

How would you assess the effectiveness and the el, tikicncv (d i11L. 
system in your bank? 
fhe sNstem is not effective and efficient because it is simple and doe, not kc,. p p: t c vvIi Jý 
evolving banking. The benefits of the current system are good comharin., ýil, i, 

2. How does investment in information technology influence the bank's repuhtik)n. ' 
The investment in inlormation technology a('tects un the hank's rchutatio ii 
networking linkage between branches makes it easier 1`6r customers or dealiI vvith the 
accounts at any branch, and helps to pros isle intorni; ition In (Iccisiýýn in, ikcr on tlflwII I, v ill load 

itiWil 

III sour opii1ioll. to \\11,11 C\liIlt arc HIC currclll (ICCUllllllllll \ lilll' illiill\i III ýlll l utllll, ' 

managers in decision-making and problem solving'? Please give examples as appropriate. 
I he s\stem is not CITective in supporting managers in deci, iun-mali in and problem sol\ ilW 
because there is a delay ofobtaining intilrnlation. 

The recommendation is changing the current system Ill I). I III, 
management has not changed or planed to change its stein. 

4. In your opinion, to what extent is there a need to develop the accounting inforinatiun 
response to the development and changes in the Libyan business enviroil nment? (e. g. NI'ti) 
Due to development in the I. ihvan business environment there is an urgent need to de\elop 
information system. If' the management ha not kort P: ](, (, vv ith tht 
technology. it will he outside the hankiiu 

5. What role has information technology play, 
faced? 
I lie information technology has a signiticant role in tennis or Ihelhin, nian, iýecr in (1,1111 
making when information is available. In addition. it enables the hank tu obtain conipctit 'c 
advantage among other hanks. 
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6. In your opinion, how does the accounting information system in your bank develop business 
performance? 
I he accounting information system in the bank is not enough to dev elop business performance. 
The human is the most important element of the system elements, so take care must be given to 
the human element regarding development and training� and then obtaining advanced s}stem. 

7. What is the effect of the upgrade in IS /IT infrastructure on the structure of the workforce and 
activities in your bank? 

The upgrade in IS/IT infrastructure provides huge volume of information that can not he 
obtained by human element. It also enables the hank to expand by opining nevv branches. 
provides new services and developing banking husiness. 

I low has the upgrade of IS/IT infrastructure impacted on banking transaction costs and the 
number of staff/ branches? Please explain. 

The upgrade of' IS/IT intrast-ucture impacted On banking transaction costs and the number of 
staff hv decreasint-, the transactions cost and number of emploNces. 

The Checklist Questions: 
From the list below, what are the factors driving investments in Information Technology in 
your hank? Please rank the afl`rmative factors in order o1- importance. (1 most important... etc ). 

Factors Yes No Rank 
Create overall market growth (create new demands) v i 
Market share growth (take from competition) 
Defend current market share position 
Improve and increase customer services 1 
Cut service prices/lower service costs 2 
Increase internal efficiency 3 
Increase understanding of customer needs 5 
Increase efficiency of business transactions 4 

2. Which of the following factors contribute to the success of your information technology bank? 
Please rank the contributors in order of' importance. (1 most contributory... etc) 

Contributors Yes No Rank 
Technical skills of information system staff members 6 
Alignment of information system and business strategies 
Customer service attitude towards information systems 7 
Supportive bank management/users 5 
Partnering with external service provider(s) 8 
Adequate funding 
Reduce cost and errors 4 
Provide quality and innovation services to the customer 2 
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3. Please respond to the statements below using Yes or No and rank affirmative answers in order 

of irnnortance. (I more imnortant... etc) 

Statements Yes No 
Intoormation technology enables your bank to increase revenues 
Information technology provides a way for your bank to reduce 
costs 
Information technology gives your bank competitive advantage 
Information technology assists and supports the needs of your 
bank's business 
Information technology is an important component and is aligned 
to your business strategy 
Information technology plays an integral role in meeting 
customer requirements 

Rank 

4 

6 

4. Does your bank make the following items available to implement, support and de\ý! l&, p 
accounting information systems? Please rank the affirmative items in terms of their availahihtv 
(I more available... etc). 

Items Yes No Rank 
Enough funds for on-going investment in AIS 
Technical tools to develop and support AIS 

4 

Outside specialist experts when required 
Skilled personal to implement and support the AIS 2 

5. Do you agree that the following benefits of the information technology hankie; - , cr\ ice- ire 
evidenced by your bank? Pleas rank the evidenced henelits in terms of your agreement. (I more 
important.. 

. etc). 

Benefits 1'es No Rank 
It is easy to use IT banking services 1 
IT banking services save your time 2 
IT banking services make your banking more convenient ý 
IT banking services provide privacy in your banking transaction 
IT banking services provide accurate account information 

IV. The importance of training and up-skilling of the workforce (RQ3) 

In general, could you assess the training and up-skilling of the workforce programmes and 
policies related to AIS in your bank? 
There is no any training policy in the hank. 'I he training is inside the hank during, operation of 
the system. 

There is no survey has been done f 'or the employees satisfaction. but in general the employees 
are satisfied \\ ith the system. 

2. What is the role that employees play in improving the AIS? 
'I he employees submit their suuLestion to the management by suggestions lorm. 

3. To what extent do you think the training and up-skilling of the workforce is needed to realise 
the benefits of AIS adequately/satisfactorily? 
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The training and up-skilling is required to realise the henelits of AIS adequately and 
satistäctoril' . 

because vvithout trainin; e the ývorktorce and qualified staff the henelits of' AIS 

can not be achieved. 
4. In general, to what extent do you think employees' skills in IT can help to improve business 

performance? 
Skilled employees in II help to improve husine� perti, nu ance llirouwh i speed of transaction 
accomplishment. and they provide required information on tinIc, these lead to decreasing, the 
cost of transaction. 

5. In your opinion what are the effects of training and up-skilling the workforce on the delivery of 
the benefits of investing in IT in your bank? 
The current trIinin, -, sind up-skilling the ývorktorcc suffice the current requirements. but it does 

not lead to ievelopnicnt of banking business. 

The Checklist Questions: 
1. Has the training and up-skilling of'the workforce led to the tbllowing benefits? Please rank the 

benefits in terms of importance. (I more important 
... etc) 

Benefits V es No Rank 
Improve customer services 1 
Raise the capacity to deal with the growth in number of 
transactions 

T 

Improve working conditions and competition 2 
Improve the accounting control in terms of accuracy and 
recording transactions 

6 

Reduce the number of employees 7 
Reduce a number of errors 4 
Improve competitive advantage of the Bank 5 
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